HOW TO BUY AN AMPLIFIER

REMOTE-CONTROL SYSTEMS

COMPACT DISCS: ANALOG TO DIGITAL

TALKING HEADS TALK

TESTED THIS MONTH:
ADCOM POWER AMP
AKAI CD PLAYER
DENON TUNER
B&W SPEAKERS
ALPINE CAR CD PLAYER

...AND MORE
Matthew Polk’s Awesome Sounding SDA-SRS & SDA-SRS 2

Matthew Polk, the loudspeaker genius, with his Audio Video Grand Prix winning SDA-SRS and latest technological triumph: the extraordinary SDA-SRS 2, honored with the 1986 CES Design & Engineering Award.
**"The Genius of Matthew Polk Has Created Two Awesome Sounding Signature Edition SDAs"**

**"Spectacular... it is quite an experience"**

*Stereo Review Magazine*

---

**Now the genius of Matthew Polk brings you the awesome sonic performance of the SDA-SRS in a smaller, more moderately priced, but no less extraordinary loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS 2.**

**Matthew Polk's own dream speakers can now be yours!**

Matthew Polk's ultimate dream loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS, won the prestigious Audio Video Grand Prix Speaker of the Year award last year. Stereo Review said "Spectacular... it is quite an experience" and also stated that the SRS was probably the most impressive new speaker at the 1985 Consumer Electronics Show. Thousands of man hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent to produce this ultimate loudspeaker for discerning listeners who seek the absolute state-of-the-art in musical and sonic reproduction.

Matthew Polk has, during the last year, continued to push his creative genius to the limit in order to develop a smaller, more moderately priced Signature Edition SDA incorporating virtually all of the innovations and design features of the SRS without significantly compromising its awesome sonic performance. The extraordinary new SRS 2 is the spectacularly successful result. Music lovers who are privileged to own a pair of either model will share Matthew Polk's pride every time they sit down and enjoy the unparalleled experience of listening to their favorite music through these extraordinary loudspeakers, or when they demonstrate them to their admiring friends.

**"Exceptional performance no matter how you look at it"**

*Stereo Review*

Listening to any Polk True Stereo SDA* is a remarkable experience. Listening to either of the Signature Edition SDAs is an awesome revelation. Their extraordinarily lifelike three-dimensional imaging surrounds the listener in 360° panorama of sonic splendor. The awe inspiring bass performance and dynamic range will astound you. Their high definition clarity allows you to hear every detail of the original musical performance, while their exceptionally smooth, natural, low distortion reproduction encourages you to totally indulge and immerse yourself in your favorite recordings for hours on end.

Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review summed it up well in his rave review of the SDA-SRS: "The composite frequency response was exceptional... The SDA system works... The effect can be quite spectacular... We heard the sound to our sides, a full 90° away from the speakers. As good as the SDA feature is, we were even more impressed by the overall quality of the Polk SDA-SRS... The sound is superbly balanced and totally effortless... Exceptional low bass. We have never measured a low bass distortion level as low as that of the SDA-SRS... It is quite an experience! Furthermore, it is not necessary to play the music loud to enjoy the tactile qualities of deep bass... Exceptional performance no matter how you look at it."

The awe-inspiring sonic performance of the SDA-SRS 2 is remarkably similar to that of the SRS. Words alone can not express the experience of listening to these ultimate loudspeaker systems. You simply must hear them for yourself!

**"Literally a new dimension in sound"**

*Stereo Review*

Both the SDA-SRS and the SDA-SRS 2 are high efficiency systems of awesome dynamic range and bass capabilities. They both incorporate Polk's patented SDA True Stereo technology which reproduces music with a precise, lifelike three dimensional soundstage which is unequaled and gives you, as Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review said, "literally a new dimension in sound". Each beautifully styled and finished SRS 2 cabinet contains 4 Polk 6½” trilaminate polymer drivers: a planar 15" sub-bass radiator, 2 Polk 1” silver-coil polyamide dome tweeters and a complex, sophisticated isophase crossover system. It is rated to handle 750 watts. The SRS utilizes 8-6½” drivers, a 15” sub-bass radiator, 4 Polk tweeters and an even more complex crossover. It is rated to handle 1000 watts.

Both the SDA-SRS and SRS 2 incorporate 1.) time compensated, phase-coherent multiple driver vertical line-source topology for greater clarity, increased coherency, lower distortion, higher power handling, increased dynamic range and more accurate imaging. 2.) a monocoque cabinet with elaborate bracing and MDF baffle for lower cabinet read-out and lower coloration. 3.) progressive variation of the high frequency high-pass circuitry for point-source operation and wide vertical dispersion. 4.) the use of small active drivers in a full complement sub-bass drive configuration coupled to a large 15” sub-bass radiator for extraordinarily tight, quick and three-dimensional mid and upper bass detail combined with low and sub-bass capabilities which are exceptional. The speakers are beautifully finished in oiled oak and walnut.

**"the best SDAs yet... impressive and worthy of Matt Polk's signature"**

*High Fidelity Magazine*

No matter what your budget is, there is a superb sounding Polk speaker perfect for you. Polk's incredible sounding/affordably priced Monitor Series loudspeakers start as low as $85 ea. The breathtaking sonic benefits of Polk's revolutionary True Stereo SDA technology are available in all Polk's SDA loudspeakers which begin as low as $395. each.

**"Our advice is not to buy speakers until you've heard the Polk"**

*Musician Magazine*

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound better! Hear them for yourself. Use the reader service card for more information and visit your nearest Polk dealer today. Your ears will thank you.

---

**Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 190.**
Matthew Polk's Magnificent Sounding New SDA 2A

Matthew Polk stands proudly alongside the latest version of his Audio Video Grand Prix Award Winning SDA 2A

SDA 2A
$495.00 ea

Digital Disc Ready

Matthew Polk stands proudly alongside the latest version of his Audio Video Grand Prix Award Winning SDA 2A
"The Magnificent Sounding New True Stereo SDA 2A
Again Demonstrates the Genius of Matthew Polk"

This revolutionary speaker is the most extraordinary value in high end audio!

Matthew Polk's magnificent sounding new 3rd generation SDA-2A incorporates many new advances pioneered in his top-of-the-line Signature Edition SRSs. It achieves stunningly lifelike musical reproduction which would be remarkable at any price but is simply extraordinary at $499 ea.

Polk's Revolutionary True Stereo SDA Breakthrough

The magnificent sounding new SDA-2A incorporates Polk's revolutionary True Stereo SDA technology. This patented, critically acclaimed, Audio Video Grand Prix Award winning breakthrough is the most important fundamental advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself. In fact, the design principles embodied in the SDAs make them the world's first and only True Stereo speakers. Why do Polk SDAs always sound better than conventional speakers? As illustrated in diagram 1: when conventional loudspeakers are used to reproduce stereo both speakers are heard by both ears which causes a form of acoustic distortion called interaural crosstalk which cuts down stereo separation, obscures detail and interferes with the proper reproduction and perception of imaging, and spaciousness. As illustrated in diagram 2: Polk SDAs are designed so that each speaker is only heard by the one correct ear (i.e. left channel/left ear, right channel/right ear), like headphones. The result is dramatically improved stereo separation, detail and three-dimensional imaging.

The Most Extraordinary Value in High End Audio Today

The new SDA-2As, like all the current SDAs, incorporate the latest 3rd generation SDA technology developed for Matthew Polk's Signature Edition SRS and SRS-2 including 1: full complement sub-bass drive for deeper, fuller, tighter and more dynamic bass response; 2: phase coherent time-compensated driver alignment for better focus, lower-coloration smoother, cleaner, more coherent midrange and improved front-to-back depth; 3: bandwidth-optimized dimensional signal for smoother high-end and even better soundstage and image. The new SDA-2A is the finest sounding and most technologically advanced speaker ever produced at its extraordinarily modest price. It sounds dramatically better than speakers from other manufacturers that cost 4 times as much and more and is, at $499 ea., truly the speaker of your dreams at a price you can afford.

"Breathtaking...a new world of hi-fi listening." Stereo Review Magazine

The spectacular sonic benefits of SDA technology are dramatic and easily heard by virtually anyone. Reviewers, critical listeners and novices alike are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic improvement achieved by Polk's SDA technology. One famous reviewer remarked that after hearing the SDAs his wife said that she heard such a dramatic improvement in the sound that she insisted that he replace their current speakers.

"Mindboggling, Astounding, Flabbergasting"

High Fidelity Magazine

All Polk's SDAs, including the new 2As, produce a huge lifelike three dimensional sonic image which will amaze you. You will hear for the first time instruments, ambience and subtle musical nuances which are present on your recordings but masked by the interaural crosstalk distortion produced by conventional speakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular...literally a new dimension in the sound...the result is always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers". High Fidelity said, "Mind Boggling...Astounding...Flabbergasting...we have yet to hear any stereo program that doesn't benefit". With SDAs every instrument, vocalist and sound becomes distinct, tangible and alive; allowing you to experience the spine tingling excitement, majesty and pleasure of live music in your own home.

Other Superb Sounding Polks From $85. to $1395. each

No matter what your budget is there is a superb sounding Polk speaker perfect for you. Polk's incredible sounding/affordably priced Monitor Series loudspeakers utilize the same basic components as the SDAs and begin as low as $85. each. The breathtaking sonic benefits of Matthew Polk's revolutionary True Stereo SDA technology are available in 5 SDA models priced from $395. to $1395 ea.

"You owe it to yourself to audition them" High Fidelity

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound better. Use the reader's service card or write to us for more information. Better yet, visit your nearest Polk dealer today. Your ears will thank you.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 190.

CIRCLE NO 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Matthew Polk’s Incredible/Affordable Monitors

Matthew Polk’s remarkable Monitors offer state-of-the-art technology and performance usually found only in systems which sell for many times their modest cost.
Polk Audio was founded in 1972 by three Johns Hopkins University graduates, who were dedicated audiophiles with a common dream: superior sound for everyone.

“The affordable dream”

They believed that it was possible to design and manufacture loudspeakers of uncompromising quality which performed as well as the most expensive and exotic loudspeakers available, but in a price range affordable to virtually every music lover. The Monitors are the spectacularly successful result of their quest.

Polk Monitor Series loudspeakers have earned a well deserved reputation for offering state-of-the-art performance and technology usually found in systems which sell for many times their modest cost. In fact, they have been compared in sound quality with speakers which sell for up to $10,000 a pair.

Matthew Polk has continued to work hard over the years to maintain the Monitor Series’ preeminent position as the standard for quality and value in the audio industry. There have been literally thousands of improvements made to the Monitors and the current models incorporate the same high definition silver coil dome tweeters and fibrillaminate Polymer drivers used in the SDAs. They are absolutely the best sounding loudspeakers for the money available on the market. It’s no wonder Musician Magazine said, “Our advice is not to buy speakers until you hear the Polks.” You owe it to yourself.

There’s a Polk Monitor Perfect for You

The RTA 120 ($479.95 ea.) has won the Audio Video Grand Prix Speaker of the Year Award. Its extremely high power handling (500 watts) and efficiency (82dB 1 meter 1 watt) result in remarkable dynamic range and bass performance from large or small amplifiers.

The Monitor 100 ($399.95 ea.) is one of the world’s best sounding loudspeakers and in the words of Audio Review Magazine, “At the price they’re simply a steal.” Like the 12, the 10 utilizes dual Polk fibrillaminate polymer bass midrange drivers coupled to a built-in subwoofer for outstanding bass performance and dynamic range.

The Monitor 7C ($249.95 ea.) is a smaller, less expensive version of the Monitor 10. Audio Alternatives Magazine said, “It is amazing.”

The Monitor 98 ($189.95 ea.) is similar in design and performance to the 7, however it utilizes an 8" subwoofer rather than a 10.”

The Monitor Sr. ($129.95 ea.) has been called, “The best sounding speaker of its price in the world, regardless of size.”

The Monitor 44 ($84.95 ea.) was called by Audio Critic Lawrence Johnson, “an all around star of great magnitude.” The 44’s low price means that no matter how small your budget, you can afford the incredible sound of Polk.

“Absolutely first rate... superior sound at a moderate price.”

Stereo Review Magazine

All the Polk Monitors regardless of price offer consistently superb construction and sonic performance. They achieve open boxless, three dimensional imaging surpassed only by the SDAs. In addition dynamic bass performance, lifelike clarity, silky smooth frequency response, ultra wide dispersion, high efficiency and high power handling are all much appreciated hallmarks of all the Polk Monitors. This is in large part due to the fact that they all utilize very similar components and design features. However, ever more importantly, it is the elegant integration of concepts and components which results in the superior sonic performance and value which sets the Monitor Series apart.

“At the price they’re simply a steal.”

Audiogram Magazine

Audiogram magazine said, “How does Polk do it? We think it is mostly execution. They hear very well and they care.” Audiogram is absolutely right! At Polk we take the same care with each and every product we build, whether it is our most or least expensive. We lavish the same lengthy amount of critical listening and tuning on every single Polk speaker because we know that having a limited budget does not necessarily indicate that you have a limited ability to appreciate true musical quality.

You can afford the incredible sound of Polk

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound better! There is a Polk speaker which is perfect to fulfill your sonic dreams at a price you can afford. Visit your nearest Polk dealer today and audition the remarkable Monitors and the revolutionary SDAs. You'll always be glad you bought the best.

Win a Free Pair of Awesome Sounding Polk Audio SDA SRSs

Win a Pair of SRSs

- Listen to the Polks
- Give this coupon to your Polk dealer
- You may win a $2800 pair of SRSs

Before Dec. 15, 1986

This is an entry form in a world-wide drawing for a free pair of SDA-SRS loudspeakers. Simply fill out this form and leave it with your participating Polk dealer, after you audition the Polks.

Name ______________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________

City ______ State ______ County ______ Zip ______

Phone (please include area code) ______________________________

What most impressed you about the Polks?

□ Deep, tight, full bass
□ High efficiency and power handling
□ Huge sound field and image
□ Clear, lifelike clarity

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 190.
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Get a Great Picture and Spectacular Stereo with Radio Shack’s New VCRs

HQ System Plus Built-in Stereo TV Tuners

These new Realistic® VHS decks have the HQ system for sharper video, plus an MTS/SAP tuner for stereo TV and second-language broadcasts. Just connect either model to your stereo system as you would an audio deck.

Built-In Comb Filters and VHS Hi-Fi System

Model 41 combines the HQ system and comb filters for absolutely sensational video tape clarity and color accuracy. And VHS Hi-Fi gives you audio performance that rivals compact disc! This VCF will also work as a long-play high-spec audio recorder. It’s the heart of a superb audio/video system. Only $599.95 or as low as $28 per month*.

VHS Stereo With Dolby® Noise Reduction

Model 31 has features that simplify operation. Auto-function loads a tape, plays it, rewinds, and shuts off. An input selector makes it easy to tape TV/FM simulcasts. You also get a 110-channel cable-ready tuner and a 14-day/5-event timer. Only $399.95 or as low as $23 per month*.

In Stock Today at Our Store Near You

Both of these versatile decks include first-class owner’s manuals, an important item that many other brands skimp on. So come in today. See and hear for yourself the Realistic difference in our best-ever VCRs!

Radio Shack®
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
(Additional coupon on page 155.)

Send for FREE 1987 Radio Shack Catalog
Mail to Radio Shack Department 87-A-944, 300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ ZIP ____________

*Credit receiving credit from Citibank. Actual payment may vary depending on balance. Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and malls. 1TV, Echov Laboratories Licensing Corp.
CAR STEREO
In the lab and on the road with the Alpine 7900 tuner/CD player
by Julian Hirsch and Christopher Greenleaf

HIRSCH-HOUCK LABS EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
Adcom GFA-555 Power Amplifier, page 43
Akai CD-A70 CD Player, page 48
B&W Matrix 1 Speaker System, page 55
Denon TU-600 AM/FM Tuner, page 60
Luxman LV-105 Integrated Amplifier, page 67
Allison LC110 Speaker System, page 72
AKG Acoustics K240DF Headphones, page 73

HOW TO BUY AN AMPLIFIER
It’s the heart of your audio system, and choosing one is no trivial matter
by Peter W. Mitchell

STEREO TV: THE NEW SEASON
There’s more to listen to this fall
by William Livingstone

UNIFIED REMOTE CONTROL
Getting it together for an audio or audio/video system
by William Burton

FM MULTIPATH
Lessen its effect without moving mountains
by Larry Klein

HAUNTED HI-FI
Are there ghosts in your system?
by Myron Berger

MUSIC
ANALOG TO DIGITAL
On CD, it’s the music that counts
by Gerald Seligman

TALKING HEADS
Celebrating the real Middle America
by Ann Ferrar

BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH
Kathleen Battle’s Mozart, the Smitherceans, András Schiff’s Bach, Van Morrison

RECORD MAKERS
The latest from Ted Nugent, John Aler, Stevie Wonder, Queen, Rupert the Bear, and more
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SPEAKING MY PIECE

by William Livingstone

Biting Back

ACCORDING to an ancient journalistic axiom, accounts of dogs biting people are only of routine interest, but when man bites dog, that's news. Those of you who read our letters column regularly know about the bites that disgruntled readers inflict on the editors since we print a cross section of letters that express readers' complaints and displeasure.

Reversing the usual procedure, I hope it will interest you to know what ticks me off about readers. My displeasure is not severe enough for me to leave deep tooth marks or even to snarl very menacingly, but I'd like to bark a little.

First, I'm getting irritated with those who never tire of complaining whenever we publish anything about video. It's hard to understand how they can get so emotional about it. There are simply too many exciting musical experiences available in the video medium for us to ignore it. Video is not a rival that is capable in the video medium for us to improve in TV sound is to be applauded. The result may not satisfy audio purists who want only component video to put beside their state-of-the-art hi-fi equipment, but we will all benefit from anything that makes the general public—and TV broadcasters—more aware of good sound.

Readers who complain about compact discs that do not contain the maximum seventy-odd minutes of music are also becoming wearisome. Few LP's ever contained the full sixty minutes of music that was possible with vinyl records, so why should that be a major consideration for CD's?

With recordings of rock and other forms of popular music the royalty structure is so complicated—what with fees for performers, composers, and lyricists—that the amount of music that can be put on a record in whatever format is often limited by financial considerations. With re-issues it is sometimes possible to put together coherent long programs from a particular artist's past recordings, but with new material programs are planned on artistic grounds, not length for its own sake. You simply cannot buy music by the pound. Would you refuse to read Pilgrim’s Progress or Less Than Zero because they contain fewer words and pages than Gone with the Wind? Would you refuse to go to a performance of La Bohème because it doesn’t last as long as Parsifal?

It would take more than a couple of barks from me to set straight the misguided readers who refuse to buy CD’s that are derived from analog masters. To persuade them to give first priority to the quality of the music and the performance and to convince them that wonderful CD’s can be made from analog recordings we have a whole article on that subject. It’s by Gerald Seligman, a writer new to this magazine, and it begins on page 85.
Yamaha's newest high-end CD player has a split personality. In its CD-2000M version, with rack-mount adaptors and balanced line outputs with XLR connectors, it fits right into recording studios and broadcast applications.

In the CD-2000 version, we've taken away the adaptors and studio outputs. But none of the performance. And performance is what the CD-2000M and CD-2000 are all about.

Both have unique vibration-damping feet and special Vibration Damping Circuit Assembly to eliminate vibration-induced modulation which can degrade the audio signal. 3-beam laser pickup with Auto Laser Power Control circuit for precise tracking accuracy. And high-grade double-resolution digital output filters for reference standard reproduction purity.

In addition to all the expected features, both have some unexpected ones. Like variable output level to correctly match the output level with other system components, and act as a remote volume control. Gold-plated connectors. And full-control wireless remotes.

But the most unexpected feature is one found only in Yamaha CD players. And that is our century of experience in making the finest acoustic and electronic musical instruments. It is our musical ears as well as our technological mind that give Yamaha audio equipment a musicality that goes beyond specs. It's a commitment you can hear.

Audition our entire new CD player lineup from as low as $259* to $899.*

*Suggested Retail Price.
CAN YOU FIND THE STEREOPHONE?

Still don't see it? That's the whole idea behind Koss' revolutionary infrared stereophone system: The Koss Kordless™ Stereophone. Now, you can enjoy all the benefits of stereophone listening with no strings attached. And while the cord may be missing, the great Sound of Koss isn't. The Kordless system is so advanced it provides a full 20-20KHz frequency response at less than 1% distortion. Plus enough signal to fill a large room. Yet it's as easy to use as conventional stereophones. Just plug the Kordless transmitter into virtually any receiver or amplifier and
Hone cord in this picture?

turn it on. Roam around the room listening to a record. Dance to a CD. Enjoy stereo or mono TV broadcasts and videos in bed. Or whatever else moves you. Sound impressive? You bet it does. And the best way to appreciate this major advance in technology is to visit your nearest Koss Kordless™ Stereophone dealer. One listen, and you'll never sit still for ordinary headphones again. • Koss Stereophones, 4129 North Port Washington Road, Milwaukee, WI 53212. Koss Limited, 4112 South Service Road, Burlington, Ontario L7L 4X5. Koss Europe: CH-6855, Stabio-Switzerland.

Koss® stereophones

CIRCLE NO. 73 ON READER SERVICE CARD
LETTERS

Julian Hirsch—25 Years

September’s tribute to Julian Hirsch was well deserved. His objectivity is welcome in a field as subjective as hi-fi.

JONAS CHO
Monterey Park, CA

I enjoyed Michael Smolen’s article on Julian Hirsch’s twenty-five years with STEREO REVIEW. I have always been interested in his reports but had not known we had so much in common. I subscribed to his Audio League Report and kept a full set until last month, when I finally discarded them.

Like Mr. Hirsch, I nautually attended the audio fairs, but in Los Angeles. I wish they still had them, though I realize that if the crowds were big then, they would be crushing today. My treasured experiences include meetings with Paul Klipsch, Paul Weathers, and others. I wish I had met Mr. Hirsch as well.

JIM SHERWIN
Hillsborough, CA

Speaker Consumer Ed.

As one of those much-maligned audio salespeople who would sell their souls for a buck, let alone a poor speaker for a good profit, I wish to say “Hurray!” for the articles on speakers in the September issue. I truly enjoyed all three of them: “Speaker Placement,” “Crossover Basics,” and “How to Buy Loudspeakers.” You have done your readers a service and made my job easier.

TERRY S. LINDSAY
Columbus, OH

Crossover Quibbles

I must take exception to a closing comment by Richard Chinn in “Crossover Basics” in September. While the body of the article presented a basic trip down Crossover Lane, the comment that “first-order filters are still being used in inexpensive speakers for reasons of economy” denies the proper use of such filters in highly rated designs.

Loudspeakers produced by Klipsch, Vandersteen, Thiel, our own company, and many others utilize first-order filters to deliver phase coherence, uniform amplitude response, and maximum dynamic range. Perhaps what Mr. Chinn intended to say is that cheap speakers use cheap components, but that is how designers hold down costs in such products. But to imply that the first-order filter is inherently cheap is to deny the work of dedicated engineers who refine the filter to deliver the most musical signal. And that’s the point of any filter design, isn’t it?

ROBERT CONNER
President, Shadow Audio
Omaha, NB

The New Van Halen

Mark Peel’s September review of Van Halen’s new album, “1510,” was the worst piece of journalism I’ve ever had the displeasure of reading.

To correct Mr. Peel on a couple of points: the band’s drummer is named Alex Van Halen, not “Andy,” and the song “Inside” wasn’t about Sammy Hagar’s regretting joining Van Halen but his joy in doing so.

Calling Hagar dull and crude is an insult to anyone in the business. It is proven that he is one of the best songwriters and vocalists around. And calling Eddie Van Halen boring is just plain asinine. He is the finest guitarist anywhere, bar none. If the album is so bad, why has it gone Gold and why is it well on the way to Platinum?

THOMAS J. ERATO
Milwaukee, WI

Music by the Minute

I could not let your snide nonanswer to Steven B. Gerken’s letter in the July issue pass without comment. The fact that “most LP’s do not contain the maximum amount of music” is not directly relevant to the issue of the playing time of CD’s. A CD has over 25 percent more playing time available than an LP, and yet it costs twice as much as an LP with the same music. When we see CD’s with as little as 30 to 35 minutes of music, we are justified in believing that a ripoff has occurred.

GARY B. NELSON
Pittsburgh, CA

Errata

In August’s “Europop,” Steve Simels incorrectly attributed the song Ma belle ami to the Dutch group the George Baker Selection. The group Tee Set should have been credited with it.
This little device makes Velodyne's ULD-15 the best subwoofer ever made.

It's called an accelerometer. And you'll find one attached to the voice coil of every Velodyne™ ULD-15™ Subwoofer System. Velodyne's patented High Gain Servo (HGS) technology uses the accelerometer to make the ULD-15’s bass reproduction superior to any product on the market.

Bass is by far the most difficult music to reproduce. It puts the heaviest demands on your speakers and amplifier. In fact, most woofers can't play the lowest frequencies. Or can't play them clearly. And no conventional loudspeaker can play bass loudly without breaking up. Or without massive distortion.

HGS technology ends these problems forever.

**Motional feedback makes the difference.**
HGS is based on motional feedback, a process in which cone motion is monitored and, when necessary, corrected. As the woofer cone moves, the accelerometer reports the motion to our Power Servo Controller. There, it's compared to the input signal – some 3500 times per second. If the woofer cone's out of step with the input, it's instantly corrected. The result? A subwoofer that's flat to below 20 Hz. And virtually distortion-free bass that can't become boomy, muddy or out of control, especially at louder listening levels.

**More muscle.** Accurate bass requires large drivers and lots of amplifier power. So the ULD-15 matches a 96 oz. magnet structure, 3-inch voice coil (with a full 3/4-inch peak-to-peak travel) to 350 watts of dedicated bass power. That's muscle enough to reproduce even the most demanding deep bass passages – effortlessly.

**Better mids and highs.** Beyond adding bass power to your system, our Power Servo Controller incorporates an electronic crossover that frees your main speakers and amplifier from the burden of bass reproduction. This lets them do what they do best – play the mids and highs. And your system's output capability is virtually doubled.

**Listening is believing.** You owe it to yourself to audition a Velodyne ULD-15 Subwoofer System. Listen to its tightness on drumbeats. Its penetration on deep bass passages. Its overall clarity and punch. You'll agree it's the best subwoofer ever made.

Call 800-VELODYNE (408-748-1077 in California) for the Velodyne dealer nearest you.
THE RACE ISN'T WON, BUT THE PACE IS SET.

In the world of automobiles they say that racing improves the breed. Make a car that's ultra-fast, and you'll build a better sedan.

Here at Infinity we think the same way. We've always made ultra-high-performance loudspeakers and then adopted their unique technologies to real-world products in a variety of price ranges and applications. Our pace of innovation continues to be brisk, and today we're proud to show you these new refinements:

* The RS Series that sets new standards for style and performance in affordable bookshelf loudspeakers: minimum diffraction cabinets with polypropylene woofers and midranges coupled to Polycell or EMIT tweeters.
* Our ultra-high-efficiency Studio Monitor Series which offers uninhibited recreations of today's musical styles through polypropylene-coated cones, high-output Polycell tweeters and generous cabinet dimensions.
* A second generation of Automotive Reference Standard products that adapts Infinity technologies to the car, providing unexcelled sonic accuracy and durability in amplifiers and loudspeakers.
* The world's finest home projection television set, complete with surround sound decoder, high performance stereo amplifier, Infinity speakers, wideband stereo tuner and extraordinarily handsome wood cabinetry.

The race isn't won, but the pace is set.

We get you back to what it's all about. Music.

Infinity Systems, Inc. □ 9409 Owensmouth Avenue □ Chatsworth, CA 91311 □ (818) 709-9400
In Canada □ H. Roy Gray Ltd. □ 14 Laidlaw Blvd. □ Markham, Ontario, Canada L3P1W7 □ (416) 294-4833
**NEW PRODUCTS**

**JVC**

The JVC XL-M700 CD changer has a standard disc drawer for playing single compact discs but will also accept a magazine loaded with six discs for extended listening. A twenty-digit keypad can be used to access or program any track on any disc. Up to thirty-two tracks can be programmed for playback. A cancel button can remove unwanted tracks from the program. A random-play feature selects tracks from all loaded discs or from all programmed tracks. Headphone output is adjustable. Channel separation at 1,000 Hz is rated at 90 dB, signal-to-noise ratio at 93 dB, and dynamic range at 95 dB. JVC, Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.

**Sentrek**

Unlike most car speakers, the bass-reflex SC line from Sentrek allows the sound wave from the rear of the speaker driver to reinforce the wave from the front, increasing the overall efficiency of the speaker. The SC 500 (shown), SC 480, and SC 360 are all surface-mounting speakers designed for placement on rear decks or in vans. The SC 500 has a flat honeycomb woofer with a 10-ounce magnet, a 2-inch midrange, a 1 1/2-inch tweeter, and a 1-inch super-piezo tweeter. Maximum input power is 100 watts. The SC 480, a two-way speaker with a 10-ounce magnet in its 4-inch woofer and a 3-inch tweeter, is rated for a maximum input of 80 watts. The SC 360, also a two-way speaker, has a 5.3-ounce magnet in its 3-inch woofer and a 2-inch tweeter. Maximum input is 60 watts. Prices per pair: SC 500, $84.95; SC 480, $64.95; SC 360, $39.95. Sentrek, Dept. SR, 751 Racquet Club Dr., Addison, IL 60101.

**Nakamichi**

Nakamichi's OMS-7A Mk II compact disc player has direct track and index access, programming for up to twenty-four selections by track or index number, remote control, and a headphone jack with separate level control. Both the OMS-7A Mk II and the OMS-5A Mk II (without remote) have skip search and two-speed scan in both directions, repeat play of a programmed sequence or an entire disc, and display of elapsed playing time of the current track or disc or of the time remaining on the disc. Other common features include dual linear 16-bit digital-to-analog converters, quadruple oversampling, six optically coupled data links, three-beam lasers with astigmatic detection, floating disc drives, gold-plated output jacks, and discrete third-order analog Bessel filters. Frequency response for both players is given as 5 to 20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB. Prices: OMS-7A Mk II, $1,650; OMS-5A Mk II, $1,375. Nakamichi, Dept. SR, 19701 S. Vermont Ave., Torrance CA 90502.

*Circle 120 on reader service card*
NEW PRODUCTS

Parasound

The PVA-1 audio/video signal processor from Parasound includes circuitry to synthesize stereo from mono sources, reduce noise, equalize, decode, and amplify surround-sound channels, control video input and dubbing, and enhance the video signal. A sixteen-button wireless remote control adjusts the master audio level, surround-sound level, video input, color, hue, and sharpness. The ten-band equalizer section has controls for tape monitoring, dubbing, record equalization, and bypass. Each band can be boosted or attenuated by as much as 12 dB.

The levels of the various frequency bands are displayed on a three-color spectrum analyzer with 100 LED's. Dynamic Noise Reduction (DNR) can be switched in to reduce background hiss in any program source. The PVA-1 includes a 25-watt surround-sound amplifier with a separate equalizer having bands centered at 90, 250, and 2,500 Hz. Level and delay time of the rear channels can be adjusted. Price: $599.95. Parasound, Dept. SR, 680 Beach St., San Francisco, CA 94109. Circle 123 on reader service card

Polk Audio

Polk's compact SDA-CRS+ speaker has a 10-inch passive radiator, two 6½-inch woofers, and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The "True Stereo" speaker has many of the improvements developed for Polk's larger Signature Edition models, such as "full complement sub-bass drive." The phase-coherent driver alignment is said to improve imaging, reduce coloration, smooth high-frequency response, and produce a more coherent midrange. The speakers are recommended for use with amplifiers rated between 10 and 250 watts per channel. Frequency response is given as 35 to 20,000 Hz ±3 dB. Nominal impedance is 4 ohms. Each speaker measures 20 inches wide, 12½ inches high, and 9½ inches deep. Price: $790 per pair; optional stands shown, $89.95 per pair. Polk Audio, Dept. SR, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore, MD 21215. Circle 37 on reader service card

Onkyo

Five audio and two video components can be plugged into Onkyo's Integra TX-108 (shown) and TX-88 AM/FM receivers. The TX-88 is rated for 80 watts per channel rms into 8 ohms, the TX-108 for 100 watts. Audio signals from one source can be mixed with video signals from another, allowing an AM/FM simulcast to be recorded onto a video-cassette. Both receivers can synthesize stereo sound from mono sources. Dynamic Bass Expanders provide bass boosts, adjusted according to the level and frequency of the audio signal, and extend the bass frequency response. The TX-108 also has a Dynamic Transient Expander designed to restore lost impact and dynamics. Both receivers have a large main power transformer and a smaller secondary transformer, a design that is said to eliminate voltage fluctuations that can reduce bass impact and stereo image detail. Both also have wireless remote controls that can also operate certain Onkyo turntables and cassette decks. Prices: TX-88, $650; TX-108, $800. Onkyo, Dept. SR, 200 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446.
requested songs.
1. Beethoven: Symphonies Nos. 1-9 (Epic) Includes Billy Joel, Elton John, and others! (Epic)
2. Stevie Wonder: Wonder - In Square (CBS Masterworks)
3. Barbra Streisand's Greatest Hits (MCA)
5. Michael Jackson: Thriller ( Epic)
6. The Police: Synchronicity (A&M)
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The guts: Inside every ADS speaker you’ll find drivers conceived, engineered, and built by ADS.

Conceived to be accurate, uncolored, and thoroughly reliable.

Engineered using proprietary computer analysis, to yield extraordinary performance.

Built with precision and care unequalled in Europe, the Far East, anywhere in the audio industry.

Not every speaker maker builds its own drivers. None builds them as carefully as we do. That’s why ADS speakers are picked as reference monitors by the premier CD label. That’s why the new level of accuracy CD provides can be heard best on ADS speakers.

The glory?
Waiting for you at your ADS dealer. Because while we can tell you how beautifully we build them, only he can show you how much better they sound.

△ A different breed of crossover. All components are computer-grade and mounted on 'military spec' epoxy circuit board. ADS' superior drivers allow the use of this better, more efficient crossover design.

△ L1290 tower and L880 bookshelf systems. Just part of a full range of home speakers, including our critically acclaimed mini speakers.

- Typical voice coil on left. ADS version on right. Smooth, tight windings and long voice coil mean accurate transients. Low distortion. Coil always remains under amplifier control. Translates the full dynamics of digital source material.

- Stifflite® Linear Drive woofer. Butyl rubber surround permits long, linear cone travel. Woofer accurately moves huge amounts of air for deep, tight bass response.

For more fascinating details on ADS speakers, see your local ADS dealer. If you don't know who he is, call us at 800-824-7888 (in California, 800-852-7777) operator 483.
Radical Designs And Innovations By Magnat

While some manufacturers have been content with decades-old technology, Magnat's engineers have consistently developed radical new designs in their pursuit of the perfect loudspeaker.

1974 Magnat designs exclusive computer-wound ribbon-wire woofer voice coils for greatly improved transient response and dynamic range.

1976 Magnat introduces their first speaker where all drivers use computer-wound ribbon-wire.

1979 Magnat develops revolutionary plasma high-frequency driver, which produces sound by modulating a small, controlled cloud of ionized air.

1982 Magnat's Plasma speakers win "Hi Fi Preiz:' Germany's most prestigious audio award. and "Decibel d'honneur," France's highest award.

1983 Magnat develops a patented soft-metal dome tweeter that is far more rigid than soft plastic or textile domes, but doesn't suffer from the high-frequency resonances of other metal domes.

1984 Magnat develops Magnasphere™ omnidirectional drivers. These ball-shaped, baffle-free transducers emanate sound in all directions. Magnasphere speakers receive a record three "Decibel d'honneur.'

by Ian G. Masters

Record Levels

Is it true that one song can be recorded at a higher level than another using the same tape, recorder, turntable, and amplifier? I use high-grade chromium-dioxide tape in my cassette deck, and I find that while one song sounds fine at +5 dB, others sound bad even at +3 dB.

STEVE WALL
Chicago, IL

The success with which you can record something at a high level depends very much on its musical content. The more high-level, high-frequency material there is, the more unforgiving the tape will be. But the meters you use to set levels are dumb—they don't know whether they are indicating bass, which can be difficult. A piece of music that has a very prominent kick-drum, say, may be fine at +5 dB, while one with strong cymbals may break up at considerably lower levels. For this reason, recording meters can only give you an approximation of the correct level—your ears have to do the rest.

The type of meters you use can also affect how well you can record certain kinds of music. For example, with conventional Vu meters, which give an indication (more or less) of average level, it's relatively simple to match the apparent loudness of two pieces of music because our impression of volume relates to average level. But such meters react too slowly to give an accurate idea of momentary peak levels, and it is the peaks that are most likely to result in audible distortion. So it is usual practice to provide a few decibels of "headroom" to accommodate most of the peaks. The theory is that as long as you keep the meter readings just under 0 Vu, most of the momentary peaks not shown by the meters will still be in the "safe" region.

With peak-reading meters, only the maximum levels are indicated. This allows you to keep all signals below the point where they may cause undue distortion, but it means that you have to do a fair amount of "earballing" to make sure that two pieces of music will seem to be recorded at the same level. Peak-to-average ratios vary widely from record to record, depending partly on the nature of the music itself and partly on the recording engineers' decisions as to how much compression or limiting to use, so two songs that read the same on the meters can sound as if they're at quite different levels.

For anyone who grew up with Vu meters, peak meters can take some getting used to. Not only are the techniques for matching levels different, but the meter readings themselves are different. Because peak indicators show maximum levels, there is no reason to build in headroom. Consequently, even more than with Vu meters, levels should not be allowed to creep into the red. To record at +3 or +5 dB is tempting fate—most machines and tapes are not designed for such levels. Keep your meters below the red and match levels by ear. Your recordings should improve tremendously. If you want your music louder, turn it up on playback.

Upgrading for CD's

Back in 1959, I purchased a tube amplifier and a pair of 16-ohm speakers. Since then I have carried them all over the world, and they still sound great. Can I use a compact disc player with this system, or should I purchase new equipment?

LEROY T. SNYDER
Pompano Beach, FL

There's no technical reason not to use a CD player with your system. Simply connect it to a high-level input. As far as your tube amplifier is concerned, it would simply be another audio signal.

There are two other things to consider, however. One is that the dynamic range of a digital signal source is very much wider than any of the sources you are likely to have been using up to now, and the loudest passages may put an undue strain on your amplifier unless you listen only at fairly low levels. Driving the amplifier regularly into clip-
ping—a very real possibility in this case—could seriously damage your speakers. On the other hand, your speakers are quite efficient, so the drain on your amp may not be too great as long as you don’t push it too hard.

The other concern has to do with the quality of the sound itself. Only the most diehard digiphobe would deny that the compact disc represents a major step forward in the reproduction of sound, and it may well be that equipment almost three decades old will not be able to take advantage of that quality. Perhaps the best thing for you to do would be to borrow a friend’s CD player and see how much improvement in quality you hear. If the difference is minimal, it’s probably the fault of the rest of your system, and you should consider updating.

Preventing Print-Through

I have hundreds of recorded tapes, both open-reel and cassette. If they have been recorded at the proper level, how often should they be run through in one direction to prevent print-through?

JOHN H. GOERTZ
Spring Valley, CA

As far as print-through is concerned, winding a tape from one reel to the other is likely to have only minimal curative effect. Print-through is caused by the signal on one layer of the tape slightly magnetizing the adjacent layer in its own image. Winding the tape onto the other reel simply changes what’s on adjacent layers, which means that a given signal will only print through part of the time. But if the condition has already occurred, you may just find that a particular quiet passage ends up with two unwanted murmurs under it.

In any event, print-through is not really the bane it once was. Almost all consumer recording is done on cassettes, and today's better cassette tape has relatively high coercivity, meaning that it needs a fairly high signal to produce a given level of magnetic flux. Therefore, it's harder for the weak signal on one bit of tape to impress itself on an adjacent layer. The almost universal use of noise-reduction systems lessens the effect even further.

There is one very good reason for winding your tapes through at playback speed, however, although it has nothing to do with print-through. Tapes stored after a fast wind tend to have uneven stresses on them or to have edges that protrude and can become damaged. Both conditions can seriously degrade the tape's performance on subsequent playings. Normal speed tends to be much smoother, which is why many professionals routinely store their tapes.
Audio Q. and A.

"tails out" rather than rewinding them before putting them on the shelf.

**Bass in the Car**

Q. I have installed a high-quality stereo system in my car, a hatchback, but I have no bass. I built airtight enclosures for the rear speakers, which helped, but the bottom end still doesn't equal the rest of the signal. Do you have any other suggestions?

Steve Travis
Ellenwood, GA

A. My first thought is that your rear speakers may be out of phase, which would certainly result in a weak bass response, particularly in an automobile, where the speakers are close enough to each other for low frequencies to cancel each other out pretty thoroughly. Normally, a phase imbalance would also be associated with some degradation of stereo imaging, but this effect may be offset by your front speakers if they are in phase. One quick phase check is to play a piece of program material with lots of bass and turn the balance control all the way from one channel to the other. If the bass changes appreciably, being greater when the control is at the extreme settings rather than in the middle, you almost certainly have a phasing problem. The cure is simply to reverse the polarity of the connection to one speaker (you might try this anyway if the results of your test with the balance control turn out to be ambiguous).

If phasing is not the trouble, it might be that the airtight boxes you built are unsuitable for your speakers, resulting in over-damping. The owner's manual should help here. Or, failing that, drop a line to the manufacturer. It may be a simple matter of different sensitivities between your front and rear speakers, in which case your system's equalizer should be able to correct the situation.

**Fuse Blowing**

Q. My 100-watt receiver has blown its fuses twice. Is it my fault, or could the unit be incompatible with the wiring in my house?

Dan McDonald
Laurinburg, NC

A. Unless the receiver was designed to be used in another country with a different AC voltage, your problem is unlikely to be caused by incompatibility with your wiring. One possibility is that you are simply driving your system too hard and the fuses are blowing before the speakers do. Very inefficient speakers need lots of power—100 watts is not really all that much—and very high signal levels can drive the amplifier into clipping a lot of the time. The solution is to turn the level down or buy more efficient speakers.

Another cause could be a very low impedance presented to the receiver's output stage. If you are driving two sets of speakers, there is a good chance that the total impedance at some frequencies is low enough to demand more current than the amplifier can provide. Try running only one pair for a while and see if the problem recurs. You may also have an intermittent short circuit that causes the fuses to blow. Check the connections both on the back of the amplifier and at the speakers themselves to make sure there are no little wisps of wire that can touch the other terminal.

If none of these diagnoses fit, your receiver may have an internal fault, and it will require professional service.
Sonic Impressions.

Do you like to listen to great-sounding music... or to state-of-the-art sine waves?

At Coustic, after ten years' experience in car audio design and manufacturing, we don't use technology for technology's sake. We use it only when it benefits you...only when it makes what you listen to sound better.

That's the philosophy behind our new 500 series of cassette receivers.

This series is designed specifically for the discriminating car audio buyer who demands quality products that are also functional and reliable. Some of the visible user-friendly features of various 500 series models are Dolby B & C, Tape Program Search, AM-FM station presets for instant electronic frequency selection, and a digital clock display. The control for each of these functions is easily accessible in a handsome illuminated control panel.

The not-so-visible, but still highly desirable features of the 500 series radios are auto-azimuth correction tape transport with servo motor, high power (50 watts), auxiliary inputs to accept a portable CD player, and pre-amp outputs for the easy addition of a power amplifier or equalizer component.

All of this means the Coustic 500 series radios allow you to create the ultimate car audio system at any time you choose. After all, isn't it great music you're interested in?

Coustic...a sound investment.

Available at fine dealers such as:

- **Pennsylvania**
  - Bryn Mawr
  - 215-277-2812

- **Murry, Utah**
  - Car Concepts
  - 801-268-2504

- **San Jose, CA**
  - Car Stereo Company
  - 408-247-4990

- **Stillwater, OK**
  - Custom Car Radio
  - 405-624-9770

- **Wichita, KS**
  - Rolling Thunder
  - 316-662-7573

- **Manhattan, KS**
  - Rolling Thunder
  - 913-776-5507

- **Puerto Rico**
  - Consumer Electronic Distributors
  - 809-743-3132

- **Vancouver, B.C.**
  - Arelax Acoustic Inc.
  - 604-879-2966

© Coustic 1986
THE Alpine 7900 is a deluxe car stereo head unit featuring a CD player (instead of the usual cassette deck) and a digital-synthesis AM/FM stereo tuner with channel stepping and scanning capability. It has separate stereo line-level outputs for front and rear speakers, with balance and fader controls concentric with the volume knob. The bass and treble tone controls are operated by small center-detented knobs that are recessed into the front panel and extend at a touch for adjustment. The 7900 contains no power amplifiers and must be used with at least one external stereo amplifier (two if rear speakers are to be driven).

The CD player loads through a narrow slot above the central display panel, and the disc is automatically drawn into the machine by a motor when it is inserted part way. Inserting a disc switches the player on, and the fluorescent display switches from the radio frequency (or time) to show the CD track number currently being played.

Most of the operating controls are clearly illuminated and serve multiple functions. For instance, in the tuner mode the RADIO/M.S. rocker switch can be used either to select the band or to initiate automatic scanning up the band until the tuner acquires a signal, on which it pauses for 5 seconds before continuing on its search. In the CD mode, the same control (the M.S. stands for music sensors) can step the laser to the beginning of the next track or back to the start of the current track. Similarly, the TUNE/CD rocker can step the AM or FM frequency up or down by one increment for each touch, or continuously while held in; in the CD mode, it plays the disc rapidly in either direction with audible sound. A smaller multipurpose button stores up to eighteen radio frequencies in memory (in two banks of FM and one bank of AM) or returns the laser to the start of a disc. When this button is held in, the TUNE/CD rocker can be used to set the hours and minutes on the digital clock display.

Although the display indicates the pause and play modes of the CD player and shows the current track number, it does not provide the other information normally expected from home CD players, such as the total number of tracks, total playing time, elapsed time, or index numbers. The player also has no programming capability, but it is easy to step rapidly through a CD with the scan/skip controls. The eject button ejects the CD halfway. If the disc is not removed completely within 15 seconds, the motor draws it back into the slot and the player goes into its pause mode to protect the disc from being damaged. Pressing the illuminated TUNER button puts the CD player in pause and restores tuner operation. To return to the CD, you merely press the PLAY/PAUSE button. The AUTO DISC INITIALIZER (ADI) button automatically returns the laser to the start of the first track. Pressing any of the function buttons on the Model 7900 produces an audible beep, which can be silenced if desired. The player is protected by a thermal-overload sensor (120°F. maximum), and if its microprocessor malfunctions there is a tiny hole beneath the volume knob for resetting it.

The Alpine 7900 obviously has a considerable amount of circuit complexity, and in spite of some very ingenious packaging design, the engineers were not able to work miracles. It consists of three separate modules connected by cables (in addition to the power-amplifier connections). The control module, which also contains the CD player, fits a standard dashboard cutout. The tuner module—a flat metal box 7 inches wide, 5 ¾ inches deep, and 1 inch high—has no controls and can be installed under the dashboard with brackets or on one of the front carpets with Velcro strips.

The third module is a DC-to-DC converter that apparently supplies some of the voltages needed by the CD player. It is a small box, about 5 x 1 ½ x 1 inch, connected to the tuner module by a short integral cable and designed to be attached to the carpet (near the dashboard) with Velcro. Price: $800. Alpine/Luxman, Dept. SR, 19145 Gramercy Pl., Torrance, CA 90501.

**Lab Tests**

The FM tuner section of the Alpine 7900 had a high mono usable sensitivity of 11 dBf (1 microvolt, or μV, at its 75-ohm antenna input). Although the stereo indicator was activated by a signal of only 6 dBf (0.55 μV), the muting and stereo-blending circuits made it difficult to measure the tuner's stereo sensitivity. A small amount of stereo channel separation was obtained at about 25 dBf (5 μV), but, as with most car radios that have automatic channel-blending circuits, there was no clearly definable threshold level for proper stereo reception. The noise level was low in both mono and stereo, and the distortion was less than 0.3 percent in mono and
Spectacular Introductory Offer From RCA...

Take any 3 Compact Discs $1 for only

plus shipping & handling with Club membership

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND AND SAVINGS!
Yes, any 3 Compact Discs here are yours for just $1, plus shipping
and handling—when you become a member of the Compact Disc
Club. You need buy just two more selections at regular Club
prices (usually $15.98) during the next two years.

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
As a member, you select from hundreds of exciting Compact
Discs described in the Club's exclusive bulletin mailed to you 13
times a year. Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in your
preferred musical division plus an impressive array of alternate
selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection, you need not do
a thing; it will be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer a different
Compact Disc, or none at all, just return the Notification Card
enclosed with each issue of CD Discovery by the date specified
on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or you may
return your Featured Selection at our expense. And you may
cancel your membership at any time, after completing your
membership agreement, simply by writing to us.

HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN!
As a member of the Compact Disc Club, you enjoy big savings
right away. With the very first Compact Disc you purchase at
regular Club prices, you receive a bonus certifi-
cate. Collect two bonus certificates and take a
Compact Disc of your choice for just half the
regular member's price, plus shipping/handling.

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE...

Mail to: Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412 / Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES, please enroll me as a member of the Compact Disc Club
and send me the 3 Compact Discs I have indicated below for just
$1 plus shipping and handling. I need buy as few as two more
Compact Discs at regular Club prices, and can take up to two full
years to do so... without obligation to buy anything further! (Ship-
ning/handling added to each shipment.)

WRITE THE NUMBERS OF YOUR 3 CD HITS HERE:

D D D

I am most interested in the following type of music—but am always
free to choose from both categories (check one only):

□ Mr.  □ CLASSICAL  □ Mrs.  □ POP/SOFT ROCK
□ Miss

Address

City

Telephone

Apt

State

Zip

Apt

Area Code

Limited to new members, continental U.S.A. only. One membership
per family. We reserve the right to request additional information
or reject any application. Local taxes, if any, will be added.
about 1 percent in stereo over a wide range of signal levels.

The channel separation at a 65-dB (500-μV) input was good, about 35 dB over most of the midrange. The AM rejection was poor at 45 dB (50 μV) but was very good at 65 dB. Unfortunately, the selectivity could not be measured because an apparent side effect of the muting or AGC (automatic gain control) systems was effectively to desensitize the receiver to strong signals located a few hundred kilohertz from the tuned frequency. In addition to the typical falling high-frequency output, the AM tuner's frequency response showed a rise of about 10 dB at the low frequencies.

The FM frequency response, with the tone controls centered, was flat within ±0.5 dB from 20 to 8,000 Hz and down 3.5 dB at 15,000 Hz. The tone controls had good characteristics; the bass-turnover frequency shifted between 100 and 500 Hz, and the treble curves hinged at about 1,500 Hz. The bass adjustment range was +10, −10.5 dB, and the treble range was +11, −10.5 dB.

The CD player drew the disc firmly into the mechanism and operated silently and smoothly. Most of its performance parameters were typical of good home CD players. The channel separation was not quite equal to that of most home players because of the inevitable proximity of many of the signal cables connecting the three modules and the resulting capacitive coupling at high frequencies.

Square-wave response measurements showed that the player uses an analog low-pass filter, and it was apparent that it uses a single digital-to-analog (D/A) converter multiplexed between channels. We measured an interchannel phase shift that increased smoothly from about 1.5 degrees at 100 Hz to almost 90 degrees at 20,000 Hz. The frequency response, however, was excellent, well within the ±0.5-dB rating from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

The really important properties of a CD player, especially one designed for mobile service, are how well it performs its tracking and cueing functions under conditions of high shock and vibration. The Alpine 7900 showed its true mettle in these respects. Its cueing was flawless, it tracked all the calibrated defects on the Philips TS4A test disc without audible errors, and it slewed across our standard disc in 4.8 seconds. Although that is not as fast as some of the recent home players we have tested, it is more than adequate for the automotive environment for which this unit was designed.

Best of all, and most important for a car player, the Alpine 7900 is thoroughly insulated from road shock and vibration. On the test bench, even hard slapping had no audible effect on the program.
If you are re-owning the famous Energy 22 Pro Monitor but can’t quite afford it, hear the ESM-2. With size and performance approaching the 22, it is “both a fine loudspeaker and an excellent value.”

Perhaps the more compact ESM-3 will better suit you — it is “definitely an excellent value.”

On a student budget? Try the new ESM-4 bookshelf monitor — very affordable!

Audition any of the ESM monitors. We think you’ll agree with what Stereo Review, High Fidelity and Audio Ideas say below.

ALL ESM MODELS COME IN MIRROR-IMAGED PAIRS AND ARE AVAILABLE IN EITHER WALNUT GRAIN OR BLACK ASH.

**“AMAZING AT THE PRICE”**

“Response varied only ± 1.5 dB from 180 to 18,000 Hz which is unquestionably one of the smoothest responses we have yet encountered from a speaker … dispersion on a par with response flatness … phase shift highly linear … excellent peak power-handling ability … only at 100 Hz did we manage to reach the speaker’s (power handling) limits: with 990 watts (using single cycle bursts followed by 128 cycles of silence) … smooth midrange and high frequency response, excellent dispersion and group delay, and exceptional short-term power-handling ability … definitely an excellent value”

*Stereo Review* February 1986, on the ESM-3

“a fine loudspeaker and an excellent value … very smooth and quite flat, falling within ± 3½ dB on-axis throughout the range above the 50 Hz band … in the lab’s 300 Hz pulse test the ESM-2 accepted without noticeable complaint the full output of the test amplifier … (470 watts, peak into 8 ohms), for a calculated SPL (Sound Pressure Level) of 114 3/4 dB. Loud transients thus should be handled well … bass sounds more extended than the response curves might suggest, with surprising heft at the very bottom … Stereo imaging, too is very good … Even if your budget can accommodate twice the ESM-2’s price - you owe it to yourself to audition Energy’s latest design.”

*High Fidelity* January 1986, on the ESM-2

“exceptional overtone balance … imaging was just about the best I’ve heard … excellent dynamic range … it sounds great … no real compromises in its design … anyone looking for a $1,500.00 to $2,000.00 system would be foolish not to carefully audition the Energy ESM-2 … amazing at the price.”

*Audio Ideas*, 1985 edition, on the ESM-2
passed on a message indicating that I might have a rather difficult time getting it to react to physical shock. Being curious and easily intrigued by such comments from a veteran of the test bench, I naturally made shock resistance my first test.

At home, before installation in my car, the Model 7900's reaction to any but the most violent bangs and jolts was to ignore them. Dropping the player from a height of several inches made it stop playing briefly, but it invariably started again within a few seconds of where I had so rudely interrupted it, if not to the exact spot where it had muted. There was never a miscue or a stutter. On the road, only one jolt brought on momentary muting, and the pothole that caused it was bad enough to distract me from listening anyway.

The tonal performance of the CD player was excellent. At very, very low levels on certain quiet discs, such as in the music section recorded at –60 dB on the Denon "Audio Technical CD," I heard the sound alternate between low-level noise and full muting, but this behavior is unlikely to be noticeable at all on the road even with extraordinarily quiet passages at very high playback levels. My "worst-case" disc of rather poorly recorded eighteenth-century orchestral string music was at least as listenable as it has been on other good players. Peter Hurford's CD of Mendelssohn's organ music contains both potent high-treble information and a wealth of majestic, deep bass, both of which the player reproduced with clarity and authority. Absolutely no quibbles with the CD player's audio—a first-rate job. The track-access speed was also excellent.

The FM tuner exhibited the sort of approach to strong, medium, and marginal signals I have encountered in other Alpine car radios. Strong signals were clear and nicely underscored by velvety-quiet backgrounds. The AM sound was a cut above average.

The audio performance of the CD player was excellent—a first-rate job. Strong FM signals were clear and nicely underscored by velvety-quiet backgrounds. The AM sound was a cut above average.

The head unit felt comfortable to use within a few minutes. The tactile differences between the various groups of controls helped guide my hand to the right ones even with my eyes on the road. From both the passenger's and driver's sides, visibility was good at all but the most extreme angles. The configuration of the balance and fader controls was especially handy. Their center arcs of effect caused only small changes, allowing for fairly fine adjustments of relative levels.

The Alpine 7900 is a sophisticated but uncluttered head unit to look at and to use. The audio is uniformly smooth and clear for CD and FM listening, with simple control options that are easily seen and used. My sole criticism is that the manual, while well written, completely ignores the question of using the Model 7900 with a tape player. Although there is no auxiliary input except the phono connection from the tuner module, presumably it can be done, but just how is left to the owner to guess. In my case, I have added CD listening to my enjoyment of tapes and radio in the car, not substituted the still repertory- shy CD for cassettes. But this is a small criticism of an otherwise beautifully designed and presented autosound component. C.G.
Hear What You've Been Missing

Introducing DPD™ from Proton

If you're running that terrific new CD player off an amplifier or receiver that's three to five years old, you're missing out on a great deal of clean, uncompromising sound. Most amps of that vintage just can't create the extra headroom that's necessary for accurate digital reproduction. Every time the music hits a peak, your amp will be gasping for breath. And you'll definitely hear about it. Unless you have a Proton 40 Series amplifier or receiver with our exclusive, patented DPD circuitry.

Reserve power in an instant

DPD stands for Dynamic Power on Demand™. Designed for the increased demands of today's digital audio discs and hi-fi video sound, it utilizes a sophisticated, dual power supply which acts as a power reserve. During musical peaks, it delivers up to four times the amplifier's rated power for an amazing six dB of headroom. And DPD handles these boosts much more smoothly.

Plus, DPD sustains that dynamic power up to 400 milliseconds. More than enough time for you to hear all the crisp, clean transient response you've been missing. From the pluck of a cello. To the crash of a cymbal. As faithfully as if they were being performed live.

Best of all, DPD gives you all of this extra power without your having to pay the extra price for a much larger amplifier.

So if you want totally uncompromising digital sound, you can't afford to compromise with your system. That's why you need Proton with DPD. With anything else, you'll be missing out.

For the Proton Audio/Video Dealer nearest you, call (800) 772-0172 In California, (800) 428-1006

PROTON
Clearly the best

737 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220
The Pros and Cons of Integrated Components

ANYONE who has ever entered a hi-fi dealer’s showroom is aware of the existence of integrated and separate audio components. A natural question would be, “Why should I buy one or the other?”

Although no definitive answer can be given to such a question, understanding the difference between these two basic forms of component packaging will make it easier for you to decide which one is right for you.

When hi-fi was purely a hobbyist activity, you could only buy a separate power amplifier, preamplifier, or tuner, although it was not uncommon for people to build their own components either from scratch or by assembling a kit. Dedicated audio hobbyists frequently modified and upgraded their systems by replacing, or adding, one component at a time. The completely modular design of their music systems was obviously important to those early audio hobbyists.

Most audio components in those days, including commercially manufactured products, lacked the services of competent industrial designers and, to put it charitably, would not be considered as aesthetic improvements to the average living room. The inevitable highly visible maze of cables between the several unconcealed chassis certainly did not encourage the rapid growth of hi-fi as a part of everyday life.

I don’t know who was the first to combine a preamplifier and power amplifier on a single chassis, but this logical pairing brought practical as well as aesthetic benefits to consumer audio. Cables and connectors were (and still are) a major source of noise and unreliability in all forms of electronic components. By eliminating a number of connectors and signal or power cables between the two units, the combination of a preamplifier and power amplifier, called an integrated amplifier, was likely to be more reliable than the equivalent separate components. One drawback to integrated amplifiers, however, was their increased susceptibility to power-line hum from the proximity of high-gain, low-level circuits to the heater wiring for the tubes of both sections. Although this problem could be minimized by good design, it was always a potential trouble area.

When a typical power amplifier delivered 20 or 30 watts output (from one channel in those pre-stereo days), its size and weight were easily manageable even when the preamplifier shared the same chassis. There were, and still are, considerable manufacturing economies in integration, the result of sharing a single chassis and power supply. At higher power levels, though, the size, weight, and operating temperature of a vacuum-tube power amplifier presented formidable problems, and integration with a preamplifier was simply not practical.

The move from vacuum tubes to transistors changed the picture radically. The physical space required by the preamplifier and power-amplifier circuits was relatively small, and power-line hum was no longer a serious problem. Integrated amplifiers soon outnumbered separate units, and they still do. Eventually, around 1960, AM and FM tuners were integrated with the amplifiers to form a receiver, which has been...

Combining a preamplifier and a power amplifier on a single chassis, the “integrated amplifier” brought practical as well as aesthetic benefits to consumer audio through eliminating a number of cables and connectors.

for many years the most widely sold electronic audio component.

The receiver represents the practical limit of integration in a high-quality music system. A few years ago there were a number of so-called “compact” systems in which a record player or tape deck was combined with the receiver, but these have essentially disappeared from the hi-fi marketplace. And, of course, the console models in which a receiver, a record player, and speakers shared a common cabinet was not and never could be considered a “hi-fi” system.

Nevertheless, separate components are still with us and are likely to remain so. There are several good reasons for this, as well as some whose validity may be debatable. For one thing, high-power amplifiers are much more common today than in hi-fi’s early years. The desirability of having at least 100 watts per channel of clean power available is generally accepted, especially in view of the extended dynamic range provided by compact discs. There...
have been a few integrated amplifiers with power ratings as high as 150 watts or more, but they were very large and heavy. A more common limit today seems to be about 70 or 80 watts.

There is also the perennial consideration among audiophiles (though not necessarily among all audio consumers) of the ability to replace system components individually as new designs appear. Obviously, separate components have a strong appeal to anyone who expects to buy a new power amplifier or preamplifier (not necessarily simultaneously) at some future date.

Perhaps the most dedicated users of separate components are the "high-end" audiophiles. There are a goodly number of people whose quest for sonic perfection supports a segment of the audio industry that is virtually unknown to the general public. To many of the high-end hobbyists, integration of components is anathema, and not only because of any effect it might have on the sound.

Exotic high-end preamplifiers are usually very expensive and often rather large. The same qualities are associated with the huge power amplifiers that can be seen and heard in specialty audio showrooms and at audio shows. It would be highly impractical to integrate products such as these; not only would consumer choice be narrowed (the amp and preamp the audiophile wants do not necessarily come from the same manufacturer), but an integrated amplifier might cost $5,000 to $10,000 and require a fork-lift to move!

The arguments for and against component integration can be summed up easily.

PRO:
- Economies of manufacture result from the use of a common chassis, cabinet, and power supply.
- Compact size and unified styling simplify home installation.
- Reliability is improved by the elimination of cables and connectors between units.

CON:
- The integrated amplifier must be replaced or serviced as a unit instead of as individual components.
- Power capability is limited.
- An integrated amplifier requires more visibility and accessibility than many separate power amplifiers and preamplifiers.
- Certain design approaches or construction techniques cannot be used in integrated components. Among these are separate power supplies or transformers for each stereo channel, large-diameter internal signal cables, and extensive vacuum-tube circuitry.

For most people, the choice between integrated components and separates can be made on purely practical grounds of price, size, specs, and convenience. You can find good and not-so-good examples of both types.

For most people, the choice between integrated components and separates can be made on purely practical grounds of price, size, specifications, convenience of use, and compatibility with other parts of a system. Such differences in sound quality as may exist are likely to be of interest only to the most dedicated audiophiles. You can probably find good and not-so-good examples of both types of equipment, and basically their quality and suitability have nothing to do with the packaging format.

Everything I have said about the integration of preamplifier and power amplifier applies equally (or possibly more so) to receivers. A close comparison of receivers, preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and integrated amplifiers (preferably from the same manufacturer) will usually reveal that most of the differences between them lie in control flexibility—the number of switchable signal sources, tape-monitoring facilities, head amplifiers for moving-coil cartridges, and the like. For some people these factors can be decisive in making a purchasing decision.
Dear Customer,

From: Drew Kaplan

Escort Refuses!

Escort turned down our $10,000 head to head challenge described below. Escort says that Maxon's Radar Detector is "primitive", "bottom-end" and "an off-shore produced electronics 'gadget'". I don't know about you, but to me these words conjure up visions of a cheap toy being Escort, on the other hand, which is made in the U.S., exudes a high cost, quality image. Don't you just bet that it costs a fortune to build Escort and Passport (the smaller version)?

Well, we are going to challenge Escort AGAIN to a head to head 'duel to the death' on Maxon's electronic merits alone. And, we plan to win. But first there are a few things you should know.

Cincinnati Microwave, the company that makes Escort & Passport, is a public company, and they are going public to file financial information with the SEC. The public information they have published appears to show that in the year that ended Dec. 1985, Cincinnati Microwave with "substantially all of its revenues and profits derived from the sale of radar warning receivers" made an operating profit of about $45,810,000 on sales of about $112,605,000. Wow! The $45 million profit is after all engineering, selling and General & Administrative expenses, but before taxes.

Their cost of sales (goods) was only about $40,027,000 by $112,605,000 it doesn't take a genius to figure out that cost of goods represents an average of only about 35.5% of selling price. Wow! I only bring up their profit to illustrate that a high retail price doesn't always mean a high manufacturing cost.

There's no question in my mind that Maxon can manufacture cheaper in an off-shore 'rice paddy', but if you pay $245 for Escort or $295 for Passport, it should be based on a head to head test with Maxon, not on perceived retail price point.

FORGET PRICE COMPLETELY

So, forget that Escort costs $245, Passport $295, and Maxon $99. Let's judge them on their own merits. And, let's look at just what Escort itself has to say about their competitive Radar Detector and Escort's letters to the right.)

Escort says that, "Regardless of the results, such an event lends credibility to the challenger." Well, they are absolutely correct. That's why I put up the $10,000 in the first place. Fair is fair. Plus, there are several radar detectors that claim to have won this or that rank-dollars, $20,000 isn't much, but it's a lot about as far as it can go. So, while Escort has made improvements, it's Maxon who has moved mountains to catch up.

Dak UPs THE ANTE TO $20,000

Now I realize that next to $45 million dollars, $20,000 don't much, but it's a lot to Dak. And, I'll even go one step farther. I'll print the exact results of the test, win, lose, draw, or no-show in the first catalog I publish after January 1, 1987. Escort, the ball is now in your court. Below is the "NEW" version of my challenge with the time and amount changed.

I don't know what else Dak or Maxon can do to prove that the RD-1 Superheterodyne Detector should be judged on its head performance against Escort, not on its selling price!

Bob Thetford, the president of Maxon Systems Inc., and a friend of mine, was explaining their new RD-1 anti-falsing Dual Superheterodyne Radar detector to me. I said "You know Bob, I think you have already has the market locked up." He said, "Our new design can beat theirs".

SO, since I've never been one to be in second place, I said, "Would you bet $20,000 (10) that you can beat Escort?" And, as they say, the rest is history.

By the way, Bob is about 6'9" tall, so if we can't beat Escort, we can sure scare the you know what out of them. But, Bob and his engineers are deadly serious about this 'duel'. And you can bet that our $20,000 (was $10,000) is serious.

A $20,000 Challenge To Escort

Let's cut through the Radar Detector Glut. We challenge Escort to a one on one Distance and Falsing duel to the death' on the highway of their choice. If they win, the $20,000 (was $10,000) check pictured below is theirs.

By Drew Kaplan

We've put up our $20,000 (was 10). We challenge Escort to take on Maxon's new Dual Superheterodyne RD-1 $99 radar detector on the road of their choice in a one on one conflict.

Even Escort says that everyone compares themselves to Escort, and they're right. They were the first in 1978 to use superheterodyne circuits and they've got a virtual stranglehold on the magazine test reports.

But, the real question today is: 1) How many feet of sensing difference, if any, is there between this top of the line Maxon Detector and Escort's? And 2) Which unit is more accurate at interpreting real radar versus false signals?

So Escort, you pick the road (continental U.S. please). You pick the equipment to create the false signals. And finally, you pick the radar gun.

Maxon and Dak will come to your highway with engineers and equipment to verify the results. And oh yes, we'll have the $20,000 check (pictured) to hand over if you beat us by more than 10 feet in either X or K band detection.

BOB SAYS MAXON IS BETTER

Here's how it started. Maxon is a mammoth electronics prime manufacturer. They actually make all types of sophisticated electronic products for some of the biggest U.S. Electronics Companies. (No, they don't make Escort's).
We ask only the following. 1) The public be invited to watch. 2) Maxon’s Engineers as well as Escort’s check the radar gun and monitor the test and the results. 3) The same car be used in both tests. 4) We’d like an answer from Escort no later than December 31, 1986 and 60 days notice of the time and place of the conflict. And, 5) We’d like them to come with a $20,000 (was $10,000) check made out to DAK if we win.

So, what’s Dual Superheterodyne? Ok, so far we’ve set up the conflict. Now let me tell you about the new dual superheterodyne technology that lets Maxon leap ahead of the pack. It’s a technology that tests each suspected radar signal 4 separate times before it notifies you, and yet it explodes into action in just 1/4 of one second. Just imagine the sophistication of a device that can test a signal 4 times in less than 1/4 of one second. Maxon’s technology is mind boggling. But, using it isn’t. This long range detector has all the bells and whistles. It has separate audible sounds for X and K radar signals because you’ve only got about 1/3 the time to react with K band. There’s a 10 step LED Bar Graph Meter to accurately show the radar signal’s strength. And, you won’t have to look at a needle in a meter. You can see the Bar Graph Meter with your peripheral vision and keep your eyes on the road and put your foot on the brake.

So, just turn on the Power/Volume knob, clip it to your visor or put it on your dash. Then plug in its cigarette lighter cord and you’re protected.

And you’ll have a very high level of protection. Maxon’s Dual Conversion Scanning Superheterodyne circuitry combined with its ridge guide wideband horn internal antenna, really ferrets out radar signals.

By the way Escort, we’ll be happy to have our test around a bend in the road or over a hill. Maxon’s detector really picks up ‘ambush type’ radar signals. And the key word is ‘radar’, not trash signals. The 4 test check system that operates in 1/4 second gives you extremely high protection from signals from other detectors, intrusion systems and garage door openers.

So, when the lights and X or K band sounds explode into action, take care, there’s very likely police radar nearby. You’ll have full volume control, and a City/Highway button reduces the less important X band reception in the city. Maxon’s long range detector comes complete with a visor clip, hook and loop dash board mounting, and the power cord cigarette adaptor. It’s much smaller than Escort at just 3½” Wide, 4¾” deep and 1⅛” high. It’s backed by Maxon’s standard limited warranty. Note from Drew: 1) Use of radar detectors is illegal in some states. 2) Speeding is dangerous. Use this detector to help keep you safe when you forget, not to get away with speeding.

Check out Radar yourself risk free
Put this detector on your visor. When it sounds, look around for the police. There’s a good chance you’ll be saving money in fines and higher insurance rates. And, if you slow down, you may even save lives.

If you aren’t 100% satisfied, simply return it in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To get your Maxon, Dual Superheterodyne, Anti-Falsing Radar Detector risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for just $99.99 ($4 P&H). Order No. 4407. CA res add tax.

Any Other Inquiries
1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
Remote Sound Blaze Plus

Like the blazing flash and violence released by a lighting bolt striking earth, your stereo system’s sound will explode with life. With a 95db signal to noise ratio, a 95db dynamic range, and a 5hz to 20,000hz frequency response, Emerson’s new programmable remote CD player is sure to stagger your perception of audio.

By Drew Kaplan

There’s no warning. There’s no record noise, no tape hiss. Vibrant but finely detailed music just explodes from your stereo system. The sound is like a shockwave reverberating through your home. This is the experience you can expect with your first introduction to digital audio. Forget any experience you’ve ever had before with stereo. CD audio is an awesome advance that dwarfs the switch we made years ago from 78s to LPs.

Imagine listening to music with a frequency response from 5hz to 20,000hz +0.5db -1db. Wow! Imagine sound so pure that harmonic distortion is just 0.003%. And, if you’re into zeros, flutter and wow is “unmeasurable”.

The sound quality, and yes, the sonic violence will thrill you. I’ve spent over 15 years on the test bench and in the studios, and the only equal I’ve heard to this sound is ‘live sound’.

And, live sound doesn’t mean the sound you hear at a concert where you are simply listening to the auditorium’s PA system. Live sound means sitting right in the middle of the orchestra. I know, I’m a cellist. And, there’s just no sound experience like the sound we hear in ‘the pit’.

CD gives you a signal to noise ratio of 95db. There is, for all intents and purposes, absolutely no hiss, no scratch, and best of all, no surface noise.

You’ve got to experience the silence during very quiet passages to comprehend the sonic adventure of the music. It’s as if your stereo isn’t even on and then, suddenly, a thunderclap explodes!

Conventional records and tapes have a dynamic range of perhaps 50db. Dynamic range is simply the difference in sound level (volume) between the softest and loudest recorded sounds.

CD gives you a 95db dynamic range, which is roughly equivalent to the difference between absolute silence and standing next to a jet engine.

Your music will be dramatically more exciting. You won’t have to carefully compare CD to conventional sound. From the very first note, you’ll be in shock.

NOT PERFECT?

CD isn’t perfect. Or rather, it is, and that’s a problem. You’ll hear everything. You’ll hear every note, every instrument, as if you were sitting in the orchestra.

When CD first came out, there were three complaints. 1) It could sound harsh or hard. 2) There weren’t enough CDs released. 3) Not all CD discs were really recorded digitally. Here are the answers.

1) Early discs did sound harsh. A characteristic of pressing LPs is that they drop off from 5-10,000hz, so recording engineers boosted the high frequencies. A few cuts with an equalizer bring the first discs back to super smooth sound.

2) True again. CDs were in short supply. Now there’s a virtual avalanche of thousands of titles, and more each week.

3) True again. Not all CDs come from digital masters. CDs from digital masters can sound phenomenally better than a conventional LP. It’s earthshaking.

But, when analog (conventional) masters are recorded in the studios, they are recorded on two inch wide tape at 15 inches per second. They sound great.

Most sound quality is lost in pressing records and copying cassettes. A CD from an analog master isn’t quite as good as from a digital master, but its superiority over an LP is still like day and night.

CDs are now a standard format. There’s no stylus to wear out and the disc doesn’t wear out because nothing touches it.

INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL

You can sit in your favorite easy chair and simply touch buttons. You can hear a track again, or skip to the next.

You can program up to 15 tracks randomly from the remote. And, of course, you can ‘Play’, ‘Pause’, ‘Stop’, and continuously ‘Repeat’ all from the remote.

WHY EMERSON?

This CD player is the latest Japanese made second generation type. It has a 3-beam, laser servo system with heavy sampling for superb sound. Plus, it’s loaded. You can select up to 15 tracks in any order you like. There’s even a repeat button. So, you can repeat selected tracks or the entire disc, forever.

Just touch a button and you can skip to the next track during play, or repeat the track you are listening to. You can even playback indexed passages within a track. A display shows you the track that is playing, the elapsed time, or the total time of the disc.

Installation consists of simply plugging it into any ‘aux’ input on your receiver or preamp. It’s backed by Emerson’s standard 1 year warranty.

TRY EXPLOSIVE SOUND RISK FREE

Plug it in. Experience music with a thrilling frequency response and sonic range. Plus, you’ll be thrilled by the hiss, and background noise you won’t hear. If you’re not 100% satisfied, simply return it to DAK within 30 days in its original box for a courteous refund.

To order Emerson’s Top Of The Line Infrared Remote Control, Fully Programmable CD Disc Player and experience the sonic thrills of a lifetime, call toll free, or send your check for DAK’s market breaking price, of just $1699° ($7 P&H). Order No. 4640. CA res add sales tax.

It may strain my credibility to describe any device I’m offering for only $1699° as providing sound many times better than anything you’ve ever heard before. But, use DAK’s risk free trial to experience this bigger than life sound for yourself!

DAK INDUSTRIES INC.

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only

1-800-272-3200

24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week

For Toll Free Information, Call 8AM-5PM Monday-Friday PST

Technical Information: 1-800-272-3200

Order No. 4640. CA res add sales tax.

As providing sound many times better than anything you’ve ever heard before. But, use DAK’s risk free trial to experience this bigger than life sound for yourself!
The Truth About VCRs

With over 30% of American Households and over 70% of DAK Customers already owning video cassette recorders, there must be something to them. Are they a hype, a necessity, or a fad? Let's find out.

By Drew Kaplan

First a confession. I like TV. I like movies. And, I don't just watch the nightly news and Wall Street Week.

I have friends who are part of the erudite elite who "don't watch the boob tube" because it isn't cerebral enough. But, give me a good action film (I love classics), or give me a seamy weekly series with lots of intrigue, and you've got me hooked.

So, what does all this have to do with video cassette recorders? And, why might an inexpensive VCR be your best bet? Well, let's see.

If you're like me, you end up being away from home during your favorite shows. Or, if you've checked the schedule for the new TV season, you may have found that two of your favorite shows are on opposite each other.

And, isn't it frustrating to have two shows on at 9PM and nothing on at 10? Isn't it frustrating being home only two nights of a 3 night mini-series? Well, with a VCR, all these and a lot of other problems can be solved.

The Harriet Factor

Harriet is my wife's old team teaching partner. She had never had a video recorder. So, we gave her one. Several weeks later she called, absolutely elated.

She was recording the Phil Donahue show every day and watching it when she got home from school.

She had also recorded several movies from cable that she kept missing while she was at work, or because they were on too late at night for her to watch.

By the way, I have the same problem as Harriet. I have cable and I have a satellite dish. But, I never seem to be able to sit down at the right time.

So, I record movies that come on at 2AM, or while I'm at work.

The Family Affair

My parents are another story. They've had a recorder for years (being my parents has its advantages). My parents have two loves, concerts (my mother is a concert pianist), and UCLA Basketball.

They go to concerts several nights a week and tape the UCLA games while they're out. Then, if you can believe this, they make popcorn and stay up to watch the game till 1:30AM.

And speaking of sports, how many Saturday afternoons do you flip back and forth between several games, only to miss the play you really wanted to see. If you had a recorder running, you could instantly see your own instant replays.

So, for golf, football, baseball, or tennis, you can control all the action.

Plus, forgetting sports for a moment, if you've ever watched magic on TV, wait till you watch the slow motion replay over and over again.

You just might figure out 'slight of hand' tricks that you never would have understood any other way.

But, back to the family. We gave my wife's parents a VCR and they didn't know how to hook it up.

This is Important

It never occurred to me that there was anything to hooking up a video recorder. Just unhook the antenna or cable from your TV and connect it to an identical connector on the VCR. Then connect a cable (included) between the recorder and your TV. That is the complete cable hookup. What could be easier?

Anyway, my father-in-law gets up at 5AM, so they go to bed very early. Once they hooked up their recorder, they discovered a whole world of late night TV.

Now they watch Dynasty during dinner. And look, they had never stayed up to see the Johnny Carson show.

Wow! A video recorder can let you watch what you want, when you want, without being restricted by your work, social life or sleep. Now you can watch last night's midnight show at dinner, or tonight's dinner show at midnight.

Loads You Can Do

If you're going on vacation, you can keep up with weekly series while you're gone, even on different channels.

You can record shows you want your children to see at a more appropriate time. For example, it really galls us that the Christmas specials all seem to come on after our youngest son's bedtime.

And besides, he likes to watch them several times. And, speaking of being galled, he's galled because his older brother can stay up and watch shows after he has to go to bed.

So, it's not unusual for us at the Kaplan household to be taping channel 7 while we're watching channel 4. I wonder how the Nielsen ratings cope with taping?

And while we're on ratings, the advertisers on TV hate VCRs. They hate VCRs because we all tend to use our wireless infrared remote controls to fast forward through their commercials.

And, if the phone rings (which it always does), I can simply pause the tape without missing the final clue to a mystery.

And there's still more. If I'm home but my wife and/or kids are out, who wants to watch a comedy or a love story alone?

It's much better to tape it and watch it when the whole family can be together.

Plus, with all the movie rental shops around, you can rent an evening of entertainment for as little as a $1.

And, lots of people seem to be doing just that. The latest statistics show that people are staying home and watching rented movies rather than going out to restaurants and movies.

I'm sure glad I own an electronics company and not a restaurant. And while you may decide for yourself whether VCRs are a fad or a necessity (I vote for necessity), since they do all of the above, they certainly aren't a hype.

Two is better than one. We have several VCRs (I do have a great job). Even though only 70% of DAK customers own VCRs, they/you actually own a total of more VCRs than we have customers.

So, the Kaplans aren't the only family that enjoys having a recorder in both the family room, den and/or bedroom.

With two recorders, you can tape two different shows, and you can make copies of tapes. (Note: Making copies of many movies, even off the air, is illegal).

Now it's time to examine the features on the latest Japanese made Cable Compatible VCRs with HQ Picture Enhancement and Wireless Infrared Remote Control. Let me tell you about 3 VCRs.
These VCRs are all top quality and you can expect years of entertainment.

QUESTIONS

I get lots of questions about the difference between Cable Compatible and Cable Ready. There is none. Last year, the Electronics Industry Association decided to use Cable Compatible because to them, Cable Ready might imply unscrambling signals.

The latest NEW in VCRs is HQ, and few people know what it is. In short, it's a circuit that improves the definition of the recorded picture. You'll note a distinct separation between whites and colors. It really does enhance the sharpness and quality of the detail in your recording, especially at slow speed.

Window Number One

Here's a front loading, infrared remote control VHS video cassette deck from Emerson with HQ that will give you great recordings and phenomenal control.

From the moment you put a video cassette into the front loading motorized slot and see it automatically drawn into the recorder, you'll appreciate the quality.

107 Channel Electronic Tuning. This recorder's synthesized tuner can tune in VHF channels 2-13 and UHF 14-83. Plus, you'll also be able to tune in 25 Mid-Band and High-Band VHF Cable Channels.

You can choose any 16 channels for instant step tuning from either the recorder or the remote. You can choose from any band in any order you like.

MASSIVE PROGRAMMABILITY

You can select up to 8 programs over a two week period to record. And, you can select one program to record every day. If you can set an alarm clock, you can program this recorder to record.

8 programs is the most I've seen on any recorder, but it can really come in handy. I missed the final episode of Knots Landing last year because I thought I would be home earlier. If anyone could send a copy, I would really appreciate it.

And there's One Touch Timed Record. It lets you automatically record in increments of 30 minutes.

WIRELESS INFRARED REMOTE

From system power to forward and reverse high speed search, to changing channels, you're in full control. If a remote seems to simply smack of posh luxury, look at what it can do for you.

You can touch the still frame button and freeze the action. Now you can really tell if the umpire was correct or not.

You can play the same movement over and over again until you are absolutely sure of what you've seen.

And, don't forget, you can high speed search through commercials.

And if you're like me, you'll use the tuner in this VCR while you watch live TV so that you can remotely flip stations during commercials. This VCR makes any TV Cable Compatible.

AND MUCH MORE

There's a digital clock/timer and even a tape counter. Of course, you can watch one program while you record another. And there's a picture sharpness control.

There are 3 recording and playback speeds for up to 8 full hours of recording. And finally, when a tape reaches the end, it will automatically rewind.

So while Emerson's Window One VCR at $249.90 is the least expensive, you can easily see that it's loaded with features to help you enjoy your video experience.

Window Number Two

Here's a front loading, infrared remote control VHS video cassette deck from Emerson with HQ that will give you great recordings and phenomenal control.

First the special effects. This is a 4 head VCR, which means that instead of two video heads there are 4.

This allows you to have superior still frame and lets you have slow motion. Now you can really slow down the action and study a golfer's swing, a magician's hands or a rocket ship landing.

If you want to scrutinize your movies, this is the recorder for you. The extra two heads can also have an improved effect on slow speed recording, but frankly, today's pictures are so good there's not much to improve.

105 Channel Electronic Tuning. This recorder's direct access tuner can access VHF 2-13, UHF 14-83, plus 23 Mid-Band and High Band VHF Cable Channels.

There are 12 buttons that you can set to any channels you choose for instant direct access.

WIRELESS INFRARED REMOTE

From system power to forward and reverse high speed search, to still frame and Slow Motion, you're in full control.

Plus, you can directly access from the remote any of the 12 preset channels.

So, just imagine watching a movie and wanting to slow down the action from your favorite easy chair. You can really get a good close look at whatever captures your interest. And of course, flipping channels is a breeze. This recorder makes any TV Cable Compatible.

FULL PROGRAMMING

You can select up to 4 programs over a two week period to record. And, you can select one program to record every day. It's about as easy to program as your alarm clock.

And, don't forget, you can high speed search, forward, reverse and freeze the action. Now you can really get a good close look at whatever captures your interest. And of course, flipping channels is a breeze. This recorder makes any TV Cable Compatible.

MORE GOODIES

There's a digital clock/timer and a tape counter. Of course, you can watch one program while you record another. And, there's a picture sharpness control.

There are 2 recording and 3 playback speeds for up to 8 full hours of recording. And finally, when a tape reaches the end, it will automatically rewind.

So from golf to magicians, from my son's soccer to space movies, you can really bring a movie's special effects down to earth, with the control you have of this $299.90 4 head Window Two VCR.

It will give you greater control of your picture and random access tuning of your channels at both the recorder and from the remote.

Window Number Three

Here's a front loading, infrared remote control, 4 head VHS HiFi VCR with HQ that will knock your socks off.

VHS Stereo HiFi gives you an incredible 20Hz to 20,000Hz frequency response with an 80db dynamic range.

...Next Page Please
You’ll experience the full sonic drama of movies that you rent, and add a superb audio tape deck to your stereo system. And, not only can you record any turntable into a Cable Compatible TV, you can receive the new stereo TV broadcasts automatically. So, why replace a perfectly good TV just to get stereo? VHS HiFi uses the spinning video heads to record sound along with the video on the tape at speeds in excess of 200 inches per second. So, the sound quality is, to say the least, astounding.

Of course, there’s a conventional stationary audio head, so this recorder is compatible with all standard tapes, but wait till you hear the sound. And, wait till you use this recorder for recording music in your stereo system. Using video cassettes, you can record audio only for the best recordings you’ve ever heard through your stereo system. And look at this. With VHS tapes selling for about $5, you can record up to 6 hours of this incredible sound on one cassette with or without a picture.

THE BAD PART
Connecting this video recorder to your TV is done just like the previous two recorders. It’s simple. But, to utilize the VHS HiFi and Stereo TV tuning, you must also connect this VCR to your stereo. Just connect the standard stereo patch cords (included) to any ‘Aux’ input. So, the bad part is that if your TV and stereo aren’t together, this incredible machine isn’t for you. Of course, it always sends conventional TV sound to your TV.

139 Channel Electronic Stereo Tuning
You can select any 16 preset synthesized cable compatible channels by touching a direct access button on the remote. And, every one is ready for stereo. It receives VHF 2-13, UHF 14-83, and cable 14-65 and Cable Sub Band 95-97.

WIRELESS INFRARED REMOTE
From system power to forward and reverse high speed search, to still frame and Slow Motion, you’re in full control. Plus, you can directly access the 16 preset channels from the remote. So, you can slow down the action, you can still frame it or you can speed it up.

PROGRAMMABILITY TOO
You can select up to 4 programs over a two week period to record. And, you can select one program to record every day. If you can set your alarm clock, you can program this VCR. It also has One Touch Timed Record. Each time you touch the button, you will add 30 minutes of recording, up to 2 hours.

LOADED
There’s a digital clock/timer and a tape counter. Of course, you can watch one program while you record another. And, there’s a picture sharpsness control. There are 2 recording and 3 playback speeds for up to 8 hours of recording. And, when a tape reaches the end, it will automatically rewind.

Plus, you can receive Simulcast, SAP (Separate Audio Program) and there’s a headphone jack. Tape loading is motorized. And, there’s a VHS HiFi level meter.

So, if you use this VCR for video or as an audio deck, it’s a treat. And, if you add surround sound, wow!

Note: Most movies you rent not only have great sounding stereo, but surround sound information already on the tape.

So for special effects, for 139 stereo cable channels, for the incomparable VHS HiFi Sound, choose the $499 Window Number Three VCR.

HARD CHOICES
All three decks provide superb picture quality, wireless infrared remote control and programmability. To record weekly series or play back rented tapes, Window One will provide all you need. If you record ball games and you want to have the capability of slowing down any movie’s action, plus add random access to your remote, choose Window Two. Where only the top of the line will do and you’re going to get involved with the sound as well as the slow or fast action, move all the way up to Window Three.

Whatever your choice, you’ll be thrilled with the quality and performance of these Japanese crafted VCRs. They are backed by Emerson’s lifetime warranty.

RISK FREE
It’s not an easy choice. I’ve used them all. In my main system I do have the VHS HiFi deck. I love the sound and, of course, the picture. But, I have the Window One, least expensive VCR in our bedroom, and it works great. Whichever VCR you choose, if you’re not 100% satisfied, simply return it to DAK in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order Emerson’s Window Number One VCR with HQ and Wireless Infrared Remote, 107 Channel Tuning and 8 program capability risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send your check for DAK’s breakthrough price of just $249 ($11 P&H). Order No. 4641.

To order Emerson’s Window Number Two VCR with HQ, Special Effects and wireless Infrared Remote with 12 channel Random Access Tuning, 105 Channel Tuning and 4 program capability risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send a check for DAK’s breakthrough price of just $299 ($11 P&H). Order No. 4642.

To order Emerson’s Window Number Three VCR with HQ, VHS HiFi, Special Effects and Wireless Infrared Remote with 16 Channel Random Access, 139 Channel Stereo Tuning and 4 program capability risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send your check for DAK’s breakthrough price of just $499 ($11 P&H). Order No. 4643. CA add tax.

Well, if you haven’t joined the 30% plus of the households that own VCRs, at least by the time you’ve read this far you’ve probably got a pretty good reason.

I find that VCRs are one of those things that I just can’t see how I ever lived without. And with Emerson’s quality and price, this is a perfect time to add a second VCR if you already own one.

DAK INC.
For Toll Free Information, Call 8AM-5PM Monday-Friday PST
1-800-325-0300
1-800-272-3200
1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
The $999 Typewriter/Computer

BOMBSHELL

Unfair Competition?
An Unfair Challenge to IBM's Typewriters and Computers

What if you and every secretary in your office could have powerful computers that were as easy to use, but cost less than IBM electronic typewriters? What if they also ran IBM compatible software? Well, now you can get this 256K IBM PC Clone, the Amber Monitor, the Letter Quality Printer, and The $400 Software Library for just $999.

By Drew Kaplan

Look around your office. Are your secretaries wasting time typing and re-typing letters and documents?
Well, throw out your dumb typewriters. Now typing on an IBM compatible computer can be as easy, and yes, cheaper than using an IBM electronic typewriter.

Every word you type can be stored in the 256,000 character memory or on floppy disks. So, when you make corrections to a letter or document, you'll never need to retype the whole letter again.

30 MINUTES TO PRODUCTIVITY
In 30 minutes you or your secretary will be comfortably typing letters faster than on any typewriter. This computer is so easy to use that there's no 'computer fear' from non-computer typists.

But, if you're looking for computing power, get ready to blast off. It is so powerful that it will run Lotus 1-2-3, Flight Simulator and every other IBM compatible program that we've tested.

In fact, the manufacturer states in the Operator's Guide that, "The computer is ultimately and completely compatible with the IBM Personal Computer."

Actually, typing letters is child's play for this sophisticated machine. But for $999, it's sure to be the most popular typewriter in any office or even at home.

So, compare it to the typing ease and durability of say the new IBM Wheelwriter 5 at about $1045, or a Xerox Memorywriter 625 at about $1695.

Or compare just the computer section to the agility, speed, and intelligence of an IBM computer. Then, check our price. FORGET LIFT OFF CORRECTION

Think about making a change in the first paragraph of a letter you have dictated. Just mark up the draft copy and give it back to your secretary.

She can bring the letter back onto the screen, when needed, makes this the ideal transition from typewriter to computer.

Look how easy it is to use. Simply touch the F1 key at the left of the keyboard to delete a character. F2 deletes a word. And, F3 deletes a whole line.
F6 turns this machine into a line by line typewriter for typing directly onto envelopes or forms. F6 prints out anything on screen at any time.

This is a magnificently simple program that you or your secretary will be comfortable with in 30 minutes.

But when you are comfortable, you'll want to open our sophisticated $400 Software Library that lets you really start to use the power of this computer.

(DAK's added Software shown with included Visual Manuals)

You can type in lists of your customer's or employee's names and addresses. Then create a letter, select which names you want to receive the letter, and the computer will automatically print out individualized letters for each person.

So if you want 5 people or 500 people to be notified personally of your newest product or policy, now it's all automatic.

There's also a Budget Program, a Calendar Program and even a Portfolio Management Program we have included.

Of course you can use any IBM compatible PC programs from Lotus 1-2-3 to Norton Utilities. Or, you can buy other even more sophisticated word processing programs that even correct your spelling or give you an on-line thesaurus.

MORE THAN A TYPewriter
This IBM compatible computer with its two 360 kilobyte drives, 256K random access memory (more is available), comes with daisy wheel letter quality printer and an RS232 serial communications port (yes, you can add a modem to access outside data banks, or your mainframe computer).

Visual's computer is loaded. It has both a Centronics parallel printer output (we've included a superb daisy wheel letter quality printer) and an RS232 serial communications port (yes, you can add a modem to access outside data banks, or your mainframe computer).

Visual's 1985 price list shows a list price of $1895 for this computer. And, that doesn't include the Amber Monitor, the Printer, or the Software Library that we've added. It just includes the computer and of course the IBM compatible MS DOS 2.1 operating system.

WHY SO CHEAP?
Visual makes terminals. They thought they'd design a superb IBM Clone and sell it with their terminals.

Well it turned out that Visual's salesmen weren't equipped to sell computers and Visual had put too much money into these computers (the built-in color graphics, TTL output, 2 floppy disk drives and lots of other features) to sell them at today's stripped down prices.

So, Visual has sold them all to DAK and has taken an enormous loss. (But don't worry about Visual. They are a
large company and 'dumping' these computers just lets them get back to concentrating on their main terminal business.)

So, you'll save a fortune and that's why this is an unfair comparison to IBM.

You see, you're saving money only because Visual lost money. IBM not only needs not to lose money, but needs to make a profit as well.

And, don't worry about ending up with an orphan. Unlike small computer companies that come and go, as long as Visual makes terminals, they will be around to protect your investment. Plus, they use the Sorbus Network for service. TAKE YOUR WORK HOME TOO! Wow!

With the addition of a $149 optional 25 line 80 column LCD display, you can take this computer home. It only weighs 18 pounds, so it's easily transportable.

So, when it gets to be 6:00 and there's still work to be done or files to be studied, just take the computer home or send it home with your secretary.

You can expand this computer by adding custom cards. There is an expansion port that can be directly connected to an IBM expansion chassis. Of course, the computer is infinitely expandable by running IBM compatible software.

Here's another bad point. This system is bigger than a typewriter. The computer is 18" wide and 15¾" deep. And, with the monitor sitting on top, it is 14¾" tall. Actually, the computer really isn't any bigger than a typewriter.

But don't forget the printer. It can be placed up to 6' away, but it really belongs next to the computer so that you can easily put in paper, envelopes etc. It is 15½" wide and 12¼" deep.

So for most productive use you need a return on your desk that is about 33¾" long. Of course, the printer can sit on a typing stand next to your desk or even your credenza. You'll be amazed at the increase in your productivity.

This IS NOT A CHEAP STARTER COMPUTER. Forget our price. Put it side by side with a similarly equipped IBM, run the same programs and you'll get the same results.

In fact, it's so compatible that you can interchange disk drives of your letterhead programs between Visual's computer and an IBM PC whenever you wish. Wow!

THE PRINTER

This Silver Reed daisy wheel printer will type on your standard letterhead, envelopes, 3 X 5 cards or mailing labels.

It uses the same type interchangeable daisy wheel direct impact print system as typewriters (heavy duty of course).

The printer prints at 10-12 characters per second bidirectionally. You can set horizontal spacing, 'pitch', for expanded or contracted letter spacing. You can change font automatically and you can print normal or Bold.

But, don't worry. You can simply put in your paper and type. You can even use continuous form tractor feed paper with the optional $69 tractor feed.

Or, use your own letterhead with the optional $119 cut sheet feeder.

You may not take your computer home or to another office every day, but the versatility is phenomenal.

ACCEPT OUR TYPEWRITER COMPUTER CHALLENGE RISK FREE

Wait till you see this state of the art computer marvel on your desk. And wait till you see what its incredible computing power can do for your productivity.

If you're not 100% satisfied with its towing or computing ability, simply return it to DAK in its original boxes within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To get your Visual 256K IBM Compatible Computer with Two 360K Floppy Disk Drives, Composite and RGB Outputs, Amber Monitor, Silver Reed Letter Quality Daisy Wheel Direct Impact Printer, $400 value Software Library, 10 Free Double Sided Double Density 5¼" Disks and connecting cables for the monitor and the printer risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's limited Close-Out price of just $999 plus $24 for P&H, Order No. 4500. CA res add tax.

OPTIONS

If you're into massive spreadsheets and the largest programs, order the 512K upgrade which doubles the 256K memory. It's installed by the factory for an additional $129 and 10 extra Double Density 5¼" Disks.

Add the Factory installed 80 column LCD 25 line display so you can move Visual's computer and work wherever you want. It's just $149 ($5 P&H) Order No. 4626.

If you want to run continuous forms, from mailing labels to checks to letterhead, the Silver Reed Tractor feed snaps on and off in about 30 seconds. It's just $69 ($3 P&H) Order No. 4345.

Use your standard letterhead automatically with the cut sheet feeder. It feeds paper like an automatic copier tray. It's just $119 ($5 P&H) Order No. 4627.

Standard 300,000 character black poly-ribbon are just $6 ($0.50 P&H) Order No. 4346. You'll never see a lifted off correction mark that shows where errors have been removed again. You'll get 'Presidential Quality' letters that you'll be proud to mail every time.

IBM & IBM Wheelwriter 5, Louie & Louie 1-2-3, Flight Simulator, and Xerox & Xerox Memorywriter 625, are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Lotus Development, Microsoft, and Xerox Corporation respectively.

DAK INDUSTRIES, INC.

1-11100-01100

Any Other Inquiries 1-800-272-3200

For Toll Free Information call Daily 9PM - Midnight PST

Find your nearest DAK distributor or mail your pre-paid order to:

DAK SPECIALS

8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
It's the sweetest phone that this writer has ever used. From its elegant good looks to its elegant sounding speakerphone, it's a class act. And, it remembers and dials up to 200 numbers by THE NAME of the person you want to call. Plus, it's now available in ivory and 1-line models too.

By Drew Kaplan

It's not red. And it has no aroma. But it is definitely a rose amongst the thorns.

Here's an all new name dialing 2-line conferencing speakerphone that will revolutionize your concept of telephones.

As president of DAK, I've tested hundreds of phones. Some are very good and you will find them in DAK's catalog. But, I've never used a better sounding, more useful phone, at home or at the office, than the phone pictured above.

Let me tell you some of the reasons why.

**FIRST, IT DIALS BY NAME**

I hate having to remember phone numbers. With this phone, all I do is push the 'H' button when I want to dial Home. The 'D' button dials DAK. And, the 'I' button dials my insurance broker.

Most other dialers make you remember location numbers, such as '26' for 'Mom'. So, you're really just substituting one number for another. Now, all I need to remember is the person's name.

Where I have more than one name that begins with the same letter, I can scroll through the names before it dials, or enter just the first 3 letters. So, if I want to dial Howard instead of home, I push 'H', 'O', 'W'.

**IRISCH**

It's quick, it's easy and you'll never have to remember or look up and dial anyone's number again. Each memory location can hold up to 32 digits and you can store up to 200 different names. It has a total memory capacity of 6400 digits.

You can store your Sprint and MCI numbers, AT&T and your local phone number, your insurance broker, your bank, etc. And, you can store up to 200 different names. It's the best sounding speakerphone I've ever heard. Dialing by names instead of numbers is a quantum leap in both technology and convenience.

Now, I don't have to remember people's phone numbers. I just touch a 'C' for customer and let the phone do the rest.

If you are not 100% convinced, as I am, that this is the best sounding, most convenient phone you have ever used, simply return it in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order your Name Dialing 2-Line Speakerphone with God only knows how many features risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's breakthrough price of just $129 ($4 P&H). Use Order No. 4453 for Silver-Grey. Or, use Order No. 4452 for Ivory.

It's made by Colonial Data, a research company partially owned by one of the largest inter-connect (big business phone systems) companies in the world.

It is 9½" wide, and it's backed by Colonial's standard limited warranty.
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It's made by Colonial Data, a research company partially owned by one of the largest inter-connect (big business phone systems) companies in the world.

It is 9½" wide, and it's backed by Colonial's standard limited warranty.

**PUT NAME DIALING ON YOUR LINE RISK FREE**

It's the best sounding speakerphone I've ever heard. Dialing by names instead of numbers is a quantum leap in both technology and convenience.

Now, I don't have to remember people's phone numbers. I just touch a 'C' for customer and let the phone do the rest.
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It is 9½" wide, and it's backed by Colonial's standard limited warranty.
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If you are not 100% convinced, as I am, that this is the best sounding, most convenient phone you have ever used, simply return it in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order your Name Dialing 2-Line Speakerphone with God only knows how many features risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's breakthrough price of just $129 ($4 P&H). Use Order No. 4453 for Silver-Grey. Or, use Order No. 4452 for Ivory.

It's made by Colonial Data, a research company partially owned by one of the largest inter-connect (big business phone systems) companies in the world.

It is 9½" wide, and it's backed by Colonial's standard limited warranty.
What's a Mamfacttacdc?

Have you guessed yet? It's all the musical sources in this incredible, top of the line, complete music system, backwards. And, if you think Mamfacttacdc is a mouthful, wait till you see all you get for just $299. Wow!

It's party time. With a Mamfacttacdc, there's something for everyone. And, wait till you hear the sound.

This top of the line complete stereo system has more musical sources than any modular system I've seen. And, the sound from each source is breathtaking.

Let's explore all that it does on a musical source by source basis.

CD = Compact Disc Player. And it's not just any player. You can program up to 20 different selections in any order you desire. Wow, 20 memories!

You'll have Next Song and Previous Song. There's even Repeat so that you can have continuous music from 1 disc.

This CD even has a motorized front loading system. Its oversized display shows track number or running time, and, of course, program selections.

But, you've really got to hear a CD for yourself. The sound quality and clarity of the music is so awesome it makes the switch from 78s to LPs a non-event.

CA = Cassette Deck Times 2. There are twin high speed dubbing cassette decks. You can duplicate tapes at high speed or normal speed.

The decks are matched for flawless copies and there's even mike mixing. You'll love this feature if you sing.

Simply put a recorded tape in deck 'A' and copy it onto deck 'B' as usual. But, while you're copying, you can add your own vocal. Just plug in your mike and sing. You can be a single, a duet, a trio, or even a chorus by repeated recording.

Of course, you can make original tapes from any of this system's musical sources. And, look at this. There's even sequencing of your source so that you can sculpture your sound just the way you want it. You can really 'detonate' the bass or high end for room filling sound.

And speaking of vibrant room filling sound, the matching 2-way speaker systems really pack a punch. Rich deep bass is produced by the woofers, and crystal clean highs by the tweeters.

When it turns itself on, it can wake you with your favorite music, or if you've set it to record, it can record from the AM or FM radio. Wow, how neat.

It is 16½" tall, 14" wide, and 13¼" deep. Each speaker is 14¼" tall, 7" wide, and 9¼" deep. It's backed by Emerson's standard limited warranty.

MAMFACTTACDC IN YOUR HOME

You'll be amazed at the sound. And you'll be thrilled by your choice of musical sources. It's an incredible system.

If you're not 100% satisfied, simply return it to DAK in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order Emerson's Stereo System with 20 Program Capability CD Player, Dual High Speed Cassette Decks, Belt Drive Turntable, AM and FM Stereo, Speakers, Equalizer and Timer System risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's break-through price of just $299 ($18 PE). Order No. 4684. CA res add tax.

A lot of sources stuck together wouldn't mean much if they weren't top quality. Just wait till you hear how your favorite music sounds through this system.

Emerson had to use better than normal speakers in this system to handle the dramatic capabilities of the CD. You won't be disappointed with the full rich sound.

There's no volume knob because this system has an electronic volume bar. Just touch one end or the other.

And there's one more thing. There's a built-in clock timer. You can have this system shut itself off automatically. Or, you can have it turn itself on.

DAK INDUSTRIES INC.

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only
24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week
1-800-325-0800
For Toll Free Information: Call 9AM-5PM Monday-Friday PST
Technical Information: 1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries: 1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

Philip Morris Inc. 1986

16 mg tar; 1.0 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Feb.'85
ADCOM GFA-555 POWER AMPLIFIER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier is somewhat unusual in being an affordably priced product that has also received wide acceptance from the “high-end” section of the audio fraternity. The amplifier combines basically conventional circuit design with a number of unusual operating details that set it apart from other high-power amplifiers. It is rated to deliver 200 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.09 percent total harmonic distortion, or 325 watts into 4 ohms at 0.25 percent distortion. As a bridged mono amplifier, it is rated at 600 watts into 8 ohms with less than 0.25 percent distortion.

The Adcom GFA-555 is a full-size, handsomely styled amplifier. Its front panel, decorated with a pattern of horizontal striations, has a large rocker-type power switch and a small red LED pilot light at the lower left. At the other end of the panel, two LED’s monitor the left and right channels and flash instantaneously when the distortion in either of them exceeds 1 percent.

Since these overload indicators actually monitor the entire feedback loop, they respond to any form of nonlinear distortion, including transient intermodulation distortion (TIM) or even a DC offset (the amplifier is direct-coupled throughout).

On the rear of the amplifier are the heat-sink fins, heavy-duty insulated binding-post speaker terminals, phono-jack line inputs, and a switch that converts it from a conventional stereo configuration to a bridged mono amplifier.

The output stage of each channel contains eight high-power transistors capable of delivering more than 20 amperes to low-impedance loads. The operating bias of the driving and output transistors is stabilized against changes in temperature, line voltage, or signal conditions by a newly developed current feedback technique.

There are no conventional current-limiting protection circuits in the GFA-555. A very large, short-term overload, such as might be caused by an output short-circuit at high power outputs, will blow one of the internal DC power-supply fuses or the 10-ampere line fuse (which is user-replaceable). Sustained high-power operation may eventually increase the heat-sink temperature to 75°C, at which point a thermal circuit breaker shuts off the amplifier. When the amp cools to a safe temperature, operation is automatically restored. The power supply uses a 700-watt toroidal transformer that is said to have many of the advantages of two separate transformers but to be more cost-effective.

The Adcom GFA-555, which weighs about 30 pounds, is 17 inches wide, 11 inches deep, and 7 inches high. Optional rack-mounting extensions and handles add 2 inches to the width and 1 1/4 inches to the depth. The amplifier is available in a black or glossy white finish. Price: $679.95 in black, $749.95 in white. The RM-7 rack adaptors are $19.95 per pair. Adcom, Dept. SR, 11 Elkins Rd., East Brunswick, NJ 08816.

Lab Tests

Our standard one-hour preconditioning at one-third rated power left the top of the Adcom GFA-555 very hot to the touch. The amplifier’s output clipped at 242 watts into 8 ohms, 352 watts into 4 ohms, and 465 watts into 2 ohms. In our dynamic power measurements, the clipping level during a 20-millisecond tone burst was 352 watts into 8 ohms.
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,000-Hz continuous output power</td>
<td>352 watts into 8 ohms, 650 watts into 4 ohms, 465 watts into 2 ohms; in bridged mono mode, 760 watts into 8 ohms, 900 watts into 4 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical noise (relative to rated output): 0.059 dB (8 ohms), 0.35 dB (4 ohms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic headroom: 2.46 dB (8 ohms), 2.87 dB (4 ohms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic power output:</td>
<td>352 watts into 8 ohms, 650 watts into 4 ohms, 465 watts into 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic distortion (1,000 Hz, 8 ohms):</td>
<td>1 watt, 0.038%; 200 watts, 0.019%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (for a 1-watt output):</td>
<td>130 millivolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-weighted noise (referred to a 1-watt output):</td>
<td>-101.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slew factor was 3, with a 200-ohm mono mode, 760 watts into 8 ohms, 900 watts into 4 ohms. Clipping headroom was 200-dB noise below 1 watt output, and the A-weighted output of 0.13 volt for a 1-watt reference clipping. The waveform began to show signs of clipping at the point where the amplifier clipped at 760 watts into 8 ohms and 900 watts into 4 ohms. The 1,000-Hz distortion was nearly constant over the full power output range of the amplifier, and only slightly higher with 2- and 4-ohm loads than with 8 ohms. The 8-ohm readings were between 0.02 and 0.04 percent from 1 watt to over 200 watts output. Dynamic 4 ohms, the distortion was between 0.038 and 0.07 percent from 1 watt to more than 300 watts. The 2-ohm measurements ranged from 0.07 to 0.16 percent from 1 watt to 450 watts per channel. The entire audio frequency range, the distortion was nearly the same at rated power, half-power, and one-tenth power. It was between 0.02 and 0.04 percent from 20 to 10,000 Hz and reached a maximum of 0.07 percent at 20,000 Hz and 200 watts output.

The distortion indicators on the front panel operated with exceptional effectiveness and accuracy. They lit precisely at the point where the waveform began to show signs of clipping. The GFA-555 required an input of 0.13 volt for a 1-watt reference output, and the A-weighted output noise was 101.5 dB below 1 watt. The slew factor was 3, with a 200-ohm sine-wave output assuming a triangular shape at about 60,000 Hz. The reactive load factor was 1.02 dB, and the amplifier was stable with simulated reactive speaker loads. Its frequency response, flat within 0.1 dB throughout the audio range, was down 1.2 dB at 5 Hz and 3 dB at 140,000 Hz. Although Adcom says that the GFA-555 has no capacitors in its signal path, the infrasonic rolloff we found suggests that there is at least an input blocking capacitor.

Comments

The Adcom GFA-555 demonstrated its indestructibility during our tests. Starting from a very hot top surface after the one-hour preconditioning period, it became even hotter as we drove low-impedance loads to high levels. Finally, with an output of hundreds of watts into 2-ohm loads, it simply shut down. Since the front-panel pilot light was extinguished, we thought at first that the 10-ampere line fuse had blown. When it proved to be intact, we waited with as much patience as we could muster for the amplifier to return to life, which it did in about half an hour. The thermal circuit breaker operated several other times during our tests, but this minor annoyance was certainly preferable to the alternative of blown output transistors! In the bridged mode, the line fuse finally blew out at 900 watts into 4 ohms. Clearly, the Adcom GFA-555 is a muscular component that is thoroughly protected against most of the accidents that can befall a high-power amplifier. Although there were frequent thermal shut-downs during some of our bench tests, the amplifier ran almost perfectly cool during our listening tests. Adcom stresses the 60,000 microfarads of power-supply filter capacitance, and suggests shutting off the AC power to the amplifier while it is playing as a demonstration of the power supply's energy-storage capability. Depending on the playing volume and the nature of the program, we found that it played without audible change for 12 to 15 seconds after being switched off. We were impressed.

Another noteworthy characteristic of this amplifier is the absence of relays—it turns on and off in total silence, with no thumps in the speakers or audible sounds from relay operation. And we certainly appreciated the absence of a fan when we were listening to the amplifier.

It is difficult to comment on the sound of the GFA-555. It is obviously a superb amplifier by any objective standard. As we have found, A/B comparisons with other amplifiers are fruitless, and none of the speakers we had on hand presented the kind of load that would reveal the special qualities of an amplifier like the GFA-555. Adcom says that it will drive the 1-ohm impedance of an Apogee speaker, and everything we learned about it makes that seem like a reasonable claim. The GFA-555 is not only one of the smoothest, quietest, and nicest-performing amplifiers we have used, but it also happens to be one of the most attractive. Our test sample had the optional white panel finish, which deserves to be given a highly visible position in any music room. Other Adcom components are also available in white—could this herald a trend away from the all-black styling that seems to dominate the audio industry?

Circle 140 on reader service card
McIntosh has earned world renown for its technological contributions for improved sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to superior sound reproduction, you buy technological integrity proven by time. The McIntosh Compact Disc Player is the newest evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.

For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7000 Compact Disc Player and other industry-leading McIntosh products write:

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A105
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

Handcrafted with pride in the United States by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card
Not Evolutionary, Revolutionary.

Pioneer's Revolutionary CD/LaserVision Player

If there was ever a machine ahead of its time, it's Pioneer's new CLD-909. The most remarkable machine ever invented to play compact discs, LaserVision discs and music video discs.

No longer need you buy two machines to get the best of both sight and sound. The CLD-909 does it all. And does it beautifully.

The CLD-909 represents a stretch of the engineer's imagination. It incorporates a number of technological breakthroughs. One is a laser pickup/objective lens system with the smallest aperture yet—0.55 microns. That's one thirty-four hundredths the diameter of a human hair. It takes this kind of incredibly fine laser focus to read the density of information encoded on CDs and LaserVision discs. Another is a newly-developed Constant Distance Tilt Servo that maintains high trackability even on severely warped discs.

It is this kind of advanced technology that lets the CLD-909 deliver a picture 20% sharper than live broadcast television. And 60% sharper than the latest VHS HQ VCRs.

Getting the picture? It's so sharp and accurate and faithful to life that things appear almost 3-dimensional. And unlike videotapes, optical discs don't wear out. They also give you random, immediate access to any frame or time point. Impossible with tape.

And what convenience and versatility. You can program the CLD-909 to play audio or video tracks in any order you wish. You can repeat programs, segments, or entire sides. The possibilities are just about endless.

The CLD-909 includes many highly sophisticated features. Like automatic disc and digital sound detection, semi-automatic front loading, subcode output, on-screen programming, as well as on-screen function display. It is fully remote-controllable for stand-alone or system use, and has a built-in computer control port. We've also designed a new CD Motor Swing Assembly that lets us make the CLD-909 just 4.7 inches high. Then we added sophisticated electronics like a new Pulse Count IC and Noise Canceller to achieve a remarkable horizontal resolution of 400 lines.

The CLD-909 gives you breathtaking digital audio to match its breathtaking video. From compact discs, of course, as well as many 12-inch LaserVision discs and 8-inch music video discs. And Pioneer's exclusive Linear Servo system accurately reproduces music from even warped, scratched or dirty CDs.

Pioneer's revolutionary CLD-909. More than just a new idea. It is without a doubt the finest source of sight and sound you can possibly own. See it at your Pioneer Dealer. Or call 1-800-421-1404.

CIRCLE NO. 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD

©1986 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF A TRUE PIONEER.

PIONEER®
AKAI CD-A70
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

Akai's CD-A70 compact disc player features a three-beam laser pickup (one for signal pickup and two for accurate tracking of the spiral recorded track). It also offers an exceptional degree of programming versatility, and each of its soft-touch front-panel pushbutton controls is duplicated on the supplied RC-700 wireless remote control. The front panel also contains the disc drawer and a stereo headphone jack with separate slider volume control (the rear line output is at a fixed level). There is a subcode output terminal on the rear apron for use with future digital accessories.

The CD-A70's display window has large, bright-yellow numerals to show the current track number and playing time (when the player is first turned on, the display shows the total number of tracks and playing time on the disc). The index number, if any, is also displayed. Other illuminated words and symbols identify such control operations as PROGRAM, REPEAT, PLAY, and PAUSE.

The performance specifications of the CD-A70, like those of other CD players, are determined primarily by the compact disc system rather than by the design of the player itself. Its rated frequency response is 5 to 20,000 Hz ± 0.5 dB, with a 95-dB signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), a 90-dB channel separation, and 0.003 percent total harmonic distortion at 1,000 Hz. The nominal line-output level is 2 volts.

Like a number of other CD players, the Akai unit has random-access programming capability. A keypad on the front panel can be used for direct access to any track on the disc or to play any combination of tracks. The playing order is established by an unusually simple and logical system. After a track number has been entered (it appears on the display together with the word PROGRAM), you can choose among the logical commands AND, TO, and WITHOUT before the next number is pressed. For example, you can program the machine to play Tracks 4 through 11, omitting Track 6, by entering the sequence "4 TO 11 WITHOUT 6." The programmed and nonprogrammed operating modes are controlled by separate PLAY/PAUSE buttons. The CD-A70 also provides both direct
INTRODUCING GOOSEBUMPS.

Spine-tingling, breathtaking sound you can actually feel. Like the throbbing, rumbling bass of a rocket blastoff. The stage-thumping power of a Broadway finale. The romantic crackling of a fireplace. Or the trembling mouthpiece whisper of a single flute.

It's an experience you wouldn't think could come from a television. Until now.

Introducing Zenith's Digital Color TV with Sound by Bose—the raw emotional impact of a live performance. With sounds you've never heard, or felt, before from a television this compact.

It starts with the stereo signal Zenith invented, fed into the separate left and right amplifiers of a specially designed Bose sound system. Front-firing TWIDDLER™ drivers provide spaciousness and presence by filling the air with crisp, clear mid-range and treble harmonics. All shaped into astonishingly true-to-life stereo images that complement the picture beyond the capabilities of separate component systems.

Next, deep bass with exceptional clarity is added by exclusive Bose Waveguide technology. Its power and emotion make you feel surrounded by on-screen action, even at low levels. With virtually no distortion, even at earth-shaking volumes.

Finally, instead of the old-fashioned loudness button, an exclusive dynamic equalization circuit automatically adjusts the level of bass sound to give you natural tonal balance with extraordinary richness and clarity at all volume levels and viewing positions.

And because it's digital, Zenith's 27” square-cornered picture brings you sharper, more vibrant colors than ever before. Plus on-screen displays. Built-in Teletext for instant news, weather and sports. And a full set of jacks that make it the ultimate receiver/monitor for everything from VCRs and cable to PCs.

Zenith's Digital Color TV with Sound by Bose. The only way you'll ever believe it, is to go hear it at selected Zenith dealers.

You bring the ears, we'll supply the goosebumps.
**FEATURES**

- Front-loading motorized disc drawer
- Soft-touch operating controls
- Digital and analog lowpass filters
- Fast track search
- Fast scanning with audible sound
- Display of current track and index number, elapsed time of track or disc, total number of tracks and playing time of disc
- Direct or programmed access to any track or indexed segment (up to No. 99)
- Direct entry of tracks to be omitted in programmed sequence
- Indefinite repeat of entire disc or programmed sequence
- Phrase repeat
- Subcode output
- Headphone output with separate volume control

**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

- **Maximum output level:** 1.9 volts
- **Total harmonic distortion at 1,000 Hz:** referred to 0 dB: 0.0022%
- **Signal-to-noise ratio (A-weighted):** 100.5 dB
- **Channel separation:** 92 dB at 1,000 Hz; 92.5 dB at 10,000 Hz
- **Frequency response:** +0, −0.6 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz
- **Cueing time:** 1.5 seconds
- **Cueing accuracy:** A
- **Impact resistance:** top, B; sides, A
- **Defect tracking:** tracked all defects on Philips TS5A test disc

The CD-A70, which is finished in black, measures 17 1/4 inches wide, 10 1/4 inches deep, and 3 inches high, and it weighs 8 pounds, 13 ounces. Price: $475. Akai America, Dept. SR, 800 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220.

**Lab Tests**

The frequency response of the Akai CD-A70 was very flat from 20 to 10,000 Hz (with a periodic ripple of ±0.1 dB above 1,000 Hz) and sloped off to −0.6 dB at 20,000 Hz. The two channels had identical output voltages of 1.9 volts from a maximum-level (0-dB) recorded test signal. The square-wave output of the player indicated that it uses digital filtering (its specifications refer to a combination of an eighth-order digital filter and a seventh-order analog filter).

The total harmonic distortion (THD) was 0.0022 percent at 0 dB and was below the noise level at −10 and −20 dB. The A-weighted noise was −100.5 dB referred to 0 dB. The channel separation was about 92 dB between 100 and 10,000 Hz, decreasing to 84 dB at 20,000 Hz. Interchannel phase shift increased from 5 degrees at 100 Hz to 125 degrees at 20,000 Hz. The cueing accuracy of the player was excellent, and its slew time in our standard test was 1.5 seconds, much faster than the average for CD players we have tested. The CD-A70 tracked flawlessly through all the calibrated defects on the Philips TS5A test disc. It also tracked quite well while being tapped vigorously on its top plate, and it withstood rather severe raps to its sides without audible effects on tracking.

**Comments**

The front-panel display of the CD-A70 was easily readable from a distance of 15 or 20 feet, and the remote control operated reliably at the same distances. The sound was as good as that of any CD player we know of, and the listening volume through medium-impedance (200-ohm) headphones was also good. Unlike most CD players, the open/close button for the CD-A70's disc drawer is not located near the drawer (it is grouped with the other control buttons at the other end of the panel), but one soon becomes accustomed to this small quirk. Access time is among the fastest we have seen in this price range.

In fact, our sole criticism of this player derives from its very versatility! The instruction manual (in six languages) appears to be comprehensive, but we still had considerable difficulty establishing just what could and could not be done with the machine's programming system. Although the manual explains reasonably well how to use the programming features, it does not tell about their limitations. For example, attempting to use the repeat feature during programmed play will erase the program. We also could not find any reference in the manual to the PRGM SKIP and INDEX SKIP buttons and their functions. Quibbling aside, the Akai CD-A70 is a fine machine whose unique operating capabilities may make it a clear choice for many people.

*Circle 141 on reader service card*
Toteworthy Stereo

Today, a good stereo's place isn't necessarily just in the home. Plug the new Bose® RoomMate® powered speaker system into a personal stereo, and you'll have a complete, compact, room-filling stereo system that you can use nearly anywhere. Or combine the RoomMate system with one of the new generation of portable compact disc players, and you'll have a digital stereo system that's as compact and easy to carry as a camera outfit! The RoomMate system works with keyboards, personal computers, and virtually anything equipped with a headphone jack. And there's a line of accessories available such as mounting arms, wall brackets, and the travel bag shown above. Best of all, the RoomMate system's price is very easy to live with.

You'll probably find applications for the system all around you—because there's high fidelity hidden inside almost all of your personal electronics! Audition the Bose RoomMate system at your authorized dealer soon.

For more information, write: Bose Corporation, Dept. SR, 10 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701.
Why our engineers worked for sixty years in a vacuum.
In an effort to push past the boundaries of conventional amplification technology and design, Luxman engineers took a daring step back, and rediscovered the vacuum tube.

The result—Luxman's LV-105 and LV-103 Brid Amplifiers. Their design is so advanced it took 1985's prestigious "Good Design Award" from the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry. They are the world's first "hybrid" amplifiers—combining the warm, rich sound of vacuum tubes, with the power of transistors.

Indeed, over the years, audio engineers have been searching for a design in amplification that would reproduce that elusive quality of sound called, live performance.

To create such a design, our engineers didn't simply fine tune solid state components, but drew upon Luxman's 60 years of vacuum tube technology and found the 6CG7A Twin Triode tube. A distinction that makes the Brid Amplifiers nothing less than pure listening pleasure.

Examine the inner workings of the Brid design. You'll find Twin Triode tubes perfectly matched with MOSFET high speed semiconductors. Together they form an extraordinary hybrid circuit which delivers sound so clear, so pure and accurate, it's virtually indistinguishable from an original live performance.

Of course the real test, is to turn on a Brid amplifier and hear it perform for yourself.

At once, your ears are treated to smooth and natural, three dimensional sound. You hear the subtleties of instruments. You hear extended highs and lows. And you hear a warmth and fullness of sound that's truly music to the ears.

And to create a complete audio and video performance in your home, the LV-105 incorporates a Professional Grade video amplifier. It improves both TV picture and VCR recording quality. So you get as much pleasure viewing, as you do listening with a Brid.

At Luxman, our engineers took a bold step back to achieve a rare standard of audio/video excellence. Now you can take a remarkable step forward and enhance your listening and viewing pleasure with Luxman's LV-105 and LV-103 Brid Series Amplifiers.

For more information just call toll free 1-800-4-LUXMAN.

Luxman, A Division of Alpine Electronics of America, Inc., 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, California 90501
Imagine controlling and enjoying a music system throughout your house. In the bedroom as you get dressed. In the family room as you relax. In the living room as you entertain. Better yet, imagine all of this music reproduced with consummate fidelity.

That’s the idea behind the Kyocera Full-System Remote Control network. With additional speakers and Kyocera’s tiny infrared remote sensors, you can enjoy your music — and control your system — in any room!

Just as important, the Kyocera network is the first remote system with audiophile credentials. You have your choice of critically acclaimed MOS FET Receivers, sophisticated three-motor Cassette Decks, plus a new generation of CD Players with the Fine Ceramics anti-resonant construction Kyocera originated.

So you don’t have to settle for an audiophile system that plays in only one room. Kyocera has the one audiophile system that plays in all of them.
ALTHOUGH the theoretical design criteria for enclosed speaker systems are well known, they assume a perfectly rigid enclosure. Any vibration of the cabinet surfaces produces an acoustic output that may not be directly related to the driving signal's waveform and whose phase and directional properties can degrade the overall system's sound output. The conventional solution to this problem is to make the speaker enclosure of thick, heavily braced wood or particle board and to make liberal use of internal damping materials, such as glass fiber or wool, to minimize the effects of cabinet resonances. Other approaches have included the use of "sandwich" panels filled with sand, laminated-aluminum aerospace materials (Aerolam), and even concrete enclosures.

The new Matrix series from B&W Loudspeakers represents a different approach. Extensive listening tests and laboratory measurements by the well-known British manufacturer led to the conclusion that none of the conventional enclosure constructions was completely free from audible colorations. The major requirements for eliminating these effects are low cabinet-radiation amplitude and rapid decay (damping) of the radiated energy.

The solution proposed by B&W's chief electronics engineer, Laurence Dickie, was to fill the interior of a conventional high-density particle-board cabinet with a matrix structure resembling a honeycomb, with long cells square in cross section. The matrix is formed of a series of interlocking, perforated members having relatively high damping qualities and high stiffness. The inner walls of the cabinet are grooved to accept the horizontal members of the matrix, which is then rigidly bonded to the cabinet. Finally, each cell of the matrix is filled with acoustic foam to damp any remaining resonances.

B&W engineers made lab studies of a number of speaker enclosures, attaching accelerometers to the outside of the cabinets to measure the vibration at many points on the surface and subjecting data obtained from these measurements to extensive computer processing. Comparisons of test results on similar enclosures made of different materials showed that the B&W Matrix structure was superior to the others in respect to vibration amplitude versus frequency and decay rate as a function of time. Its high mass also helped attenuate high-frequency cabinet radiation.

Completely new drivers were developed for the three new speaker systems designed around the Matrix enclosure. The woofer cones are shaped of a homopolymer form of polypropylene that was found to be 1.6 times stiffer than conventional copolymer materials and relatively free of breakup effects. The Matrix 1, smallest of the new family of speakers, has a single 6-inch woofer whose frame is cast as a unit with its magnesium-alloy front plate. The voice coil of the newly designed tweeter is cooled and damped by ferrofluid in its magnetic gap. The crossover, at 2,000 Hz, was simplified by designing a 12-dB-per-octave rolloff into the woofer so that only two components were needed in the external network to achieve the desired fourth-order Butterworth-squared characteristic.
A similar design was used for the tweeter’s crossover. The tweeter is protected against burnout by a signal-powered circuit that disconnects it with a fast-acting relay whenever the high-frequency signal level becomes excessive. When the signal returns to a safe level, tweeter operation is automatically restored.

The specifications of the B&W Matrix 1 include a free-field frequency response of 80 to 25,000 Hz ±2 dB, a system resonance of 60 Hz (Q = 0.7), a sensitivity of 85 dB (2.83 volts), and an impedance of 4.5 ohms ±0.5 ohm (essentially resistive). The recommended amplifier power is 50 to 120 watts.

The Matrix 1 measures 16 inches high, 9 inches wide, and 12½ inches deep, and it weighs 26½ pounds (by our measurement—the specified weight is 22 pounds). Stands with loaded steel columns and heavy marble bases are optional. The speaker is available with walnut, black ash, or rosewood veneer finish or, on special order, high-gloss lacquer or natural oak. Price: $499 per speaker in walnut or black ash, $699 each in rosewood; stands, $199 per pair. Anglo-American Audio, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.

Lab Tests

We installed the B&W Matrix 1 speakers on their 20-inch-high stands and a few feet from the rear and side walls. The averaged room-response curve from the left and right speakers was smooth and extended in the tweeter's operating range (above 2,000 Hz). There was the usual irregularity in measured output below 300 Hz, where room interaction is inevitable.

The close-miked woofer response, quite flat from 400 to 1,500 Hz, was down about 3 dB at 2,000 Hz. Below 400 Hz it rose to a maximum of +8 dB at 100 Hz before falling off at 24 dB per octave below 80 Hz. The composite response curve, formed by splicing the woofer curve to the overall room curve, varied only ±2.5 dB from 370 to 20,000 Hz but still showed the same strong emphasis at 100 Hz as the close-miked measurement.

Our quasi-anechoic FFT response measurements confirmed the smoothness and extended range of the system's middle- and high-frequency response, but we could not reliably measure its low-frequency performance with this method because of unavoidable reflections in our listening room. We had to depend on listening tests to judge the reality of the measured bass emphasis. It was unquestionably real—the Matrix 1 sounded distinctly heavier ("bassier") than any other speaker we had on hand, and it even seemed to have a subdued high-end response. The latter effect was obviously a psychoacoustic result of the frequency dependence of the SPL meter, since the highs were very much "all output," as could easily be heard on program material with modest low-frequency content. Male voices, however, had the heaviness characteristic of an exaggerated bass response in the 100-Hz region.

The impedance of the Matrix 1 measured between 3.5 and 5 ohms, averaging 4 ohms over the entire audio range. This confirmed the manufacturer's rating of an essentially resistive impedance, which any amplifier should be able to drive without difficulty. The speaker's sensitivity was low, measuring 83.5 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input of pink noise. An input of 6 volts (9 watts) was required to produce our usual 90-dB reference SPL output.

The Matrix 1's distortion at the 6-volt input level was 2 percent or less above 80 Hz, increasing smoothly to 4.2 percent at 60 Hz, 6.6 percent at 50 Hz, and 11.2 percent at 40 Hz. The speaker's group delay was exceptionally uniform in the tweeter's range, varying about 0.1 millisecond overall from 5,000 to 20,000 Hz and less than 0.4 millisecond down to 500 Hz.

The B&W Matrix 1 performed exceptionally well in our pulsed power-handling tests. At 100 Hz, the woofer's waveform began to distort visibly with an input of 1,800 watts, although it did not audibly "bottom." At 1,000 Hz the amplifier clipped at 2,275 watts, and at 10,000 Hz the tweeter's output was still undistorted when the amplifier clipped at 2,190 watts.

Comments

When we first heard the B&W Matrix 1 (and its larger relatives) at the June Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago, we were not aware of any bass emphasis. Our principal impression then was of the superb clarity of its sound, which hardly seemed to be coming from the fairly small loudspeakers that we could plainly see before us. In more familiar surroundings the same clarity was present, but this time with a noticeable bass emphasis. We cannot be certain how much of this emphasis resulted from differences in the listening rooms and how much from the different program material—probably it was a bit of both factors.

To put the matter into perspective, most speakers we have used in our room show bass coloration to some degree, but few have compensated for it with the extended high-end response and smoothness of B&W's new Matrix 1. Its sound is completely consistent with its price, if not with its size! It is all too easy to lose sight of the fact that the B&W Matrix 1 is not much larger than a mini-bookshelf speaker, since it sounds so much larger than it looks.

This relatively inefficient speaker really deserves a powerful amplifier, and our tests indicate that it can absorb (for brief peaks) far more power than will ever be supplied to it in a home music system. In spite of the manufacturer's power recommendations, we found its sound to be unstrained (but loud!) with musical program peaks of 350 to 500 watts. But don't expect to get much more than background levels from these speakers if you drive them with a 25-watt amplifier.

Although its weight may have no bearing on its sound, the Matrix 1 is also surprisingly heavy for its size. The optional stands weigh a solid 18 pounds each, so the combined weight of about 45 pounds for stand and speaker places the Matrix 1 somewhat above the usual bookshelf range. So, of course, does just about everything else about the speakers. While we lacked a test setup for measuring cabinet vibration, rapping the cabinet sides with our knuckles produced little more than bruised knuckles. You could get about that much resonance by tapping a concrete block!

Circle 142 on reader service card
Taken on face value alone, this is the most remarkable car stereo in the world.

Introducing the phenomenal Kenwood KRC-999 cassette tuner. If the face plate isn't enough to make your jaw drop, wait 'til you hear the way the 999 sounds. And performs.

It's the most advanced car stereo ever made.
Period.

"Sure," you say, "I've heard that before." But how many car stereos have you heard that are driven by a 16K ROM computer?

A computer that lets you customize the sound to suit your car's environment.
And pre-set electronic volume levels.
And automatically seek out a track anywhere on a side.
And scan the first five seconds of every cut.
And take stations with the strongest signal and automatically program them into memory.
Heard enough?
How about the lowest signal to noise ratio available. Metal tape frequency response of 20 – 22.5k (± 3dB). A 7-band graphic equalizer that instantly converts to a spectrum analyzer. Or an automatic azimuth-adjusting hyperbolic-contour tape head. And three drive motors.

Yes. The beauty of the KRC-999 is more than skin deep. It represents the culmination of 25 years of superior audio technology from Kenwood. Consider it our anniversary present to the world of music.

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, call 1-800-CAR SOUND.
Rock & Roll &
Our DT-156 cassette changer lets you keep on rocking even after the tape stops rolling.

Its auto-changer mechanism can play, in order, both sides of up to seven cassettes. Which is more non-stop music than you can get from any other major brand cassette changer.

You can program it to play nine random segments. A Music Search System lets you quickly jump from track to track. You can repeat individual tracks or cassettes. Instantly skip unrecorded blank sections. And the dual cassette dubbing feature lets you make copies at normal or double speed.

The DT-156 cassette changer from Mitsubishi. Where the hits just keep on coming.
DENON TU-600 AM/FM TUNER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

DENON has applied the philosophy of “the simplest is the best” in the design of its new TU-600 AM/FM tuner. This approach is immediately apparent from the front panel, where most of the controls (all pushbuttons) form a single row for preset station and band selection. The ten preset buttons can be switched to store and recall a second group of ten station frequencies, giving the TU-600 a total of twenty memories. Each memory can be assigned to either an AM or an FM station, and pressing a button switches the tuner to the appropriate band as well as the specific station frequency. Small lights above the buttons identify the selected preset.

Like most current tuners, the TU-600 has digital-synthesis tuning, with the station frequency and band visible in a display window. Next to the frequency readout, a group of LED’s indicate stereo reception, IF bandwidth, relative signal strength (in ten segments), and the status of the auto-tuning mode. In its automatic mode, the tuner mutes the output and searches for the next receivable signal up or down, depending on which of the tuning buttons is pressed, switching automatically between mono and stereo. Disabling the auto tuning switches the tuner to mono reception, disables the muting circuit, and changes the frequency by a single increment (200 kHz for FM, and 10 kHz for AM) for each touch on the tuning button. Holding a tuning button in produces a rapid scan in the selected direction. Wide or narrow IF bandwidth is also selected by a button on the front panel.

In spite of the TU-600’s compact size, simple appearance, and modest price, its specifications suggest that it is far from being a “basic” tuner. Although all its specs are good or better, those for harmonic distortion and signal-to-noise ratio are literally “state of the art,” simply unheard of in a tuner of its modest price.

Lab Tests

We repeated most measurements of the TU-600 using both the narrow and wide IF bandwidths. With the wide bandwidth, the alternate-channel selectivity was an acceptable 43 dB, and the adjacent-channel selectivity was 3 dB. Switching to the narrow bandwidth changed these measurements to 76 and 5.5 dB, respectively. The chief performance difference between these two settings was the tuner’s stereo distortion, which was 0.5 to 1.5 percent over a wide range of signal strengths with the narrow bandwidth. Although this level of distortion is not likely to be audible on most pro-
Sansui's AU-G77XII amplifier is rated superior for CD reproduction.


It features virtually distortion-free power* (0.008 THD) and dynamic power is 160 watts-per-channel into 8 ohms; 220 watts-per-channel into 4 ohms; and 260 watts-per-channel into 2 ohms.

The AU-G77XII also features input for phono MM/MC (selectable), CD, tuner, tape 1 and tape 2, line 1 and line 2. Plus a special adapter input/output loop for EQ or processor for added dubbing capabilities. When it comes to optimum performance with digital music sources, Sansui's AU-G77XII is an amplifier that's past digital ready. Hear it today and you'll know we're not distorting the truth.

*10 watts-per-channel minimum RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

We've X'd out distortion in digital reproduction.
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

(All measurements are for FM tuner section using wide IF bandwidth unless otherwise noted.)

**Usable sensitivity (mono):**
- Wide: 17 dBf (4 µV)
- Narrow: 28 dBf (13.8 µV)

**50-dB quieting sensitivity:**
- Mono: Wide, 19.5 dBf (5.2 µV); Narrow, 38.5 dBf (46.3 µV)
- Stereo: Wide, 16.5 dBf (12.6 µV); Narrow, 38.5 dBf (46.3 µV)

**Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:**
- Mono: 90.7 dB
- Stereo: 76.5 dB

**Signal-to-noise ratio at 85 dBf:**
- Mono: 92 dB
- Stereo: 86 dB

**Harmonic distortion (THD + noise) at 65 dBf:**
- Mono: Wide, 0.062%; Narrow, 0.25% (FreESTEREO REVIEW NOVEMBER 1986)

**Selectivity (wide):**
- Alternate-channel: 43 dB
- Adjacent-channel: 3 dB

**Selectivity (narrow):**
- Alternate-channel: 76 dB
- Adjacent-channel: 5.5 dB

**Stereo threshold:** 30 dBf (17.4 µV)

**Hum:** -90 dB

The unassuming Denon TU-600 is one of the finest FM tuners we've had the pleasure of using. Before the availability of our Panasonic signal generator, we would have been unable to measure its noise level and distortion. Although the usable sensitivity was not noteworthy, most of its other measurements were. Even at the 65-dBf signal level used for most tuner ratings, its noise and distortion readings were outstandingly low, and for those listeners able to supply it with an 85-dBf signal, this tuner should handily surpass the performance qualities of almost any FM broadcast station. From a practical (audible) standpoint, it even approaches the noise and distortion levels of a compact disc.

This is the sort of performance one might expect (but almost never gets) from a "supertuner" selling at a premium price. In its moderate price range, the Denon TU-600 stands alone, providing convincing proof that the simplest can indeed be the best.

Circle 143 on reader service card
THE COMPONENTS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE.

No one plays the piano better than Harman Kardon. Or the flute. Or the guitar. Or any other instrument, for that matter. No one has a better voice than Harman Kardon. Because true-to-source performance is foremost in every aspect of every Harman Kardon high fidelity component.

Harman Kardon's years of experience add up to your experiencing the full sonic range, excitement and subtle nuance of live music. From hot rock to cool jazz, symphonic grandeur to vocal timbre, Harman Kardon's technological advances have continually set the highest standards of sonic excellence. No one engineers components that bring you this near to live sound.

Advanced audio and video components from Harman Kardon. We put the live performance in high performance.

For a live audition at a dealer near you, call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 250. Or write to 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797.

harman/kardon
A Harman International Company
Some people want everything handed to them.

Who can blame them? Especially now that such desires are perfectly within their reach.

With the Sony Access Audio/Video Entertainment Systems.

Rather than just sticking a TV and a hi-fi system side by side, the Sony Access Systems give you totally integrated components designed to function in perfect harmony, not only with one another, but with one component usually overlooked: You.

Thanks to Sony's ingeniously simple Access UniCommander:™ The world's first touch-sensitive LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) remote control. It puts every component at your fingertips without confusing you with a handful of buttons. Just touch the...
box of the component you want to control on the LCD screen and only the functions for that component appear. Which makes whatever you want to do more "accessible."

And whether it's watching prerecorded movies in hair-raising Dolby Surround Sound, or watching the new stereo TV broadcasts,* Sony's new 36-inch Access Projection Monitor will hand you a picture so bright and so sharp, Video Review hailed, "...it can compete with the best direct-view sets available today."

Someone once said you can't have everything. It wasn't Sony.

Access Systems

*where available.
Winston. America’s Best.
Excellence. The best live up to it.
LUXMAN LV-105 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

LUXMAN calls its new LV-105 a "Brid" (hybrid) integrated audio/video amplifier because it uses vacuum tubes in combination with transistors, FET's and MOSFET's. Other amplifiers have been designed with various hybrid circuit configurations, but the Luxman Brid is a combination we had not previously encountered—its vacuum tubes follow the field-effect-transistor (FET) low-level stage and drive the power-MOSFET output stages. According to Luxman, the 6CG7 twin-triode tubes used in the LV-105 are more linear than conventional transistor driver stages, and they have greater bandwidth and lower phase shift.

The LV-105 has two power supplies, the larger of which operates its audio transistor stages while the other supplies the voltages for the vacuum-tube stages. When the amplifier is turned off, the tubes go into a standby "pre-heating" mode in which their heaters operate on a reduced voltage (about 80 percent of normal) and their plate voltage is reduced by half.

The Luxman LV-105 is rated to deliver up to 80 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads, from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.3 percent total harmonic distortion. The dynamic power output is given as 200 watts per channel into 4-ohm loads, and it is also rated for 200 watts with 2-ohm loads.

In addition to its complete audio control facilities, the LV-105 is designed to serve as a video control center. As many as three audio/video (A/V) sources—VCR's or video-disc players (VDP's)—can be connected at the same time, two in the rear and one in the front, though only two of them can be switched simultaneously.

The audio control facilities of the LV-105 are extensive. There are inputs for a moving-magnet (MM) or moving-coil (MC) phono cartridge, a tuner, a CD player, and two tape decks as well as the two audio/video sources. All switching is done by pushbuttons, with the selected source identified by a light. There are independent recording source selectors, including switches for dubbing from either audio deck to the other and for video dubbing (from AV SOURCE 2 to AV 1 only).

Other front-panel buttons individually activate the two sets of speaker outputs and select the MM or MC phono inputs and the front or rear AV 2 inputs. Small knobs operate the bass and treble tone controls and adjust channel balance.

The rear apron of the LV-105 contains insulated binding posts for two sets of speaker outputs and six AC convenience outlets, three of them switched. The all-black LV-105 measures 17 1/4 inches wide, 13 3/8 inches deep, and 5 3/4 inches high. It weighs 23 pounds, 6 ounces. Price: $700. Luxman, Dept. SR, 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, CA 90501.

Laboratory Tests

During our one-hour, one-third-power preconditioning of the LV-105, its thermal-protection circuits repeatedly shut the amplifier down. Moreover, it did not return to operation automatically after a cooling period. Following a shut-down, we had to turn it off and turn it back on again several minutes later. Fortu-
TEST REPORTS

FEATURES

- "Brid" circuit with vacuum tubes driving power MOSFET's and supplies for transistor and tube circuits
- Pre-heating mode to operate tubes at reduced voltage with amplifier off
- Separate play and recording source selectors for two tape decks, two video sources, tuner, CD player, and phono cartridge
- Phono preamplifier switchable for either MM or MC cartridges
- Front-panel headphone jack
- Front-panel selector switch for one or two pairs of speakers
- Center-detented control knobs for bass, treble, and balance
- Tone-control-defeat button
- Front-panel jacks and switch selection for third video source
- Rear-panel video output to monitor
- Six AC convenience outlets

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,000-Hz output power at clipping (20 ohms)</td>
<td>97 watts into 8 ohms: 106 watts into 4 ohms, amp shuts down at 28 watts into 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipping headroom (relative to rated output)</td>
<td>0.84 dB (8 ohms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic power output</td>
<td>145 watts into 8 ohms; 190 watts into 4 ohms; less than 150 watts into 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic headroom</td>
<td>2.58 dB (8 ohms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>±0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum distortion</td>
<td>0.335% (8 ohms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000-Hz output power at clipping (4 ohms)</td>
<td>197 watts into 8 ohms: 106 watts into 4 ohms, amp shuts down at 28 watts into 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipping headroom (relative to rated output)</td>
<td>0.84 dB (8 ohms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic power output</td>
<td>145 watts into 8 ohms; 190 watts into 4 ohms; less than 150 watts into 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic headroom</td>
<td>2.58 dB (8 ohms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>±0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum distortion</td>
<td>0.335% (8 ohms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity (1-watt output): CD, 16 mV; MM phono, 0.25 mV; MC phono, 0.012 mV
A-weighted noise (referred to 1-watt output): CD, -83 dB; MM phono, -81.7 dB; MC phono, -75 dB
Phono-input overload level (MM): 190 to 208 mV, depending on frequency
Phono-input impedance (MM): 47,000 ohms in parallel with 100 pF capacitance
Slew factor: 25
RIAA equalization accuracy: +0.03, -0.01% from 20 to 20,000 Hz

nately, however, the amplifier never became warm enough to interrupt our measurements even during our high-power testing. And during normal listening periods, it remained cool and never shut down.

With both channels driven at 1,000 Hz, the outputs clipped at 97 watts into 8 ohms and 106 watts into 4 ohms. Although some of the brochures on the LV-105 indicated a dynamic power capability of 200 watts into 2 ohms, its output-current protection circuits shut it down at only 28 watts continuous output into that impedance. Our measurements confirmed that the LV-105 has a good dynamic headroom of 2.58 dB into 8 ohms, equivalent to 145 watts. Into 4 ohms, the dynamic power was 190 watts, essentially confirming the rated performance, but with 2-ohm loads the protective relay silenced the outputs momentarily even with 20-millisecond bursts at under 150 watts.

The tone-control characteristics of the LV-105 were unusual, although they appeared to conform reasonably well to the rated maximum-variation range of +8, -5 dB. The controls had a considerable effect on the midrange level, and the treble control varied the volume about as much as it did the frequency response. The RIAA phono equalization was extraordinarily accurate, varying only +0.3, -0.1 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

The distortion characteristic of the LV-105 was unlike that of most amplifiers we have tested. Driving 8-ohm loads, the amplifier's distortion at rated power and half power was about 0.002 percent from 20 to 100 Hz, rising linearly at higher frequencies to a maximum of just over 0.3 percent at 20,000 Hz. At one-tenth rated power, the low-level distortion was about 0.006 percent, and the curve matched that of the higher-power characteristics above 1,000 Hz. When we drove 8-ohm loads at 1,000 Hz, the distortion was a constant 0.05 percent from 0.1 to 2 watts, decreasing to about 0.01 percent between 20 to 90 watts. With a 4-ohm load, the distortion decreased smoothly from about 0.07 percent at 0.1 watt to the range of 0.015 to 0.02 percent between 5 and 95 watts output.

We also measured the "power envelope" of the LV-105, using burst durations (into 8 ohms) between 20 and 300 milliseconds and a total measurement interval of 500 milliseconds. From a maximum output of 145 watts during a 20-millisecond burst, the output at clipping decreased to 120 watts for 100-millisecond bursts, 115 watts for 200 milliseconds, and 105 watts for 300 milliseconds. The amplifier's slew factor was 25 (at 500 kHz, a rated-power sine wave took on a triangular shape). It was stable with simulated reactive speaker loads and had a reactive-load factor of 1.19 dB at 63 Hz.

Comments

The Luxman LV-105 is an interesting amplifier, partly because of its novel hybrid design and partly because of its highly versatile and functional audio/video control features. It is also attractively styled and has a functional panel layout. We chose to disregard the strange behavior of its tone controls, but anyone who often uses tone controls may wish to take this into account. In fact, the LV-105's limited current-output capability, evidenced by an inability to drive 2-ohm loads effectively, was the only significant performance shortcoming we discovered. On the other hand, it has a considerable short-term output power capability, demonstrated by its dynamic headroom and dynamic-power measurements, and an unusually low noise level.

We must admit to doubts about the practical significance of Luxman's "Brid" circuit design. Although the distortion characteristics of the LV-105 are unlike those of most amplifiers we have tested, they should not have any effect on its sound, and as far as we could determine, they did not. In the amounts present in any modern amplifier, ordinary nonlinear distortion is simply not a factor in sonic performance. Our "bottom line" judgment on the novel circuit configuration of the Luxman LV-105 is essentially that it is an unproven benefit, but it has no apparent negative effects on the amp's performance.

Circle 144 on reader service card
At last, you've found the perfect Partners.

Now you can take high fidelity sound and theatrical excitement to your favorite movies and videos. Your Discman can play to a larger audience wherever your wheels take you. Jeep is a trademark of American Motors. Walkman and Discman are trademarks of Sony Corp.

For those of you who have wanted to listen to high quality sound both in and out of the listening room, your wait is over. AR's new Powered Partners stereo loudspeakers are unlike any portable or transportable speakers to date. They feature an individual powerful amplifier, a 4" woofer and 1" tweeter in each impact-resistant, black crackle, cast aluminum enclosure. They also feature individual volume and tone controls, inputs for anything from an FM or cassette player to the latest portable CD players. A battery pack, DC adaptor, and carrying case featuring Music Windows with Velcro closures, are optional touches of perfection.

Simply put, the Powered Partners deliver the best sound you can carry. No surprise. They come from AR, the company that's been making speakers sound great for 32 years.
It’s not just where you take the music, it’s where the music takes you. Panasonic portable CD players.

Imagine a place where there is no noise. Absolute silence, broken only by the purest, cleanest music you’ve ever heard. That place is inside your head. And you can hear that incredibly pure music on any of the portable Compact Disc players by Panasonic.

CD IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.
While the sound from this Panasonic portable CD player, SL-NP20, is something to behold, it’s also very easy to hold. Connected to its ultra-thin rechargeable battery pack, the CD player and quartz-synthesized stereo tuner all fit in the palm of your hand. Whether you use headphones* or connect it to your home stereo, you’ll hear the music more intensely than ever before.

THE CD WITH A HANDLE.
Fire up the Compact Disc player in the Panasonic RX-CD70 and musical sparks fly. But as impressive as its sound may be, there’s even more: Dual cassettes with auto reverse and Dolby®. An FM/AM/FM stereo tuner. And detachable two-way speakers.

CD HITS THE ROAD.
The new Panasonic car CD, CQ-E800, puts CD sound in gear. Its four-way suspension system helps keep the music smooth, even if the road isn’t. The stereo receiver has preset tuning and digital readout.

Panasonic portable CD players have many of the same features as our advanced home unit, SL-P3620. Like the FF-1 Fine Focus Single Beam laser which helps keep the music on track. And sophisticated programming which lets you pick or skip songs automatically.

The Panasonic portable Compact Disc players. Where you take them is only half the trip. Where their sound takes you is the other half.

*Headphones not included.

Dolby® is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs.

Panasonic® just slightly ahead of our time®

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
The Allison LC110 is the smallest of the three speakers that make up the company's "Room-Matched" series. These are conventionally constructed, compact, two-way systems that are designed to achieve a proper balance of bass-to-treble energy when they are placed close to one room surface. According to Allison, the best results are obtained with the woofer end of the cabinet resting on the floor, a few feet from the nearest wall and farther away from other walls. The speakers can also be placed on stands, tables, or bookshelves.

The LC110 features the same convex-diaphragm tweeter used in every other Allison speaker. This driver—noted for its wide, smooth frequency response and excellent dispersion—is designed to simulate the motion of a pulsating hemisphere, and it is cooled and damped by ferrofluid. The tweeter crosses over at 2,000 Hz to an 8-inch acoustic-suspension woofer operating in an enclosed volume of 930 cubic inches. The quarter-section crossover network uses an air-core inductor and a computer-grade non-polar capacitor.

The system's impedance is rated at 6 ohms nominal and 4 ohms minimum. Other specifications include a sensitivity of 90 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with an input of 2.83 volts, a low-frequency resonance of 59 Hz (with the bass output down 3 dB at 46.5 Hz and 6 dB at 39 Hz), and a recommended amplifier driving power of between 15 and 150 watts.

The wooden cabinet of the Allison LC110 measures 18 inches high, 11 1/2 inches wide, and 7 1/2 inches deep, and each speaker weighs 16 1/2 pounds. The cabinet is finished in walnut-grain vinyl. The removable scultped grille, made of black perforated plastic, snaps into a groove around the speakerboard. The spring-loaded connectors recessed into the rear of the cabinet accept the stripped ends of speaker wires or dual banana plugs. Price: $260 per pair ($290 on the West Coast). Allison Acoustics, Inc., Dept. SR, 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760.

Lab Tests

We made our room-response measurements with the Allison LC110 speakers against a wall, about 26 inches above the floor, and roughly 6 feet from the side walls. Disregarding the usual bass irregularities (below 300 Hz) caused by a room's standing waves, the averaged output of the left and right speakers was unusually free of peaks and holes and showed little sign of high-frequency "beaming."

The close-miked woofer response conformed closely to Allison's specifications; it was flat within +1.5, -2.5 dB from 180 to 2,000 Hz, with a slight rise of about 3 dB at 70 to 80 Hz. The woofer-response curve spliced easily to the room curve to form a composite frequency response that was uniform within 7 dB overall from 49 to 17,000 Hz.

Our quasi-anechoic FFT response measurements showed that the speaker's output on its axis and at 45 degrees off-axis did not diverge appreciably until the frequency exceeded 10,000 Hz, and the difference remained moderate up to nearly 20,000 Hz. The group delay varied less than 0.3 millisecond throughout the tweeter's operating range and much less than that over much of the full system's range. Within the woofer's range, the group-delay variation was about 0.8 millisecond from 200 to 2,300 Hz (a low figure for those frequencies).

The system's impedance measured about 3.5 ohms at 20 Hz and between 100 and 200 Hz, rising to 12 ohms at 1,700 Hz and to a maximum of about 17 ohms at 60 Hz. Its minimum value of just under 3 ohms occurred between 10,000 and 12,000 Hz. The measured sensitivity was 90.5 dB SPL at 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input of pink noise. The woofer's distortion at a constant input of 2.67 volts (equivalent to a 90-dB SPL midrange level) was about 0.6 percent at 100 Hz, gradually increasing to 1 percent at 70 Hz, 2.2 percent at 50 Hz, and only 5.1 percent at 30 Hz.

Our pulsed power-handling tests revealed the true mettle of this compact speaker. At 100 Hz the woofer smoothly became nonlinear, with-
out sudden rasping sounds, with about 320 watts into its 3.9-ohm impedance. At 1,000 Hz the amplifier clipped at 1,225 watts into 8 ohms without signs of distress from the speaker (whose 8-inch woofer was still the operative driver at this frequency). Finally, at 10,000 Hz the tiny, ferrofluid-cooled tweeter absorbed 2,690 watts (the clipping point of the amplifier) into its 2.9-ohm impedance without evidence of distortion.

Comments

When we listened to the Allison LC110 speakers in their original position against the wall, they sounded rather bright and thin, which was not at all consistent with our measurements. Noticing that the installation instructions suggested floor placement for the best overall sound, we tried that and were gratified by a dramatic change in the speakers' sound character. They no longer sounded like minispeakers but had a balanced, full-range sound that compared favorably with that of many higher-priced systems.

We suspect that not many people will find a pair of rather small speaker boxes aesthetically ideal for floor placement, but the small size of these speakers should encourage experimentation, and we have no doubt that equivalent results can be obtained with more conventional installations in most rooms. A bonus effect of the speaker's moderate bass-resonance rise is a welcome lack of unnatural heaviness on male voices, yet it can deliver a solid output down to below 50 Hz.

Allison states that over most of the audio frequency range the LC110 can handle at least 350 watts for 0.1 second, 125 watts for 1 second, 60 watts for 10 seconds, and at least 15 watts continuously (35 watts at the bass-resonance frequency). Compact as the speaker is, our tests confirmed that it could handle hundreds and even thousands of watts for short intervals (on the order of milliseconds) without difficulty, despite being considerably more sensitive than comparable units. That adds up to a lot of clean sound from a small box. Even with a powerful amplifier, you won't have to baby the LC110.
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AKG ACOUSTICS K240DF HEADPHONES

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The AKG Model K240DF is essentially an improved version of the Model K240 headphones, which have been a part of the AKG line for some time. The lightweight, circumaural headphones use internal acoustic-resistance elements to flatten out bass peaks so as to eliminate boominess while retaining a low-bass response surpassing that of supra-aural headphones.

According to AKG, the new K240DF has a diffuse-field response that is flat within ±2 dB from 40 to 16,000 Hz when measured in accordance with the proposed German Institute for Radio Technology standard for studio-monitor headphones (see box, page 74). Because of this response, it is said to reproduce true instrumental sounds, and, of course, the sound is unaffected by room acoustics.

The K240DF is rated to deliver a nominal sound-pressure level (SPL) of 112 dB at 1,000 Hz (at an unspecified drive level) and to handle a maximum input of 11 volts across its 600-ohm impedance. With DIN
HEADPHONE RESPONSE EQUALIZATION

Listening to stereo programs through headphones is a very different experience from loudspeaker listening. Among the many reasons for this are the effects of the headphone earpiece on the frequency response of the outer ear and the elimination of listening-room acoustics from the playback process. The recording techniques also can have a considerable effect. For example, "binaural" recordings, made with close-spaced microphones mounted in dummy heads, give a totally different (and more realistic) subjective effect when heard through headphones than conventional stereo recordings designed for loudspeaker reproduction.

Since headphones are often the preferred method of monitoring studio performances in broadcasting, it is important that they convey as accurately as possible the spatial and frequency characteristics of the original environment. AKG Acoustics cites a study of this subject by the German Institute of Radio Technology (IRT), which concluded that the most realistic headphone simulation of normal hearing, whether from loudspeakers or a live performance, is made possible by a specific form of headphone response equalization.

The IRT study was conducted by inserting tiny probe microphones into the auditory canals of human subjects. The microphones’ output voltage was first measured as the subjects listened to one-third-octave bands of pink noise reproduced by a speaker. After the listeners’ ear responses were measured, the test was repeated using the acoustic output of headphones driven by the same test signal used in the speaker measurement. The process was performed at different locations in the test room and with a number of subjects.

Subtracting the direct response from the headphone response yielded the “diffuse-field response” of the headphones. If the two responses could be made identical through equalization, a listener should experience the same acoustic sensation through headphones as through loudspeakers.

Tests were conducted using twenty-four subjects and seven different types of headphones. Each listener had a switch that could provide either no equalization, flat free-field response, or flat diffuse-field response. The listening panel, consisting largely of experienced listeners from the broadcast and recording industries, was asked to assess the “naturalness” and “pleasantness” of the sound. In every case, the panel’s choice was in favor of diffuse-field equalization. Although the degree of preference was dependent on the test material, the equalization preference was independent of the headphone model or source material. J.H.

Weighting, rated total harmonic distortion is less than 1 percent (0.3 percent at 95-dB SPL).

The headphones have a light, flexible wire headband with an adjustable, soft plastic strap that rests comfortably on the wearer’s head. Foam-filled pads surround the ear, and each earpiece pivots for a self-adjusting fit. The lightweight cable, 8 1/2 feet long, is terminated in a standard 1/4-inch phone plug. The headset (without the cable) weighs 8 1/2 ounces. Price: $125. AKG Acoustics, Dept. SR, 77 Selleck Street, Stamford, CT 06902.

Lab Tests

Since our headphone measurements are made on a standard coupler instead of with a probe microphone inside a dummy head, we could not duplicate the diffuse-field performance ratings of the AKG K240DF phones. We did, however, confirm that they are relatively smooth, wide-band headphones whose sound-pressure-level (SPL) response varied only ±0.35 dB from 20 to 5,600 Hz. Above 5,600 Hz, the internal resonances of the coupler cavity tend to obscure any headphones’ response. Even so, the K240DF’s maximum output, in the 8,000- to 13,000-Hz range, was about 10 dB above the average midrange level and remained strong up to 17,000 Hz.

At a 1-volt drive level, the output of the phones was about 90 dB SPL from the low-bass range to above 5,000 Hz. At that level, the distortion was only 0.27 percent at 1,000 Hz, and it increased smoothly with decreasing frequency to 2 percent at 100 Hz and 6.5 percent at 30 Hz. Higher drive levels resulted in increased distortion, and at 3 volts (100 dB SPL) it measured 2 percent at 300 Hz and about 10 to 11 percent from 30 to 40 Hz. The impedance was a nearly constant 600 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

Comments

The AKG K240DF phones were very comfortable to wear for extended periods. Although their circumaural design fully encloses the ears, the back of each driver diaphragm is vented through the plastic earpiece (as part of its internal equalization), so external sounds are not fully excluded.

The nature of headphones makes A/B comparisons virtually impossible, although we tried to compare the K240DF with our regular phones (AKG’s top-of-the-line K340). The K240DF has less low- and mid-bass response but otherwise seems fairly similar to the K340. And despite not being able to make a rigorous comparison between them, we could appreciate that the K240DF has a highly pleasing open quality in addition to a beautifully balanced coverage of the audio range.

In general, mono recordings seemed to come from within the head (as with any other phones), and stereo recordings with an exaggerated separation (sometimes referred to as “two-channel mono”) sounded no more realistic on these phones than any others. Good stereo programs, however, were reproduced with a spatial quality surprisingly close to that of loudspeakers. As far as we could tell, these phones do just about what is claimed for them. Combined with their comfort and overall sound quality, that makes them one of the better values in high-quality stereo headphones.
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Whether you're choosing an integrated amplifier or a separate power amp and preamp, there are certain things to bear in mind when you go shopping by Peter W. Mitchell

In principle, the amplifier should be the easiest part of a stereo system to select. Unlike loudspeakers, which sound obviously different from one another, amplifiers sound pretty much alike. So you won't go seriously wrong by choosing an amplifier on the basis of its power, features, and price.

That does not mean that the choice is trivial. The performance of a stereo system may be influenced as much by the compatibility of components—their favorable or detrimental interaction—as by the individual quality of each product. Since the amplifier is connected to everything else in the system, questions of compatibility should be considered, especially at the input from the phono cartridge and at the output to the speakers.

A power amplifier should not change the signal from input to output except to make it stronger. This is also true for integrated amplifiers, which have switching and control functions, and for receivers, which add a tuning section. Amplifiers in the real world do change the signal in unwanted ways, and these changes (especially when the amp measures poorly or is operated beyond its limits) can cause audible sonic differences.
Powering Speakers

Amplifiers, like light bulbs, are rated in watts. But unlike a 100-watt light bulb, which runs at a constant 100 watts from switch-on to switch-off, a 100-watt amplifier must be able to vary rapidly from 0.001 watt to 100 watts and back again, faithfully reproducing every detail of an audio waveform. It must have the brute force to drive woofers in a bass-drum wallop and the delicacy to reproduce the subtle shimmer of a plucked harp string.

Invariably, the first question about amplifiers is: How much power do you really need? It is not easy to give a precise answer. One difficulty is that the relationship between power and sound level is not linear but logarithmic; doubling the power increases the volume level by only 3 dB, a subjectively small difference. (This relationship might work in your favor, since by accepting a small reduction in the maximum listening level you could cut your required power in half—at a substantial saving in cost.) The table on page 78 shows the approximate amplifier power needed to produce various sound levels, assuming speakers of average efficiency and a room of average size.

Most listening involves average power levels below 1 watt. Even the biggest symphonic climaxes produce sustained sound levels of only about 95 dB in the concert hall, corresponding to about 10 watts per channel. Why, then, does anyone need more than 10 watts? To reproduce brief musical transients, which last only a fraction of a second but reach 10 to 15 dB higher than the sustained sound—up to 110 dB at the peak of a symphonic fortissimo. (Higher sustained levels can be generated by the giant sound systems at rock concerts, but trying to reproduce such levels at home is likely to produce angry neighbors and temporary, if not permanent, hearing loss.)

Here are two general rules for judging how much amplifier power to buy:

1. If you listen to music mainly at background levels, either by preference or because loud music would disturb your neighbors, you don't

A pair of M300 mono power amplifiers from Audio Research. Field-effect transistors are used in the front end, vacuum tubes in the output stage. Rated output is 300 watts, price $4,900 each.

The preamplifier section of Harman Kardon's PM665 integrated amplifier switches seven signal sources. Its power-amplifier section is rated at 100 watts per channel. Price is $775.
goals. For this reason, an amplifier and speakers should be evaluated together as a system. (This is especially important if you will be using the amplifier with low-impedance speakers or with an unusual type of speakers, such as electrostats.)

Sales brochures are filled with descriptions of amplifier circuits and component parts, but you don't need to study circuit design to make a wise buying choice. There is no automatic advantage to the use of discrete circuitry instead of IC's, circuits that are DC-coupled rather than capacitor-coupled, or output stages with tubes or MOSFET's instead of ordinary transistors. How something is done is less important than how well it is done, and there are both superb and mediocre examples of virtually every kind of amplifier technology. The special ingredient that guarantees a superior amplifier is the thoughtfulness of the design engineer.

**Controlling Signals**

Amplifiers can differ significantly in circuitry and power output, but their most dramatic differences have to do with the design, operation, and sonic effect of their controls. A preamplifier or integrated amplifier may have as few as five or as many as forty control knobs and switches. Control features have less to do with accuracy of sound reproduction than with giving you the ability to alter the sound.

Such flexibility isn't free. As a rough rule of thumb, each knob or button (with its associated circuitry) adds about $5 to the retail price of the product—not to mention the added potential for confusion or unintended losses in sound quality.

The core of any control section is the selection of inputs and outputs. Phono inputs can be used only with the signal from a phono cartridge (usually a moving-magnet type, or MM, and sometimes also a moving-coil, or MC). In most amplifiers, the remaining inputs—tuner, CD, video, tape, auxiliary—are electrically identical, regardless of their names, and can be used with any line-level source (that is, one with signal levels ranging from about 0.1 to 2 volts). There's nothing special, for example, about having a CD input. In most amplifiers all of the line-level inputs are connected directly to the input selector and then to the volume control, with no intervening circuitry that could be overloaded by the wide dynamic range of a digital disc.

You can never have too many line-level inputs. If you want to use your stereo system to reproduce the sound from a videodisc player, a hi-fi VCR, and an MTS-equipped video tuner or stereo television receiver in addition to your audio-only signal sources, you will need every input you can find. This quest may lead you to choose an audio/video amplifier, with inputs and switching for both sound and picture from several sources. Alternatively, you could add an outboard switchbox (such as the $60 DB Systems DBP-21/S) to connect several program sources to one AUX input.

Will you need connections for one tape recorder or two? If two, examine the controls for tape monitoring and dubbing (copying between recorders). Are the switches arranged and labeled in a clear and logical way? Can you tell their settings at a glance? (With some short-travel pushbuttons, it's not immediately obvious whether the button is in or out, and you could spend many frustrating hours with an apparently dead amplifier just because you couldn't see that a tape-monitor button was in.) Some amplifiers have separate input-selector and record-selector controls that let you tape from any signal source while listening to any other.

An external-processor loop is a convenient place to connect sound-enhancing devices. It is similar to a tape-monitor loop except that, coming after the tape circuits, it won't let you process a signal before it is recorded. Integrated amplifiers that are
The vacuum tubes in Berning's EA-2100 stereo power amplifier are said to last between ten and twenty years. Output is rated at 100 watts per channel. $2,695.

Meters on the front of the Technics SE-A5 Mk 2 power amplifier show the power being delivered to each channel. Its Computer Drive feature is said to neutralize transient crossover distortion, and there is a "power linear circuit" designed to compensate for differing speaker impedances. The $800 amplifier is rated at 150 watts per channel (continuous) and weighs 40.6 pounds.

Twenty LED's per channel show the power being delivered by Soundcraftsmen's Pro-Power Four amplifier. Indicators also show when the amplifier clips. The 205-watt-per-channel amplifier uses metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET's) and will drive two pairs of speakers. $699.

When the MSA-100 Dimensia integrated amplifier from RCA is used with a Dimensia TV monitor, the changing volume level is shown on the TV screen. The MSA-100 has a built-in bus system that allows up to thirteen RCA components to be hooked up and operated with a single remote control. The 50-watt amplifier is priced at $299.
AMPLIFIERS

Power output for each channel (into 4 or 8 ohms) is shown by two display meters on Hitachi's HMA-8500 Mk II power amplifier, rated at 100 watts per channel. Price: $650.

Akai's AM-A90 integrated amplifier, rated at 130 watts per channel, has inputs for eight program sources. Its "open-loop" circuits do not use negative feedback. Price: $645.

The phono preamp amplifies the tiny signal from the phono pickup cartridge up to line level, approximately 0.5 volt, and applies RIAA equalization to compensate for the bass cut and treble boost built into every vinyl record. If you are a CD convert, the phono stage of your preamplifier or integrated amplifier may be incidental. But if you still listen to many LP's, the quality of the phono preamp is important, and two compatibility questions should be considered:

1. Every preamplifier or integrated amplifier has an input for a conventional moving-magnet (MM) phono cartridge. Do you also need a high-gain, low-noise input circuit for low-output moving-coil (MC) pickups? The need for a special MC input has declined as cartridge makers have found ways to make "high-output" MC pickups that connect to the standard MM phono input, but some low-output MC pickups continue to be favored by audiophiles.

2. The treble response of a moving-magnet cartridge is affected by the phono preamp's input resistance (standardized at 47,000 ohms) and capacitance. If you are using an MM pickup, you may want a preamp with switch-selectable phono capacitance so that you can fine-tune the pickup's sound.

One aspect of performance that specs don't quantify is the phono preamp's vulnerability to radio-frequency interference (RFI). If you live very close to a poorly shielded computer, an airport, a radio or TV transmitter, or a CB enthusiast, look for an indication that the designer of your amplifier has paid attention to RFI. Symptoms of RFI range from increased distortion and noise to clicking noises, buzzy hum, or "Hey, good buddy!" with your Mozart. If you encounter this problem, your dealer may be willing to exchange your purchase for a less vulnerable model, or the manufacturer's service department may have a circuit modification available for installation on request. P.W.M.
duce nearly the same broad rolloff as a turned-down treble control, dulling the music by removing the middle treble together with the top octave. A sharp filter that remains flat to about 8,000 Hz and then rolls off at 12 or 18 dB per octave will remove more noise while preserving most of the musical harmonics in the recording.

At low volume levels, the human ear is relatively insensitive to low-frequency sounds, so in theory a switchable loudness-compensation circuit would be useful in maintaining a lifelike tonal balance at every volume level. In practice, however, the loudness button often alters the timbre unrealistically; you may obtain more useful loudness compensation by judicious adjustment of the tone controls. A few amplifiers use a two-knob circuit to provide accurate compensation—one knob to calibrate your maximum listening level and a second to add compensation progressively as the sound level is lowered.

Do you want elaborate tone controls, simple ones, or none at all? Some tone controls affect the basic tonal balance of the music, making it brighter or duller, heavier or thinner. In other designs, the bass con-

**AMPLIFIERS**

Manufacturers' specifications provide little information about the comparative sound quality of the 300-odd amplifiers on the market. According to Mitchell's Rule of Specifications, by the time the audio industry agrees on a standard specification (so that consumers can make valid comparisons), every manufacturer has eliminated the fault that the specification was intended to identify. As a result, published specifications always represent good performance.

In years past, for example, some amplifiers had audible amounts of total harmonic distortion (THD), intermodulation distortion (IM), or "transient" intermodulation distortion (TIM). But by the time the corresponding specifications came into general use, these distortions had been reduced to insignificant levels in all new amplifiers. Even the most "golden" ears can't hear THD levels below 0.1 percent, so it is irrelevant whether the measured amount is 0.01 or 0.001 percent. Once the distortion is below the ear's audibility threshold, it sounds the same. This does not mean that specifications are meaning-

**SPECs AND SOUND**

less, but it does make it a something of a challenge to extract illuminating information from them. The task becomes still more complex when manufacturers fail to adopt a consistent way of stating the numbers. Back in 1978, the high-fidelity industry voted to adopt an improved set of standard procedures for measuring amplifier performance. These procedures became the official EIA (Electronics Industries Association) RS-490 Test Standard and are used by Hirsch-House Laboratories for test reports published in STEREO REVIEW.

(Under the EIA standard, the signal-to-noise ratio of a phono preamp should be measured with a phono cartridge connected to its input, since the impedance of the cartridge influences the preamp's noise level when records are being played. But some companies still measure phono S/N with a short-circuited input, an obsolete 1966 method that produces more impressive numbers. In most amplifiers, fortunately, the phono preamp noise is below the surface noise of records. In effect, S/N's are good enough that the exact number is unimportant.)

When consistent standards are used, valid comparisons can be made between components. But amplifiers that measure equally "good" may still sound slightly different, especially because of the ear's acute sensitivity to small differences in frequency response. Each of the several stages in an amplifier may have small departures from a flat response, adding up to a difference that may be audible in direct comparisons. A response rated at "20 to 20,000 Hz ± 0.5 dB" is considered excellent. But if one amplifier is 0.5 dB up in the bass while a second amp with the same rating is 0.5 dB down in the treble, this broad 1-dB difference in response will be plainly audible in a direct comparison. The ear is easily deceived, though: such differences in tonal balance are often perceived as something else—"air," image depth, height, clarity, warmth, or even an apparent difference in distortion. Response aberrations on this scale may seem obvious in direct comparisons (at least to some listeners), but they don't matter much in the long run. The largest response errors in an amplifier are small compared with the differences between phono cartridges, speakers, and listening rooms. P.W.M.
trol operates only on the low bass (the solid foundation, the boat) and the treble control only on the high treble (the crisp detail, the airy sparkle) without changing the tonal balance in the middle range where most of the musical sound resides.

To discover which approach was taken in the amplifier you are considering, play vocal recordings (folk ballads or soft rock, for example) and observe whether the character of the voice is substantially altered as the bass and treble controls are turned toward their limits. Some amplifiers let you have it both ways, with switches that alter the turnover frequencies of the bass and treble circuits.

If two tone controls are good, a third can be better, especially if the added midrange control is centered not at 1,000 Hz but in the “presence” range of around 2,000 to 3,000 Hz. A boost here can clarify an inarticulate vocal, while a cut can tame a too-forward solo or a raucous, edgy-sounding digital disc. The next level of flexibility requires a graphic or parametric equalizer, a rare feature in home amplifiers. An even rarer option is the slope control, which maintains a smooth overall response but tilts it up for a brighter, more “open” sound or down for mellower, smoother tone.

Often the most important question about controls concerns their ergonomics (human engineering). Do the controls work logically, or do they invite errors? Are they confusingly identified? Will you be able to read the front-panel lettering at home, without the store’s bright track lighting? If some of the controls are sliders, can you set them as precisely as you can a round knob? Do the controls feel smooth and solid, or stiff, uncertain, or flimsy? Try out a variety of designs, and pick an amplifier that not only sounds good in your system but one that also feels good to you.

Onkyo’s Grand Integra P-308 preamplifier (top) has inputs for ten signal sources. Price: $900. The matching dual-mono M-308 power amplifier is rated at 200 watts per channel and costs $1,100.

Sansui’s AV-G99X integrated amplifier, rated at 160 watts per channel, has inputs for eight sources and a pre-preamplifier for moving-coil phono cartridges. Its price is $1,000.

Nakamichi’s CA-7A preamplifier, shown with its remote control, has six inputs and will route commands to other Nakamichi components. Price: $1,195. The massive Nakamichi PA-7 power amplifier uses Stasis topology for driving speakers presenting difficult loads. Rated at 200 watts per channel, it is priced at $1,750.
STEREO sound has finally come to American broadcast television in a significant way. It's surprising that it has taken a quarter of a century after stereo LP's revolutionized the record industry and the hi-fi equipment market, but it is here at last. In addition to the continuing efforts of the Public Broadcasting Service, this season ABC, CBS, and NBC will broadcast in stereo more than thirty hours a week of widely varying programs—sports, situation comedies, and documentaries, as well as music.

According to the Electronic Industries Association, 1986 is the greatest year in television history in terms of sales of color TV sets. One out of five TV homes in the United States will have bought a new unit by the end of the year, a total of seventeen million color sets, and three million of them will have built-in Multichannel Television Sound (MTS), a fancy way of saying stereo.

The technology to broadcast better sound—and stereo sound—has been around for a long time. Broadcasters, however, were hesitant to start transmitting in stereo if there were no sets out there to receive multichannel sound, and they were harshly critical of the consumer electronics industry for not opening a new television era by introducing home stereo equipment. But the hardware manufacturers were reluctant to put stereo TV sets on the market if there were no programs for them to receive. After a little jockeying around by both sides, a way out of that impasse has been found, probably stimulated by the success of home video with stereo sound.

Now that the hardware is available, what is there to watch that is also worth listening to?

Lots! In the same way that PBS pioneered stereo TV with FM simulcasts of the music specials that were one of its principal claims to fame, the networks will be adding stereo sound to the kinds of programs they have always counted on to keep their audiences coming back for more.

To have a stereo blockbuster to open the season for its regular Sunday movie series on September 28, ABC chose the sure-fire Raiders of the Lost Ark. This film has been a favorite for use in demonstrating high-quality VCR's and surround-sound devices. ABC will also be broadcasting its new Friday night series Sledgehammer in stereo.

CBS will broadcast stereo sound with its Saturday evening series Twilight Zone, and stereo will be available for selected sports and entertainment specials still to be determined. One that had already been determined at press time was Super Bowl 21 next January 25, and it is safe to expect stereo on those programs that feature enough music for stereo to make an impact that cannot be ignored, such as next winter's Grammy Awards and the Country Music Awards.

What ABC and CBS are doing may not seem like an awful lot to shout about, but that's because NBC is responsible for most of the scheduled thirty-odd hours of stereo broadcasts from the networks. Boasting stereo
every night of the week, NBC will offer twenty-three—count 'em, twenty-three—shows that add up to a whopping 24½ hours of stereo every week.

NBC made TV history with the first network stereo television broadcast of the Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson on July 26, 1984. The Tonight Show is one of NBC's sixteen returning stereo programs that were also available in stereo last season. Others are the popular Miami Vice, The Cosby Show, Late Night with David Letterman, Friday Night Videos, and Saturday Night Live.

The seven new shows that will be transmitted in stereo start on Monday nights with ALF (which stands for Alien Life Form), a situation comedy. On Tuesdays, Andy Griffith will play a defense lawyer in Matlock, a dramatic series. Also on Tuesdays you can see Crime Story, created by Michael Mann, who also produces Miami Vice. A dramatic series about the legal profession, L.A. Law, will be seen on Fridays. It is produced by Steven Bochco, producer of Hill Street Blues. On Saturdays you can see Amen, a situation comedy, and on Sundays, the family drama Our House and the situation comedy Easy Street. NBC made further TV history on September 22 of this year when it added the capability of broadcasting commercials in stereo full time.

At the beginning of the season stereo broadcasts were being transmitted by the five NBC-owned stations plus eighty affiliates, reaching 68.5 percent of the TV homes in the United States. By the end of the year, that total will be increased to 114 stations, reaching 81.4 percent of U.S. TV homes.

Asked why NBC was so far ahead of its competitors in stereo broadcasts, NBC spokesman Dom Giofre said, "Look at the kind of programming that we are best known for. The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson and Late Night with David Letterman both have live orchestras performing at every show. Friday Night Videos is all music, and music is an important ingredient of Saturday Night Live. These shows cry out for stereo sound so much that it's almost overdue. That may be one reason we're ahead—our kind of programming.

"Another is the commitment to stereo on the part of Michael J. Sherlock, NBC's Executive Vice President, Operations & Technical Services." It's interesting that Sherlock's background is not the engineering side of TV or the artistic side, but finance. Evidently, some television executives see the addition of stereo sound as good business. A pioneer in campaigning for better TV sound and for stereo TV has been the Public Broadcasting Service. Since it is a nonprofit enterprise, its motives were not financial, but artistic and social.

Back in the Seventies, the National Endowment for the Arts joined PBS in developing the technology for improved TV sound. The result was a system known as Digital Audio for Television (DATE), which could enable networks to distribute to TV stations stereophonic high-fidelity audio along with the picture or video portion of a program.

Ten years ago the National Endowment's deputy chairman Michael Straight said: "The Endowment has long been committed to stimulating the use of television in making the fine arts available to all Americans. It has lent its support to such fine cultural programs on PBS as Great Performances and Live from Lincoln Center. But however splendid the programs, the full impact of a performance can only be grasped when sound matches video quality."

In 1976, however, the DATE system could not be implemented because its use was not then permitted on the telephone company's video circuits, and, of course, there were no home TV sets to receive the stereo broadcasts. PBS did not sit on its nonprofit hands. Instead of waiting for approval of its DATE system, it developed the system of "simulcasting" for its fine-music specials. Simulcasting involved broadcasting the stereo audio portion of a program over FM stations while the video portion (and mono audio) were transmitted by the normal TV methods. Those of us at home put our TV sets between our stereo speakers, turned down the TV sound, and got stereo TV by hearing the audio on FM.

In the summer of 1976, the PBS telecast of the American Ballet Theatre's performance of Swan Lake at Lincoln Center was distributed via the largest live stereo network in broadcasting history. It involved the use of microwave, land-line, and satellite facilities. It was a thrilling show, and it won an Emmy Award from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.

The DATE stereo system is now in use at PBS, and, fittingly, this past summer the Electronic Industries Association underwrote a stereo telecast on PBS of a performance of Swan Lake, performed this time by the Kirov Ballet of Leningrad at Wolf Trap, the national park for the performing arts near Washington, D.C. A co-production of Maryland Public Television and the Wolf Trap Foundation, this Swan Lake has also received an Emmy Award as the most outstanding classical program in the performing arts.

This season the EIA and Martin Marietta will underwrite half a dozen other music specials from Wolf Trap. They will include such things as a concert by the New England Ragtime Ensemble conducted by Gunther Schuller, a tribute to George Gershwin by the National Symphony Orchestra conducted by Andrew Litton, and a Windham Hill concert featuring Shadowfax, Will Ackerman, and Michael Hedges.

Other PBS stereo broadcasts will include the series Nature, Sneak Previews with movie critics Jeffrey Lyons and Michael Medved, and the Great Performances series. The Great Performances will include a couple of concerts by the Boston Pops in October, Miles Ahead (the music of Miles Davis) on October 19, and the Diamond Jubilee concert of the San Francisco Symphony on October 25.

A four-part biography of Richard Wagner (starring Richard Burton) begins on October 24 and continues for the following three Friday nights. Leonard Bernstein's Candide will be broadcast in stereo on Live from Lincoln Center on November 12, and Newport Jazz '86 on November 19 will feature Gerry Mulligan, Wayne Shorter, and Natalie Cole. On Friday, November 28, PBS will broadcast the Washington Opera's world premiere performance of Menotti's opera Goya, with Placido Domingo as the painter Francisco Goya and Victoria Vargara as the Duchess of Alba.

Who gets the credit for all of this? Far too many people to list. But in September five engineering Emmy Awards were given out. They went to the programming pioneer NBC, to RCA for its stereo research, to dbx for noise reduction, to Zenith for developing the stereo transmission system, and to the engineers of the EIA's Consumer Electronics Group for their work in developing industry standards. I am going to try to remember these people with gratitude when I am at home watching stereo TV this winter.
It's the music that counts when you're choosing compact discs.
by Gerald Seligman

During one of my recent CD buying sprees, a record-store salesman held up my selection of compact discs, showed them to the cashier, and said scornfully, "Look, mono CD's!" They both laughed. In the salesman's hands were Miles Davis's "Bags' Groove" and John Coltrane's "Soultrane." The salesman and cashier clearly didn't know much about classic jazz, and I couldn't help thinking they didn't know much about the digital compact disc system either.

All Digital, DDD, A Digital Recording—we look for those tags on the compact discs we purchase. It's a digital medium, and surely digital recordings should sound best. Reasonable enough. But so many music lovers stop short when they note an analog link in the recording chain. Analog? Why, I've got LP's for that. Right?

Wrong. Some of the greatest thrills in CD listening come from the older material. Ethereal highs, devilish lows, dynamics and clarity one never even knew existed suddenly come forth like unexpected gifts from your speakers. Imagine a medium that can reveal all the things that never made it out of the recording studio, all that was there on the original tape, and you'll begin to understand the rewards of older analog recordings transferred to compact disc.

Classical producer John McClure, who describes himself as a "confirmed" digital enthusiast, still says, "A lot of remixed, remastered analog recordings put on digital tape and then released on CD's sound better than a lot of indifferently made pure digital ones. I think there's more difference, for instance, in the hall you use, the orchestra, the conductor, the mikes and recording technique than there is between analog and digital per se. Both in analog and in digital there can be an incredible variation of quality and of placement, perspec-
travels also decreases en route to the most lane, the distance the stylus each other for position in the inner-gresses from its first bands toward its last, the speed may remain at a constant 33⅓ rpm, but the stylus is covering significantly less ground. Like runners on a track elbowing each other for position in the innermost lane, the distance the stylus travels also decreases en route to the inner grooves, from about 15 to 18 inches of vinyl per second down to about 6 inches per second. Ludwig says, “The same [analog] wave is being cut in an increasingly smaller space, and the resolution and the amount of high frequencies that can be obtained by that would slowly decrease. so a [vinyl] disc is a steadily collapsing medium.” The groove undulations for those extreme frequencies become so small that the very diameter of the stylus becomes too thick to follow them. Accordingly, a cutting engineer will eliminate some of the highs simply to make the groove inscribable. The older LP’s in your collection especially suffer from such manipulation.

Low frequencies can be equally troublesome. It became the habit of engineers, especially in the pop field, to balance a recording with the bass smack dab in the middle of the stereo image. It wasn’t aesthetics that inspired them but the inability of a stylus to read differing low frequencies in stereo. If a bass drum pounded on the left, and a bass guitar walked hard on the right, the program would zap out of phase and the stylus could literally leap out of the groove in frustration.

Computerized cutting vastly improved upon this situation, but it’s still only in rare cases that highs at one volume level and stereo bass at another can be inscribed with results worth listening to. And though an LP can theoretically offer a greater frequency response than a CD, 10 to 25,000 Hz compared with 20 to 20,000 Hz, again the question is, at what level? “If you wanted to put 20,000 cycles on at full level,” answers Ludwig, “that’s very easy to do on a compact disc. That’s not so easy to do on a [vinyl] record.”

There are other, less excusable reasons why many older LP’s don’t come close to their CD counterparts. MCA’s special products manager Steve Hoffman mentions that an LP may be many generations, or copies, removed from the master tape. One of the best CD’s from MCA’s long-awaited Impulse reissues is Oliver Nelson’s “Blues and the Abstract Truth” (MCAD-5659). ABC Records, the first owners of the recording, made a tape copy for production. Then during a flurry of reissue activity in the 1970’s, ABC struck a new master, thus making it twice removed from the original. Later, thinking the stereo image was exaggerated, the engineers made another copy and “folded the channels in so that there’s really no left-right separation.” It’s easy to lose count here, but Hoffman can list still more copies after MCA bought ABC Records and made its own reissues. When I suggested that this must be an extreme case, he declared it wasn’t. Judging from my discussions with other engineers and producers, I’m prepared to take his word for it.

Hoffman’s first move as special products manager was to relegate the LP’s to the cut-out bins, discard the copies, and seek out the original masters. “So now when you compare an LP of ‘Blues and the Abstract Truth’ with the actual master tape or a CD, it’s like night and day, totally incredible.” The CD does sound better than most, and it easily rivals even some recent recordings. Of course, we needn’t blame the playback medium for the faults of the industry. So, to add final points in the CD’s favor, compare the LP’s surface noise with the CD’s one-third higher signal-to-noise ratio and note the CD’s three to four times higher channel separation, its nearly unmeasurable wow-and-flutter, and its inaudible harmonic distortion. All of this means that for those people who can’t afford state-of-the-art analog systems (and perhaps even for those who can), the CD is the greatest playback medium ever to hit the retail bins.

**Forecast: Continued Sunshine**

All of the devious manipulations that robbed music lovers of that greatest goal—a mirror of the master tape—can indeed be eliminated. With what Steve Hoffman calls “hands-and-knees archive work”...
and a little care, all those original frequencies and dynamics can be yours! And for the first time! PolyGram’s jazz producer Richard Seidel says, “It just proves that if something was recorded well twenty-five years ago and you put it on a medium that brings out all the best in the recorded session, you can really hear the difference.” Some of these older analog masters are so good, in fact, that record buyers might never have suspected just how good.

As a bonus, the advent of compact discs has given the industry just the push it needed to clean house. Says Dennis Drake of PolyGram, “It’s been a tremendous shot in the arm for labels to look at their collections and assess the state and condition of their tapes.” In the process they often discover unreleased tracks, even whole unreleased albums worthy of attention.

“I still defy anybody on a blind test to consistently pick out a digital over an analog,” challenges John McClure, “as long as the analog is well recorded and every pain is taken to keep tape hiss at a minimum. There may be just a tiny bit of extra clarity and lower distortion to digital, but basically I don’t think there’s that much dramatic difference even though, as I say, I’m sold on digital technique and have been for some time.”

As Leonard Bernstein’s longtime producer and Bruno Walter’s before that, McClure has the experience to back up his claims. “It would be insanity to just suddenly write off the analog tapes speak or don’t speak, allow the bass that the old cutters couldn’t handle. But letting the tapes speak for themselves takes restoration and dedicated effort.

The whole digital chain is so good and so clean, you can let the analog tapes speak for themselves, allow the full dynamic range, and put back the bass that the old cutters couldn’t handle. But letting the tapes speak for themselves takes restoration and dedicated effort.
RECOMMENDED ANALOG REISSUES ON CD

Leonard Bernstein

Classical

I'd say that it's safe to try almost any of CBS Masterworks' Bruno Walter and Leonard Bernstein reissues on the CD's in the CBS Great Performances series, but I particularly like the following:

- Bruckner: Symphony No. 4.
- Mahler: Symphony No. 3; Four Rückert Lieder; Seven Lieder and Gesänge aus der Jugendzeit. Martha Lipton; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau; Schola Cantorum; New York Philharmonic, Bernstein. M2K 42196.
- Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 4 ("Italian"); A Midsummer Night's Dream, excerpts. Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell. MYK 37760.

London/Decca's ADRM series, which stands for Analog Digital Re-Mastering, has the company's usual high standards to recommend it. Try the following London and Argo CD's:


Angel/EMI and Philips also have some treasurable reissues:


RY last year's Talking Heads release, "Little Creatures" (Warner Brothers 25305-2), if you're still skeptical, and then try to pinpoint what, if anything, is missing. These CD's should be bought for the same reason as any all-digital one: because you want the music on the best-possible playback medium, one that will sound superior from start to finish, the first time it's played and the thousandth. Of course, some labels cut corners occasionally by transferring from something other than the original master for their compact discs. The results add fuel to many antidigital fires, but such instances, happily, are becoming increasingly rare.

Reissues will, of course, continue to improve with further technological refinements. Though many CD's boast an all-digital process, some production steps may still be done

issued by the dozens. RCA has just announced its intention to reissue much of its own admirable back catalog, and Columbia will soon supplement its classic Miles Davis list with thirty-five more gems of priceless jazz. Many of the reissues are so good that a listener only thinks of their analog origins in amazement and with gratitude to the original engineers. Savoy has even gone back to old acetates of Charlie Parker for its CD of "Bird: The Savoy Sessions" (ZD 70737). Compared with the LP's there is more pronounced bass, a heart-warming presence on the sax, and a sense of depth to spare, as if you'd just walked in from the club's doorway to a center seat. The prospect of transfers from 78's is certainly something to look forward to.

Engineer Joe Gastwirt did the Prestige-Riverside jazz reissues. Dennis Drake, who has done similar work for PolyGram, says that on some of the Ella Fitzgerald "Songbooks," he went back to the sessions three-tracks for the transfer. By circumventing the several analog generations of the original release he was able to deliver a greater dynamic range than has ever been heard before. He did the same on the James Brown "CD of JB" (Polydor 825 714-2). For a re-release of Rod Stewart's classic Maggie May (on "Sing It Again, Rod," Mercury 824 882-2), Drake constructed a composite master, each section with its own equalization settings to boost specified frequencies—say a touch more punch to the bass drum here, a little more clarity to the mandolins there.

RCA Studios' Rick Rowe has done equal wonders with the material he's worked on, like a superlative set of Elvis Presley reissues and, my own favorite, his definitive "Sam Cooke: The Man and His Music" (RCA PCD1-7127). Like the jazz catalog, there's much to recommend among pop analog recordings in the new medium.

Newer Analogs

Some people even hesitate to buy pop and jazz CD's from recently recorded analog masters. Yet anyone who's come to appreciate older masters on CD should consider that more recent ones were probably recorded at twice the tape speed and on tape twice as wide. This means that an even greater signal-to-noise ratio was achieved with simultaneously lower tape hiss.

Most contemporary pop is still recorded on analog recorders, and I dare say the results are nothing to despise.
in the analog domain—even on digital recordings. Equalization is usually an analog process, though Denon in Japan has developed one of the first all-digital mastering and mixing consoles capable of digital equalization and level adjustments. It's even programmable, so complex processing can completely avoid added analog noise and signal deterioration. The console can also be directly interfaced with a digital recorder for mixing classical music.

I had the opportunity to visit Denon (Nippon Columbia) in Tokyo, where a maze of studios large and small share space with the company's offices. Since collaborating on the development of the first commercial digital recorder in 1972, Denon has gone on to introduce many more digital components, such as an editing system that can access a specified musical moment in an instant.

All these advances will help insure even higher-quality analog transfers and still better all-digital recordings in the years to come.

The Test of Time

For those shoppers who don't know the recorded catalog especially well, choosing an older recording offers the bonus of a few decades' worth of weeding out. Like filmgoers who wonder why so many foreign films are so good without realizing that the worst were left behind, a CD buyer who selects an older performance often gets the absolute cream of the crop. Which Carmen should you buy? Well, there is the Maria Callas version (Angel CDCC-47312). Which Brahms Fourth Symphony? It can be argued that no one will ever top Bruno Walter's (CBS MK. 42013). Which Eroica? Many believe you've never really heard the symphony until you've heard Erich Kleiber's highly esteemed 1955 mono rendition (London 414 626-2).

OR jazz the same argument can be made. What makes it onto CD has withstood that discriminating test of time. You like bluesy alto sax? Try Verve's "Duke Ellington and Johnny Hodges: Back to Back" (823 637-2). The verdict's been in on that outing for quite some time. Want Motown? There's a label that finds seemingly infinite ways to recompile its worthy catalog. Whether it's artist and songwriter compilations or greatest-hits packages, Motown has something for everyone.

This isn't to say that what makes it onto compact disc is always artistically best. But so much is so good that there's some safety in those numbers. And no LP version of the ones I've mentioned came close to capturing what these CD's reveal in abundance: depth, dynamics, and clarity. Best of all, in CD format, the recording, like the music itself, will last forever.

So if you're in the market for a CD and can't decide on which to buy, go for the music, not the recording method. As Bob Ludwig of Masterdisk says, "I have the [digital] Telarc Chopin CD's, and I've got this [analog-origin] Rubinstein CD. Believe me, I play the Rubinstein CD when I want to hear real Chopin."

And we're not going to get John Coltrane to rerecord "A Love Supreme" or the Beatles to redo "Rubber Soul" or Erich Kleiber to rerecord the Eroica, or, well, I could go on. Now, where are those scoffing salesmen?

---

**Jazz**

- [x] Mahler: Symphony No. 5; Symphony No. 10. Adagio. London Philharmonic, Klaus Tennstedt. Angel CDC-47103.

**Pop, Rock, and Soul**

- [x] Ray Charles: I Got a Woman. Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD 801.
- [x] The Greatest Songs Ever Written by Holland, Dozier, Holland. Marvin Gaye, the Supremes, the Four Tops, and others. Motown MCD 06138.
- [x] Rock and Roll: The Early Days. From Big Mama Thornton to Elvis Presley to Chuck Berry, and all points between. RCA PCD1-5463.
TALKING HEADS

BY ANN FERRAR

"I deal with stuff that's too dumb for people to have bothered to formulate opinions on."
—David Byrne, speaking of his film True Stories.

THE ordinary as avant-garde. Class from classlessness. These are very American concepts, but very few of our artists can handle them convincingly. Andy Warhol did it when he made pop art from the image of the Campbell's soup can. The Talking Heads group—David Byrne, Jerry Harrison, Tina Weymouth, and Chris Frantz—did it last year with "Little Creatures," their collection of simple, imaginative pop/rock songs about simple but weird people. First there was the suburban woman in the song And She Was who levitated in the backyard. And then there was the "cute, cute . . . lit-tel baby" who was a teaser's playmate in Stay Up Late.

If the scenarios in "Little Creatures" seemed like a Rear Window view of American backyards, then "True Stories," the latest Talking Heads album, plays like a rock-and-roll Real People. The songs on the new LP were written by lead vocalist Byrne for his current narrative feature film, also called True Stories, which was inspired by tabloid stories with headlines like "Lonely Bachelor Hungers for Love" and "Your Pants Can Kill You."

Ever since their debut as a quartet around 1976, Talking Heads have always defied trends by keeping one step ahead of them or by ignoring them. Today the group is still somewhat aloof from the rock-music spectrum, which seems divided into two main camps. On one side are the flashy techno-pop sounds of such groups as Duran Duran and the Thompson Twins. On the other is grassroots American music, back in vogue along with patriotism.

But Talking Heads—so serious, so cerebral, so art-school-educated—is neither flamboyant nor conservative. The new record lies somewhere between those two extremes, in Middle America, celebrating lives of people who resist change while embracing progress.

Listening to the album during an interview in New York with drummer Chris Frantz made it apparent that "True Stories," even more than "Little Creatures," is virtually a folk album. Frantz said, "It's mainly
small-town music that has an exuberant quality." It's a potpourri with ingredients drawn from gospel, Cajun, country-and-western, New Orleans jazz, Tex-Mex, and plain old bar-band rock. Interviewed later, keyboardist Jerry Harrison said, "The album brings forth a history of American music."

It's impossible to discuss "True Stories," an album by the Talking Heads group, without considering True Stories the film, which is David Byrne's solo project. Harrison said, "The new LP sounds the way it does largely because it needed to fit various aspects of the movie." In the film Byrne narrates slices of the lives of peculiar Texas townsfolk with names like Lying Woman and Computer Guy. They wear tacky outfits and tacky hairstyles and live in a tacky but friendly environment, a panorama of shopping malls and other consumer monuments separated by vast empty landscapes.

"The movie freed David to write songs that perhaps would've seemed stupid for him to sing normally," said Harrison. "But because they were written with a certain character's vision of the universe in mind, all the songs had to do was to be consistent with that vision. He found that a useful tool in pushing back the usual strictures."

Just what are the usual strictures? Well, for one thing, the expectation that Talking Heads must live up to their reputation as "the thinking person's rock band." Fans and critics might be surprised to hear them singing lines like "We don't want freedom. We don't want justice. We just want someone to love." But that's just what they do in the new LP's People Like Us.

"When we all got involved in arranging and playing the music," Harrison said, "the movie freed the band as musicians in the same way it freed David as a songwriter. We just played what fit in without worrying if it was 'deep' or 'ground-breaking.' We played parts that reflected our love for those styles and tried to get across the feelings of people who normally play that music. And the strength and character of the band are so well formed that we can use clichés without being overtaken by them. The songs are still quite identifiably Talking Heads songs." So this earnest, brainy group can take even garage-band stuff, add dashes of this and that, and—voilà—it's art rock.

Since Frantz, Harrison, and bassist Tina Weymouth have some-times expressed resentment over Byrne's getting most of the credit for everything they do, it's surprising that the whole group didn't choose to collaborate on the film. Harrison said, "At first all of us were going to be involved, but later we realized that it was better for David to be the sole director of the film and for us to work on just the music. We knew the film would take an awful lot of time, and if everyone didn't feel challenged enough, it would be hard to feel that way for two years."

Byrne wrote the script in collaboration with playwrights Beth Henley and Stephen Tobolowsky. He also compiled an accompanying paperback and produced a separate soundtrack album featuring actors in the film. The other three Heads make brief appearances in the movie, but during its filming they concentrated on solo projects.

Weymouth and Frantz, who are married, have recorded a third album with Tom Tom Club, their spin-off band, which includes Weymouth's two sisters and several Jamaican musicians. Tom Tom Club tends to sound like Blondie's Debbie Harry backed by the Chipmunks doing reggae. The new album, tentatively called "Street Virgins," will be featured in Siesta, a film about a female daredevil.

Harrison is completing his second album, with the working title "Man with a Gun," due out early in 1987. He says it's funky but not as complex as his first effort, "The Red and the Black." He also moonlights as a producer for Violent Femmes and other bands from his home town, Milwaukee.

When the solo projects are completed, the Heads will probably tour and then think about the direction of their next LP. Their earlier albums didn't leave many roads uncharted, so where can they go next? "We'll cross that bridge when we come to it," said Frantz. "We have to figure out a five-year plan so we all know what's expected of us. Then we can decide what kind of music it's going to be."

No matter what they concoct, it will probably be cult, classic, and mass-appeal at the same time. They will no doubt continue even to attract people who don't generally care for rock. Like Andy Warhol and the Campbell soup cans, Talking Heads is an artsy, popular, and undeniably American product. The next thing you know, they'll be singing about Mom and apple pie.
UNTIL RECENTLY, dreams and science-fiction novels were the only places you could find a complete audio/video entertainment system that could be controlled from the comfort of an easy chair, bringing the sights and sounds of real and imaginary worlds to your living room at the touch of a button. But now some of the dreams have come true, and fantasies of science fiction have become science fact.

The new home entertainment systems are often called unified remote-control systems because a single remote control unifies the functions of the separate remote controls that each component would otherwise have. Some of the systems contain only audio components; others include video components. All the components in such a system, from cartridge to cabinet, are usually made by the manufacturer whose name appears on the units. Because the systems have many components, they are not cheap, but if you are looking for the kind of convenience they offer, you can probably find one you like at a price you can afford.

Many unified remote-control systems can be built a piece at a time, so you can add components according to your needs and budget. Options also allow you to choose between different models of television sets, amplifiers, compact disc players, and other components.

It is possible to customize an audio or audio/video system by replacing any component with one made by a different manufacturer. This is most often done with the speakers, which are rarely remote controlled—and sometimes the speakers that come in unified systems are not of the highest quality. Remember, however, that replacing a component in a unified system with one that has its own remote control will add another unit to the clutter on your coffee table.

Many people like the unified appearance of these systems as well as their convenience and built-in operating compatibility. They are generally compact, too. A unified remote-control system may not have better sound or a better picture than another system, one that you put together yourself, but it can certainly make it easier for you to enjoy Mozart, Madonna, Miami Vice, or Star Wars. And an all-in-one remote control is even handier than a light saber.
The components that can be operated with Sansui's RS-1500AV remote control (facing page) are available separately, which allows a wide range of choice in selecting the types and models of units for the system. The remote control, which shows an alphanumeric readout of selected operations, can be used for a CD player, a turntable, a tuner, and an amplifier, and it controls such video functions as power, volume, channel selection, and tuning. Prices of Sansui systems range from $2,500 to $5,000, depending on the components included.

Slide the cover of the ADS RC1 remote control to the name of the component you want to operate, flip open the cover, and the controls—with the appropriate commands—are there before you. Nine ADS components, including some that aren't even available yet, can be operated from your Mies van der Rohe chair. The audio system shown above consists of the ADS C3 ($800) and C2 ($500) cassette decks, A2 integrated amplifier ($550), T2 tuner ($400), P4 turntable ($500), and CD3 CD player ($1,250). The RC1 remote control, shown with ADS cubical wooden storage modules ($100 to $150 each), has a list price of $100.
Kyocera's RT-102 remote control, working with the RC-101 remote control center (top), operates Kyocera cassette decks (such as the R-811), CD players (such as the DA-610), and receivers (such as the R-861 at bottom). With the RS-103 remote sensors and additional speakers, the central system can be remotely controlled from any room in the house. Kyocera says the system will please "the ardent audiophile [with] pushbutton convenience to impress even the jaded sybarite." Prices: RT-102, $50; RC-101, $250; RS-103, $75.

The remote control for the A-32B integrated amplifier in Yamaha's CS-142CD Concert System operates the tuner, cassette deck, turntable, and CD player as well as the amplifier. The system is housed in a cabinet made of real oak, and the speaker cabinets are also finished in oak. With the GE-30 ten-band equalizer, the system is priced at $1,999. Other Yamaha Concert Systems at lower prices have simulated-oak cabinets and lack a CD player.
Pioneer’s PD-X909M six-disc CD player is the star of the Foresight AV900 system ($1,714.75), which also includes the F-X707 tuner, the A-X1010V A/V integrated amplifier, the CT-X707WR autoreverse double cassette deck, and the EG-X707 graphic equalizer and video enhancer (the last is not remote-controlled). The PL-X505 turntable ($139.95) that is shown with the system here is optional, as are the S-V909X speakers ($359.95 a pair). The Foresight AV900 has connections for two pairs of speakers and for additional audio and video components.

Because the audio/video components in NEC’s ES-2600 system can be purchased individually, the system can be assembled one piece at a time. A liquid-crystal display on the remote unit makes it easier to operate the A-1300E surround-sound amplifier, T-601E tuner, K-700E cassette deck, CD-500E CD player, N955U VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and CT-2610A stereo TV receiver/monitor. The RS-500 speakers (designed and made by JBL) and the VR-500 rack are the only parts of the NEC system that are not remote-controlled. Expected price of the entire system is $3,999.

The Technics AV-300 audio/video system has a surround-sound processor (with an amplifier for rear speakers) for Dolby Surround videotapes played on the VHS Hi-Fi VCR. The processor has an ambience control, for sources that are not encoded for Dolby Surround, and bass boost to increase low-frequency output. Other components in the system are a TV receiver/monitor, an integrated amplifier, a tuner, a CD player, a cassette deck, a turntable, and speakers. The remote control has forty-five buttons that operate almost everything. The system’s suggested retail price is $3,000.
Control of Sony’s AV-XBR audio/video system becomes unified when the remote unit for the audio components locks into the remote unit for the video components, creating a single remote control. The Sony system includes the TA-AX520 A/V integrated amp, ST-JX520 tuner, TC-W5 double cassette deck, PS-LX340 turntable, SEQ-120 seven-band equalizer, KV-25XBR TV receiver/monitor, SL-HF680B SuperBeta VCR, and the SS-U870 speakers. Price of the entire system: $3,800. The system’s remote control can also be used for an optional CD player (the CDP-70, shown, or the CDP-302).

Digital Command audio components from RCA can be combined with a number of compatible RCA TV sets and VCR’s to create a unified remote-control system. This system has a ColorTrak 2000 stereo TV receiver/monitor, a VHS Hi-Fi VCR, a programmable turntable and CD player, a 50-watt receiver with a five-band graphic equalizer, an auto reverse cassette deck with Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction, and acoustic-suspension speakers. And, of course, the remote control that comes with the audio receiver operates all the components. The system shown would retail for approximately $3,800.

The remote control for RCA’s Dimensia system, which was one of the first unified remote-control systems on the market, will also operate Digital Command components such as the ones shown above. Dimensia systems are even more comprehensive than Digital Command systems, including your choice of large video receiver/monitors or projection televisions.
The flowers don't come with the system, but almost everything else does: Sanyo's 960 has a remote control for its integrated amplifier, AM/FM tuner, double cassette deck, and automatic turntable. The graphic equalizer, the speakers, and the cabinet are not remote controlled. The Sanyo 960 system is priced at $899.95.

In Mitsubishi's AV-2600 system, an on-screen mode display verifies functions and settings selected with the remote control for the CS-2667R TV receiver/monitor and the HS-430UR VHS Hi-Fi VCR. The system also includes a 50-watt-per-channel amplifier, a digital tuner, a cassette deck, and a linear-tracking turntable in an oak-veneer cabinet. Price of the complete system, with the three-way floor-standing speakers, is $3,200.
FM MULTIPATH

How to lessen its effect without moving mountains or leaping tall buildings

by Larry Klein

98 STEREO REVIEW NOVEMBER 1986
Once when I was doing a series of hi-fi question-and-answer broadcasts for a New York FM station, the station engineers asked me to devote a program to FM multipath. They said that although listeners seldom identified the problem by name, multipath distortion was the major cause of irate letters and phone calls. Invariably, the station was blamed for overloading its transmitter, failing to clean its turntables’ cartridge styli, or generally poor maintenance procedures. The trouble is, a bad case of multipath can sound very much like any of those problems!

Unlike most of the technical jargon that confuses hi-fi novices, the term “multipath” is almost self-explanatory. Multipath distortion occurs when the same FM broadcast signal reaches an antenna from two or more different directions—in other words, over multiple paths. This comes about—and far more often than we would like—because FM (and TV) signals often behave like radar signals in being reflected by geographical features (mountains, for instance) and by man-made objects (buildings, water towers, even aircraft).

If the reflected and direct-path signals arrive in step, there would be no problem. Unfortunately, there’s a geometric law that insists that the shortest distance between two points—in the present case, the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna—is a straight line. A reflected signal, following a longer path, lags behind the direct signal and arrives at the receiving antenna delayed sufficiently to cause out-of-phase cancellations of the direct-path signal.

**Antenna Solutions**

What can be done about multipath, short of relocating the transmitting antenna, your receiving antenna, or the reflecting water tower, mountain, or whatever? The best solution is for you to use an antenna that is directional enough (when faced in the right direction) to discriminate between the direct and the reflected signals. In the old days this almost always meant a roof-mounted antenna with a rotator that would allow you to position it optimally for each station.

With modern tuners, however, an ordinary simple TV-type rabbit-ears antenna with its broad figure-8 pickup pattern is usually directional enough to do the job, provided that it is repositioned as necessary for each station of interest. The flatwire, 300-ohm, T-shaped antennas that come with most receivers and tuners can serve equally well, but they are somewhat more difficult to reposition for individual stations.

**Tuner Solutions**

Is there anything that can be done at the FM tuner itself to reduce its sensitivity to multipath? There are two conventional tuner specifications of interest: capture ratio and AM (amplitude-modulation) suppression. Capture ratio measures a tuner’s ability to reject the weaker of two signals arriving at the same broadcast frequency. A 1-dB capture ratio (an excellent figure) indicates that a secondary signal at least 1 dB weaker than the stronger one will be totally rejected. Since multipath problems also result from two separate signals (although from the same station) arriving at the same tuned frequency, a good capture ratio can be helpful if the delayed signal is sufficiently weaker than the direct one. Unfortunately, there are times when the delayed signal is as strong or stronger.

A good AM-suppression specification (50 dB or higher) is said to be helpful simply because multipath causes severe amplitude variations in the received FM signal.

**Car Stereo FM**

It should be no news to most readers that car stereo FM is terribly troubled by multipath. The rapidly changing reception environment encountered by a moving vehicle can produce disagreeable fluttering and sputtering noises as the tuner reacts to multipath combined with large swings in signal strength. The tuner design innovations of Bob Carver and Larry Schotz (they use different approaches) have significantly lessened the impact of multipath problems in home units and produced some improvement in car stereo FM reception as well. However, the most effective technique for on-the-road reception (it is of little benefit at home) is the use of two antennas spaced several feet apart and a circuit that automatically keeps switching to the one that provides better reception. Sony and Audia (by Clarion) use this differential-reception approach in their top-of-the-line cassette/tuners.

Thanks to improved solid-state devices and circuits, most of today’s FM tuners and receivers are capable of superb performance. Ultimately, though, they remain dependent on whatever signal is fed to their antenna inputs—and that is where you come in.
"South Pacific," the legendary Rodgers & Hammerstein score, is back and bigger than Broadway on this new superstar recording! Featuring the vocal magic of Kiri Te Kanawa, Jose Carreras, Mandy Patinkin and Sarah Vaughan as "Bloody Mary," captured in all of its power and sweeping beauty by the London Symphony Orchestra under the spirited direction of Jonathan Tunick.

Let "South Pacific" romance you with its musical charms including "Some Enchanted Evening," "Younger Than Springtime," "There Is Nothin' Like A Dame," "I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair," "Bali Ha'i" and much more!

There's only one album that transports you to Paradise. "South Pacific:" The extraordinary NEW recording! On CBS Records, chrome Cassettes and Compact Discs.
Kathleen Battle’s new Mozart album is devoted mostly to lesser-known arias by Mozart, and what a pleasure it is! The pleasure is enhanced by the true and lustrous clarity of Battle’s expressive soprano and by her fine musical sensitivity. These qualities, as well as her involvement with the material at hand and her appealing personal style, make for performances of unusual distinction.

“Exsultate, jubilate” is probably the best known of the arias included here, particularly its final “Alleluia,” often used by sopranos as a coloratura showpiece. In Battle’s hands, this “vocal concerto” becomes a paean of worshipful joy, both exuberant and quietly reverent. The other familiar piece, “L’amérò, sarò costante,” from the infrequently performed opera Il re pastore, was always one of Mozart’s favorite arias, undoubtedly for its quiet simplicity and unqualified purity of line. Battle’s singing pays tribute to both. The other selections, written to be interpolated into Mozart’s own operas and those by other composers, or for performance in concert, are examples of his finest writing for voice. Battle sings them all with musical polish and communicative care.

No quibbles? Well, perhaps one—a high E that Mozart unkindly includes with little or no preparation for the singer is the one unlovely note in this recording. Far outweighing this single instance, however, are Battle’s trills, which are as smooth and shimmering as quicksilver. The admirably recorded performance shows the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra to good advantage, providing refined accompaniments under the empathic leadership of Andre Previn. Enthusiastically recommended.

Robert Ackart


SMITHEREENS: A GREAT ROCK BAND’S DEBUT

Very now and then—increasingly rarely in an era when the very idea that pop music might change anybody’s life is likely to be greeted with uncontrollable laughter—an album comes along that reminds you of why you fell in love with rock-and-roll in the first place. “Especially for You,” the first LP by the Smithereens, is one of that kind.

The ‘Reens, who’ve been the best-kept secret of the New York City club scene for far too long, is the kind of band that wears its influences on its collective sleeve, and the basic sound here—a canny mixture of everything from rockabilly to Brill Building pop to California surf to Merseybeat—will doubtless be dismissed by professional cynics as hopelessly retro. That’s what happens when a band plays this way without a trace of camp. But the truth is that within the fairly rigorous confines of their Sixties-in-a-Cuisinart approach, the Smithereens have a voice and identity all their own. The sense of craft here is so strong that the echoes of older records seem less an homage than simply a fact of life.

The key figure in the group is leader Pat DiNizio. Besides being one of the more expressive vocalists now working, he’s also a songwriter capable of everything from neo-psychedelia (Groovy Tuesday, a fabulous song that deserves points for nerve, for the title alone) to the kind of smoky mood jazz (In a Lonely Place) that might once have been recorded by Julie London (the guest vocalist on this song is the equally cool and blonde Suzanne Vega, a masterstroke of casting).
András Schiff's Well-Tempered Bach

Almost like the succession of the Dalai Lama, the emergence of András Schiff as the outstanding Bach pianist of his generation, and perhaps of our time, came shortly after the death of Glenn Gould in October 1982. Actually, Schiff had made a handsome recording of three Bach concertos with George Malcolm and the English Chamber Orchestra for Denon in 1979, but it was his Goldberg Variations for London in 1983 that both announced and confirmed his special status in this repertoire. Reconfirmation appeared in the form of the subsequent Two- and Three-Part Inventions and a splendid set of the six partitas, also for London. In the newest installment of his Bach survey, Book I of The Well-Tempered Clavier, Schiff not only maintains the heady standards he set for himself in those earlier recordings, but also, I would say, pushes them still higher. He makes us feel that the modern concert grand is not only "acceptable" in this music but is absolutely its preordained ideal medium.

In the very opening of the Prelude in C Major, it is gloriously clear that sound and substance are of equal concern to Schiff, and throughout the sequence his unflaggingly beautiful tone, far from calling attention to itself at the expense of the music, seems simply an inseparable part of it. An effect of exhilarating flexibility and freshness is achieved over a rock-firm rhythmic base in every one of the pieces. Nothing is allowed to get in the way of the music's basic purity. Stylistic validity is manifest without any concession to mere archaism, and the poetry, intellectual vitality, and expressive range of the work seem to come from the preludes and fugues themselves rather than any interpretative overlay. I might cite in particular the quasi-syncopated Prelude No. 6, the playful fugue in No. 9, the truly culminating statement of No. 24, but the level of delight and enrichment in this set is as consistent as Schiff's rhythmic steadiness. The sound is just fine, too, and Eric Wen's exceptionally comprehensive annotation is fully worthy of the performance it introduces.

Richard Freed


Van Morrison Goes Back Into The Past

Through twenty years of psychedelia, hard rock, country rock, heavy-metal, art rock, disco, AOR, punk, New Wave, and synth pop, Van Morrison has stood apart. He's avoided the chic, the trendy, and the hackneyed to pursue his own musical vision, which has origins in...
As soon as the dealer said, "To/without/and," I said "Okay, Akai."

There were other things about Akai's CD-A70. Naturally, I loved the 3-beam laser pick-up, digital filter, sub-code terminal, and insulated floating mechanisms.

Loved 'em.

But then the dealer showed me the Natural Logic Operation.

Three buttons take me to the music I want to hear without the music I don't. And play all the stuff in between just like a CD should.

It blew me away.
his native Irish music and in the American blues tradition of Leadbelly, John Lee Hooker, and Ray Charles.

After a string of brilliant, synthesizer-based albums ("Common One," "Beautiful Vision," "Inarticulate Speech of the Heart"), Morrison returned to laid-back, acoustic soul-mantras and Celtic mysticism of albums like the mid-Seventies' "Veedon Fleece" on 1985's "A Sense of Wonder." His new "No Guru, No Method, No Teacher" sustains the same kind of feel. It's quiet, introspective, and devotional, with soaring oboe, piano, and acoustic guitar cloaking his smoky, gnomish vocals.

But something happens in the middle of side one that is arresting and wonderful: Morrison recalls his great masterpiece, "Astral Weeks," the album that many feel is not only his greatest record but one of the five or ten greatest rock albums ever.

Three tracks on "No Guru"—"A Town Called Paradise, In the Garden, and Tir Na Nog"—could easily have been called "Astral Weeks Revisited." To begin with, they feature the work of two musicians who haven't played with Morrison since his Woodstock days in the early Seventies—Jeff Labes on piano and synthesizer, and John Platania on guitar. Platania's distinctive, gigue-like cadences and clean, sharp attacks were what first sent me to recheck "Astral Weeks." Sure enough, he was there. Listening to his playing on "No Guru" is like going through an old scrapbook. There are lots of specific references to "Astral Weeks," too—the loping bass figure of "A Town Called Paradise, the string arrangement on "Tir Na Nog," the repeated lyric references ("in the garden all wet with rain").

This kind of reaching into his past isn't unusual for Morrison—his first half-dozen or so albums always made reference to turning up the radio, a source of great amusement to my friends and me at the time. But it raises "No Guru, No Method, No Teacher" from the ordinary—and "ordinary" with reference to Van Morrison means exceptional—to the essential.

Mark Peel

NOW ON CD
Compact Discs of previously released LP's

POPULAR
- **BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR**
- **EARTH, WIND AND FIRE: I Am**
  COLUMBIA CK 35730. "Dazzling and down to earth" (October 1979).
- **THE FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS**
  Tuff Enuff: Epic EK 40304. "Fabulous" (Best of Month, May 1986).
- **A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS**
  JIVE/RCA 1007-2. "A band that heats up the grooves" (September 1982).
- **MERLE HAGGARD: That's the Way Love Goes**
- **ELTON JOHN: Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy**
  MCA MCAD-1613. "Vitality and loony impertinence" (September 1973).
- **DIANA ROSS: The Boss, Diana**
- **THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: VU**

CLASSICAL
- **BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos. 1 and 3**
  Toscanini. RCA RCDI-7197. Extended-play coupling of two of Toscanini's historic Nine in RCA's 60+ series.
- **BERG: Lulu, Stratas, Riegel; Boulez; DG 415 489-2; (three CD's). "A wonderful realization of a grotesque but moving masterpiece" (March 1980).
- **DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor, Callas, Tagliavini; Serafin, ANGEL CDCB-47440 (two CD's). Callas's second studio recording of one of her signature roles.
- **MOZART: Piano Concertos Nos. 20 and 27**
  CARSON, Britten. LONDON 417 288-2. "Immensely vital and passionate commitment" (Best of Month, August 1983).
- **RAVEL: Shéhérazade; Trois poèmes de Mallarmé; Chansons madécasses; other songs. Harries, Gomez, Norman, Van Dam; Boulez. CBS MK 39023. "Magnificent" (July 1984).
The dealer said, "Surround Sound" is the difference between okay and Akai.

And every Akai receiver has "Surround Sound."

So I surrendered. Wouldn't you?

Wouldn't you buy a receiver that wrapped you in a saxophone sound so big it made you shiver and so real it woke up your cat?

Especially if it came with a seven-band graphic equalizer and wireless remote?

Wouldn't you?

Surrender.
1200 Baud Smart Duck

If it walks like a duck, sounds like a duck, and looks like a duck, it darn well better act like a duck. And ADC’s new Hayes Compatible 1200 baud auto-answer/auto-dial modem is one heck of a duck. And, it’s a market busting price of just $169.

By Drew Kaplan

Hats off to Hayes. They’ve just about written the book on specs and protocol for the 1200 baud modem market. Every professional modem bills itself as ‘Hayes Compatible’. But the big question is, how much does it really cost to make a top-of-the-line 1200 baud modem? Or, who’s getting rich?

ADC’s modem is made in the same factory, by the same people, as one of Hayes’s biggest competitors. And, ADC is a division of BSR, the enormous half-billion dollar electronics giant.

So for $169, you won’t only be getting a duck that quacks properly to Hayes modems, but sings like a nightingale to your pocketbook. It can save you a fortune in time with its extra features.

Don’t forget. Now you’ll get the $39 value (DAK sold it for $24) complete CompuServe Subscription Kit, including $25 worth (Yes, that’s twenty five dollars. Wow!) of on-line time, added by DAK, when you buy ADC’s Modem.

DUCK SOUP

Any computer with an RS232 standard serial port, will work flawlessly with this modem and any other computer or terminal software that’s compatible with Hayes, will be compatible with ADC.

We’ve even got intelligent programs, cables, and interfaces (if you need them) to activate your IBM PC or Clone, and your Apple II E or IIC. Of course, you can supply your own cables and modem programs for these computers or for any other computer you may own.

I’ve owned a Hayes 1200 baud modem for about 2 years. I just unplugged it and plugged in ADC’s to operate my Hewlett-Packard dumb terminal. I use it at home to communicate with DAK’s computer.

The only differences I noted were improved monitor sound, more screen displays and a help menu. And oh yes, one last extra. I use a few local data bases whose phone lines are always busy.

Well, ADC’s intelligent modem recognizes a busy signal, hangs up and keeps retrying the number every 30 seconds.

There are less important (to me) extras like day, date and time, an extra phone jack and auto tone/pulse switching. So, you’ll love it for discount services.

All you need is a serial output, a cable and modem program. It’s all yours for about playing telephone tag any longer.

You can get the weather in Baltimore, the latest quote on your company’s stock, or even reserve a seat on the next flight to Las Vegas. You can upload public domain software (there’s an enormous amount of free software) or sample the newest programs before you buy.

There are pay data bases like CompuServe and The Source that have information about anything, and thousands of free bulletin boards about everything from Ham Radio to Parapsychology.

There’s even a book that lists and describes such diverse data bases as one with 6500 references about coffee, to one with 2,000,000 on agriculture.

Of course, economics, medicine, law and computers are all well represented.

THE TECHNICAL SIDE

OR, WHY 1200 BAUD?

The ADC Modem will communicate at 1200 baud (about 120 characters per second) on our RS232 modem. It’s backed by ADC’s standard 1 year limited warranty.

It communicates at 1200 baud (about 120 characters per second) automatically, depending on the link at the other end.

So, it’s clearly a decision of money and time. 2400 baud is roughly 400% faster than 300 baud, so if you transfer data across the country, you save 400% on your phone bill. And think of the time $169 can save you!

If you download material from pay data bases, even though some charge more for 1200 baud, you still come out way ahead because of the amount of information you get per dollar.

It comes with a modular phone cord that you simply connect to any standard modular jack. And, it uses standard Bell 103 and 212A protocols. It operates in half or full duplex.

Its built-in microprocessors let you automatically answer in-coming (auto-answer) calls & act on all Hayes commands.

It even waits for dial tones and phone network tones during auto-dial. The modem is 9¾” X 5½” X 2”. It’s backed by ADC’s standard 1 year limited warranty.

HOOKING IT UP MADE EASY

All you need is a serial output, a cable and a modem program. Use your own for any computer. Or you can use ours for the computers below. All our modem programs on disk let you save, upload and download files. Look how easy it is.

If you own an IBM PC or a Clone, usually you’ll find an RS232 serial port already built-in. All you need is our cable and modem program on disk, which we’ve packaged together for just $29 ($3 P&H).

But, before you order your cable, you may need a short sex education course.

Sex Education 1A. You need to determine whether your computer’s RS232 connector is male or female.

If you look at the picture below, you’ll note that ADC’s RS232 Modem connector has holes going in. It’s a female. If it had copper pins sticking out, it would be a male. Now wasn’t that simple?

So, if yours is female, order our male cable and modem program Or. No. 4353. If you have male pins sticking out, order our female cable, Order No. 4354.

If you don’t have an RS232 port, we have a serial interface card for your IBM or Clone, complete with cable and modem program for $99 ($4 P&H), Or. No. 4355.

For your Apple II, your serial interface is built-in. All you need is our cable and modem program on disk. They are just $29* ($3 P&H). Order No. 4356.

For your Apple II E, you’ll need a serial interface with an RS232 port, a cable and modem program. It’s all yours for just $89 ($4 P&H), Order No. 4357.

1200 BAUD SMART DUCK

RISK FREE

For business or pleasure, you’ll communicate, gather information and save time. If you aren’t 100% satisfied, simply return it in its original box to DAK within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To Order Your ADC 1200 Baud Intelligent Modem, now including CompuServe’s Complete Subscription Kit (nothing else to buy), with $25 worth of on-line time, risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK’s market busting price of just $169 plus $6 P&H. Order No. 4334.

The OnLine Directory of over 1,100 Data bases, complete with descriptions

...Next Page Please
Protect your computer and 5 peripherals from spikes, turn everything on and off from the front & swivel your monitor.

By Drew Kaplan

It's great. Now you don't have to reach around the back of your computer to turn it on. And not only can you turn on each peripheral separately, you can turn them all on or all off with one switch.

But there's more. This all new Power Director is much more than just a fancy 'octopus' that supplies you with 6 outlets to get rid of cumbersome tangled cords. It aids in the prevention of damage caused by voltage surges and spikes. It then goes on to filter your AC to help protect your equipment from line noise caused by power disturbing air conditioners, refrigerators and the like.

And look at this. It protects your equipment from itself. There are 4 separate filtered sections. So, your computer will be protected from your printer, modem or other peripherals.

### A LOOK AT COMPUSERVE & MORE

Get a date, check your stocks, leave E-Mail, or post messages on Electronic Bulletin Boards. Transfer files or download public domain programs. Let your computer bring you the wealth of electronic information that's on-line.

Imagine dialing a number and hooking up to a free Electronic Bulletin Board where people post messages about everything, from new jokes (I've signed onto a joke bulletin board.) to computer equipment they want to sell.

Most are free, some cost money. But until you are on-line yourself, no brief description that I can give you will even scratch the surface of what's available.

But, let's take a brief look at part of the menu (index) that you'll have at your fingertips when you log onto Compuserve. I've used CompuserVe's names or descriptions. This is by no means complete. And Compuserve is just one of many data bases available to you.

No matter what your interests are, you'll spend hours on-line learning about things, making plane reservations or even playing logic games. And, on most bulletin boards, you'll find the numbers of other bulletin boards.

### PARTIAL COMPUSERVE INDEX

- AEROLINES, ARTS (Art & Literature), ATVARI (Aviation Forum), BANCED (Banking), BANSH (Ban- ship Game), BROKER (Brokerage), BUSINESS (Business Menu), CMSIG (Computer Science Forum), CASTLE (Castle Telegard Game), CBIG (CB Interest Group), CMUG (Commodore Users Group), Clarke school (For the Draft), CRUZ (Color Computer Forum), COMMODORES, CFM, COQUTE (Current Quotations), DEMOGRAPHICS (SuperSet), ELECTRONIC (Public Company Database), EARNINGS (Earnings Projections Menu), EASY (EasyPkg), ECONOMICS, EDUCATION (On-line Glossary of the Academic American Encyclopedia), ENGINEERING (Engineering Menu), ENTERTAINMENT/ENTERTAINMENT Menu), SFIP (SFIP Forum), FINANCE, FINTO (Personnel Finance), SFIGHTS (Flight Menu), FOOD, FORUMS, FORUMS Menu, GAMES (Menu of Games), GOURMET (Electronic Gourmet), HEALTHUSERS (Health Users Group), HOBBIES (Hobbies Menu), HOLLYWOOD (Hollywood Hotline), HOMES (Home Menu), HOTELS (Atl 24 Hotels), IBM/NOVICE (IBM Novice Forum), IBM/USER (IBM User Forum), INSURANCE, INTERESTS (Other Interests), INTERFACE, INVESTMENTS (Investments Menu), ISSUE (DG Interface Program), LANSIG (Law Forum), LEGAL (Legal Menu), LEISURE (Leisure Travel Menu), LIBRARIES (Home Reference Menu), LOTUS (World Of Notes), LOVE (Love Messages), MAGAZINES (Electronic Publishing Menu), MAUL (Apple Users Group), MEDICAL (Medical Menu), MOVEIES (Movie Resources), MSF (Microsoft Users Group), SF (SFLP Standard & Poor), SCI-FI (Science Fiction Forum), SCIENCE (Science Menu), SFED (Science Fiction Menu), SNOTIGHT (SNOtightn Sports Menu), TECHNOLOGY, TIC (Tic-Tac-Toe Menu), VACATION, VACATIONAVE (Vacation Avenue), WEB (Web Site), WINFORUM (Windows Wine Forum), and MUCH MORE.

On one board, I found the numbers of 40 other boards. Wow, there's so much information, education and entertainment.

Hayes, Lotus, Wordstar, IBM, and Apple II E II IC are registered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Lotus Development, MicroPro, International Business Machines and Apple Computer.

---

**Computer Power Director**

Protect your computer and 5 peripherals from spikes, turn everything on and off from the front & swivel your monitor.
It’s a fact. You can tell a lot about yourself from your heart rate. You can evaluate the condition you are in, how much stress you are under, and how hard you should be exercising.

Think about it. How fast does your heart beat when you climb a flight of stairs? And how long does it take for your heart rate to return to normal?

Well, if you’re at all like me, you may be a little out of shape. While I’m only 37, several friends of my own age have recently had heart attacks. And frankly, I’m getting just a bit worried. You see, I am getting past the point where I can simply say, “I’ll get back into shape next year.”

So, whether you’re a long distance runner (this is the ultimate jogging companion), or just a few pounds overweight like I am, your heart rate will give you a picture of your heart and body’s condition.

Now you can take your heart rate anytime, anywhere with the newest in sophisticated electronic pulse takers.

And best of all, this heart computer is contained in a beautiful 24 hour alarm, 24 hour chronograph, LCD watch, that you will be as proud to wear with a coat and tie as you are when you’re running.

YOUR HEART’S TARGET ZONE

Your heart, just like any other muscle in your body, requires exercise. Unfortunately, unlike your arms, you can see your heart’s condition just by looking.

The type of exercise called aerobic exercise is specifically designed to exercise your heart. The purpose of aerobicics is to reach your heart’s target zone.

So what is your target zone? Your target aerobic exercise zone is between 60 and 80% of your maximum heart rate. And here’s an easy way to figure it out.

Simply subtract your age from 220 beats per minute. So, for me at 37, my maximum heart rate is 183 beats per minute.

So when I exercise, I should get my heart rate up to at least (183 X 60%) or 110 beats per minute, and no higher than (184 X 80%) or 146 beats per minute.

With the Heart Window to help me, I can be sure that my workouts are valuable for my heart and neither dangerous escapades, nor to take a chance. And, before beginning any exercise program you should consult your own doctor.

The Heart Window is designed to indicate your pulse rate and aid your exercise, not to make medical diagnoses.

IT’S NOT EVERYONE DIFFERENT?

Here’s the really exciting part. The worse shape you’re in, the faster you’ll reach the target zone and the less work you’ll have to do to stay in the zone.

You see, as you get in shape, your heart doesn’t have to beat as hard to do the same amount of exercise. Just as when you work out with weights your arms become stronger, your heart becomes stronger with aerobic exercise.

So the Heart Window is safe for the beginner or the athlete. And, you’ll really see your improvement as you exercise.

But you don’t have to exercise. Just wearing the Heart Window and using it at the office when you’re under stress, after you’ve walked up some stairs or around the block, will make and keep you aware of your body’s physical condition.

And look at this. Sit down at your desk and take your pulse. Then drink a couple of cups of coffee and take your pulse again. You’ll see just what your morning ‘pick-up’ actually picks up and if, God forbid, you smoke, take your pulse before and after a cigarette. Wow!

ALL ELECTRONIC

With Innovative’s new Pulsometer watch, you’ll have supreme accuracy. It’s like a direct electronic line to your heart.

You see, unlike other pulseometers that use a light shining through your finger, or a microphone to take your pulse, this instrument actually measures the electrical impulses that cause your heart to beat.

The back of the watch is one receptor, and the metal touch sensor on the front of the watch acts as the other sensor. Just touch the sensor, and you’ll see your pulse on the large LCD Display.

IS IT A DRESS OR SPORTS WATCH?

Innovative Time thinks that everyone interested in their pulse must be a professional athlete. So, they’ve built this watch with all the athletic extras.

It’s not only water resistant, it’s guaranteed to 60 feet (although you can’t actually take your pulse underwater). It has a stopwatch, a lap timer, and dual function alarms. It’s band is made of very tough polymers. So it’s a sports watch.

But wait. I don’t like black watches for dress. So, I’ve gotten Innovative to add a deluxe matching stainless bracelet to the watch. It’s rendered in stainless and black and is a perfect high fashion choice. So, it’s a dress watch.

Plus, there’s a 24 hour alarm and an hourly chirp. The stainless band is great for sports or dress. So, you’ll get the watch with the black band on it and the high fashion band packed with it, compliments of Innovative Time’s superb engineering and DAK’s good taste.

The Heart Window is backed by Innovative Time’s 1 year limited warranty and comes with a 1 year battery in place.

TRY THE HEART WINDOW RISK FREE

Now you can look at your heart as easily as the time. You’ll see how you react to stress, foods and exercise. Don’t let DAK’s low price confuse you. Take this pulse watch to your own doctor and have him test it.

Try the Heart Window risk free. Try exercising and then check your cardiac recovery rate. If you don’t like what you see, you’ll better keep the watch. But if you just don’t like the pulse watch, simply return it within 30 days in its original box for a courteous refund.

To order your Heart Window, Pulse Sports/Fashion Watch, complete with 2 bands risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for just $49.50 plus $3 for postage and handling to DAK. Order No. 9844. CA res add sales tax.

In the gym, at the track or at the office, you’ll have a direct connection to the condition of your heart.

DAK INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL-FREE . . . 1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304

For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week
Fat Watcher Plus

Now you can walk or jog around the block, walk around the office or even around a trade show, and know how far you've traveled and how many calories you've burned. Use the alarm to set calorie and distance goals.

By Drew Kaplan

No, you don't have to be fat. And no, you don't have to be a marathon runner. However, if you are, you're going to marvel at the feedback you'll get from this new electronic Body Monitor.

Before we explore how you can use this Body Monitor's capabilities to aid you in losing weight (as it is me) and to measure your training achievements, let's look at some interesting curiosities. If you're like me, you've probably wondered just how far you go when you walk around the block. And, every year I attend the Consumer Electronics Show and I've always wanted to know how far I walk.

Since my plane always seems to be at the last gate at every airport, I've wondered just how far I go. I've also been curious about how much ground I cover in an average day at the office.

Well now, not only will I know how many steps I've taken, I'll know how many miles or hundredths of miles I've gone and how many calories I've burned. Now we will know it all. And, with the ability to set goals, we can use this monitor to help achieve our desired fitness.

ONE STEP AT A TIME

It all starts out with one small step. Just clip the Body Monitor on your belt or waist band and away you go.

First it counts your steps. As you can see below, I've taken 1544 steps.

It knows how far you've gone because you set it to your particular stride length. As you can see, I've got mine set at 2½ feet. But you can set yours from 0 to 7'.

Because it knows your stride length, it automatically calculates the distance you travel. Just touch a button, and as you can see, I've traveled 0.58 miles.

Push the button again, and you can see how many calories you've burned. The Body Monitor has a built-in table that calculates an average of how many calories you've burned, based on the number of steps you've taken.

And, you can be even more accurate by adding your exact weight to the body meter's reading. A formula is included.

What's really great is that you can set a target for yourself to achieve. Here I've set 2500 steps. When I reach 2500 steps, an alarm will sound to tell me that I've achieved my goal.

But steps aren't very interesting, so you can set the alarm to let you burn 100 calories or go 3 miles. It's all calculated through the steps, so it's really easy.

Let's say I want to eat an ice cream sundae. It has 260 calories. So, I'd have to walk 5200 steps. I'm forgetting the ice cream sundae, but I may have a piece of cheese or maybe even a cookie.

Using the Body Monitor for running or walking lets you see just what you've accomplished. And while I can't speak for you, I personally work and play best when I set goals.

The Body Monitor lets me set and achieve goals. So, it's been a terrific aid in my personal fitness program.

By the way, it's 1.03 miles around my block and I burn about 105 calories.

I'm really excited about finding out just how far I walk at the Consumer Electronics Show, but I'll have to wait till it opens in January to find out.

SO MUCH MORE

It may look small, but it has so much inside. It has a built-in clock with hourly chime, so you don't have to wear a watch. It has a stopwatch, accurate to 1/100th of a second resolution. And not only does it have a lap timer, it has first and second place finishes.

But, with all its frills and all its great curiosity satisfiers, it's really a precision fitness aid.

So, if you walk, jog or exercise, the Body Monitor can aid in measuring what you've accomplished. It comes with a one year limited warranty by Innovative Time, the Pulse Watch People.

SATISFY YOUR CURiosity RISK FREE

I've been dieting and exercising for years. I use my pulse watch all the time and it tells me how I'm doing. Now the new Body Monitor gives me feedback as to what I'm accomplishing.

And, I particularly like the goal setting alarms. Now, instead of watching my watch to see when I've run enough, an alarm sounds when I'm through. Plus, it's really neat to know how much ground you've covered around the office or around the block.

If you're not 100% satisfied, simply return it to DAK in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order Innovative Time's Body Monitor with Step Counter, Mileage Counter, Calorie Counter, Stop Watch and Goal Setting Alarm, call toll free, or send your check for DAK's breakthrough price of just $399 (3% P&H) Order No. 4651.

DAK Industries Inc.

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only
24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week
1-800-325-0800

Technical Information...1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries. . . . . .1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
BSR's Endangered Colossus

Prepare for bone jarring bass and dramatically clear highs from these newly developed 15” 3-way 5 speaker systems that nearly missed their chance to charm an audiophile's ear. BSR moved its dbx and ADC divisions into one facility and these speakers almost became orphans. So now, they're yours at a close-out price.

By Drew Kaplan

It's a shame. But it's also a great opportunity to get some BSR 15” audiophile loudspeakers with the newest in stereo imaging at a market-breaking price.

Imagine a precisely matched mirror image pair of top-of-the-line BSR speakers that can effortlessly recreate the cataclysmic impact of a full orchestral crescendo at full volume, and yet offer flawless sub-bass down to 21,500hertz. You'll thrill to thunderous bass all the way down to 26hz. Incredibly rich, full, vibrant sound at low volume will explode with life as you increase the volume.

But before we examine the front speaker complement, the twin overlapping crossovers and the top mounted sonic placement and ambiance speakers, let's see why they were almost orphaned.

You see, BSR, the half billion dollar electronics giant, is the parent company of two of the best names in up-scale audio, dbx and ADC.

Like any other company, BSR had developed a new multi-thousand dollar speaker system called the Soundfield One which lets you sit virtually anywhere in your room and have full stereo imaging and terrific sound. BSR decided to consolidate ADC and dbx into one building (still 2 companies) and put all its speaker efforts into dbx.

POOR JACK

Well, while dbx's engineers were off designing their multi-thousand dollar masterpieces, BSR's Senior Acoustical Engineer (he had been Fisher's Chief Engineer for 10 years during its top end component stereo days), was designing BSR's radically new speaker line.

The revolutionary top of the line 15” stereo imaging pair pictured above will let you enjoy superb stereo imaging without sitting directly in front of your speakers. But unfortunately, in the consolidation, the key engineer (he had been with BSR for 10 years) was let go by the wayside, and so did Jack.

Enter DAK. After a few fearful negotiations and considering the engineering costs BSR had already expended, they agreed to make the speakers just for DAK.

Because there's virtually no dbx overhead left on these speakers, and the R&D was all but complete, we've gotten these speakers for virtually the component costs plus a little BSR labor.

And don't worry about Jack. BSR had him finish the engineering (they really are great people) and they'll pay him a royalty on each speaker we sell. Besides, by the time you read this, Jack is sure to be snapped up as the Chief Engineer at another esoteric audio company.

WHAT'S STEREO IMAGING?

Stereo imaging is the logical separation and interaction between channels. It's the successful creation of a panoramic wall or stage of music rather than the confined, easily located 2 speaker sound. IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS

Imagine the full thunder of a kettle drum, or the pluck of a string bass being explosively recreated in your living room. BSR's 15” sub-bass suspension driver will revolutionize your concept of low clean bass.

Its magnetic structure weights a thundering 48 ounces. But that's not all. The magnetic field is developed by the rare earth metal Strontium for state of the art massive but flawlessly controlled bass.

A 38mm voice coil with a 200° centigrade temperature capacity, will handle the most demanding digital or analog recordings. And, a new speaker design virtually eliminates coloration due to uncontrolled cabinet resonance.

At low volume, the bass will fill in and envelop you. At high volume, your room, your walls and your neighbors will shake. (Not for apartment dwellers please.)

MATCHED PAIRS

The mid-range and high end of BSR's speakers are truly unique. Front mounted 8” polypropylene mid-range drivers provide rich sound while top mounted 5” polypropylene mid-range drivers provide an open, lifelike ambiance.

Front mounted exponential horn tweeters provide awesome brilliance to 21,500hz, while top mounted tweeters enhance separation because they are mounted to the outside edge of each speaker. So, this system has a specific left and a specific right speaker. You'll find wide, but interactive separation that will vastly widen your ideal listening area.

The imagery will give the illusion of musicians actually playing in front of you. Your music will take on a three dimensional quality. You'll enjoy superb stereo imaging regardless of each speaker's specific placement in your room.

MORE SPECIFICS

The exponential horn tweeters, both in front and on the top of these systems, employ 25mm rigid phenol diaphragms for stability and accurate response.

Polyamid-imid binders and ferro-fluid coolant allow for a 300% increase in heat dissipation so you can drive the voice coils up to 200° centigrade.

Now, the mid-range. Both the 8” front firing and the 5” top firing polypropylene drivers reproduce the mid-range frequencies like no ordinary speakers.

It's amazing that so many speaker manufacturers simply slap in 5” paper mid-ranges to reproduce what's really the major portion of the sound spectrum. BSR's 8” and 5” polypropylene mid-ranges are rigid, exacting drivers that deliver incredibly pure uncolored sound.

They have matched 25mm voice coils, also protected by ferro-fluid and polyimid to 200° centigrade. They are driven by proper brushless dc motors.

NOT QUITE FINISHED YET

To prevent phase shift and cancellation, two totally separate crossover networks are employed in these speakers. All frequencies below 800 hertz are directed to the 8” woofer. The front system routes frequencies above 800hertz to the 8” mid-range to take full advantage of its superb reproduction capabilities. Frequencies above 3400hz are routed to the horn tweeter.

The top mounted system routes only frequencies above 1200hz to the 5” polypropylene ambiance mid-range driver, and frequencies above 3400hz are routed to the top sonic placement tweeter. There are level controls for both the top and front mounted speakers so that you can voice the speakers to match your musical taste and environment.

Listen Only. Only a few pairs of these BSR's are currently mounted at the the edges. The front mounted tweeters are conventionally mounted for acoustical symmetry.

Each speaker is fuse protected for up to 200 watts peak, 150 watts continuous power. You can operate these super efficient speakers at as little as 20 watts.

AND OH WHAT A PRETTY FACE

The speaker systems are 30” tall, 19” wide and 10½” deep. Their lovely oak wood-grain appearance is enhanced by the dark removable grill cloths that beautifully contrast with the rich wood-grain tones. They're a statement of audio elegance when placed in any room. They're backed by BSR's 2 year limited warranty.

A COLOSSAL DREAM COMES TRUE RISK FREE

You'll hear depth of sound at low levels that was previously unobtainable. And yes, when you crank up the volume, your music will explode with realism and drama. Try these speakers in your own system. Then compare them at any Hi-Fi Store with any pair of speakers up to $1000. If they don't beat all the competition hands down, simply return them to DAK in their original boxes within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order your matched pair of BSR top-of-the-line 15” 3-way 5 speaker systems with unique stereo imaging risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's market-beating price of just $298 for the MATCHED PAIR plus $22 for Postage and Handling. Order No. 4352. CA res add tax. It's a dream system for an audiophile. Sonically pure, thunderously powerful, these BSR speakers will make your future listening years an on-going fabulous, if not earthshaking experience.

DAK INDUSTRIES INC.

For Toll Free Information, Call DAK-5PM Monday-Friday PST

Technical Information: 1-800-272-3200

Any Other Inquiries: 1-800-243-2866

8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
Smart Sound Detonator

Obliterate the wall between you and the individual instruments in your music. Infuse your own stereo system's sound with a breathtakingly vibrant 30 to 50% improvement in sound quality that you can measure with this superb BSR Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer limited $149 close-out.

By Drew Kaplan

Close your eyes. Touch a button. And you'll hear your stereo system literally explode with life.

You'll hear the gentle brushes on a snare drum, the startling bone-jarring realism of a thunder clap, or the excitement of a full cymbal crash.

You'll hear string basses and other deep low instruments emerge from bass (that will sound murky by comparison), with such clarity and such definition that you'll feel you can almost touch each instrument.

This astoundingly distinct yet powerful bass adds such a full bodied warm feeling to your music, you'll feel as if you've been lovingly wrapped in a warm soft blanket on a cold winter's night.

But don't take my word for the sound quality improvement. With the Pink Noise Generator, Calibrated Electret Condenser Mike and the 220 Element Spectrum Analyzer, you can instantly measure each and every improvement you make.

Plus, there's more. A subsonic filter effectively adds the equivalent of many watts onto the power of your amplifier.

Plus, with its provision for two separate tape decks including two way dubbing, you'll have much more than just great sound.

And, when you boost the part of the bass you like, you don't disturb the mid-range frequencies and make your favorite singer sound like he has a sore throat.

The high frequencies really deteriorate bass and treble controls which simply boost everything from the mid-range down for bass, or everything up for treble. You can boost the low-bass at 31.5hz, 63hz and/or 125hz to animate the Spectrum Analyzer.

You can boost or cut any part of the frequency spectrum a full ±15 db.

And, what a job it can do. It's totally unlike bass and treble controls which simply boost everything from the mid-range frequencies which stretch from about 800hz to 2,000hz.

An equalizer lets you establish accurate control of all frequencies to fit your equipment, your recordings, your taste, and your listening environment.

TOTAL MUSICAL CONTROL

And, with the 220 Element Spectrum Analyzer, you get all the dramatically enhanced sound recorded right on your cassettes.

This is an especially great feature when you play your cassettes on bass-starved portables or high-end starved car stereos.

Simply plug it in

Use your tape monitor circuit, but don't lose it. Now your one tape monitor circuit lets you connect two tape decks. Just plug the equalizer into the tape 'in' and 'out' jacks on your receiver or preamp. We even supply the cables.

As you listen to your records, FM or any 'Aux', anytime you push the tape monitor switch on your receiver you'll hear your music jump to life.

The output from your receiver is always fed directly to your tape deck(s) for recording, and with the touch of a button, you can choose to send equalized or non-equalized signal to your deck(s).

When you want to listen to a tape deck, just select which tape deck you want, turn the switch on the equalizer,
and your tape deck will work exactly as it did before. Except, now you can listen with or without equalization.

Look at this. You can dub tapes from deck 1 to deck 2, or from deck 2 to deck 1 with or without equalization.

THE SUBSONIC FILTER

Much of the power drawn from your amplifier is used to drive your woofers. When you drive the amplifier too hard, it clips and you end up with distortion.

A subsonic filter removes a lot of non-musical material you can’t hear that exists below 20Hz. So, it relieves your amplifier of a lot of work. It doesn’t actually create more watts (Please, no letters from my technical friends) for your amplifier.

But, it’s like turning off the air conditioning in your car. It saves you using about 7hp of what you have. And therefore, you’ll have more watts for clean powerful sounding music.

THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Now you can scientifically analyze your stereo listening room and test your equipment by using BSR’s Real Time Frequency Spectrum Analyzer.

Plus, you’ll see your music not as a single level on a VU meter, but as a kaleidoscopic parade of 10 individual 20 element VU meters. Each is tuned to a specific octave of the sound spectrum. An eleventh 20 element meter averages all levels.

The effect is awesome. You can visually isolate a string bass or cymbal, and actually see each individual instrument almost as a wave moving across the 220 individual flourescent elements.

THE MOUTH AND EARS

It talks. The Analyzer speaks with a voice of pure calibrated Pink Noise. Pink Noise is the standard composite ‘sound’ of all frequencies used for testing in labs around the world. All frequencies from 20Hz to 20,000Hz are generated at the exact same level at the exact same time.

It listens too. If you are testing a cassette or a component in your system, use the ‘Line Button’. If you’re testing your whole system with speakers, use the matched calibrated electret condenser microphone (included). Either way, you’ll have a quick, easy and accurate way to evaluate the total sound of your system.

HOW TO TEST SPEAKERS, EQUIPMENT AND TAPE

Testing your speakers in your listening room is the really crucial test. Simply place the calibrated microphone where you normally sit to listen to your stereo.

At the end of an 18 foot cord is the ear of the system. Just clip the mike wherever you sit and test your room.

Turn on the Pink Noise. You can switch to Left Channel, Right Channel or both. There’s a meter range button, a sensitivity control, and even a switch that lets you freeze the meter.

Just sit down at the equalizer. Start with one channel. You’ll see all 10 octave bands on the meter. Just slide the corresponding controls to increase or decrease any area that needs help.

You have now set up your system to its maximum capability. But as you’ll see, location is very important. Move the microphone 5 feet to the left or right.

Then turn on the Pink Noise and check the Spectrum Analyzer. Now you can see why the specifications that come with your system are only a starting point. Here’s a way to test your tape deck and tape.

No problem. First record Pink Noise for 3 minutes at -20VU. Then play it back and note the readings on the meters.

Now, record the Pink Noise again at 0VU or +3. Wait till you see how much the high end falls off. Now you’ll see why all specifications are listed at -20VU.

With the Equalizer/Analyzer you can enjoy the finest stereo sound from your system and be a test lab too.

WHY SO CHEAP

BSR now only sells equalizers under their ADC name. Well, as Detroit comes out with new cars each year, ADC comes out with new equalizers. We got them to supply us with just 30,000 of last year’s ADC model before they shut it down.

They had already paid for all the tooling, all the research and design, so we were able to buy these for less than half the normal price, for cold hard cash.

THE FINAL FACTS

There are 20 slide controls, each with a bright LED to clearly show its position. Each control will add or subtract up to 15db. (That’s a 30db range!)

There are separate sound detonation slide controls for each channel at 31.5Hz, 63Hz, 125Hz, 250Hz, 500Hz, 1,000Hz, 2,000Hz, 4,000Hz, 8,000Hz, and 16,000Hz.

BSR backs this top of the line Graphic Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer with a 2 year standard limited warranty. It is 17½” wide, 9½” tall and 8¾” deep.

MAKE YOUR MUSIC EXPLODE RISK FREE

It’s startling. Music so vibrant with life you’ll swear it’s 3 dimensional. Sculpture your music any way you want it. If you’re not 100% satisfied for any reason, simply return it to DAK within 30 days in its original box for a full refund.

To order your BSR EQ3000 Smart Sound Detonator 10 Band Graphic Equalizer with Real Time Spectrum Analyzer and Calibrated Mike, with Subsonic Filter and Two Way Tape Dubbing risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send your check, not for the $227.97 dealer value. Don’t even send the $227.97 dealer cost. Send just $149 plus $8 for postage and handling. Order No. 4100. CA residents add sales tax.

The sound of your stereo will explode with life as you detonate each frequency band with new musical life. And, you can see and measure exactly what you’ve done.
Surround Sound & More Explained

Journey into space, down mountains or through meadows as you sit in front of your TV. Now the bigger than life sound of a movie theater comes to your living room. Just wait till a space ship warps right through your couch! It's easy. Just put it on top of your VCR or TV. Then connect the audio output(s) from your monaural or stereo VCR to the decoder. And look at this. You can switch between two video sources.

Anyway, the rest of the installation consists of hooking up the 4 speakers. Put two in front and two to the side or rear (wire included) and you are ready for thrilling, throbbing AV excitement.

ALL THE CONTROLS

You'll have control of everything. Of course you can select input 'A' or 'B'. And you can select Surround Sound, Stereo, Synthesized Stereo or Music. There's a master volume control. Plus, there's an input level control. And, there's a rear effects level control.

You can also delay the amount of ambient delay from 10 to 30 milliseconds. Plus, there's balance, bass and treble.

The speakers are a specially sealed acoustic suspension design. You'll be amazed at the massive sound created by the 4 woofers and 4 tweeters. It's made by Universal, the cable specialists, and it's backed by their limited warranty.

EXPLODE YOUR CONCEPT OF VIDEO RISK FREE

The realism of a space ship warping through your living room is unparalleled. If you aren't 100% enthralled, simply return it to DAK within 30 days in its original box for a courteous refund.

To order Universal's Video Surround Sound, Stereo, Synthesized Stereo and Music decoder and enhancer that will explode your concept of the capabilities of home video risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's breakthrough price (including all 4 speaker systems) of $199.95 ($12 P&H) Order No. 4690. CA res add tax.

Move from one or two dimensional video viewing to live, center of the action, thundering, 3 dimensional video sound.
A puppy may be man's best friend. Woof, Woof... But, now I've got a new friend you can add on to your stereo system. It doesn’t need to be taken on walks, washed or fed. But, it makes a great cocktail table for you when you’re being fed. And, oh what a woof it has.

**GREAT SOUND FOR EVERYONE**

It’s called a subwoofer. And, normally it is the beloved pet of only the most ardent audiophiles.

It’s not generally understood that it can be used with virtually any speaker system in any stereo. And, in addition to substantially increasing and perfecting the bass response, it has a significant impact on the mid-range clarity too.

Before I tell you exactly how marvelous your stereo will sound when you connect this subwoofer to it, there are two things you should know.

First, you’ll be getting your new friend at a phenomenal price. DAK has sold over 10,000 of Cerwin-Vega’s 12” subwoofers. They had a retail price of $332, but we sold them for $164.90.

Second, your new friend comes complete with a paid up health insurance policy in the form of a 2 year limited warranty from its father, BSR.

By the way, the puppy sitting on top of the subwoofer is the same puppy I used with Cerwin-Vega’s, but wait till you hear what’s under him now. You’ll have BSR’s 15” massive infusion of explosive bass, added to your system for just $99.90.

But don’t be misled. BSR bass is clean and tight; never sloppy or overpowering. It adds a feeling of depth and fullness to your music that you simply can’t get with two or 3-way speaker systems.

**HERE’S WHAT IT DOES**

Basically, the problem with most speaker systems is that the bass overpowers the system. In a 3-way system, a woofer may not handle frequencies at about 800Hz. And, in a 2-way system as high as 3000Hz.

So, the woofer must handle movements of up to an inch at frequencies below about 80Hz, while at the same time attempting to reproduce the very fine vibration type movements of the mid-range frequencies.

It is this difference in movements that causes both the bass to be weak or not precise, and the mid-range to become muddy (intermodulation distortion).

Even the best 3-way systems fall prey to these problems. And, it’s why a subwoofer can do so much for your mid-range clarity as well as your bass.

**PROBLEM SOLVED**

BSR’s subwoofer has a specially engineered crossover network that sends frequencies above 120Hz to your regular speakers and reproduces just the mid-range movement frequencies from 120Hz down to 22Hz with a special floor firing dual wound super subwoofer.

If you have downstairs neighbors, this subwoofer isn’t for you. The woofer is a very special hybrid. It has a mammoth one and one half inch voice coil which allows the speaker to make the very large movements required to reproduce the very low frequencies.

But, it would do a lousy job of reproducing mid-range, which is why, cost aside, manufacturers don’t put big voice coils in normal 10” or 12” woofers.

To make the massive movements accurate, this woofer has a very large magnetic structure. This magnetic structure also makes the subwoofer system extremely efficient. (The sensitivity is 91.5 db at 1 watt at 1 meter.)

So, whether you have two or three-way speaker systems, with 8”, 10” 12” or even 15” woofers, you’ll find the sonic improvements staggering.

You’ll hear and feel the awesome effect of thunder rumbling through your home. You’ll hear a depth and dramatic fullness to your music that won’t be heavy but will thrill you with its massive strength.

**EASY HOOKUP**

It’s easy to connect. Simply run the right and left speaker wires from your amplifier to the input terminals of the subwoofer. It works with any system from 20 to 150 watts per channel.

Then, you simply connect the speaker wires from your two standard 8 ohm stereo speaker systems to the output terminals on the subwoofer. They receive the exact signal that they did before except that everything from 120Hz down is routed only to the subwoofer.

Placement of your regular speakers is just as critical as usual for stereo imaging, but the subwoofer can be placed anywhere because low frequency material is totally non-directional.

The subwoofer makes a perfect cocktail tail or end table. Its rich wood-tone appearance matches any decor. It is 24 1/2” long, 16 1/4” high and 20” wide.

**TRY AUDIOPHILE’S BEST FRIEND**

The fullness, richness and depth is awe-inspiring. Wait till you connect this subwoofer to your system and experience truly massive force from your music.

If you aren’t 100% satisfied, simply return it to DAK in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order BSR’s Thundering Subwoofer with its dramatic 15” Dual Wound Voice Coil Subwoofer risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send your check for DAK’s breakthrough price of just $99.90 ($14 PbH, Or. No. 4514, CA res add tax).

You can’t replace the love and softness of a warm puppy. But, wait till you experience the richness and depth this subwoofer will add to your bass and the clarity you’ll hear in your mid-range.

---

**SAME OLD DOG, BRAND NEW SUBWOOFER**

Man’s best friend meets the audiophile’s best friend at an earthshaking bone jarring new price. Now you can add the impact of a 15” subwoofer to any stereo system for just $99.90.
It’s late at night. You’re in bed. The lights are romantically low. The stereo that is playing in the background, as well as your lights, will be automatically turned off after you’re asleep.

As you peacefully drift off, you’ll be secure in the knowledge that to a burglar on the prowl, your family still appears to be moving about.

CHEAP THRILLS
Romantic lighting, burglar deterrents and energy saving controls, are just the beginning of this remarkable, installation free, remote control system.

Now you can remotely turn on, off and dim your lights, thwart burglars, and even turn the lights on or off in an unattached garage or barn.

It’s exciting. Just imagine effortlessly retrofitting your home for remote control without running a single wire.

From my own nightstand, I can dim the lights in the bedroom, turn off my son’s TV and turn on our outside security lights or all the controlled lights in the house. Wow!

This instant remote control system simply plugs-in seconds and consists of inexpensive space age control modules and command centers.

It actually uses your existing house or office wiring. And if you can plug in a lamp, you can plug-in this system.

THE COMMAND CONSOLE
Imagine that you’re watching TV. You can dim the lights from your easy chair. If you hear a noise, touch a button and your outside flood lights jump to life.

If you hear a noise, touch a button and your outside flood lights jump to life. Or, at DAK’s level of simply plugging it in. Or, at DAK’s super low price, you can put Command Consoles in as many rooms as you wish. No matter where a Command Console is, you can control lights, fans, TVs, and stereos anywhere in or around your home.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
As you push each button on the command console, a powerful but silent, encoded signal is sent down its AC cord into your home or office wiring. This safe, silent encoded signal, travels throughout your electrical system. And, it won’t disturb your TV or your FM.

It can even reach your unattached garages, barns, sheds and even your pool light, porch lights and yard lights. Wherever you want to control a light or appliance, all you have to do is plug-in one of the system’s controller modules.

Each module has a rotary dial numbered from 1 to 16. Just dial in a number to match one of the 16 number buttons. Then, plug the module into the wall and the lamp or appliance into the module for instant remote control.

Important note: You will still have local control of all your lights and appliances by just using their normal switches, even though they are plugged into modules. Each module actually senses when you turn the controlled unit’s switch and automatically relinquishes control.

THE TIMER
This sophisticated electronic brain can perform 32 tasks. Just plug it in and you’re in operation.

Select the module number you want to control, then decide if you want the controlled device to come on or off. If you only want something to happen once, just push the ‘Once’ button.

There is a ‘Daily’ button that lets what you’ve programmed occur every day.

There’s a ‘Security’ button. You can program lights and radios to give your house a lived-in look when you’re away.

With The Timer, you can set your window air conditioning to come on an hour before you return from work.

Or, you can have your porch lights come on so you’ll never enter a dark house. You can set your hall light to come on at 11PM and off at 6AM. And you can have your electric blanket shut off at 7AM and come back on at 10PM.

TELEPHONE CONTROL TOO
You can even phone home and control anything. Just plug it into both your AC line and any modular phone jack in your home or office.

Then just call your regular phone number, hold up its ‘beeper controller’, give your 3 digit code that you set yourself, and start controlling.

You can call home and turn on your lights before you leave work or before you leave a midnight party. It’s a great security device.

SOME NEAT IDEAS
You’ll find the system changes and bends to meet your exact needs. You can set several modules to the same number so that the front and rear lights can come on together.

Or, you can set all the lamps in a room to come on and even dim together.

You’re sure to want a module in your dining room. Eating by subdued light is a real pleasure. And it’s important to remember that not only do you get full remote control, you get 0% to 100% brightness control of your lights.

It’s like getting free dimmers thrown in.

By Drew Kaplan

Burglars will think you’ve got a family of 10 at home when you’re out. And, you’ll feel like you’ve got a butler, 2 maids and a security guard when you’re home. And now, for just $19 you can interface your computer.

Remote Control Blowout
Command Consoles, Modules & Computer Interfaces

...
in with your remote control system. So, for bedside lamps, swag lamps, ceiling lights, track lights and garage lights, you'll be in full command.

And, you'll automate your fans, coffee-maker, humidifiers, and crock-pots. With a little imagination, you can adapt other electronic devices that will let you water plants, control green houses, and of course, make use of audio cassette decks with 'timer ready' switches. And, if you own a second home, now you can activate pipe heaters if there's an early frost, or 'switch on' the house so it's easy and cool and lit when you arrive.

QUITE A SYSTEM
As you get into bed tonight, think about what you'd do if you heard a noise outside or downstairs. Just push a button. Think about how nice dimmed lights would be in your bedroom or living room. If you're at all like me, you'll love all the plug-in things you can do with X10.

190 COMPUTER CONTROL

It's amazing. Look at your computer screen. Pick a lamp anywhere in your home and touch a button. Both the lamp on the screen and the real lamp will jump to life. And, it's yours for just $19.

You can choose 10% to 100% intensity. And, not only can you turn anything you choose on or off right now, you can program the device to come on or turn off multiple times today, tomorrow, or any day(s) you wish during the week.

USE YOUR COMPUTER-DONT LOSE IT

What's really neat is that you can operate the system directly from your computer, but you store all your programmed instructions in X10's 80C48 microprocessor based Control Center. And look at this. The Control Center instantly connects and disconnects from your computer without tying it up.

The control center has battery back up (9V battery not included), and you can back up all your stored commands on the copyable X10 master disk.

So, not only is your programming protected, but you can store summer, winter, and vacation schedules on disk. In fact, although the included software supports at least 95 devices (minimum, depending upon which computer you own), you'll have access to 256 command capabilities. So, you can program anything you like. Imagine all the exciting things you can program on your computer to do. Wow!

FULLY COMPATIBLE
Dak has over 70,000 customers with X10 systems. The standard modules that you already own are 100% compatible. So, for $19, how can you go wrong?

How is it done? Well, your computer tells the Command Center what you want done. The Command Center then sends a silent encoded signal throughout your home's electrical system.

If it says, "Number 7 module turn on to 40%", only number 7 will respond. Of course, groups of modules can be controlled and you can assign several lights, such as outside flood lights, to the same number. It's all easy. It's all flexible.

BACK TO THE ACTION

OK, you're sitting at your Commodore or Apple IIE or IIC Computer. You'll see pictures of a variety of rooms. Just tell your computer what types of devices you'd like to control.

Whenever you would like to place a lamp or appliance, just choose one from a screen like the one shown above. These pictures, or ICONS as they are called in computerese, will appear. There are many types of devices to choose from.

If you were at your IBM PC you'd see text. (You can even control your whole office or factory.) If you were at your Macintosh, you can draw your own rooms, even using Macpaint. Wow!

So, with Control Consoles or with your computer, or with both, you'll have control never before possible of electrical devices in your home or office.

Wait till you feel the power of your computer surging through your home. A security mode can make your lights come on and off at random times for security. You can even manually control 8 devices from the Console itself. All Command Consoles, Modules and Computer Interfaces are backed by X10's standard limited warranty.

$19.90 BLOWOUT

Computer Interfaces were originally $129 for:

• IBM
• MACINTOSH
• APPLE
• COMMODORE

It's simply thrilling to use. It's security. It's convenience. And, it's fun.

If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply return any component to DAK in its original box within 30 days for a refund.

To order Any Combination of Command Consoles, Modules and Computer interfaces call toll free, or send your check for the amounts shown below.

Order any combination of Command Consoles and modules you desire.

2) 32 Event Clock Timer-Lets you control 8 modules with up to 2 on and 2 off commands to each. Also acts as a command base plus sleep and security extras. Just $32 (2 P&H). Order No. 9777.
3) Telephone Responder-Phone home and control 8 devices. It's also a base. It's just $39 (3 P&H). Order No. 9778.
4) Lamp Module-Control/s lamps up to 300 watts plugged into walls. Just $11 (1 P&H). Order No. 9779.
5) Wall Switch Module-Controls up to 300 watts plugged into walls. Just $12 (1 P&H). Order No. 9780.
6) Appliance Module-Control stereos, TVs, or anything with motors. 15 amps, 500 watts, 1/3hp rating. Just $11 (1 P&H). Order No. 9781.
7) An X10 Computer Home Controller complete with Appropriate Software Disk and Cable is just $19 (4 P&H).
8) For your Commodore 64 or 128, it simply plugs in. Use Order No. 4378.
9) For your Apple IIE or IIC, use Order No. 4379. Note: For the Apple IIE only (the IIC has one built-in), you'll need a serial interface (same as for a modem). It's just $79 (2 P&H). Order No. 4380.
10) Most IBM PCs & Clones have a serial port, so X10 should simply plug in. Use Order No. 4410.
11) For your Macintosh, the X10 simply plugs in. Use Order No. 4411.
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How is it done? Well, your computer tells the Command Center what you want done. The Command Center then sends a silent encoded signal throughout your home's electrical system.

If it says, "Number 7 module turn on to 40%", only number 7 will respond. Of course, groups of modules can be controlled and you can assign several lights, such as outside flood lights, to the same number. It's all easy. It's all flexible.
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OK, you're sitting at your Commodore or Apple IIE or IIC Computer. You'll see pictures of a variety of rooms. Just tell your computer what types of devices you'd like to control.

Whenever you would like to place a lamp or appliance, just choose one from a screen like the one shown above. These pictures, or ICONS as they are called in computerese, will appear. There are many types of devices to choose from.

If you were at your IBM PC you'd see text. (You can even control your whole office or factory.) If you were at your Macintosh, you can draw your own rooms, even using Macpaint. Wow!

So, with Control Consoles or with your computer, or with both, you'll have control never before possible of electrical devices in your home or office.
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Let's vanquish the problem of bulky complicated answering machines. And let's conquer the problem of lost beepers. Now when you're out, just the sound of your voice is all you need to retrieve your messages.

Stamp out beepers. Here's a microprocessor-controlled answering machine that's so smart it will give you your messages without using a beeper.

Here's just how easy it is to use and all of its sophisticated features, such as, toll saver, 2-way record, and remote saving or erasing of messages, let's take a look at the phone.

Like the answering machine, the phone has attacked wasted motion, complicated commands and uncomfortable fit with the latest in technology.

Here's a phone that will dial any of your 10 most frequently called numbers with the touch of a single button. Just touch another electronic button and the phone will operate in Tone or Pulse.

Another button gives you instant redial. And, for comfort, well just wait till you cradle the great sounding Phone Company style handset on your shoulder.

This phone which can be desk or wall mounted, is no larger than a conventional feature phone. It's just 9" deep and 8½" wide. And, a standard instantly changeable audio cassette (included) is concealed just to the right of the handset.

TOLL SAVER, OR THE 4TH RING
If you're across town or out of town, why invest a dime or pay for a toll call if you have no messages?
Each time you reset your machine, it will answer the first call on the 4th ring. After it takes its first message, it automatically starts answering on the second ring. So, when you call in, just hang up if you get to the third ring. You'll automatically know that you have no messages.
If you do have messages, just give the machine a special signal with your own voice, and you'll receive your messages.
Then you can have the machine save or erase the messages that you have heard.

MISSILE GUIDANCE
This machine is so smart that it electronically marks each message's location. It knows precisely where your outgoing announcement was played and the included AC adaptor. Then, just touch the 'Message Report' Button. A flashing message light even tells you at a glance if you've received any messages while you were out.

EASY INSTALLATION
Just plug in the modular phone jack and the included AC adaptor. Then, just record your announcement.
The Answerer Attack Phone is ready to take messages or act as your super automated office or home telephone. It's made by Unitech and backed by their standard limited warranty.

THE ANSWERER ATTACK PHONE RISK FREE
It's new. And, it will set you free. From its Phone Company feel handset to its electronic convenience extras to its state of the art answerer, you'll have incredible convenience and simply great sound.
If you're not 100% thrilled, simply return it to DAK within 30 days in its original box for a courteous refund.
To order your Unitech Answerer Attack Phone with totally automated telephone features and easy to use answering machine risk free with your credit card, call toll free or send your check for DAK's breakthrough price of just $99 plus $7 P&H. Order No. 4359. CA res add tax.
Wait till you hear the phone. Wait till you use the 1 touch dialing. And, wait till you hear the sound quality and enjoy the convenience of this answering machine.
Crooning Titan Plus

You'll experience melodic but thunderous sound at home or on the road from this bi-amplified audiophile portable with subwoofer, 7-band equalizer and dual high speed dubbing cassette decks.

It's rich. It's deep. And it's powerful. This portable has the sound and features you'd expect from home stereo.

In fact, when you are at home or at the office, it makes a great second stereo system, with its rich thundering bass and vibrantly alive highs.

You'll have superb sounding FM stereo, AM and sequentially playing cassettes.

Forget boom box sound. Now you can have bi-amplified, equalized and enhanced deep bass sound wherever you are.

The Equalizer. Most portables have "Tone" controls or, at best, some have bass and treble controls.

Now you can infuse your bass with life at 50hertz for the very low bass and at 100hertz for mid-low bass. String basses, drums and orchestral crescendos will literally throb with life.

The outer mid-range speakers produce clean, solid mid-range that will let you enjoy your favorite music without coloration. And outermost, are the powerful piezo tweeters which widen your perception of stereo and produce crystal clear, vibrant highs.

All the music.

Powerful AM and FM tuners with a large slide rule dial, let you pull in even distant stations. At home or away, you're going to have great reception.

Dual Cassette Decks. Now you can copy cassettes at normal or high speed. Now you can listen to one cassette and then another, automatically.

The twin decks in this portable are perfectly matched for great sounding recording and playback.

You can make great sounding recordings from its built-in tuners or from its built-in mike. You can also plug in your own external mikes. You'll also have

Even Bigger Than It Looks.

The speakers across the front provide a continuous 223/4" wall of sound. The woofers in the center don't affect stereo separation, because very low frequencies are totally non-directional.

The outer mid-range speakers produce clean, solid mid-range that will let you enjoy your favorite music without coloration. And outermost, are the powerful piezo tweeters which widen your perception of stereo and produce crystal clear, vibrant highs.

All the music.

Powerful AM and FM tuners with a large slide rule dial, let you pull in even distant stations. At home or away, you're going to have great reception.

Dual Cassette Decks. Now you can copy cassettes at normal or high speed. Now you can listen to one cassette and then another, automatically.

The twin decks in this portable are perfectly matched for great sounding recording and playback.

You can make great sounding recordings from its built-in tuners or from its built-in mike. You can also plug in your own external mikes. You'll also have

And don't forget, these decks play sequentially. Just put tapes in decks 'A' and 'B'. When the first tape is finished, the second tape will automatically begin.

You can operate this portable on AC (cord included), by standard D batteries (not included), or by 12V DC from your car (cord not included). It's made by Unitech and backed by their limited warranty.

A DUAL CASSETTE CROONING TITAN PLUS, RISK FREE!

This silver-tongued music maker will amaze you with both its purity and its power. It's perfect for the bedroom, den, office or out in the yard.

If you're not 100% satisfied, simply return it in its original box within 30 days for a courteous refund.

To order Unitech's Crooning Titan Plus Portable with 7-Band Equalizer, Bi-Amplified Subwoofer, and High Speed Dubbing, Sequentially Playing, Dual Cassette Decks, risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send your check for DAK's earthshaking price of just $999 (S7P&H). Order No. 4637. CA res add tax.

Why be tied down to one room to listen to your favorite cassettes or radio stations? Now you can have really great sound and high speed dubbing anywhere in your home or in the great outdoors.

DAK INDUSTRIES INC.

Call Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only
24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
1-800-325-0800

For Toll Free Information, Call 6AM-5PM Monday-Friday PST
Technical Information...1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries.....1-800-423-2866
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304
It is the dead of night. You are drifting into a dream (perhaps of a totally digital audio/video system) when suddenly your mind snaps alert: you hear an unexpected sound in your living room. Holding your breath, you listen but hear only the crashes of your heart pounding. Suddenly, there it is again—a single male voice. Summoning all your courage, you grab a baseball bat and head toward the room. You reach it and flip on a light. Nothing. But then there's the sound again. And you realize that it's coming from your speakers, and your system isn't even turned on! What is this? Aliens? Ghosts? Mice? Relax. It's only audio rectification. It may be difficult or expensive to undo, but at least it won't attack you or steal your silverware. Audio rectification, simply put, is when unwanted radio-frequency (RF) signals are getting into your audio system. Or, to put it more technically, it's when a nonlinear device in your system has become a rectifier—a nondiscriminating (frequency-independent) antenna—and is receiving RF signals sent from somewhere near your home. The device must be nonlinear because it is modulating the radio frequencies it receives into audible audio frequencies. The phenomenon is identical in principle to the way crystal radios work—and to the way dental work occasionally receives radio broadcasts.

Ironically, you may be more vulnerable to radio-frequency interference (RFI) if you have taken care to assure yourself of the best possible components. In the experience of Jude Mansbach, an electronics engineer in the enforcement division of the Federal Communications Com-
mission's New York field office. "The better the equipment, the better its chances of receiving RFI," he explains that better components are electronically more sensitive, so they might pick up something a less sensitive device would not.

The good news about audio rectification is that the signal being rectified is coming from nearby, so the source should be fairly easy to track down. The bad news is that, in the worst possible case, you may need either to have one of your components rebuilt or to replace it completely. The device that is acting as an unintended radio receiver may be a transistor, tube, diode, solder joint, or some other internal component in your amplifier, tuner, cassette deck, or signal processor, and it can only be "repaired" by replacement or redesign.

Most commonly, however, the audio-rectification receiver is merely a cable or connector. Virtually all audio wires and cables designed for home use are unshielded; that is, they are insulated against electrical exposure but unprotected against the reception of RF signals. Cables that are unduly long or, by chance, are simply lying in a receptive position can receive radio signals and pass them innocently into your amplifier, which, just as innocently, will process them and pass them to your speakers.

If you are receiving interference (whether speech, music, or noise), the first step in eliminating it is identifying it. If you get the interference when your audio tuner is off and your television set gets clear reception on all channels, the chances are excellent that it is audio rectification. Once the interference has been identified, the next step is tracking down the source and the receiver. Finding the source should not be difficult, since it is probably within 100 feet of the receiver. The most common cause is citizen-band (CB) radios. Other frequent villains are amateur (ham) radios, mobile radios (taxis, tow trucks, etc.), radio/TV transmitting towers, cordless telephones, garage-door openers, major appliances, thermostats (particularly dangerous because their wires may run near the audio-rectification receiver), car motors, hospital equipment, and any other device that generates or uses radio-frequency signals.

Locating the audio-rectification receiver is likely to be considerably more difficult. Almon Clegg, general manager of the Matsushita Technology Center at Technics and a past chairman of the Electronic Industries Association's Audio Systems committee, recommends the following procedure: with your system on and the interference audible, "Disconnect everything; including the power line. If the interference dies instantly, then the power line is bringing it in. If it fades out—the amp's capacitors will keep it working a few seconds after the power is cut—then something else is the source. The next thing to do is to reduce volume to a minimum level. If that eliminates the interference, then we know it's getting in ahead of the volume control—from one of the preamp inputs, a peripheral component, or within the amplifier or preamp circuitry; if it doesn't, then it's coming in afterward." After the volume control means the audio-rectification receiver is either in the amplification circuit or the output stage. If the interference is heard even with the system off, the culprit must be the speaker leads or the speakers themselves. In the case of the mysterious nighttime voice I described at the beginning of this article, speaker cables are receiving the signals and sending them directly (unamplified) to the drivers.

Once the speakers and power line have been eliminated as possible sources, Clegg says, "the next thing to do is to operate the function switch. If you receive RFI from only one input, that probably isolates the component. If not, then pull out all component leads. Push up the volume control and see if it's still there. If it isn't, plug in the components one at a time."

If the audio rectification appears after, say, your cassette deck is plugged in, remove all other components to make sure it is the tape deck alone that is the culprit. Sometimes, Clegg notes, the problem will appear only when two components are connected. If the source does not make itself immediately obvious, vary the order in which components are reconnected. According to Clegg, "The turntable is probably the most notorious source of interference because of the tonearm ground."

After isolating the audio-rectification receiver, you can often eliminate interference by shortening the leads (if possible), substituting shielded cables, replacing corroded connectors, or grounding all components. Or, suggests the FCC's Jude Mansbach, try moving your system. Even changing its orientation may help. If this fails, install RFI filters, which can be obtained from the equipment's manufacturer or at electronics stores.

Further solutions for the technically adept are offered in a free FCC publication called "How to Identify & Resolve Radio-TV Interference Problems." The very technical can obtain the "Consumer Electronics System Technician Interference Handbook—Audio Rectification" from the Electronic Industries Association, 2001 Eye St., N.W., Washington, DC 20006.
The view from NEC's new 46" projection TV is breathtaking. Your favorite TV stars have never shone so brightly. Or so clearly. And the sky has never been bluer.

While these improvements are visible even to the untrained eye, the breakthroughs responsible are hidden deep within. That's where NEC's own high-powered picture tubes create a brighter image. Liquid cooling keeps them at the peak of performance. For crisp, clean colors, we improved the phosphors. And NEC's all-glass, optically-coupled lenses keep things in perfect focus.

It shouldn't surprise anyone that the company behind this brighter projection TV is NEC. After all, we've been at the forefront of high-technology video for years. In fact, NEC's professional theater system is the world's largest projection TV. This pro video expertise is our real secret ingredient.

NEC
We bring high technology home.

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD
THE TRUE MADONNA

I doubt if the Right to Life movement ever expected to find an ally in Madonna, but "Papa Don't Preach," from her new album, "True Blue," articulates the "pro-life" argument with more honesty and realism than the issue usually receives from either side. "Papa Don't Preach" is the kind of song Madonna should be doing more of—songs that allow her to get outside her pin-up persona and into the flesh of a real, honest-to-goodness human being.

Madonna has always been and will always be a better actress than singer. For her music to work, she's got to play a character that's likable, or at least one you can relate to. On character alone, "True Blue" is a much more appealing album than last year's off-putting "Like a Virgin." Instead of material girls and coy coquettes, "True Blue" finds Madonna playing the girl in trouble—an unwed mother, a teen in love with the bad boy in school, a woman scarred by a deceitful lover. But it's not that her appeal stems from playing the victim—she triumphs in every case.

The music on "True Blue" is several giant steps up from the glitzy, vacuous, MTV funk of "Virgin." It's true that Madonna's voice tends to disappear at times, and it's also true that the music isn't so much the work of Madonna as of Madonna Industries, Inc. (the songwriting credits are a crash course in copyright law and tax and royalty strategy). But producers Stephen Bray and Pat Leonard have teamed up to give Madonna material that's more melodic, less cluttered, and just plain more fun to listen to. The Brill Building feel of "True Blue" is in for a long run.

MADONNA: True Blue. Madonna (vocals); Stephen Bray (drums, drum machine); Pat Leonard (drum machine, synthesizer); vocal and instrumental accompaniment: Papa Don't Preach; Open Your Heart; White Heat; Live to Tell. Performance: Charming. Recording: Very good.
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A singing actress who is pro-life, pro-love right light. Even the second-rate stuff, like the muddled funk of White Heat, a good idea (Madonna as gangster of love) that she doesn't quite have the vocal agility to pull off, is better than the best of "Virgin." The only real clunkers are the phony Caribbean schluch of La Isla Bonita and the unconvincing, Madonna-does-Bob-Geldof throwaway Love Makes the World Go Round. Let's hope the Madonna of "True Blue" is in for a long run.

Mark Peel

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

- Digital-Master Analog LP
- Stereo Cassette
- Digital Compact Disc
- Monophonic Recording
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The Cure: practically defining the last years of punk

the road—In Russia (We Have Parking Loos, Too)—and for conversation with the unadorned Eskimo god of frivolity, who inspired the tune Mahnuknuk. It's obvious that Ms. Blake, who provides vocals for only one of the cuts, has a sense of humor to match her considerable multi-instrumentalist skills. After this excursion with her, you come away perky, placated, and a little bemused, but you're not really sure you've been anywhere. Still, though, it's a pleasant little outing. A.N.

BOX OF FROGS: Strange Land. Box of Frogs (vocals and instrumentals). Get It While You Can; You Mix Me Up; Average; House on Fire; Hanging from the Wreckage; and four others. EPIC 39923, © BFT 39923, no list price.

Performance: Impressive
Recording: Very good

Given that Box of Frogs consists of the rhythm section of the deservedly legendary Yardbirds plus assorted famous guests, you'd expect this album to be a gigantic indulgence by a bunch of Boring Old Arts. In fact, however, it's a very impressive piece of work in a flinty, state-of-the-art way. The production, by bassist Paul Samwell-Smith, is wonderfully vivid, a terrific aural wallow, and the guest soloists all do exemplary jobs—particularly Graham Parker, who sings his tush off on the opener, Get It While You Can, and Roger Chapman (formerly of the Seventies cult band Family), who wails with flair on a remake of Heart Full of Soul.

The problem with the album, not surprisingly, is a lack of focus. As a demonstration of what these guys can do in the studio, "Strange Land" is great stuff, but there's no cohesive vision, and if BOF is ever going to be anything more than a highly listenable novelty act, they're going to have to figure out who the heck they are. In the meantime, though, it sure sounds great, which I guess is not to be sneezed at. S.S.

T. GRAHAM BROWN: I Tell It Like It Used to Be. T. Graham Brown (vocals), vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Say When; Don't Go to Strangers; I Wish That I Could Hurt That Way Again; I Tell It Like It Used to Be; and six others. CAPITOL ST-12487 $8.98, © 4ST-12487 $8.98.

Performance: Hot stuff
Recording: Good

Raised on Percy Sledge, Clarence Carter, Aretha Franklin, and reruns of The Andy Griffith Show, T. Graham Brown bounded out of Arabi, Georgia, with ants in his pants, ready to knock their socks off in Nashville. He's done it. Brown, who dresses with the kind of panache you don't see on many white performers today—fake-leopard lapels on his jackets, for example—pretty much sings the way he looks, with bold, devil-may-care abandon. This is full-steam-ahead, blue-eyed Southern soul, and it never lets down for a second. It may not be as lyrically interesting as the stuff that Delbert McClinton does, but it carries an emotional wallop that McClinton rarely gets around to. A terrific debut LP, full of pain and passion. This could make the boy a star. A.N.

PETER CASE. Peter Case (guitar, harp, vocals), vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Echo Wars; Steel Strings; Three Days Straight; More Than Curious; I Shook His Hand; Small Town Spree; and six others. ELEKTRA 60477-1 $8.98, © 60477-4 $8.98.

Performance: Energetic
Recording: Excellent

I like the chest-thumping shock of 10,000 amps blasted from a Stratocaster as much as the next guy, but there are times when the only sound that's right is the sound of a pick rippling across steel strings. That's how Peter Case must have felt after leaving a Los Angeles punk band, the Plimsouls, to record his first solo album. Armed with a twangy acoustic guitar and harmonica, and backed by a decidedly unelectric West Coast consort that includes Roger McGuinn, Jerry Marotta, Richard Green, Van Dyke Parks, and Fred Tackett, Case has come up with one of the most distinctive, intelligent, and energetic records I've heard in a while. Case is too young to be as cagy and wise as he seems here, but the music doesn't lie. His folk- and blues-inspired tunes have a lean economy and urgency, his lyrics a flinty kind of smarts—skeptical but never jaundiced. Case likes to spin tales (Three Days Straight is about a mining disaster, Small Town Spree about a man gone berserk), and they're told with wry humor. By the time the Pogues' Pair of Brown Eyes rolls around, you feel as if you've spent the better part of an afternoon with an old drinking buddy just back from driving cross-country. T-Bone Burnett's production adds a jolt of energy—guitar, acoustic bass, and drum kit are all the accompaniment Case needs to make things smoke, whether it's for the Bo Diddley backbeat of Steel Strings or the apparently sunburnt I Shook His Hand. Even when Case uses strings (on the Van Dyke Parks arrangement of Small Town Spree), the sound is simple and direct. A winner. M.P.

THE CURE: Standing on the Beach—The Singles. The Cure (vocals and instrumentals). Killing an Arab; Boys Don't Cry; Jumping Someone Else's Train; A Forest; Primary; Charlotte Sometimes; and seven others. ELEKTRA 60477-1 $8.98, © 60477-4 $8.98.

Performance: Raw
Recording: Good

The Cure must surely rank as one of the most obscure successful bands in rock history. They've released no fewer than seven LP's in this country, but their cumulative sales probably wouldn't add up to those of one release by Toto. They get zero airplay, and unless you're a serious Anglophile you've probably never heard one of their albums, never mind owned one. Here's your chance to correct that situation.

"Standing on a Beach—The Singles" collects thirteen U.K. singles and one previously unreleased track in an anthology that's probably more consistently interesting—and listenable—than any single LP the band ever released. The Cure's music practically defines the last years of punk: simple, raw, peevish and adolescent, redolent of black jeans and white T-shirts, dark, sweaty, crowded clubs, stale cigarette smoke, and pierced earrings swaying in rhythm under streaked mohawks.

Robert Smith's staccato guitar thrums the same angry chords over and over, and it's the power of deft accompaniment to a voice drenched in frustration. Lawrence Tolhurst's drumming is as basic and unadorned as a blackjack. But this isn't merely head-banging, pogo-inciting stuff. In fact, it's not even particularly loud. There's a strong me-
The new Boston T1000.
A higher level of sonic architecture.

Announcing the Boston Acoustics T1000 tower speaker system. It elevates stereo music reproduction to a new, rarified level of realism. Yet its slender tower architecture requires very little floor space.

We engineered the T1000 in a distinctive new way. Our new midrange driver is large, letting it reproduce far more of the important mid-frequency information than a smaller driver can. In addition, we placed it – and our CFT-5 dome tweeter – in the highest portion of the tower. As a result, all the directionally important mid and high frequencies emanate together at ear level. Just as with live music.

This unique architecture also frees the dual woofers to concentrate on bass reproduction alone. In fact, the Boston T1000 tower system lets you enjoy the entire tonal range of music, including the very lowest octave. With a wide dynamic range that does full justice to digital sources. And with stereo imaging that's pinpoint precise.

For a descriptive T1000 brochure, just send us your name and address. Boston Acoustics, Inc., Department ST, 247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960. (617) 532-2111.
Buy Any Sony Compact Disc Player and get 2 CDs free.

Between September 15, 1986 and January 31, 1987, buy any Sony home, car, or portable compact disc player and receive 2 CDs free from the 20 listed below. (You pay only for shipping and handling.) Just mail the coupon below, together with a copy of the proof of purchase for your Sony CD player.

And, as a special bonus we'll enroll you in the CBS Compact Disc Club—which offers you the CDs you want at substantial savings! But you have absolutely no obligation to buy anything ever—and you may cancel your membership at any time.
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LACY J. DALTON: Highway Diner. Lacy J. Dalton (vocals); Philip Donnelly (guitar); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Working Class Man, Changing All the Time; Taking It All In; Stride; This Ol' Town; Up With the Wind; and five others. COLUMBIA FC 40393, © FCT 40393, no list price.

Performance: Back on track Recording: Excellent

After a rocket-hot launch in 1979, Lacy J. Dalton, one of the most original and powerful singer-songwriters in modern country music, made several solid albums with producer Billy Sherrill before descending into a depressingly bland Nashville formula. Part of the problem was that as Dalton became a bigger star, she had less time to write, and as Sherrill took on more acts to produce, she had less time to find material to suit Dalton's strong-but-sensitive style.

On her last album, Dalton began finding her way back with the help of producers Marshall Morgan and Paul Worley, but it has taken Walt Aldridge to set her back on the trail proper—back to some of the originality, the kind Dalton wrote when she wasn't having to worry about her career as a performer. On "Highway Diner," Dalton, the true product of a blue-collar town in Pennsylvania, addresses the working-class ethic with a freshness that has gone stale for so many of the Hag-gards and Cashes, and as a woman with a stint as a short-order cook in her past, she sings (in her own Changing All the Time) about small-town life and a waitress who has seen too many dawns creeping over dirty windows with un-sentimental realism.

There are a couple of throwaways here—Can't See Me Without You (a kind of bubblegum rocker by Journey's Jonathan Cain) and a neo-rockabilly ditty thrown in to pick up the pace. But on the whole, this is a solid package, and Dalton sings as if there's no tomorrow. To paraphrase what Jon Landau once wrote about Elvis Presley, there is something magical about watching a woman who has been lost so long find her way back home.

A.N.

CHRISS DE BURGH: Into the Light. Chris De Burgh is Britain's answer to Barry Manilow—a pleasant pop vocalist and skillful songwriter and arranger who has a tendency to slip into melo-drama and sentimentality. "Into the Light" is probably the most sophisticated and least sentimental album De Burgh has released in the U.S. to date, but it's still a bit much. The sound is up to the minute, brimming with pulsing electronic rhythms, eloquent guitar embellishments, and a generally well-toned musically with no rough edges anywhere—the sort of cheery, squakely clean pop the Moody Blues do so well.

De Burgh has a ballad singer's fondness for strong melodic lines—a distinct pleasure, although some of the uptempo songs tend to sound a bit burned. But it's his lyrics that sometimes get him into trouble. You can't quarrel with him on technical ground. His writing is precise, never lazy, and filled with inven-tive, often painterly images. But given his charm and charisma, he could be a big-name act. Or a man and a woman having an affair tremble as they look at one another across a crowded room and imagine making love in an ancient fortress high above the city. Unless you're moon-struck or a compulsive reader of paperback romances, "Into the Light" can be . . . well, embarrassing.

M.P.

DIO: Intermission. Ronnie James Dio (vocals); Vivian Campbell (guitar); Craig Goldie (guitar); Vinny Appice (drums); Jimmy Bain (bass); Claude Schnell (keyboards). King of Rock and Roll; Rainbow in the Dark; Sacred Heart; and three others. WARNER BROS. 25443-1 $8.98, © 25443-4 $8.98.

Performance: Unparalleled Recording: Memorable

On the cover of this EP, recorded live, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach. On the cover, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach. On the cover, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach. On the cover, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach. On the cover, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach. On the cover, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach. On the cover, Ronnie James Dio stands stining a giant worm (or maybe it's a dragon). Well, trying to lay one. It's too tall for the diminutive Dio to reach.

SONY THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card
Your faithful tape deck
will now make audiotapes from your TV or VCR.

The VCR you bought last year
now can dub and edit sound onto your home videos.

Your TV set that still looks great
can now be stereo, cable-compatible and fully remote controlled.

Your old stereo speaker
can now be part of a Surround Sound system.

To get a whole new audio/video system,
just fill in the blanks.

Any music or TV lover would be thrilled to own a state-of-the-art audio/video system.
Less thrilling, however, is the price tag that goes along with it.

But now you and Sony can create an affordable alternative, with the remarkably versatile Sony audio/video receivers and stereo TV tuner.
Together, they have the power to integrate all your existing components and make them perform as they never have before.

For example, our STR-AV880 audio receiver can drive 110 watts per channel through a pair of your favorite speakers. Hook up a second pair of speakers to the STR-AV880 and you'll experience Surround Sound, giving you the realism of movie theater sound at home.

This receiver can even perform as an audio/video “control center,” allowing you to dub a stereo sound track from audio sources within your system onto videotape. Or instantly go from one video source to another.

Sony receivers also allow you to step up to a full-featured TV—without purchasing a new TV. Connected to our ST-7TV tuner, your ordinary set will be capable of receiving stereo broadcasts and up to 181 TV channels.*

Finally Sony receivers save you effort as well as money. The full-function audio/video UniCommander® remote control, included with the STR-AV880, gives you complete control of your new A/V system without ever leaving your chair.

In fact, you only have to do one thing. Visit your nearest Sony hi-fi dealer.
If you want the best in sight and sound, he'll be happy to fill you in.

*Circuits broadcasts where available, includes cable channels that require cable subscription.
© 1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony UniCommander and The One and Only are trademarks of Sony.
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The System...
by M. Nakamichi

The components you see were designed for the perfectionist. They are expensive. They are the finest we know how to make...which means they are the finest you can own. Each epitomizes its genre and offers maximum convenience and unequalled performance.

The PA-7 STASIS Power Amplifier has an uncanny ability to power exotic loudspeakers. The more exotic the speaker, the more it (and you) will appreciate the PA-7.

The ST-7 AM/FM-Stereo Tuner features an advanced Schottz NR system which enables it to receive stereo broadcasts where they could never be heard before.

The CR-7A Discrete Head Cassette Deck is the finest example of cassette recording technology ever produced—auto calibration, playback azimuth alignment, and a natural clarity that must be heard to be appreciated.

The OMS-7AII Compact Disc Player expands the horizons of digital sound with a smooth transparency and the incredible depth and detail that only Nakamichi digital technology could impart.

And now the CA-7A Control Amplifier—arguably the most sophisticated preamplifier ever conceived—places control of the entire Series-7 System at your command...from wherever you happen to be.

If you are in a position to invest in the finest in recorded sound, you will find Series-7 Components at a nearby Nakamichi dealer.

Nakamichi
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation 19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502 (800) 421-2313
In California, (800) 223-1521

STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation
Schott NR manufactured under license from L.S. Research Inc.
his way through six tracks of mind-numbing, incomprehensible noise. His voice is an amazingly durable instrument considering the rough treatment it's given. If his mom heard him scream like this, she'd have a conniption. Meanwhile, the heavy-metal guitar bangs away with frightening predictability while Ronnie wails about blood-and-guts and rock-and-roll.

Perversely, I recommend that you buy this one. After all, anyone can make a mediocre record, but an album this bad doesn't come along every day. "Intermission" is an achievement in the truly awful. As such, it merits a place in any serious rock collection.  M.P.

JIMI HENDRIX: electrifying

(band six and a half in the U.K.). Since his death, more than forty albums of reissues, recompilations, and previously unreleased studio and live tracks have been released on domestic and imported LPs—most of them at best unnecessary and at worst unlistenable. "Johnny B. Goode," bringing together five electrifying and definitive Hendrix performances, is probably the exception. Recorded deep within a barrage of pop festival and in concert in Berkeley, California, they feature Hendrix's first Band of Gypsies trio (Billy Cox had replaced Noel Redding on bass, but Buddy Miles was still waiting in the wings). No one had ever played guitar like Hendrix—in spite of all the gimmicks and sleight of mind—since Van Morrison's "Hard Nose the Highway." And if you can get past that and actually play the damn thing, you soon realize that the cover is, in many ways, the album's high point.

Actually, things aren't quite that bad. The eleven-minute "Brownsville Girl," which Dylan co-wrote with playwright Sam Shepard, holds your interest despite some occasionally overheated Western imagery, and some of the bluer throwaway tracks, particularly "Mama You Wanna Ramble," which reunites Dylan with Like a Rolling Stone organist Al Kooper, work up an appealing head of steam. But most of Dylan's new songs here sound as if they were written on automatic. The production, with its annoying over-reliance on chorus-girl back-ups, suffers from terminal wooziness and lustrous tone. Also appealing which otherwise cloaks her in a sort of sultry sensuality. The most surprising entry is "Electric Ladyland." Admittedly, a few of the numbers offer more bluster than bliss, especially the title song, but most of the material is capable of doing just about anything she wants to, and with all its wildly veering directions, this set does hold your interest. You might not like everything she offers here, but none of it is dull.  P.G.

VAN MORRISON: No Guru, No Method, No Teacher (see Best of the Month, page 102)

JEFFREY OSBORNE: Emotional, Jeffrey Osborne (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. We Belong to Love: You Should Be Mine (The Woo Woo Song); Soweto: In Your Eyes: Room with a View; and five others. A&M SP-5103 $8.98, © CS-5103 $8.98, © CD-5103 no list price.

Performance: Sensational
Recording: Very good

The essential appeal of any record from Jeffrey Osborne lies in the exceptional quality of his voice—a warm, resonant instrument that he uses with great expressiveness—and this latest one comes only to have graced a major artist's LP since Van Morrison's "Hard Nose the Highway." And if you can get past that and actually play the damn thing, you soon realize that the cover is, in many ways, the album's high point.

Actually, things aren't quite that bad. The eleven-minute "Brownsville Girl," which Dylan co-wrote with playwright Sam Shepard, holds your interest despite some occasionally overheated Western imagery, and some of the bluer throwaway tracks, particularly "Mama You Wanna Ramble," which reunites Dylan with Like a Rolling Stone organist Al Kooper, work up an appealing head of steam. But most of Dylan's new songs here sound as if they were written on automatic. The production, with its annoying over-reliance on chorus-girl back-ups, suffers from terminal wooziness and lustrous tone. Also appealing which otherwise cloaks her in a sort of sultry sensuality. The most surprising entry is "Electric Ladyland." Admittedly, a few of the numbers offer more bluster than bliss, especially the title song, but most of the material is capable of doing just about anything she wants to, and with all its wildly veering directions, this set does hold your interest. You might not like everything she offers here, but none of it is dull.  P.G.

JIMMY HENDRIX ELECTRICITY

(band six and a half in the U.K.). Since his death, more than forty albums of reissues, recompilations, and previously unreleased studio and live tracks have been released on domestic and imported LPs—most of them at best unnecessary and at worst unlistenable. "Johnny B. Goode," bringing together five electrifying and definitive Hendrix performances, is probably the exception. Recorded deep within a barrage of pop festival and in concert in Berkeley, California, they feature Hendrix's first Band of Gypsies trio (Billy Cox had replaced Noel Redding on bass, but Buddy Miles was still waiting in the wings). No one had ever played guitar like Hendrix—in spite of all the gimmicks and sleight of mind—since Van Morrison's "Hard Nose the Highway." And if you can get past that and actually play the damn thing, you soon realize that the cover is, in many ways, the album's high point.

Actually, things aren't quite that bad. The eleven-minute "Brownsville Girl," which Dylan co-wrote with playwright Sam Shepard, holds your interest despite some occasionally overheated Western imagery, and some of the bluer throwaway tracks, particularly "Mama You Wanna Ramble," which reunites Dylan with Like a Rolling Stone organist Al Kooper, work up an appealing head of steam. But most of Dylan's new songs here sound as if they were written on automatic. The production, with its annoying over-reliance on chorus-girl back-ups, suffers from terminal wooziness and lustrous tone. Also appealing which otherwise cloaks her in a sort of sultry sensuality. The most surprising entry is "Electric Ladyland." Admittedly, a few of the numbers offer more bluster than bliss, especially the title song, but most of the material is capable of doing just about anything she wants to, and with all its wildly veering directions, this set does hold your interest. You might not like everything she offers here, but none of it is dull.  P.G.
The Most Beautiful Face In The World.

The Pioneer DEX-77 CD/Tuner.
The most full-featured car stereo ever sculpted.

The Beauty of Sound: three-beam pickup for beautiful compact disc sound and incredible durability.

The Beauty of Reception: Supertuner III™ insures this.

The Beauty of Convenience: full-function wired remote via electronic logic controls.

The Beauty of Memory: Best Station Memory for automatic selection of strongest stations.


The Beauty of It All: a remarkable creation of intelligence, grace, and musical perfection, this gorgeous model will drive you wild.

See the DEX-77 at your Pioneer autosound dealer. Or call 1-800-421-1404.
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©1986 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA

The DEX-77 CD/Tuner.

CATCH THE SPIRIT OF A TRUE PIONEER.
European technology at affordable prices
WINWOOD'S BACK

Along with Van Morrison, Steve Winwood is one of rock's great white soul singers. It's a mark of his unmistakable, distinctive sound that he can take an immensely popular record laced with the kind of fashionable horn arrangements that have propelled Phil Collins to the top of the charts, add singers like Chaka Khan and James Taylor, and run a dozen top session players in and out of the studio like substitutes in a football game, and still come up with an album as personal as his new "Back in the High Life." Winwood and lyricist Will Jennings tackle the big issues—religion, lifestyle, individualism and freedom, the inner self versus the public self—and manage to stay upbeat and optimistic about the whole thing.

"Back in the High Life" weds Winwood's sure sense of melody to gospel, r- & b, African polyrhythm, and Philly soul grooves. It's Little Soul, but Russ Titelman's production and the outstanding recording job bring out every instrument and harmony that are often spectacular. Beneath the bright but rather obvious synthesizer horns of Higher Love, for instance, is a jungle alive with ringing percussive sounds. When Winwood sings about "burning up on midnight oil" in Freedon Overspill, his voice carried higher and higher on a rising Hammond organ chord, then pushed over the top by a nifty slide guitar fill furnished by Joe Walsh—a small but very exciting moment.

The thoughtful tone of the album is typified by the title cut, an old-timey hymn scored for mandolin, synthesizer, and drums in which Winwood admits, "My life ran on too fast/And I had to take it slowly/Just to make the good parts last." While having James Taylor do back-up vocals is almost like wearing a sign that says, "Here's some-thing right about the way Winwood's and Taylor's voices leapfrog one another at the song's end. There are lots of great moments like this on this "High Life," among them the day-tripping synth break of The Finer Things, as though Winwood were running a hickory stick along a picket fence, and the Philly sound of Split Decision, a song that the O'Jays could have done a bang-up job with.

It doesn't seem possible that six years have passed since Winwood's "'Are O'er the Diver" and four years since his last album, "Talking Back to the Night." But it's great to have him back.

Mark Peel

STEVE WINWOOD: Back in the High Life. Steve Winwood (vocals, synthesizers, drums, machine), vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Higher Love. Take It. As It Comes; Freedom Overspill; Back in the High Life Again; The Finer Things; Wake Me Up On Judgment Day; Split Decision; My Love's Leavin'. ISLAND 25446 8 $8.98, © MCAC-25446 $8.98, © 25448-2 $8.98, © 25448-4 $8.98.

Performance: Perfunctory Recording: Very good

In a way, it's appropriate that this Rod Stewart release is titled simply with the artist's name, for it reinforces the basically generic feel of the product itself. "Rod Stewart" is more or less interchangeable with all the other Rod Stewart albums over the last few years, and this one.

Rod Stewart's voice, for a pretty-face romanticism, even a hit single (Love Touch, the thoroughly undistinguished theme from the recent Robert Redford movie Legal Eagles), all served up by a competent but faceless group of backing musicians. Only
on the album's final track, a lovely streetcorner-gospel version of John Lennon's *In My Life*, is there the slightest hint of involvement. S.S.

38 SPECIAL: Strength in Numbers. 38 Special (vocals and instrumentals). Somebody Like You; Like No Other Night; Last Time; Once in a Lifetime; Just a Little Love; and five others. A&M SP 5115 $8.98. © CS 5115 $8.98.

Performance: Likable
Recording: Slick

If 38 Special had come to our attention in, say, 1975, we probably would have hailed them as Keepers of the Flame. The band's basic formula—ringing guitars, memorable tunes derived from various Brit-Pop models, a dash of Southern soul, and near Cinemascopic production—is so likable you almost don't mind that it is a formula, and back in the dog days of the Seventies that kind of no-nonsense rock was something of a lost art. These days, however, there are lots of better bands working the same basic territory, and 38 Special sounds somewhat simple-minded in comparison. Still, there are songs here—Somebody Like You, for example—that will stick in your head no matter how devoutly you wish they wouldn't, and the album, beautifully produced by Keith Olson, has a certain integrity that is hard to resist. These guys may be writing for radio play, but clearly they're also writing for themselves, which cannot be said of too many other bands of comparable commercial stature. File "Strength in Numbers" under Guilty Pleasures. S.S.

RICHARD THOMPSON: Daring Adventure. Richard Thompson (vocals, guitar); Jerry Scheff (bass); Mitch Froom (keyboards); Mickey Curry (drums); other musicians. *A Bone Through Her Nose; Valerie; Missie; How You Let Me Down; Dead Man's Hand; Long Dead Love; Lover's Lane; and six others.* POLYDOR 829 728-1 $8.98, © 829 728-4 $8.98.

Performance: Bracing
Recording: Excellent

Richard Thompson returns here with a new album that, if not exactly sunny, will not make you want to slash your wrists the way his earlier exercises in morbidity and great guitar playing so often have. There are, indeed, some extremely bitter songs here, and one in particular, Missie, *How You Let Me Down,* is as heartbreakingly beautiful a study of faithless love as you are ever likely to encounter. Mostly, though, the songs reflect more wry cynicism than bleak despair, as in *Nearly in Love,* in which Richard can't decide if he's head over heels or just down with the flu. The combination of this almost positive outlook and a musical idiom that often suggests Celtic rockabilly makes "Daring Adventure" perhaps Thompson's most accessible album yet. Pick to click: *Valerie,* a masterly, roaring rocker with great lyrics about a girl friend's conspicuous consumption and a fabulous, stinging guitar blitz to top it off. S.S.

THE TRIPLETS: Break the Silence. Vicky, Sylvia, and Diana Villegas (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Boys; Message of Love; Win Your Love; Translate; It's a Crime. ELEKTRA 60455-1 $6.98, © 60455-4 $6.98.

Performance: Benatar clones
Recording: Messy

The Triplets are a trio of quite attractive Joan Jet lookalikes whose homegrown video, "Boys," placed first in MTV's Basement Tapes contest. Their prize was getting to make this EP—a Pat Benatar album without Benatar's coosure; hip-slinging vocal power or the textbook AOR hooks and guitar fireworks Neil Geraldo pulls off. I hesitate to blame it all on the Villegas sisters (they are triplets, by the way), since the record was produced by Bernard Edwards (Chic and Power Station), perhaps the most overrated producer of our time. Everything he touches turns ugly. The music on "Break the Silence" probably sounds okay when you're watching the girls' video, but the record-buying public would have been just as well off had the Triplets won a date with ZZ Top instead of this recording session. M.P.

ROSIE VELA: Zazu. Rosie Vela (vocals, synthesizer); Donald Fagen (synthesizer); Walter Becker (guitar); Rick Derringer (guitar); other musicians. *Fool's Paradise; Magic Smile; Tonto; Sunday; Taxi; and four others.* A&M SP 6-5016 $8.98, © CS 6-5016 $8.98.

Performance: Seductive
Recording: Excellent

You know right off that somebody thinks Rosie Vela is something special. Her debut LP was produced by Gary Katz, the former producer of Steely Dan, who persuaded Donald Fagen and Walter Becker to come in as sidemen, for gosh sake. Vela, a Texan who grew up in Little Rock and later became a New York high-fashion model (no, I am not making this up), writes and arranges all her own stuff, which are jazz-based and alternatively flirty, pouty, sultry, and cool. Most of her songs are more moniage of mood and feeling than anything else, though, leaning heavily on blues and percussive synthesizer riffs—the title tune, whose words are reproduced here, shows her to be an embarasingly pretentious lyricist. Regrettably, the sum total of this package is a collection of New Wave ditties that emerge as fleshless as stray dogs, since none of the songs deliver what they promise up front. Nevertheless, Vela puts on a good tease, and sometimes that's good enough. A.N.

WALK THE WEST. Walk the West (vocals and instrumentals). *Living at Night; Backside; Too Much of a Good Thing; Sheriff of Love; Think It Over; and five others.* CAPITOL/EMI ST-12494 $8.98, © AXT-12494 $8.98.

Performance: Goin' places
Recording: Very good

Walk the West, one of the new rock-and-roll bands operating out of Nashville, comes striding upon the western-rock plateau with the impact of a smoking pistol. Creating an original rock-and-roll that is something of a cross between the dark and moody sensuality of the BoDeans and the beat-and-blues motif of the Beat Farmers, the four-piece band—all young sons of Nashville Sylvia, Diane, and Vicky Villegas of the Triplets
If you qualify for the Army's Warrant Officer Flight Training Program, you'll have a lot more to look forward to than blue skies.

You'll have an exciting career ahead of you. In a field where the opportunities for skilled pilots are growing every day. In the Army and in civilian life.

Your training will begin at Army flight school. Once you've mastered the basics on the ground, an Army flight instructor will show you how to apply them in the air.

After you've earned your wings, you'll have an opportunity to learn how to fly some of the fastest, most technologically advanced helicopters in the world.

And you'll fly these helicopters in different countries around the world. You could find yourself airlifting troops from a mountain top in Germany. Or flying at night toward a landing zone in Korea. Or skimming treetops while on a reconnaissance mission in Panama.

Interested? Then check into the Army's Warrant Officer Flight Training Program. If you have what it takes to fly, there's no limit to how far you can go.

For more information, contact your local Army Recruiter today. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.  

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
If you have ever heard music live, you can appreciate what's behind the Bose® 901® Series V Direct/Reflecting® speaker system.

Live music is the complex interaction of direct and reflected sound. Most speakers, however, are not designed with this in mind—which is why they sound more like speakers and less like music.

This was the conclusion reached years ago by a Massachusetts Institute of Technology research team led by Dr. Amar G. Bose. Through extensive research, his team discovered the secret of live music: that it is the precise balance of direct and reflected sound heard during live performances that makes live music sound live. Finally, they designed a product that could put this discovery to work in the living room: the Bose 901 Direct/Reflecting® system.

The Bose 901 Series V speaker:
A system of audio innovations.

The introduction of the revolutionary Bose 901 system in 1968 redefined the phrase "high fidelity." For the first time, a speaker was capable of reproducing music with much of the impact, clarity and spaciousness of a live performance. The 901 system's concert hall sound and compact size made it an instant success with both audio critics and audio enthusiasts.

Today's 901 Series V system incorporates some 350 improvements over the original. The speaker's innovative audio technology turns your listening room into an essential part of your stereo system. The 901 system works by reflecting most of its sound, instead of aiming all

The Bose 901 system's nine full-range HVC drivers are precisely arranged to re-create live music's natural balance of direct and reflected sound. Each driver is matched and tested by the Bose Syncom™ II computer.

The Bose-built HVC driver is made out of some of the strongest advanced composite materials available. The heart of the driver is the Helical Voice Coil, which handles instantaneous peaks of up to 4,000 watts! Multiple HVC drivers give the 901 system unlimited power handling in home applications.
The Acoustic Matrix™ enclosure helps the 901 system control sound by precisely controlling air. Made up of 14 separate acoustic regions, it isolates the drivers and regulates internal air flow, resulting in increased bass and lower distortion.

In the concert hall (above left), listeners hear a complex mixture of direct and reflected sounds, arriving from different directions and at different times. Bose Direct/Reflecting™ speakers (center) are designed to reproduce music in much the same manner, allowing listeners to hear greater realism and impact. Conventional speakers (above right), on the other hand, reproduce primarily direct sound, causing listeners to miss many of the critical acoustic cues that make live music sound live.

The sound toward you like a conventional speaker. So, anything you listen to over a 901 system picks up a strong sense of concert hall realism, because the system is capable of reproducing the concert hall's natural balance of direct and reflected sound. Best of all, the 901 system's ultra-high efficiency and unlimited power handling in home applications make it compatible with almost any stereo system.

The right speaker for the best in audio: digital.

Obviously, a speaker system this exceptional deserves the best possible source of sound available. That's why for a limited time, Bose has a digital bonus when you invest in 901 speakers.

When you buy a Bose 901 system at a participating dealer between October 1, 1986 and January 15, 1987, Bose will give you your choice of eight free compact discs from a CBS® Records special collection! And you'll hear your CDs as close to live as possible, because the Bose 901 system has been specifically engineered to take full advantage of their superior sound. Digital Dynamic Range™ circuitry and Direct/Reflecting™ speaker design allow the 901 system to accurately reproduce live music's impact, clarity and spaciousness.

The right speaker for your entire system

Whether you're listening to digital audio or hi-fi video, the Bose 901 Series V system will let you get the most out of your entire equipment and software investment—because it will let you hear all of the realism that a truly good audio/video system is capable of producing. Audition the Bose 901 Direct/Reflecting™ speaker system at your authorized Bose dealer, and judge for yourself. Then take the next step—and invite a legend home.

There is an entire line of Bose speakers that incorporates much of the advanced technology developed for the 901 system. For more information and an all product brochure, write Bose Corporation, Dept. SR, 10 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701.

When you write for information, be sure to request a copy of Dr. Amar Bose's Sound Recording and Reproduction. This paper describes the research effort behind the original Bose 901 system.

© Copyright 1988 Bose Corporation. All rights reserved. Covered by patents issued and pending. Features and specifications subject to change without notice. Direct/Reflecting, Sparcom 90, and Digital Dynamic Range are registered trademarks of Bose Corporation.

Acoustic Matrix is a trademark of Bose Corporation. CBS® is a registered trademark of CBS Inc.
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Better sound through research.
session players and songwriters—write, play, and sing with a vision and maturity far beyond their years. The instrumentals, in particular, are so polished that I wonder if there are not uncredited musicians on board. (Who is the unnamed harmonica player, for example, who adds so much punch and flow?)

The album's principal asset, nevertheless, is the writing, which chronicles a young man's search for self in a decadent world ("Too much of a good thing ain't right," says one lyric) and draws from the motherlode of Dylan, Tom Petty, the Beatles, and the Byrds.

THE WHITEHEAD BROTHERS. Kenny and Johnny Whitehead (vocals and raps); instrumental accompaniment. Can You Dig It; You Lift Me Up; I'll Always Love; Stylin'; Teenage Desire; and four others. PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL ST-53028 $8.98, © 4XT-53028 $8.98.

Performance: Fresh and appealing
Recording: Good

The cover photo on the new album by Kenny and Johnny Whitehead shows two carefree teenage boys in jackets and sweat pants. While they are attractive and clean-cut, you might suspect this is just another tedious record by a couple of hip-hoppers making the empty sounds that dominate commercial black radio.

Wrong. The Whitehead Brothers are two of the most refreshing talents to make their way out of the vinyl jungle in many a season. Their youthful sound is firmly rooted in the best rhythm-and-blues tradition, yet they remain true to the spirit and energy of their emerging generation. They have drawn from both sources to create an impressive assortment of songs that shimmer with the impressionable excitement of adolescence, songs so carefully crafted and skillfully executed that it comes as a surprise to learn that Johnny is sixteen and his brother Kenny is only thirteen.

The Whiteheads didn't exactly come out of nowhere. Their father, John Whitehead, was half of the excellent r & b duo of a few years back known as McFadden and Whitehead. He wrote hits for groups like the O'Jays and Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes while introducing his sons to a rich musical heritage. That background is readily apparent in the boys' first recording.

The lyrics of Teenage Desire ring true in their innocence and are enhanced by the appealing voices of these two youths, who sing at least as well as any of the Jacksons did at a comparable age. There's no hype here. These are songs they have created themselves, from sweetly melodic ballads like I'll Always Love and Don't You Know You Let Me Down to the exuberant uptempo rhythms of Jumped Out of My Skin and Stylin'. It is a joy to hear talent of such promise at this stage: the future of black popular music seems somehow less bleak now than it did before.

P.G.

DENIECE WILLIAMS: So Glad I Know. Deniece Williams (vocals); other musicians. So Glad I Know; What You Do for Me; My Soul Desire; Wings of an Eagle; and four others. SPARROW/CAPITOL SPR 1121 $8.98, © SPC 1121 $8.98.

Performance: Heavenly
Recording: Very good

Although Deniece Williams customarily includes an inspirational selection on each of her popular albums, this is the first time she has devoted an entire album to contemporary gospel music. I say "contemporary" because the message she conveys in her lyrics and her artistic intent are all that distinguish much of this music from her strictly pop offerings. As a result, "So Glad I Know" can be enjoyed by everyone.

**Going to extremes for stereo TV?**

Get true MTS stereo on any TV with F.R.E.D.

Now it's easy to enjoy the hot new MTS Stereo Broadcasts with F.R.E.D., the Friendly Recoton Entertainment Decoder. Simple to install, he delivers theater-like sound through your home stereo system—or with a pair of amplified speakers. And for more video-sonic pleasure, F.R.E.D. also synthesizes dynamic stereo on non-stereo broadcasts. Do something great for your ears without paying an arm and a leg. Get F.R.E.D. today and enter a whole new dimension of home entertainment.
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Before we broke the rules, we wrote the rule book.

Anyone can build a revolutionary speaker. But try and find one that sounds like music. You'll end up listening to the MGC-1 from Acoustic Research. We're the company responsible for most of the principles that define a modern loudspeaker: Acoustic Suspension bass loading, the dome tweeter, and the long-throw woofer.

The MGC-1 takes this technology one step further. Angled away from the listener, a second set of drivers produces electronically time-delayed ambience. Does it work? Ask Stereophile's Anthony H. Cordesman. He called it "the most musically convincing illusion of the ambience of a live performance of any speaker to date." And we couldn't agree more with his conclusion: "any audiophile owes it to him or herself to hear it." To hear it for yourself, write to us.
Regardless of personal beliefs, and there is indeed much to savor.

Williams is in splendid voice, soaring heavenward with bird-like flutters, twists, and daring high notes. The alluring essence of the beauty of her singing alone, but she is accompanied by an impressive array of pop-oriented musicians who provide settings full of flash, fire, and rhythmic pulse that also command attention. Several sections would make excellent dance music, but Robert Williams' purpose is best served in some of the more direct inspirational nature, such as "Wings of an Eagle, My Soul Desire, and They Say," the last of which she previously recorded with Philip Bailey on her "I'm So Proud" album for Columbia in 1983. This time Sandi Patti, an accomplished gospel singer, steps in to help Williams reshape the song with equal intensity. All told, this one simply should not be missed.

P.G.

ROBERT WYATT: Old Rottenhat.

Robert Wyatt (vocals, drums, keyboards, percussion). Alliance: *The United States of Ameriliais; East Timor; Speechless: The Age of Self; and five others. GRAMAVISION 18-8604-1 $9.98. © 18-8604-4 $9.98.

Performance: Reflective
Recording: Simple

Robert Wyatt can't carry a tune, his songs sound like the work of a Hare Krishna writing for Mel Tormé, and if you play his records for guests, you're not likely to entertain many repeat visitors. But listening to "Old Rottenhat" is good for you—like listening to an irascible old eccentric who's somehow got things figured out better than you do. Wyatt was a founding member of the Sixties jazz-rock group Soft Machine and one of the prime movers in the British progressive movement that produced Gong, Henry Cow, Hatfield and the North, and, most notably, Virgin Records. Recorded in 1984 and 1985 and available in the U.K. for some time, "Old Rottenhat" is a difficult but strangely engaging record. Wyatt plays all the instruments himself—chiefly percussion, synth, piano, and organ. What he lacks in technique (and he lacks a good deal), he makes up for in utter conviction. The music is a strange hodgepodge of Eastern scales, jazz ballads, and drone music, and Wyatt takes most of it at a pretty slow pace. He frequently sounds as though he's still working a song out on the keyboard.

Nonetheless, he reaches levels of feeling that lots of bands wouldn't even understand, as on "Gharbacadesi," a chant based on a simple piano figure repeated over and over again with what amounts to heartbreakingly total unwarranted hopefulness. Wyatt's songs take on the art establishment, American imperialism, the rise of a new middle class and the decline of the working class, and media freedom and manipulation, but this is basically the voice of a lonely man whose perspective was shaped by isolation. His vision may be more acute, but it's much sadder too. By the time the final track rolled around—"P.L.A.," whose lyrics are simply "Poor little Alfie, trying to draw/ Poor little Alfie, trying to sleep,—I found myself wishing Wyatt hadn't been alone when he recorded this album. That he'd at least had the company of other musicians. This isn't a rock record. It's a very private revelation that's disturbing and painful, and somehow a privilege to share.

NEIL YOUNG: Landing on Water.

Neil Young (vocals, guitar, synthesizer); Steve Jordan (drums, synthesizer, vocals); Danny Kortchmar (guitar, synthesizer, vocals). Weight of the World; Violent Side; Hippie Dream; Bad News Beat; and six others. AFFENGHIS 2617 $8.98. © MSG 2910 $8.98.

Performance: Odd
Recording: Stark

Unlike Neil Young's other recent albums, which seemed to imply that you didn't need to listen to them seriously if you didn't want to, "Landing on Water" takes itself very seriously, what with Young crooning about such subjects as carrying the weight of the world on one's shoulders and the end of Sixties idealism. But ironically, and probably unintentionally, it's the funniest of the bunch. Which is to say, it's a dumb album, for all the return-to-form hype it's been getting. It's a largely electronic effort, and it tries so hard to sound modern that when Young isn't center stage, it could almost pass for warm-up sessions by Tears for Fears. The dirge-like songs (nothing new there, actually) are mostly collections of extremely cornball blues riffs tarted up with studio effects in a rather painful way. For all the synthesizer hoo-hah, the strategy isn't all that different from Young's more familiar stuff with Crazy Horse—they share the same cruel, callous, and painful, and somehow a privilege to share.

RODNEY FRANKLIN: It Takes Two.

Rodney Franklin (keyboards); other musicians. Motion; Look What's Shaving Through: Broken Wings; The Eagle and the Condor; Rollin' in Our Love; and three others. CONCORD FC 40307, © FCT 40307, no list price.

Performance: First-rate fusion
Recording: Excellent

Rodney Franklin has one of his best friends in the composer and keyboard artist Rodney Franklin, who's found the perfect balance between electronic techniques and more traditional instrumentation. His creations are usually built on a foundation of sturdy contemporary rhythms, but he mixes them far more interestingly than most and builds up complex structures that are musically substantive and melodically inviting. The instrumental selections here range from the explosive insistence of *Motion,*, in which Jeff Lorber and Michael Cumbier join Franklin in pulling out all stops on a battery of synthesizers, to the liltling seduction of *Broken Wings*. On the last track, *Let There Be Peace,*, Franklin returns to his first instrument, acoustic piano, for some semi-classical ruminations. Look What's Shining Through and Rollin' in Our Love are vocals in a lighthearted pop vein, but My Wish, another plea for peace, has inspirational overtones. The Eagle and...
NOW TECHNOICS LETS YOU CREATE
AN AUDIO EMPIRE AND
CONTROL IT FROM FAR, FAR AWAY.

Start with the new 100W remote control receiver that puts you in complete control.

Imagine. Commanding an audio empire with just one remote control device. Imagine. Controlling a compact disc player. And a cassette deck. And a turntable. All from across the room. Then imagine expanding this remote control empire to include a compatible TV and VCR.

Now it is all a reality. With the new Technics 100W AM/FM stereo remote control receiver (100 watts per channel at 8 ohms, 20Hz–20kHz with 0.007% THD) and compatible components. The new SA-590 has also been engineered with a built-in graphic equalizer/spectrum analyzer.* So you can make precise adjustments to bass, treble and mid-range sound. There are even 16 AM/FM station random access presets for instant recall.

The new Technics remote control receiver. The beginning of an audio and video empire you can control from far, far away.

Technics
The science of sound
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A centaur’s horn cries hauntingly. A siren’s song whispers untold promises. For listeners with discerning ears, those rare and magical sounds can be a reality. A reality evoked by a speaker possessing a higher fidelity. Altec Lansing.

How did Altec Lansing bring this world to life? By creating the ideal materials to more perfectly recreate the timbre, texture and power of every musical composition. Carbon Fiber Woofers for soft passages that come across as dramatically as loud passages. A Polyimide Mid Range and Tweeter for rich, uncolored sound. And to coordinate these components for remarkably true-to-life sound, we delivered the “art of balance.” Even our hand-crafted cabinets have been specially

THERE ARE SOME THINGS ONLY
designed for optimum musicality. The result? Speakers so pure, so uncompromising, they capture the very soul of sound.

If you have an uncompromising ear, measure it against our new line of loudspeakers. And hear what others only imagine.

Altec Lansing is sold only by leading high fidelity retailers.

For information and the name of your nearest Altec Lansing dealer, call 1-800-ALTEC 88. (In PA, 717-296-HIFI). In Canada call 416-496-0587 or write 265 Hood Road, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 4N3.

© 1986 Altec Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA 18337.
the Condor, a national anthem of quite a different sort, is simply one of the best songs Franklin has written, with lyrics that linger in the mind and a haunting melody highlighted by Frank Musker's lead vocals.

"It Takes Two" is quite likely the best album Franklin has recorded to date, indicating his continuing fulfillment of the potential he hinted at as a precocious youngster.

P.G.

FREDERIC HAND'S JAZZANTIQUA. Frederic Hand's Jazzantiqua (instrumental). Rose Liz; Chaconne; Toby and Lynn: Lady Carey's Fantasy; and three others. SKYLARK/RCA AMLI-7126 $9.98, © AMKI-7126 $9.98, © RCDI-7126 no list price.

Performance: Mood olio
Recording: Excellent

Translating actual classical material into the jazz language is not a new idea, nor is applying a blend of Renaissance and Baroque styles to new jazz compositions. The latter is what we hear in this album by Frederic Hand's (do I smell a pseudonym?) Jazzantiqua, a sextet combining flutes and lutes with synthesized instruments—the better to obtain the desired mix of old and new, I suppose. Technically, the sound is fine on both the analog and CD releases, although the latter, understandably, has the edge. The music? It will not offend your ears, and it might make a good background for a TV production, but if you like to listen to music with substance, you'll be disappointed. This sort of mix always falls somewhere between the cracks. Years ago, when Gerston Kingsley gave the music of the Beatles a Baroque flavor, it worked as a delightful spoof, but I'm afraid Hand and his colleagues take themselves a little too seriously.

C.A.

DONALD HARRISON, TERENCE BLANCHARD: Nascence. Terence Blanchard (trumpet); Donald Harrison (alto saxophone); Mulgrew Miller (piano); other musicians. Guardians of the Flame; Let's Go Off; She's Out of My Life; Heritage Call; and three others. COLUMBIA BFC 40335, © BFT 40335, no list price.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

Considering the artistic success of their Concord Jazz albums, it was only a matter of time before a major label snapped up the young team of Terence Blanchard and Donald Harrison. I suppose Columbia is looking to repeat the success it has had with Wynton Marsalis, and this duo certainly has the talent for it. They share with Marsalis their youth, a New Orleans origin, and tenure with Art Blakey. They don't play Haydn on the side, but they do outdo Marsalis in the jazz department, and this quintet date is superb—their best recorded effort yet. Both leaders are in top form, exhibiting the same fresh approach in their compositions that marks their playing. I particularly recommend Blanchard's Tacit Approval (of Desmond's Plight) and Harrison's Guardians of the Flame, but the entire album is alive with creative vitality.

C.A.

WOODY HERMAN: 50th Anniversary Tour. Woody Herman and His Big Band (instrumental). What's New; Central Park West; Blue for Red; Fried Buzzard; Epistrophy; and three others. CONCORD JAZZ CJ-302 $8.98. © CJ-302-C $8.98.

Performance: Eternal flame
Recording: Excellent remote

Ten years ago, Woody Herman celebrated his fortieth anniversary as a band leader with a concert at Carnegie Hall. It was an exciting evening that united a new Herman band with distinguished members of past Herman Herds. A cheering crowd even threw money at the feet of Jimmy Giuffre, Stan Getz, Al Cohn, and Zoot Sims during their rendition of the famous Four Brothers.

Herman's fiftieth anniversary was marked earlier this year by a very different kind of concert, one fully dedicated
The concert continues
with the Ford JBL Audio System.

Imagine the music of 12 speakers driven by 140 watts...

Just imagine a car audio system that could really
deliver music as rich and powerful as a live concert.

Imagine music emanating from 12 JBL speakers—
specifically equalized and adjusted to the surrounding
environment and deftly capable of reproducing
digitally accurate full-range, high fidelity sound.

- 12 JBL speakers including 2-6" x 9" woofers, 2-3½"
midrange speakers and 2-7/8" tweeters located in the
rear deck; 2-5¼" woofers mounted in the doors;
and 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the
instrument panel. Selective frequency fading so all
woofers remain in operation at controlled levels
when faded front/rear.

Imagine the sheer impact of 140 watts of total system
power. Ample power to virtually eliminate distortion
for the most comfortable listening—even at high
volume for very long periods of time.

- 140 watts TSP—4 amplifiers, 35 watts per channel
into 4 ohms at 1000 Hz with .07% THD. 105 dB
SPL maximum acoustic output. Excursion control
computer with continuously variable loudness
compensation and automatic overload
protection.

Then stop imagining and hear the real thing for
yourself, exclusively at your Lincoln-Mercury dealer
today.

JBL loudspeakers are featured in world
renowned sound systems everywhere,
including Tokyo's NHK Hall, Los Angeles
Music Center, Tanglewood Music Shed,
Frankfurt Opera House and now the Lincoln
Continental and the Lincoln Town Car.
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Ford JBL AUDIO SYSTEMS
Remote control sounds great.

If the components sound great.
Lots of companies let you run a component hi-fi system from across the room. Some even let you do it with only one remote controller. Sound terrific? That depends...on how the components sound.

At Denon, we believe that superior sound is the only thing that makes high fidelity worth the money. We call this philosophy Design Integrity. And it's evident in every new Denon remote component—from the top of the line you see here to our most affordable remote models.

The DCD-1500 Compact Disc Player (shown) has already been declared “Reference Class” by Germany's Audio and HiFi Vision magazines. In the U.S., Digital Audio proclaimed, “The Denon engineers who created the DCD-1500 should be honored in public.”

Denon's expertise in making pro digital recorders and blank tape is reflected in the new DRM-30HX Cassette Deck. You can see it in the three-head design. In the super-smooth three-motor transport. And in the choice of Dolby* B, C, and HX Pro.

Thanks to Design Integrity, the DRA-95VR Receiver uses the same Pure Current Power Supply, Non-NFB circuitry, and MC cartridge inputs as Denon integrated amps. What's more, every Denon receiver provides switching facilities for a VCR, a videodisk player and a videomonitor.

So before you buy components whose most impressive feature is a remote control, get yourself to a Denon dealer. And listen to the remote control whose most impressive feature is the components it controls.
New Digital Demand Car Stereo Amplifiers

Powerful enough
to be Pyle

Five NEVs models, power packed a-d distortion free for pure explosive sound. Pyle Digital Demand amplifiers, preamp/EQ and electronic crossover are American made and fine tuned by over 30 years experience. Perfectly Pyle!
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HOLIDAY TRIO

AMAHL Comes to Home Video At Last!

THE NEW BORN KING

If you're tired of the seasonal glitz and want Christmas as it ought to be, try this warm celebration of traditional hymns and carols from England's Westminster Cathedral featuring baritone Benjamin Luxon, actor Emlyn Williams reading from Dickens and baritone Benjamin Luxon. The world's first television opera quickly became the world's greatest opera. Having, like so many of us, lost faith in the way the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences awards the Grammy's, drummer Shelly Manne decided one year not to renew his membership in the organization. "Why have we not received your dues?" asked the head of the Los Angeles chapter. "Because this year I decided to support the blind rather than the deaf." Manne replied.

Mannes first reached a wide audience in 1956, when he collaborated with André Previn and Leonard Bernstein on a trio album on the Contemporary label that featured the music from My Fair Lady. The album started a trend. Soon everybody was doing a jazz version of this or that show, but few other efforts could compare with Manne's, for it captured the flavor of the Lerner and Loewe classic beautifully while retaining the group's integrity as a jazz unit.

Now, almost exactly thirty years later, here is another album by Manne, again on Contemporary. Recorded at a 1984 club date in Zurich, Switzerland, it has no particular theme, but it offers a Shelly Manne Trio interpreting some fine songs with grace and perception. The rapport between Manne, pianist Frank Colletti, and bassist Monty Budwig is extraordinary, and this album, among the last of Manne's live recordings, is a fine example of his musicianship, taste, and, considering his instrument, remarkable restraint.
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Sometimes the man who has everything has a few things too many.

There's one problem with having all those components in your system. All those remotes in your way. And trying to find the right one when you need it can really test your self-control.

That's why GE created the Control Central remote. One infrared remote that does the work of four. Even if they're not GE's. See, we're not afraid to turn off a few competitors. Or turn them on. So Control Central can power a Pioneer audio system, fast forward a Fisher VCR, even supervise a Sony Trinitron TV. Simply place it head to head with almost any infrared remote, press the matching buttons and it learns the operating codes in minutes, putting your entire system in the palm of your hand.

And if your system changes, Control Central will change right with it, reprogramming for any new addition.

So get your TV, your CD, your VCR, and your CATV converter under control. The GE Control Central remote.

For the name of your nearest dealer call The GE Answer Center® at 800-626-2000.

So get your TV, your CD, your VCR, and your CATV converter under control. The GE Control Central remote.

For the name of your nearest dealer call The GE Answer Center® at 800-626-2000.

We bring good things to life.
Dimes, S’Wonderful; and two others. Savoy Jazz © SJL-1166 $8.98.

Performance: Golden nuggets
Recording: Fine mono

This reissue album is devoted in equal measure to two jazz players who had little in common other than that they both played the piano and came out of the postwar transition period that led to modern jazz. Why they have been combined here is anybody’s guess. Thelonious Monk’s marvellously visionary work with the 1955 Gigi Gryce Quartet bears little stylistic relationship to the flip side’s relatively traditional 1952 session with Herbie Nichols and singer/bassist Chocolate Williams and His Chocolatees, but I enjoy both.

While it is now clear that Monk’s music never was as bizarre as many thought, at one time some people would have considered the four selections here to be “way out,” especially Gallop’s Gallop. What they are is extraordinary. With Percy Heath and Art Blakey completing the quartet, the group was awesomely rich in talent, and it performed accordingly.

Herbie Nichols never reached the level of fame that Monk did, and comparing their sides of this album makes it easy to understand why. The Nichols tracks are unadventurous, even somewhat predictable. They are typical of the Forties’ slick, pleasant, middle-of-the-road jazz fare, only occasionally hinting at what were then the “modern” sounds of the day.

C.A.

GERRY MULLIGAN AND SCOTT HAMILTON: Soft Lights and Sweet Music. Gerry Mulligan (baritone saxophone); Scott Hamilton (tenor saxophone); Mike Renzi (piano); Jay Leonhart (bass), Grady Tate (drums). Noblesse, I’ve Just Seen Her, Port of Baltimore Blues; Ghosts; and three others. Concord Jazz CJ-300 $8.98, CJ-300-C $8.98, CCD-4300 $16.98.

Performance: Reedy and right
Recording: Excellent

Take an original like Gerry Mulligan, add the Hawkins/Webster-flavored tenor of Scott Hamilton, lay it on a fine rhythm section, and sprinkle liberally with Mulligan compositions. It’s a good recipe, and it works on this new Concord album. The misleading title is taken from one of the tunes, an Irving Berlin song, but—with one exception, Noblesse—the tempo and mood of this album are neither soft nor sweet. You might try dancing to it, however. C.A.

JIMMY SMITH: Go for Whatcha Know. Jimmy Smith (organ), Stanley Turrentine (tenor saxophone), Kenny Burrell (guitar), other musicians. No Substitute, Funkii Mama; Bass Face; and three others. Blue Note © 85125-1 $8.98, © 85125-4 $8.98.

Performance: Infectious
Recording: Excellent

When Jesse Crump and Fred Longshaw lent harmonium accompaniments to Ida Cox and Bessie Smith on now-classic twenties recordings, the organ was not considered a jazz instrument. Later, Fats Waller and Count Basie took it into the Swing Era, Wild Bill Davis picked it up from there, and Bill Doggett rode it to the fringes of rhythm-and-blues. It was Jimmy Smith who explored the instrument’s full potential, brought it into the modern jazz arena, and launched a fad that had pianists all over the country switching instruments.

Smith’s rise to the top began in 1956, with a series of Blue Note albums, and it is no coincidence that his increasing popularity paralleled that of the organ itself. In 1962, when he moved to Verve and began making highly commercial recordings with big-band accompaniments, Smith reached successfully into the broader pop market.

I always preferred the more intimate settings of Smith’s early years at Blue Note, so I applaud the rejuvenated label’s decision to bring him back to square one. Well, not exactly square one, for “Go for Whatcha Know” teams Smith with guitarist Kenny Burrell and
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THE ONKYO INTEGRA TA-2058
REAL TIME COUNTER, HX PRO, 3 HEADS, ACCUBIAS
PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY RECORDINGS

The ONKYO Integra TA-2058 combines the recording quality of a professional deck with an array of sophisticated control features. Our 3 head record & playback system includes a wide gap recording head for superior frequency response and increased headroom. The playback head features a narrower gap, resulting in extended high frequency response, and improved S/N ratio. The third head enables tape monitoring, permitting instant comparison of the source material and your recording.

A computer-controlled Real Time tape counter provides a digital read-out that indicates in minutes and seconds the amount of tape consumed or remaining, eliminating the possibility of running out of tape in the middle of a selection.

Freedom from tape saturation, even at the highest recording levels, is assured by Dolby HX Pro. ONKYO’s exclusive Accubias circuit fine tunes recording bias for the flattest and widest response, and an adjustable preset function lets you customize your recordings for playback in other tape machines, like car stereo or portables.

Professional recording and playback qualities are finally available in an affordable deck—the ONKYO Integra TA-2058.
INTRODUCING THE ONLY AM/FM TUNER/CASSETTE DECKS CAPABLE OF CUTTING MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE UP TO 92.9%! FROM CARVER, NATURALLY.

The new TX-Seven and TX-Nine auto-reverse AM/FM tuner/cassette audiophile decks represent yet another example of Carver's ability to solve previously insoluble audio problems and deliver you more musical enjoyment.

CARVER TUNER TECHNOLOGY TAKES TO THE ROAD.

Each deck employs the same Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection circuitry as Carver's revolutionary TX-11a home tuner, along with an ingenious automatic computer logic-controlled antenna switching system that further vanquishes multipath distortion.

In point of fact, no other autosound tuner/cassette decks in the world — regardless of price — even begin to approach the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's ability to maintain a hiss-free, glitch-free, interference-free FM listening environment in your car.

Both also possess a multitude of other useful, state-of-the-art features which will recommend them to the most discriminating autosound audiophile.
COLLIDING WITH MULTIPATH DISTORTION.

By its very definition as a moving reception point, a car's FM tuner constantly falls prey to signal reflections from hills, skyscrapers, bridges and even other vehicles. These extra phase modulating signals trick conventional tuners into producing audible sounds we call multipath.

Starting outbursts of clicks, pops, "picket fencifying" and other rude and indescribable sounds.

The trouble is, by its very nature multipath distortion cannot be cured by conventional circuit "improvements." In fact, the better an autosound tuner is, the more faithfully it is deceived into converting phase modulation into ghostly-sounding interruptions in your favorite station.

COMPUTER LOGIC-CONTROLLED DIVERSITY ANTENNA SWITCHING DRIVES AROUND MULTIPATH.

One way to get temporary relief from interference at home is to move the antenna around slightly. That is in effect what the Carver TX-Seven and TX-Nine do with sophisticated circuitry in your car. Instead of physically moving one antenna, they turn your rear defroster into a second separate antenna, 180 degrees out of phase with the first. When multipath occurs, a special smart circuit automatically switches (at the speed of light) to the other antenna, automatically correcting phase and eliminating the multipath before you ever hear it. In serious cases, the circuit actually uses both antenna inputs at once, deriving a signal through sum and difference principles.

ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE-COUPLED FM DETECTION CIRCUITRY BRINGS IT ON HOME.

What little multipath distortion gets through the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's unique smart antenna system runs headlong into the remarkable tuner innovation High Fidelity Magazine described as "distinguished (by) its ability to pull clean, noise-free sound out of weak or multipath-ridden signals."

It specially treats the critical, multipath-prone left-minus-right (L-R) signal with a Charge-Coupled circuit that detects "dirty mirror image" signals and cancels them before they can reach your ears. Then the Leading Edge Detector circuit processes the final 5% of the L-R and interleaves it with the tuner's receiver matrix.

Alone, without antenna diversity switching, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection Circuit delivers a net noise and distortion reduction of 92.9%. Together, they set a new standard for clear, clean FM autosound reproduction.

THE MULTIPATH MARATHON: REAL WORLD CONFIRMATION IN THE MISTS OF THE NORTHWEST.

Bob Carver is both a theorist and a practical inventor. Circuits that work on paper get exhaustively tested in the field before release.

So he assigned a hapless engineer to map out the ultimate multipath-ridden route for confirmation of the TX-Seven and TX-Nine's special circuitry. With mountains, hills, huge evergreen trees, skyscrapers, large steel bridges, good robust traffic jams and a few assorted six-story-tall Boeing hangars, it didn't take long to map out a 6-mile course that could regularly deliver at least 287 separate multipath occurrences.

Engaging the Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection circuit and automatic antenna switching reduced occurrences to an average of two during the same 6-mile course while listening to the same stations!

Although results may vary in your locale, the same 90+/-4% reduction in multipath has been confirmed in other widely diverse portions of the U.S.: The TX-Seven and TX-Nine work, and work well.

OTHER REMARKABLE TUNING FEATURES, TOO.

First, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine also receive Long Wave and Short Wave stations. And of course, both tuner/cassette decks have plenty of random presets...you can tune any fifteen AM, FM, SW or LW stations quickly for instant recall. Plus auto-scan and manual tuning.

But they also have a system that makes setting up all fifteen presets virtually instantaneous. Just press the button marked BEST and the tuner's logic circuitry will automatically select the fifteen cleanest, strongest signals and lock them in on the presets!

And that's in addition to your fifteen individual random presets.

As with all Carver products, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine do not sacrifice ease of use for useless, complicated frills. Instead, they answer every possible need without resorting to elf-sized buttons or glitzy flashing light displays.

Their metal-compatible, Dolby® NR, auto-reverse cassette sections rival any in the world. Both the TX-Seven and TX-Nine have separate bass, treble, balance and loudness and four-way fader controls and a full-function LCD display with night illumination.

All operations are signaled with a gentle "beep" that keeps your eyes on the road, not on the compact, ergonomically-styled deck.

There's even a security code system that renders the TX-Seven or TX-Nine inoperable to anyone but you (and a window sticker to impart this discouraging information to others). Or, if you prefer, use the quick removal system that slips out your TX-Seven or TX-Nine in seconds for storage in trunk or house.

THE BEGINNING OF THE PERFECT AUTOSOUND LISTENING ENVIRONMENT.

Out of the hundreds of tuner/cassette models currently available, only the TX-Seven and TX-Nine deliver home-stereo quality FM in your car. They achieve it with unique technology. And they are built to outlast your car, no matter what kind of climate you live in. Coupled with a clean amplifier, such as The Carver M-240 Car Amplifier and state-of-the-art speakers, your ability to transform your car into a concert hall is almost unlimited.

We urge you to audition the TX-Seven and TX-Nine at your Carver dealer soon. They can put you in the driver's seat of a unique, interference-free musical experience.

THE TX-SEVEN AND TX-NINE

TUNER: 0 Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Stereo Detector 0 Automatic Computer Controlled Diverse Antenna Switching 0 AM, FM, Long Wave and Short Wave Bands 0 15 Random Presets 0 Best Circuit for Auto-Selection of 15 Strongest Stations, plus additional 0 Preset Frequency Auto-search 0 Automatic Tuning 0 Manual Tuning 0 LCD Frequency Read-out

CASSETTE: 0 Auto-reverse 0 Programmable Music Search (TX-Nine only) 0 Computer Logic Activated Controls 0 Dolby B NR 0 Dolby C NR (TX-Nine only) 0 Metal Tape Bias Selector 0 GENERAL: 0 Security Code System 0 Audible Confirmation of All Functions 0 Separate Bass, Treble, Balance and Loudness Controls 0 Full-function LCD Read-out w/Night Illumination 0 CD Line Level Input (TX-Nine only) 0 Quick Release Removal System 0 Year Warranty SPECIFICATIONS: 0 Tuner Sensitivity: S/N 75dB 0 DIN: 55mm x 46mm x 160mm D (DIN mount)

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
If you are a Sonny Stitt fan, however, this set of 1952 and 1956 quartet sessions is a must, mainly because some of the material has not previously been released. Stitt plays tenor on one side and alto on the other but neither with much inspiration. In the Sixties he became a master of let's-get-it-over-with affairs like this, euphemistically called "blowing sessions." These tracks indicate that he got an early start.

DAVE VALENTIN: Light Struck. Dave Valentín (flute); other musicians. Miss V: Can't Change My Heart; Prelude to a Kiss; The Village; AM-FM; Miss V; Can't Change My Heart; Prelude to a Kiss; The Village; AM-FM; and three others. GRP © 1028-1 $8.98. © 1028-4 $8.98.

Performance: Linear Recording: Excellent

Dave Valentín's new album is a plodding bit of predictable background music that will probably soon turn up in your favorite elevator. Valentín is a fine musician, and there are moments here when he appears ready for take-off, but he is hopelessly grounded by inferior accompaniments and arrangements. Pianist Bill O'Connell contributes three trite tunes and plays with all the soul of a robot. The four percussionists sound like one Casio unit, bassists Lincoln Goins and Francisco Centeno have been listening to too many TV soundtracks, and Angela Bofill delivers Ivan Lins's Can't Change My Heart in a wafer-thin monotone. I'm getting off on the next floor.

Weather Report: This Is This. Weather Report (vocals and instrumentals). Face the Fire; China Blues; Consequently; Update; and four others. COLUMBIA FC 40280, © FCT 40280, © FCT 40280, © FCT 40280, no list price.

Performance: Stable weather Recording: Very good

"This Is This" is the fifteenth Weather Report album since 1971, when the group was formed by pianist Joe Zawinul and saxophonist Wayne Shorter. In the beginning, its fusion of electrified instruments and acoustic know-how was quite often exciting, and it spawned a rash of imitations—which, from a jazz viewpoint, range from the decidedly awful to the mildly interesting. Many people will disagree with me, but I believe that the fusion explosion ignited by Weather Report and Miles Davis is in large measure responsible for the stagnation of jazz, though perhaps they only expedited the process. As for Weather Report itself, the new album lacks the bite that Shorter used to give Weather Report itself, the new album lacks the bite that Shorter used to give Weather Report itself. The four percussionists sound like one Casio unit, bassists Lincoln Goins and Francisco Centeno have been listening to too many TV soundtracks, and Angela Bofill delivers Ivan Lins's Can't Change My Heart in a wafer-thin monotone. I'm getting off on the next floor.

Calendar...
The Ultimate Performers!

Radio Shack's New Digital Audio Players

Portable/Home Performer! Our new Realistic® CD-3000 compact disc player lets you enjoy superb headphone stereo anywhere. It's easy to use and lightweight for easy carrying. And, since it includes an AC adapter/stand and audio cable, you can play it through your home stereo. With carry case and battery power pack. 279.95

Remote-Control Performer! The new Realistic CD-1400 combines state-of-the-art digital stereo sound and the convenience of a wireless remote. You can program up to 15 selections to play in any sequence. And, without leaving your chair, you can pause, fast-forward, replay one cut or the entire disc. Only 259.95

Our Most Affordable Performer! Radio Shack's new CD-2200 is everything you'd expect in a quality CD player. You get random-sequence programming for up to 15 selections, accurate Tri-Spot laser tracking, and highest quality and value. Only 199.95

As Low As $20 Per Month*. Check out the sensational sound, the great “specs”, and the variety of credit plans we offer at most locations. Come in today for a personal demonstration!

Radio Shack
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

FREE 1987 Radio Shack Catalog
Mail to Radio Shack, Department 87-A-942, 300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

*Credit plan available. Actual payment may vary depending on balance. Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. *Batteries extra.
TEAC CASSETTE DECKS

Teac V-380C Dolby Stereo Cassette Deck - [139.95]

Teac W-860RX Stereo Double Auto Reverse Cassette Deck - High Speed Dubbing - [469.95]

Teac V-850X Three Head Stereo Cassette Deck - [179.95]

Sonsui DW-1011 Auto Reverse Cassette Deck [299.95]

JVC TD-W30O Stereo Double Cassette Deck - [179.95]

CASSETTE DECKS

JVC TD-W30O Stereo Double Cassette Deck - [179.95]

Sonsui DW-1011 Auto Reverse Cassette Deck [299.95]

TECHNICS CD-PLAYERS

Technics SL-P310E Remote Control Compact Disc Player - [219.95]

Technics SL-P72E Remote Control Compact Disc Player - [299.95]

TECHNICS CD-PLAYERS

Technics SL-P310E Remote Control Compact Disc Player - [219.95]

Technics SL-P72E Remote Control Compact Disc Player - [299.95]

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

Akai CD-A308 Programmable Compact Disc Player - 16 Tracs - [129.95]

ADC CD-100X Programmable Compact Disc Player - [149.95]

JVC XVAC600 Wireless Remote Rock - [249.95]

JVC RX-9VB Remote Dada! AM/FM - [399.95]

RECEIVERS

Sansui SX-1120 Digital Audio/Videol Receiver - [599.95]

JVC RX-9VB Remote Dada! AM/FM - [399.95]

AUDIOMIXERS

Auralité ER3800 Stereo - [99.95]

ADCO MDX100 Pre-Mixer/Programmer - [299.95]

NUMARK DMBX60 Pro Mixer/ Preprogrammer/Equalizer - [209.95]

그래픽 equalizers

NUMARK DMBX60 Pro Mixer/ Preprogrammer/Equalizer - [209.95]

SEGA ADVANCED VIDEO GAME

The Sega Master System - [199.95]

Yamaha PSR-31 Stereo Full Size Electronic Keyboard - [299.95]

PERSONAL STEREOS

Sony WM-6180 Rechargeable AM/FM Cassette Superwalkman - [129.95]

Panasonic RX-320 Cassette/Transistor AM/FM - [19.95]

Audio accessories

DENON X-500 CD Player - [199.95]

Electronic keyboards

Maxell XL1900i 10 Pack Special - [199.95]

Audio tape specials

Yamaha PSR-31 Stereo Full Size Electronic Keyboard - [299.95]

Audio accessories

DENON X-500 CD Player - [199.95]
by Alanna Nash

THE morning after his two sold-out showcase appearances in Nashville, country/rockabilly artist Steve Earle is being made up for a television interview in a studio off Music Row.

"Oh, boy. I'm a lovely shade of green," says Earle, admittedly hung over and "industrial-strength nauseous." Dressed in jeans and a black T-shirt with the sleeves rolled grease-style, Earle throws a look at his publicist and smiles a capped-tooth grin. "I'm doing my Keith Richard impersonation today," he cracks.

Although Earle insists that he's a country singer, he looks more like John Cougar Mellencamp than Porter Wagoner. Earle's MCA debut album, "Guitar Town," a stunning synthesis of country, rockabilly, bluegrass, and roots-level rock-'n'-roll, has earned him glowing critical reviews and respect not only from the country audience but from some of the biggest names in rock. Mellencamp now performs Guitar Town in his concert set, and, according to Billboard, Earle's LP was one of two that Bruce Springsteen bought on a recent trip to the record store.

"Yeah," Earle would say a couple of hours later, at lunch at a West Nashville eatery. "Things are startin' to look pretty good for a change."

It was, however, a long time coming, since Earle has been bouncing around Nashville off and on for twelve years now without attracting much attention as an artist. From 1982 to 1985 he cut some rockabilly tracks for Epic and the independent LSI label, showing up in his jacket photos in pink-and-black outfits with string ties. Like the photographs, the early records never seemed quite "real," sounding more like the product of a record-company hunch than like the Stray Cats could do it. Nashville could too. But at the same time Earle allowed himself to be shrink-wrapped and delivered to the public, he had begun to build a name around town as a writer of merit — even if the early records failed to show it.

With "Guitar Town," however, Earle lives up to that reputation, proving himself to be a singer of far greater depth and sensitivity than any of his previous records hinted. In a voice that recalls the wry, plaintive sparseness of John Prine and the tender tough-guy bravado of Mellencamp, Earle moves in the personal sagas of small-town dreamers, big-love losers, and day-to-day existers hanging on by their fingernails and praying for change.

All ten songs in the album deal, in one way or another, with the lure of the road and with the hope, the disappointment, and the salvation it brings. There's the trucker in Guitar Town who couldn't make it as a country singer but loves the music his steel belts make on the asphalt, the gas-pump attendant of Someday who spends his life counting out-of-state plates, the Southerners who take the Hillbilly Highway north to find work in the factories and the father who calls home to talk to the Little Rock 'n' Roller who is growing up without him. On the whole, the songs paint a bleak portrait of white working-class America. But most of them are also more autobiographical than they seem.

Born in Virginia, where his father was stationed in the Army (his Texas grandfather sent a can of Lone Star dirt to be placed under the delivery table so the boy could be close to his roots), Earle grew up in San Antonio under the spell of what would become his two main influences: the music his Uncle Nick hammerd out of an old guitar and the Elvis Presley records he started buying in the first grade.

At fourteen, Earle ran away from home to play music in Houston, eventually hooking up with such songwriters as Townes Van Zandt and Richard Dobson — performers who had achieved cult status in the region for their lyrical, literate writing. In 1974 he hitchhiked to Nashville, where he played in various bands and eventually wrote songs recorded by Carl Perkins and Johnny Lee.

But Earle's career as an artist never really happened, and every few years, like the characters in his music, he would take to the road again, "trying to get control over my career, over my life. I had classic anxiety about everything."

The songs on "Guitar Town" were written in Nashville, in Alabama, in Mexico, in Los Angeles, and in San Antonio while Earle was getting a divorce and living with friends. ("I was just sort of doin' a couch tour.") Little Rock 'n' Roller, the song about a father's phone call home in the song's last line, is based on a real-life experience from his days of living in San Miguel de Allende. ("I was industrial-strength morose.") Someday, the portrait of the gas attendant caught in small-town isolation, came from a late-night encounter at a Jackson, Tennessee, filling station.

But the most startling and impressive aspect of "Guitar Town" is that the writing — clear, concise, funny, and heartbreaking — is unlike anything Earle has done before.

"It really is a mystery to me," he admits, "the main thing is, I got to a point where I was feeling good about myself as a writer again, and I was determined to make a record that you could put on the turntable and listen to. Lyrics were always the most important thing in country music until real recent times. Now there is a movement toward lyrics again. I just want to be a part of bringing that back. I really think that I was born to do this."
The dawn of a new tape decade.
The digital age has pushed recorded sound to the limit. Now Triad Digital Transcription Tape takes you there, too; it's the first totally new tape for your deck in a decade.

Triad's exclusive, patented metal tape formulations deliver maximum performance with a composition of exceptionally dense, uniform ferrous hydroxide particles. Their increased surface area holds more signal with less distortion than previous years possible.

**Triad and true performance for every deck.**
Unlike pre-digital tapes designed for sources with dynamics averaging only 45-50dB, Triad's advanced metal technology delivers over 80dB of exciting, true-to-life dynamic range. With Triad, tape decks can actually perform beyond the limits of their own manufacturers' expectations.

Triad MG-X's high retentivity and coercivity are optimum for metal position transcription of digital material. For true metal quality in the high (CrO2) position, the EM-X's reduced coercivity and controlled retentivity deliver more high frequency headroom and dynamic signal with higher overload levels than any other Type II tape. And for the widest dynamic range with the flattest frequency response in the normal position, it's the cobalt-doped Triad F-X.

The housing that Triad built.
A revolutionary tape deserves a revolutionary tape housing. Triad's exclusive built-in Azimuth Alignment Guide guarantees precise tape-to-head contact for minimal tape skewing, extended tape life.

Leading tapes share limited, pre-digital formulations. They just don't measure up to today's advanced recording techniques and audio equipment.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 150 or write 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797.

*Maxell and XL-1S are registered trademarks of Maxell Corp. **TDK and SA are registered trademarks of TDK Corp.
GET THE HIGH END. ON THE FLIP SIDE.
INTRODUCING THE FUJITSU TEN DUAL AZIMUTH.

Dual AZIMUTH

Auto-Reverse never sounded better. Only a recalibrated tape head permits perfect sound reproduction in Forward and Reverse. Fujitsu Ten's unique Dual Azimuth System automatically adjusts the tape head, realigning it with the tape. The result: an enhanced Dolby and the full range of frequency response in both directions.

FROM $250......TO $2000

The Dual Azimuth Adjusting System introduced in Fujitsu Ten's incredible $2000 Compo is now available in the new "M" Series. Features of the M3 auto-reverse cassette receiver include electronic tuning, pre-set scan, Ultra Tuner (for superior FM reception), Dolby NR, automatic tape program search, high power (56 Watts total output), 4 channels amplified, soft green fully illuminated controls and, of course, the expensive Dual Azimuth System. Like all Fujitsu Ten car audio products, the "M" Series offers you high-end performance at a reasonable price: $250-$350.

FUJITSU TEN
CAR AUDIO
51 MILLION UNITS...34 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Write: Fujitsu Ten, 19281 Pacific Gateway Drive, Dept. 321, Torrance, California 90502.
CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Ackart
Richard Freed
David Hall
Stoddard Lincoln

BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book I (see Best of the Month, page 102)

BARTÓK: Divertimento for String Orchestra; Romanian Folk Dances.


Performance: Good
Recording: Good

The Divertimento for Strings was the last work Béla Bartók composed before he left Europe. Its three movements are in turn bittersweet, darkly funereal, and wryly humorous, displaying much of the contrapuntal craft familiar to us from the Concerto for Orchestra, which was written in the United States. The Romanian Dances have long been among Bartók's most popular works, whether in the original piano version or in later arrangements for small orchestra or violin and piano. The Orpheus Chamber Orchestra does a polished job with the Divertimento, and the Romanian Dances come off with enormous verve.

The Orpheus ensemble's wind players get a fine chance to show their mettle in the charming, evocative Mládí (Youth), a wind sextet Leos Janácek composed at age seventy. The reading is port and lively, grazed by a lovely bloom of overtones on the recorded sound, whose ambience is just right for a small wind group. The string sound in the Bartók works is full and bright.


Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

John O'Conor has made a fine impression in his recordings of all the John Field concertos on Fidelio and some of Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words on Denon, as well as on his U.S. tour with the New Irish Chamber Orchestra in 1985. In recording Beethoven's most popular piano sonatas he takes on a huge list of competing recordings, including his own of the Moonlight and Pathétique on Denon, and he comes off more than honorably. I especially like his restraint in the Appassionata. He does not open floodgates of power and emotion but plays with a degree of elegant understatement and subtlety. What he achieves in the first movement could stand as a lesson worth copying in how to build a credible climax. The middle movement is similarly a model of Classical simplicity, and what comes

RACHMANINOFF'S SECOND CONCERTO

Cristina Ortiz's new London CD of Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Concerto follows Vladimir Ashkenazy's remake with Bernard Haitink by only a few months. Ashkenazy's recording, also on London, is splendid, and the only reason for considering any competing CD, I'd think, would be the question of what comes with it. I may be considered perverse for finding Rachmaninoff's Fourth the most intriguing of all his concertos, but it makes the Ashkenazy package all the more appealing to me. The three short pieces that precede the Second Concerto on Ortiz's disc, though, may be more broadly appealing.

First up is Richard Addinsell's Warsaw Concerto. Since it is a direct imitation of the very Rachmaninoff work with which it is packaged, it is all to the good that it is separated from it as far as possible in the layout. But it does make for very pleasant listening. For what this music was intended to be—a condensed Rachmaninoff-type concerto to make a dramatic point—it's darned effective, and it's certainly well crafted. I imagine there will always be an audience for it (even if not in the concert hall), and I think it's foolish to be conceited about it.

The Addinsell is followed by the piquant Litolf/Scherzo, which seems to turn up only in recorded grab bags of one sort or another. Ortiz and the Royal Philharmonic under Moshe Atzmon give both the Litolf and the Addinsell absolutely top-drawer performances—very tasteful, as well as very brilliant. The Rachmaninoff Second gets a very good performance, too, if not quite in the Ashkenazy/Haitink class. Atzmon, who made a fine recording of the concerto with Agustin Anievas about twenty years ago, has the work well in hand, and so does Ortiz.

What could be the sleeper here is Gottschalk's Grand Fantasy on the Brazilian National Hymn, and it's all the more of a surprise for not even being listed on the front of the CD box (or booklet) with the three other titles. Gottschalk composed it in 1869, at the end of his life, for piano solo, and the late Eugene Liszt commissioned Samuel Hazell: Grande fantaisie triomphale sur l'hymne national bresilien, Op. 69. Cristina Ortiz (piano); Royal Philharmonic, Moshe Atzmon cond. London © 414 348-2 no list price.

What he achieves in the first movement could stand as a lesson worth copying in how to build a credible climax. The middle movement is similarly a model of Classical simplicity, and what comes
out of the final movement is no empty thundering but real music. The same clear-eyed virtues are evident in O'Conor's performances of the two shorter sonatas, which seem remarkably fresh—almost unbelievably so—in the slow section, well balanced here. His tone production is invariably and unselfconsciously beautiful, as is the recording itself.

R.F.


Performance: Razor-sharp
Recording: Splendid

Sweden's nineteenth-century symphonist, Franz Berwald, was born in 1796, a year before Schubert, and died in 1868, the year in which Wagner's Die Meistersinger had its premiere. The Sweden in which Berwald grew up and served an apprenticeship in the violin section of the Royal Opera Orchestra had no symphonic organization worthy of the name. Nevertheless, though he did write some operas, none of them successful, it is the orchestral music he composed between 1841 and 1859, along with the chamber music of his later years, by which he is remembered.

The symphonies Berwald wrote in 1842, the Sérieuse and the Capricieuse, have strong themes and remarkably powerful linear slashes of orchestral coloration. The Sérieuse is almost late-Classical in style, in the manner of Cherubini. The somewhat more lightweight Capricieuse is of most interest in its first movement, whose swinging pulse anticipates the symphonies of Carl Nielsen. The finale is rather flat and harmonically underdeveloped.

The two symphonies from 1845, the Symphonie singulière and the Symphony No. 4, are both real masterpieces. Their characters are quite different, but in both Berwald was in complete command of his craft, especially with regard to the handling of key shifts and harmonic texture.

The Symphonie singulière has a fine, rugged opening movement that is followed by an ingeniously combined slow-scherzo with a haunting adagio section. The finale, with its ferociously jagged main theme, is altogether gripping. Small wonder that this has become the most performed and most recorded of Berwald's symphonies. The Fourth Symphony, like the Sérieuse, is in the Classical four-movement mold. Serene but never bland, it is as subtle in its own way as something Haydn might have written had he lived on into the mid-nineteenth century.

There have been distinguished recordings of Berwald's orchestral repertoire by Igor Markevitch, Sixten Ehrling, and others, but Neeme Järvi and the Gothenburg Symphony sweep the field with the dynamism and beauty of their performances, and the sonics are superb as well. Järvi's tempos are a bit faster than usual, but not disconcertingly so, and they help to make the Capricieuse more arresting listening than I have ordinarily found it. Highly recommended.

D.H.

BIZET: La jolie fille de Perth. June Anderson (soprano); Catherine; Alfredo Kraus (tenor); Smith; Gino Quilico (baritone), Duke of Rothsay; Gabriel Bacquier (baritone), Glover; José van Dam (bass), Ralph; Margarita Zimmermann (mezzo-soprano), Mab; others. Choirs of Radio-France and Neuvale Orchestre Philharmonique, Georges Prêtre cond. ANGEL © DSC-3989 three discs $35.89, © 4D38-3989 three cassettes $35.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Well-focused

Taking its title, but not much else, from Sir Walter Scott's novel The Fair Maid of Perth, Bizet's opera has a lot going for it: a carnival as setting for its action, a drinking song, a ballet, mistaken identities, a masquerade in a ducal manor, a momentary loss of memory (if not sanity) on the part of the heroine, passionate jealousy (which might have been set to rest at once if anyone had asked an intelligent question or two), and a happy ending. The score also contains some very pretty music. It is an eclectic piece, with passages that are reminiscent of Massenet, Offenbach, other nineteenth-century French composers, and, yes, Bizet himself—though without the identifying signature, that had already marked his Les Pécheurs de perles and with which he triumphed in Carmen.

In the firmament of this recording, the brightest star is Alfredo Kraus, now nearly sixty years of age, who continues to be the exemplary tenor in terms of style, diction, musical polish, and identification with the material at hand. To the lyric role of Smith, Kraus brings a sense of youth and impetuousness; whenever he is part of the scene, the performance takes on added vitality. Gino Quilico makes an appealing Duke. His warm, clear baritone meets all the demands of the score, and he manages to create a believable character despite the artificial trappings of the plot. Gabriel Bacquier and José van Dam are more than adequate to their assignments and fulfill them expertly, as does Margarita Zimmermann, whose Mab, Queen of the Gypsies (yes, that's right), is enriched by her limpid, warm mezzo-soprano.

June Anderson, in her title role, has a big, brilliant voice that is capable of great agility, as she impressively demonstrated in the Philips recording of Rossini's Maometto secondo released last year. In this performance, however, her high notes are a bit brazen and her ornamentation, when it occurs, sounds less secure than in the earlier recording. She is still a major talent, though, and I hope she does not continue performing roles imperfectly suited to her vocal qualities.

The chorus sings with animation, and the Nouvel Orchestre Philharmonique plays crisply under Georges Prêtre's capable leadership. The sound is rich and well balanced throughout.

R.A.

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1, in C Minor, Op. 68. NHK Symphony Orchestra, Lovro von Matačić cond. DENON © 33C0-1003 no list price.

Performance: Solid
Recording: Full-bodied

The conductor Lovro von Matačić (1899-1985) is associated as a recording artist chiefly with opera, but he also conducted in a scattering of concert recordings for Angel and some Beethoven and Bruckner with the Czech Philharmonic for Supraphon. This CD of the Brahms First with a Japanese Orchestra, from a March 1984 performance, is unexpected, certainly, and it will hardly displace the recordings on CD and LP by major Western conductors and orchestras. Nonetheless, it is an interesting document, for it gives us an unknown, the first recorded Japanese performance of a Brahms symphony to achieve general international release.

Matačić's reading is in the solid Central European tradition that veteran record collectors would associate with Felix Weingartner, particularly in the opening movement. The pacing of the Andante sostenuto strikes me as a bit fast, but the third movement comes off perfectly in terms of "quietly flowing motion," to borrow a tempo description from H Released. It supple a rather impulsive timpanist, the final coda is the best that, and the sonics are excellent.

D.H.

DELIBES (tr. Dohnányi): Waltz from Coppélia (see DOHNÁNYI)
Building a breakthrough color TV takes brains: the computer brains of IC chips. Unlike the analog workings of conventional TVs, these new chips from NEC store, process, and control the picture in digital form. So TV performance can be raised to a higher level. The level of NEC Digital Television.

Take a look at our 26" square picture. You'll see richer color, more contrast, more resolution, and more picture than ever before. With a VCR connected, NEC's digital Picture-in-Picture lets you watch two shows at the same time on the same screen. And our three-way digital freeze lets you stop even the fastest running back in his tracks.

It shouldn't surprise anyone that the company behind this surprising new TV is NEC. We're at the forefront of computers, monitors, and broadcast video. And that takes real brains.
DELHNY: Florida Suite; North Country Sketches. Ulster Orchestra, Vernon Handley cond. CHANDOS 1150 $12.98, @ ABTD 1150 $12.98, @ CD 8413 $18.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Demonstration quality

Vernon Handley, whose name has become a reliable assurance of first-rate performance to collectors of English music on various British labels, was appointed conductor of the Ulster Orchestra in Belfast last season, and this is the first recorded issue of that new affiliation. It is by all odds the most striking Delius release since the death of Sir Thomas Beecham, the composer's earliest proponent. Handley's way with the music differs a bit from Beecham's but is equally persuasive. While Beecham brought his great personality to bear (and great genuine affection as well), Handley seems determined not to let himself get in the way of the music. That is an oversimplification, of course, but in these performances one is not aware of a conductor "bringing the music to life" but simply of the music itself proceeding with unforced spontaneity.

The sweetness of the early Florida Suite fairly glows in Handley's performance, and the more impressionistic quality of the North Country Sketches—a later, far more sophisticated work that ought to be welcome in American concert halls—shows its freshness and originality with thrilling conviction and clarity in his expansive reading. The orchestra, as we know from its earlier recordings, is a good one, able to give Handley all the brilliance and subtlety he asks for, and the recording itself is of demonstration class, as so many on the Chandos label are. R.F.


Performances: All excellent
Recordings: Good to superb

Ernst von Dohnányi (1877-1960), the grandfather of the Cleveland Orchestra's Christoph von Dohnányi, was a superb pianist, a fine conductor, a highly capable administrator, and a composer of music imbued with wit, urbanity, and beguiling lyricism. Insofar as his Hungarian heritage plays any significant role in his musical language, it is as a coloristic element rather than being of the essence (as it was in the cases of his younger, ultranationalist compatriots Bartók and Kodály).

These three Pro Arte CD's add up to a fine cross section of Dohnányi's chamber music and solo-piano output. The Op. 1 Piano Quintet of 1895 is a capable graduation essay in the best Brahmsian manner. The Serenade for String Trio in C Major, from 1902, is quite a different matter—full of verve, wit, and effective instrumental and contrapuntal writing throughout.

The Violin Sonata, after another Brahmsian opening movement, comes to life with a brilliant central variation-scherzo and a finale notable for piano writing of Lisztian virtuosity. The Brahmsian element is more evident throughout the earlier Cello Sonata, but it remains a fine piece on its own terms, and it is topped off by a handsome theme-and-variations finale.

The piano selections are all fun to listen to. The Pastorale from 1921 is perhaps the loveliest thing on the solo-piano disc, but I also especially liked the harmonic texture of the first Concert...
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Etude and the noble theme used as the basis for the Op. 29 Variations.

The recorded performances are without exception of sterling musical quality, and the performance of the Op. 10 Serenade is outstanding. The recordings which were made at the Eastman School of Music between September 1984 and January 1985, are remarkably consistent in their excellence. My only reservation, a minor one, concerns what seems to be either closer miking or less room ambience in the Piano Quintet and in the solo-piano disc. A bit of tonal richness would have been welcome.

D.VORÁK: String Quartet No. 12, in F Major, Op. 96 ("American"); Cypresses, Cleveland Quartet. PRO ARTE @ CDD-237 no list price.

Performance: Pleasing

Recording: First-rate

The Cleveland Quartet's performance of the well-loved F Major Quartet is, in general, a pleasing one, and the charming but fairly unfamiliar twelve Cypresses were most welcome. The Clevelanders' phrasing a little fussy in the quartet's opening theme and in the dance-like theme of the finale, and their pacing seems just a bit fast in the best-known of the Cypresses, Dvořák's transcription of his song "Nature lies peaceful in slumber and dreaming," but these are admittedly personal reactions. In any case, I'd much rather the players press on as they do here than go too slow and milk the piece. The playing is consistently on the high level we expect from this ensemble, and the recording itself is first-rate in every respect. R.F.

JANÁČEK: Mládí (see BARTÓK)

HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks; Concerto a due cori No. 2; Ariodante, Overture. La Grande Écurie et la Chambre du Roi. Jean-Claude Malgoire cond. CBS @ M 42123, @ MT 42123, @ MK 42123, no list price.

Performance: Rauccous

Recording: Fine

It takes real talent to destroy the nobility of Handel's Music for the Royal Fireworks, but Jean-Claude Malgoire succeeds. A pushy tempo and exaggerated rhythm manners transform the sublime to raucous skittishness. The concerto and the Ariodante Overture come off somewhat better, but not really enough to warrant an investment in this recording.


Performance: Good

Recording: Adequate

Cybelia is a French label that is devoted to French music of the twentieth century, and this release may well be its most intriguing presentation to date.

LISZT: Dante Symphony. Helmond Concert Choir, Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, James Conlon cond. ERATO/RCA @ NUM-75245 $10.98, @ MCE-75245 $10.95, @ ECD-88162 no list price.

Performance: Grandioso

Recording: Splendid

In calling this performance of Liszt's Dante Symphony "grandioso," I mean it in the best sense of that word. After all, how could a Lisztian version of Dante's Divine Comedy be anything but grandioso? Howls and groans serve as background for the agonies of Francesca and Paolo in Inferno, a sinuous fugue threads its way through Purgatory, and a Magnificat for women's voices dispenses the divine odor of Paradise. Although not as well known as Liszt's Dante Sonata for piano and his similarly programmatic Faust Symphony after Goethe, the Dante Symphony can hold its own, especially in such a luminous performance as this one. James Conlon brings out all the work's drama and beauty. Fine sound, too.

MOZART: Arias (see Best of the Month, page 101)

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 17, in G Major (K. 453); Piano Concerto No. 20, in D Minor (K. 466). Youri Egorov (pianos), Philharmonia Hungarica, Wolf- gang Sawallisch cond. ANGEL @ DS-38276 $11.98, @ 4DS-38276 $11.98.

Performance: Sensitive

Recording: Okay

Youri Egorov is very much at home in the Mozart G Major Piano Concerto, which calls for clean, engaging work, melodic charm, and grace. When it comes to the brooding D Minor Concerto, however, his playing lacks the starch and drive to match the drama of the orchestral writing, which Wolfgang Sawallisch and the Philharmonia Orches- tra give the full works.

MOZART: Requiem in D Minor (K. 626). Kathleen Battle (soprano); Ann Murray (mezzo-soprano); David Randall (tenor); Matti Salminen (bass); Chorus and Orchestra of Paris, Daniel Barenboim cond. ANGEL @ DS-38216 $11.98, @ 4DS-38216 $11.98, @ CDC-47342 no list price.

Performance: Lush

Recording: Excellent

Despite the recent flurry of interest in who it was who really fleshted out and completed the Mozart Requiem, Daniel Barenboim has chosen to record the version attributed to Süssmayer, the one most of us are most at home with and which to my mind is entirely satisfacto- ry. Barenboim's approach is purely twentieth century—clean, straightforward, and filled with dynamic details that not only bring out the meaning of the ancient text but are in themselves musically effective.

(Continued on page 170)
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Alicia de Larrocha in Beethoven Concertos

The De Larrocha style is warm, mellow, lyrical, and at times even playful.

If you were hiring a pianist to play Beethoven with your local orchestra, Alicia de Larrocha would undoubtedly not be the first name to come to mind. And yet there is something quite wonderful about these muscular, showcase concertos performed in the graceful, mellow De Larrocha style.

Beethoven arrived in Vienna at a time when the big modern grand piano was just beginning to evolve, and his growing reputation was closely connected with the development of that musical product of the Industrial Revolution. The piano then was like the synthesizer today—everyone was trying to build a bigger and better model. The instrument was coming out of the salon and going public. New ways of playing and writing were being developed, and the rising star of this new, powerful instrument was coming out of the salon with a long piano introduction that is almost confidential manner.

The De Larrocha style is warm, mellow, lyrical, and at times even playful. Even the Fantasia in C Minor, or Choral Fantasy, of 1808, usually thought of as a precursor of the Ninth Symphony, is really a very traditional set of variations on an early song. What makes the Choral Fantasy different is not only the choral setting of the original song at the end but that it begins with a long piano introduction that is basically a written-out improvisation—giving us a rare glimpse of the kind of ad lib music for which Beethoven was famous during his lifetime.

Alicia de Larrocha has taken on the Choral Fantasy and all five piano concertos in her new set for London, and in so doing she has challenged almost everything implied by what I've said above. The conventional wisdom about how these pieces should be played has long since evaporated, and virtuosic manner.

Even the Fantasia in C Minor, or Choral Fantasy, of 1808, usually thought of as a precursor of the Ninth Symphony, is really a very traditional set of variations on an early song. What makes the Choral Fantasy different is not only the choral setting of the original song at the end but that it begins with a long piano introduction that is basically a written-out improvisation—giving us a rare glimpse of the kind of ad lib music for which Beethoven was famous during his lifetime.

Alicia de Larrocha has taken on the Choral Fantasy and all five piano concertos in her new set for London, and in so doing she has challenged almost everything implied by what I've said above. The conventional wisdom about how these pieces should be played has long since evaporated, and virtuosic manner.

The same qualities extend to the Choral Fantasy, which, despite the extraordinary entrance of the voices (here the RIAS Kammerchor and soloists), is really an intimate parlor piece in style. It is curious that the qualities that Beethoven's contemporaries regarded as eccentric, Romantic, and even avant-garde now seem lyrical and Classical in the hands of an artist like De Larrocha.

The Emperor Concerto is, without a doubt, the most problematic performance in the set. The Emperor is truly “Empire” in style—grand, Napoleonie, closely related to the neo-Classical art of the painter David, the sculptor Canova, or the architect Winkel. We are used to hearing it in slick, muscular, macho performances, and this one is not slick, not muscular, and not macho. There are extraordinary moments of insight and feeling in De Larrocha's performance, but it perhaps holds up—technically as well as interpretively—less well than the others.

The Berlin Radio Symphony is a good, not a great, orchestra. Chailly and De Larrocha are, for the most part, in harmony interpretively, and the digital recording, made in the Jesus Christus Kirche in West Berlin, conveys a beautiful perspective between the soloist and the orchestra.

Eric Salzman
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The quartet of soloists, headed by the soaring soprano of Kathleen Battle, is extremely effective. The orchestral sound is lush but clear in texture, and the choral sound is sumptuous though somewhat lacking in the clarity that distinguishes the other forces. In the end this version is for anyone frustrated by the lack of warmth and humanity in the so-called “authentic” performances of the Requiem that have flooded the market of late.

S.L.


Performance: Sparkling
Recording: Excellent

This is Mozart's music on period instruments as it should be. You're simply not aware of the fact that old instruments are being played, but you are struck by the bright clarity of instrumental textures and the fine musicianship that John Eliot Gardiner and the English Baroque Soloists bring to these splendidly recorded performances. Highly recommended. S.L.


Performance: Dynamic
Recording: Excellent

The pairing of Mozart's two mature "city" symphonies is a most felicitous one, but these two sets of Mozart performances, aside from the titles they have in common, present a study in contrast. The interpretive differences are the more striking in the Linz Symphony. Even though Jeffrey Tate generates crackling tension in his first-movement allegro, you never have the sense that the pulse is being driven. Indeed, the hallmarks of his reading are elegance, poise, and utter clarity. A large part of the clarity derives from Tate's use of a chamber orchestra, which helps the wind sonorities sound crisper and more effective in chordal textures. The woodwind articulation in the finale is quite breathtaking.

Leonard Bernstein's Linz is unashamedly "big-orchestra" Mozart, with clearly dominating strings. The outer movements are set forth with intensely vital urgency, and the dominance of the strings is offset by the Vienna Philharmonic's supremely elegant wind playing in those episodes where the winds have more to do. The players' response to Bernstein's baton is unerringly dynamic and contrast, and Bernstein omits the exposition repeat.

The contrast in performance style is not quite so obvious in the Prague Symphony. Bernstein tends toward faster pacing in the opening and slow movements, and in the latter he again omits the repeat that Tate provides. Tate's finale goes like the wind, while Bernstein's is somewhat more deliberate, with repeats in both the exposition and development. In general, the orchestra's response to Bernstein is less mercurial here than in the Linz. In both cases, the sonics on CD leave nothing to be desired. I confess, however, to a special liking for the combination of intimacy and clean brightness achieved in the Tate recording. D.H.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Crystal clear

This is the second installment in the Swedish Bis label's projected cycle of Carl Nielsen's orchestral works with Myung-Whun Chung conducting the Gothenburg Symphony. It is a generous helping, almost seventy minutes in all, comprising the life-asserting Sinfonia espansiva of 1910-1911, the wryly satanic Clarinet Concerto composed in 1928, and the sprightly overture to the 1905 comic opera Maskarade. I don't think I've ever heard the overture recorded and played more cleanly than it is here. A bit more lilt in the second theme would not be amiss, but the delineation of the brilliant polyphonic development comes off superbly, and the sound is of demonstration quality.

In the Espansiva, Chung may not offer quite the visceral excitement of Leonard Bernstein's 1965 Danish recording for CBS or the uninhibited romanticism of Yuri Ahronovitch's 1981 Danish Radio Symphony performance on Unicorn-Kanchana, but we do get a magnificently controlled reading that lays bare both the architecture and the brilliantly linear writing that suffuses the first and third movements. The idyllic second movement with its offstage solo soprano and baritone loses some of its poetic effect, I feel, because the soloists here (Pia Raa-noja and Knut Skram) seem closer at hand than usual. The final movement, with its striding march tune, has always been a problem to bring off, partly because Nielsen, having stated the melody, wasn't altogether sure of what to do with it beyond some polyphonic fun and games. The finale's musical deficiencies can be covered up with the right choice of tempo and careful handling of dynamics and texture. Chung succeeds in this respect, and the performance is fully convincing.

The Clarinet Concerto is another tough nut to crack, particularly for the soloist, who must cope not only with his own part's extraordinarily demanding leaps and passage work but also with the snarling of the solo snare drum, which plays the role of a kind of Mephistophelian foil who finally gets put in his place. The Gothenburg Symphony's first-chair clarinetist, Olle Schill, does himself proud all the way, making this recording yet another of the several distinguished versions that have gone in and out of the catalog since the middle Fif-

ties. I confess particular partiality to the 1967 recording that Stanley Drucker and Leonard Bernstein made with the New York Philharmonic, but those who prefer a slightly less acerbic treatment of the score will find this one very satisfying. As a whole, this release combines an outstanding program, first-rate performances, and exemplary sonics. D.H.


Performance: Mixed bag
Recording: Good

I have not had much luck with the Scheherazade recordings that have crossed my desk in recent years, and this one by Lorin Maazel with the Berlin Philharmonic is also less than fully satisfying. A warmly limned Young Prince and the Princess section is the high point. The rest strikes me as fairly routine, marred by slack solo trombone work in the first fanfare episode of the Kalendar Prince. The all-important solo-violin role is competently played but is hardly beguiling or characterful. The sound is good but not good enough to seize the attention the way it should in this music. For the right mix of poetry, color, and
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D.H.


Performance: Superb
Recording: Exemplary

It is reassuring to hear the Wanderer-Fantasie open with a lyrical impulse instead of empty bluster, and I don't mean to indicate any sort of shortfall in Murray Perahia's sense of drama either. This is a large-scaled, hearty, sweepingly communicative performance, much in the same spirit as Perahia's earlier recordings of Beethoven's Opp. 7 and 22 sonatas and Third and Fourth Piano Concertos. Dozens of lambent phrases here remind us that subtlety is not always manifest in the form of reticence or understatement. Schubert's fantasy suits Perahia down to the ground, and so does Schumann's, which comes across as nothing less than the pristine condition, its unique character realized in full, with an abundance of poetry but without any obtrusive interpretive overlays.

On LP the recording is a model of realism and balance. I would have expected an added degree of vividness on the CD, but not as dramatic a difference as the CD in fact discloses. The compact disc is absolutely stunning, and its exceptional quality puts the dramatic character of Perahia's playing (in the Schuberti especially) and the sheer beauty of his tone in a still more remarkable light. When this year's short list of outstanding releases is drawn up, this one will surely be near the top.

R.F.

SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang. Hermann Prey (baritone); Philippe Bianconi (piano). DENON © C37-7906 no list price.

Performance: Unique
Recording: Excellent

Hermann Prey's performance of the Schwanengesang appears to be unique in including a fifteenth song. This collection is normally understood to comprise seven settings of poems by Ludwig Rellstab, six of Heine's poems, and a single poem by Johann Gabriel Seidl (which has its own Deutsch number, 965a), all composed a few months before Schubert's death. However, Schubert composed another Rellstab setting earlier the same year, Herbst (D. 945), published as an appendix to the Schwanengesang in the Peters score. This very lovely song, which seems not to have been recorded very frequently and appears to be otherwise unavailable at present, conforms to the general mood of the others in the cycle, and Prey feels it belongs with them. He inserts it as No. 8 in his sequence, coming at the end of the opening Rellstab segment (just after the Abschied and before Der Atlas), where it fits in seamlessly—perhaps more so than the concluding Taubenpost, the solitary Seidl setting.

The inclusion of the "extra" song is a real plus, because the recording as a whole is so appealing. Prey is well up to his reliable standard, Philippe Bianconi is a splendid partner, and the sound—rich, warm, and ideally balanced—could hardly be better. Denon has provided excellent annotation as well as full texts and translations.

R.F.

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 3, in D Major (D. 200); Symphony No. 5, in B-flat Major (D. 485). Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim cond. CBS © IM 39671, © IMT 39671, © MK 39671, no list price.

Performance: Easygoing
Recording: Good enough

I did not discern any overwhelming sense of conviction on Daniel Barenboim's part in his readings of these two Symphony No. 3 and 5, the recordings being quite adequate if not thrilling. The recorded sound is rich and full, well balanced, and free from any problems of excessive ventilation or spillage. The disc offers a variety of timbral and dynamic colors, and the Berlin Philharmonic's inevitable smoothness and polish are well in evidence. This is a recording that will give pleasure to a wide range of listeners, from those who prefer a dry, clean sound to those who like their orchestral music with a touch of the romantic.
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youthful Schubert symphonies, at least compared with the pert and wonderfully turned performances Neville Marriner and the Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields recorded for Philips or the remarkably supercharged execution of No. 3 by Carlos Kleiber and the Vienna Philharmonic on Deutsche Grammophon. Barenboim treats both works in an easy-going but hardly arresting fashion, and the Berlin Philharmonic responds accordingly. The recording is good but not in a class with the brightness and warmth of Marriner's. I'd pass on this one.

D.H.


Performance: Trio No. 2 better
Recording: Very good

The Beaux Arts Trio covered a good deal of the "basic" repertoire on records back in the Sixties, before Isidore Cohen replaced Daniel Guilet as the group's violinist. While that change in personnel was without question a strengthening one, the subsequent remakes of the trio's earlier recordings have not in every case been improvements. In the case of Schubert's endearing B-flat Trio, I would certainly opt for the earlier Beaux Arts recording, which exuded much more life and freshness. The remake here is played with both elegance and warmth, but it simply does not come to life with the same sense of joy. With the E-flat Trio, however, this general shift in style is all to the good. This one is a different sort of work—still filled with Schubertian songfulness, to be sure, but altogether weightier and more serious. Here the Beaux Arts manages to leaven the sobriety with the radiant lyricism that would have been so welcome in the B-flat, maintaining a marvelous musical and emotional balance. Both the Notturno and the one-movement sonata are set forth most agreeably, and the sound itself is very good, if a little less mellow than one might wish.

If Philips makes the two CD's available separately, I'd have no hesitation in recommending the one of the E-flat Trio with the sonata, but I would wait for a more winning version of the B-flat. At present there are more persuasive accounts of both works on LP, and the earlier Beaux Arts set is apparently still circulating on cassette.

R.F.

SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C Major, Op. 17 (see SCHUBERT)

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 13, Op. 113 ("Babi Yar"). Marius Rintzler (bass); Concertgebouw Men's Choir; Concertgebouw Orchestra, Bernard Haitink cond. LONDON 417 261-1 $10.98, @ 417 261-4 $10.98, @ 417 261-2 no list price.

Performance: Fine, but . . .
Recording: Impressive

Bernard Haitink began his Shostakovich symphony cycle for London nearly a decade ago, and with this recording of the great symphony-cantata on five poems by Yevgeny Yevtushenko it has reached completion. As far as I know, Haitink's is the first integral traversal of the fifteen Shostakovich symphonies to be recorded outside of Russia.

Symphony No. 13 is not music for the faint-hearted. Music and text both deal with major human and moral issues, which are stated either implicitly or explicitly in the titles of the five movements. The first, Babi Yar, sets Yevtushenko's famous poem on the 1941 Nazi massacre of 100,000 men, women and children, most of them Jews, in the ravine of that name near Kiev. The scarifying poem points an indignant finger at anti-Semitism in Russia. Humor, the savagely sarcastic scherzo, speaks of humor's persistence even in the face of the most ferocious tyranny. In the Store is a moving tribute to the patience and resilience of the Russian woman. Fears,
Most speaker designers haven't changed their position in 30 years.

Presenting the dbx Soundfield series: Reality Imaging and the end of the stereo "sweet spot."

For 30 years, speaker designers have believed that the only way to achieve balanced stereo is to sit directly between and in front of both speakers. If you move out of this "sweet spot," the stereo image collapses and the frequency response is anything but flat.

At dbx, we took a revolutionary approach and developed a new speaker design that achieves stereo balance and frequency response so consistent from any listening position, so close to the real thing, we needed a new name to describe the experience: Reality Imaging.

Reality Imaging brings you right up to the stage. It's not only the sound, but the actual spatial reality—the feeling of being there. And it's an image that doesn't collapse if you move around.

Not only can you hear it, you can see it.

Ask your dbx dealer to demonstrate with a sound analyzer (such as the dbx 10120) how consistently the flat and smooth response—and Reality Imaging—are maintained by dbx Soundfield speakers at every point in the room. Then ask him to do the same with any other speaker at any price. You're in for a shock.

And we seriously suspect you'll be changing your position on stereo speakers for good.

Suggested retail prices

For the location of the dbx speaker dealer nearest you, call us directly at (817) 964-3210. A division of BSR North America Ltd. © 1986 dbx, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02165
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with its creepy opening tuba solo, speaks all too eloquently for itself, as does the finale, A Career, which deals with the virus of opportunism and moral corruption. One would have to have a heart of stone not to be profoundly stirred by this music.

Shostakovich's score requires not only a vocal soloist of superior eloquence and power but a top-drawer male chorus and a virtuoso orchestra. Haitink and his choral-orchestral forces turn in an excellent job, and London has provided powerful and wide-ranging sonics. The weak link in this recording is the soloist, Marius Rintzler, whose essentially lyrical style seems inappropriate much of the time. Rintzler does well by At the Store and Fears, but I am at a loss to understand how the text of the Babi Yar movement could elicit such bland singing!

I have not heard the well-received 1981 André Previn recording of the Symphony No. 13, but both recordings by Kiril Kondrashin, who conducted the work's world première, are well worth searching out. The recording he made for Melodiya in Russia was issued here by Angel, and after his emigration he recorded the symphony again, for Philips, with the Bavarian Radio Symphony and bass John Shirley-Quirk. The later recording, especially, is a blazing interpretation, somewhat faster paced than Haitink's, and Shirley-Quirk's contribution is surpassingly eloquent.

D.H.


Performance: Adequate to excellent
Recording: Reverberant

Most recordings of the orchestral music from Smetana's delightful rural comedy include the showpiece overture and the Polka, Furiant, and Dance of the Comedians. Geoffrey Simon also offers the Dance of the Villagers from Act I and the amusing circus Fanfare. His readings are neat but too strait-laced. Only in the Fanfare and Dance of the Comedians do he and the London Symphony players loosen up a bit.

I remember well the 1941 NBC Symphony première under George Szell's direction of his orchestral version of Smetana's autobiographical E Minor String Quartet. I enjoyed it then, and I also enjoyed his later Cleveland Orchestra recordings of it. Comparing this new recording of Szell's transcription, in state-of-the-art sound, with the superb digital recordings of the original version, I find myself preferring the latter. There is no gainsaying the utter integrity and musicality of the transcription, which gets a fine performance here, but the orchestral palette actually diminishes rather than enhances the impact of the work, particularly at the point where the high E sounds, signaling the onset of the composer's tragic deafness. Sonics for the quartet performance seem more vivid than for the Bartered Bride sequence, though perhaps the acoustics of the recording locale contribute a shade more reverberance than some tastes would prefer.

D.H.


Performance: Strongly individual
Recording: Very good

Latvian-born, Leningrad-trained Mariss Jansons has undertaken a Tchaikovsky symphony cycle for Chandos with the Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra. Being aware of the more than usually interested critical reaction to the initial releases of Nos. 1, 4, and 5 last year, I put the CD of No. 3, the most balletic of Tchaikovsky's symphonies, on my player with keen anticipation.

Most striking was the enormous improvement in ensemble, brilliance, and

The Last Romantic's First Return...
HOROWITZ in MOSCOW
ГОРОВИТ В МОСКВЕ

In April, 1986 Vladimir Horowitz performed in the Soviet Union for the first time since he emigrated 61 years ago. That historic concert was televised live on CBS News "Sunday Morning" with Charles Kuralt and recorded by Deutsche Grammophon.

Horowitz in Moscow
CD: 419 499-2GH • LP: 419 499-1 GH • MC: 419 499-4GH
Videocassettes available soon on MGM-UA Home Video.

© 1986 DG/PolyGram Records Inc.
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UNPRECEDEDNT INTRODUCTORY OFFER.

BUY A NEW SHURE
SV40 CD PLAYER.
GET A SHURE V15 TYPE IV-MR
CARTRIDGE WORTH $180—FREE.

Nobody else could
make this offer
because nobody
but Shure
brings you a
premier-quality
CD player and the legendary Shure
V15 Type IV-MR Cartridge. It's the best
of two audio worlds.

The V15 Type IV-MR provides not
only superb sound reproduction, but
also excellent protection against wear
and damage to your invaluable record
collection. It will enable you to con-
tinue enjoying albums that could be
impossible to replace at any price.

INTRODUCING THE
NEW CD PLAYER WITH
THE FAMILIAR OLD NAME.

Two qualities made the Shure
name famous and our new SV40 CD
Player has both. Flawless sound quali-
ty. And long-term dependability. This
feature-packed player even offers the
convenience of a 17-function remote
with volume control that lets you pro-
gram up to 15 tracks in any order you
choose. All at a surprisingly afford-
able price.

OUTSTANDING
SOUND.

Crisp, clear sonic quality comes
through via full 16-bit digital pro-
cessing. The SV40 also offers sophisti-
cated Dual Break Point™ filter sets
that remove extraneous high frequen-
cy energy without affecting the music.
Our LONGLIFE™ 3-beam laser track-
ing system automatically compensates
for disc imperfections, to make cer-
tain nothing interrupts the flow of in-
credible sound.

LONG-LIFE
DEPENDABILITY.

Unlike some competitive units
requiring air vents and cooling fins,
the SV40 utilizes highly efficient,
cool-running components designed to
extend the operating life of its solid
state laser, digital processing circuit-
ry, and mechanical systems. That's
why you can expect more than 7,000
hours of listening pleasure, free from
worry about the high cost of laser
replacement.

5-YEAR LASER
WARRANTY.*

It's the first and only one in the in-
dustry. And another great reason to
add the SV40's superior transparency
and realism to your home entertain-
ment system now. Purchase before
January 31, 1987 and get the Shure
V15 Type IV-MR Cartridge FREE.
For the name of your nearest dealer,
call 1-800-257-4873. (In Illinois
1-800-624-8522)


Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696

*See your dealer for details.

SHURE
MAKING THINGS THE WAY THEY SHOULD SOUND
FOR OVER 60 YEARS.™
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power that Jansons has achieved with what has been heretofore a good, competent, but provincial orchestra. The use of a first-rate new concert hall as recording locale has also helped.

Brilliance and maximal contrast in both dynamics and differentiation of episodic elements are the hallmarks of this interpretation of Tchaikovsky's youthful not-quite-masterwork. In this respect Jansons follows in the footsteps of most of the Soviet Tchaikovsky interpretations I have heard in the past. The ultra-espressivo approach to the second strain in the Andante elegiaco third movement is a typical instance. On the plus side is the brilliant and precise execution of the following scherzo, which was inspired by Mendelssohn and anticipated the Fairy of the Alps scherzo in Tchaikovsky's own much later Manfred Symphony. The sound throughout is resplendent. D.H.


Performance: A bit wayward
Recording: Good, but . . .

Herbert von Karajan's very first Tchaikovsky recording, with the Vienna Philharmonic, was of the Pathétique. Recorded in 1949, on 78's, it was a truly hell-for-leather treatment. In this, his fifth version of the work in stereo, Karajan has gone back to Vienna, giving us in the first two movements a performance comparably passionate to his first but with less violent contrasts of dynamics and tempo. For my taste it verges on the wayward in terms of a slackening of tension for the big lyrical episodes and in a somewhat heavy-handed pacing of the middle section in the 5/4 movement. In the final two movements, however, Karajan is in peak form, with a really fierce Russian-quickstep treatment of the march movement and an almost laceratingly plangent reading of the finale.

My major criticism of the recording has to do with details of production, which mar the gorgeous performance by the Vienna Philharmonic, in the string department particularly, with extraneous noises, such as just before the pistolet-shot attack that begins the first-movement development (dropped sheet music?). Like some of Karajan's recent Beethoven symphony recordings, this Pathétique was taped for video as well as audio, and I suspect that the production team gave more attention to video than audio considerations. Unless you must have the work on CD, I would recommend Karajan's fine 1977 analog DG disc with the Berlin Philharmonic instead.

The Fifth Symphony, which Karajan has recorded here for the fifth time, strikes me as interpretively more consistent than the new Pathétique. The reading is broad-gauge throughout the first half, highlighted by a slow movement wonderfully rich in sentiment but not cloying. A bit more lilt in the waltz would have been welcome, but in the finale Karajan pulls out all the stops in terms of pacing and dynamics, working up to a coda of barbaric excitement. The recording is free from odd noises and offers some fine orchestral playing and an impressive acoustic surround. Again, though, unless the CD format is a major determining factor, I see no reason for anyone who has Karajan's 1978 Berlin recording to replace it. D.H.

VERDI: Quattro pezzi sacri. Cecilia Gasdia (soprano); Chorus and Orchestra of the Gulbenkian Foundation, Lis-
bon, Claudio Scimone cond. ERATO/ RCA © NUM-75249 $10.98, © MCE- 75249 $10.98, © ECD-88170 no list price.

Performance: Good  
Recording: Atmospheric

Claudio Scimone is quite inside this music. The performance he leads here lacks neither conviction nor polish, and the recording, made in a Lisbon church, conveys a fine sense of atmosphere that is eminently suitable to the essentially "spiritual" character of his reading. On balance I think I prefer Riccardo Muti's Angel recording, with the Berlin Philharmonic and two splendid Stockholm choruses, for its overall greater dramatic tension and a more vivid recording, but Cecilia Gasdia's solo performance goes a long way toward evening the balance. Her singing is a good deal more impassioned than Arleen Auger's for Muti. Both versions get bad marks in terms of value, thirty-four minutes being less than half the capacity of a CD. Surely the sensible thing to do is to package this work with the Verdi Requiem, which is a bit too short for the two CD's it has been occupying. The Erato presentation, I'm afraid, earns a further demerit by failing to provide the texts.

R.F.

WOLF: Songs from Italienisches Lieberbuch. Ileana Cotrubas (soprano); Thomas Allen (baritone); Geoffrey Parsons (piano). CHANDOS © ABRD 1130 $12.98, © ABTF 1130 $12.98.

Performance: Honest, unaffected  
Recording: Good presence

This selection of songs from Wolf's Italian Songbook was recorded in performance at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, on June 23, 1984. The songs, shared by soprano and baritone, describe various aspects of love as experienced by simple Italian peasants and create complete and unified vignettes, sometimes in less than a minute.

Temperamentally, the two artists here are ideally suited to their material. Ileana Cotrubas and Thomas Allen, both in fine voice, treat the songs on Wolf's terms as communications of feeling rather than as shows of vocal technique, and accompanist Geoffrey Parsons plays with deftness and sensitivity. Warmly recommended, therefore, on all counts.

R.A.

Collections


Performance: Appealing  
Recording: Good

This set of recordings from the Lockenhaus Festival, taped between 1981 and 1984, leaves a great deal to be desired in the way of documentation but offers a great deal of variety, novelty, and all-round listening pleasure. The bilingual annotation includes an interview with Gidon Kremer, the festival's director, and a separate article by Peter Cossé on the Lockenhaus philosophy of concert programming and recording, but there is really no information on the music, some of which is quite unfamiliar. While the lapse in documentation is hardly trivial, it must be acknowledged that what is recorded on these four sides is unusually appealing.

Kremer himself appears in only a single item, a six-minute sequence of dances from L'Histoire du soldat that is done to a turn but with piano accompaniment instead of the original percussion. The Franck Piano Quintet receives a performance that is more than competitive with any recorded in a stu-
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N Y) 48 West 38th Street New York, N Y 10018 • (212) 944-9440
Manufacturing Plant: D-3002 Wedemark, West Germany
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FREE details. A DIFFERENT KIND OF RECORD CLUB

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS INCLUDING COMPACT DISCS...
on every record and tape in print—no "agree-to-purchase" obligation of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 20% TO 73% off mgf., suggested list...special catalog features hundreds of titles and artists.

MOST LABELS AVAILABLE including most imports through special custom ordering service—guarantees satisfaction

SCHWANN CATALOG lists thousands of titles

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND COUPONS redeemable immediately for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS informational news and happenings in the world of music...special super sale listings.

DISCOUNT NEEDLE GUIDE must mgf., replacements available.

QUICK SERVICE...same day shipping on many orders...rarely later than the next several days.

100% IRON-CLAD GUARANTEES on all products and services—your total satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed

Discount Music Club is a no-obligation membership club that guarantees tremendous discounts on all stereo records, tapes and CD's and let you buy what you want...when you want...or not at all if you choose. These are just a few of the money-saving reasons to write for free details. You can't lose so why not fill out and mail the coupon below for immediate information.

Over 5,000,000 music lovers worldwide have made our patented Open-Aire® design a legend. Hear the reasons at your Sennheiser dealer.
"Will Those Speakers Work With My CD?"

The introduction of the compact disc player has created a lot of confusion and false information.

At KLIPSCH®, we think you deserve to know the truth: any good loudspeaker or amplifier will work with a CD.

The virtues of a CD are really quite simple. You get a more durable "record," so to speak. That is, scratches become a thing of the past. And you get tremendous increases in dynamic range. Now what does that mean?

Simply stated, the expanded dynamic range of a CD allows you to hear lifelike musical surges. Loud portions of music are closer to the loudness of the original performance; quiet portions are more realistic too. And you should know that dynamic range provides the emotional qualities of music. Which brings us to the purpose of this message.

Since our first model in 1943, KLIPSCH Loudspeakers have delivered more dynamic range than any other loudspeakers made. We had a love for dynamic range before most companies knew what it was.

You don't have to have new speakers with a CD. But to hear a CD at its best, all the dynamic range and emotional power, make sure you listen to KLIPSCH. You'll hear a real difference for your hard-earned dollars. You'll hear your money's worth in every part of your system.

Judge for yourself. To find your nearest KLIPSCH dealer, look in the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free, 1-800-223-3527.

You'll hear your money's worth in every part of your system.

KLIPSCH HERESY II® PICTURED ABOVE

KLIPSCH®
A LEGEND IN SOUND®
P.O. BOX 688 • HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
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FOR ANYTHING & EVERYTHING IN CAR STEREO CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-443-1927

CAMERA & STEREO OF MAINE

PRICES AND PRODUCTS IN EFFECT OCT. 25TH THRU NOV. 26TH

AM-MF RECEIVERS

AKAI AAV-301 (60 watt) $129.95
JVC RX-5VBK (60 watt) $239.95
Marantz SR-840 (70 watts) $189.95

CARTRIDGES

SHURE DT-15P $39.95
Technics SL-141 $89.95

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

Technics SL-P300 $219.95

VIDEO TAPE SPECIALS

Famous Maker VHS-T7 $279.95
6 Hour Tape $2.79

AMPLIFIERS/TUNERS

Atlantic AM-74 $249.95
JVC A-X100 $149.95

RADAR DETECTORS

799.95

PHONE MATE 8000 $59.95
BE OPERLESS REMOTE

PHONEMATE KXT-2345 $59.95

PHILIPS RN 8365 $114.95

PIONEER PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE AT LOWEST PRICES

SONY FTE-50

All night Dolby* B & C, equalizer, bass & treble, fader clock, auto reverse, AM/SW $179.95

Claron 8400R

Digital AM-FM stereo tuner/subwoofer, separate base and treble $129.95

Olympus 8mm $899.95

Zenith Full Line $999.99

JVC VHS-HQ Auto Focus $1149.95

Canon VME-1

MINOLTA CR12000 AF $999.99

MINOLTA Auto White VHS HO $999.99

PRICE TOO LOW TO MENTION!

Panasonic PV-200 $249.95
Panasonic AG-155 $129.95
Famous Maker $299.95

Olympus VX-403

VHS-HQ, Recording, Auto Focus, Auto Iris, Auto White Balance, AC Battery Charge.

Olympus VX-403

VHS-HQ, Recording, Auto Focus, Auto Iris, Auto White Balance, AC Battery Charge. CALL

PIONEER SONY

Technology Medical push button tuner/auto reverse, Dolby*, mono-injection, tape $309.95

Futon $149.99

Labelle's 220 Page Catalogue!
**VIDEO REVIEWS**

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Robert Ackart
Chris Albertson
Louis Meredith
Alanna Nash

BRING ON THE NIGHT. With Sting, Branford Marsalis, Omar Hakim, Miles Copeland, others. KARL-LORIMAR 344 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta Hi-Fi $79.95.

Performance: Music yes, talk no
Recording: Fine

This documentary look at ex-Police man Sting getting his new band and solo career off the ground is meant to be suspenseful: Will the star make a fool of himself and bankrupt A&M Records in the process? Unfortunately, since Sting's album, "Dream of the Blue Turtles," and tour were wildly successful, we already know the ending. Sting himself comes off as a superb musician but also something of a bore, and the supporting players, particularly Branford Marsalis, who has a jazzman's chip on his shoulder that can perhaps be excused on account of his youth, also seem a little full of themselves.

The band, of course, is a wonderful one, and the scenes of their rehearsals are fascinating even for a layman, but the endless chatter gets to you after a while. The concluding Paris concert premiere, in which all concerned seem understandably nervous, is something of a letdown. In fact, when you get right down to it, "Bring On the Night," despite the input of director Michael Apted, is just another concert film with backstage glimpses (including fairly graphic footage of the star's girlfriend giving birth). But I'd say it's worth a rental, anyway. L.M.

DARYL HALL AND JOHN OATES: Live at the Apollo. Daryl Hall, John Oates (vocals and instruments); Eddie Kendricks, David Ruffin (vocals); other musicians. You Make My Dreams: Get Ready; Ain't Too Proud to Beg; The Way You Do the Things You Do; My Girl; and two others. RCA/COLUMBIA PICTURES 60558 VHS Hi-Fi $19.95, 20558 Beta Hi-Fi $19.95.

Performance: Brash and beautiful
Recording: A bit overbright

Longtime historians of pop culture will recall that all of the original Motown acts the Temptations were by far the coolest—and that the Temptations' most frequent lead singers, Eddie Kendricks and David Ruffin, were the coolest of the lot. It is a pleasure to report that while Kendricks's falsetto is a little frayed and Ruffin's sharkskin suit has been mothballed, this collaboration between the two former Tempts and Hall and Oates is as cool an event as anybody could have dared to hope.

Filmed opening night at the refurbished Harlem theater that was the Mecca of black music for decades, "Live at the Apollo" is, to be honest, mostly Daryl and John's show. Give them their due: they're slick and funny, and they work the crowd with the aplomb of vintage soul men. Still, when Ruffin and Kendricks appear for a Motown suite, the energy level goes through the roof, and when the tape is over it's their performances you'll remember.

A nostalgia package, to be sure, but a genuinely classy one. The only fly in the ointment is the sound, which is unacountably overbright here as it was in RCA's CD release. L.M.

**"BLUE SUEDE SHOES" ROCKS**

CARL PERKINS, despite his participation in some of the best rock and-roll of the Fifties, never achieved the larger-than-life celebrity status of his Sun Records labelmates Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis, and for a simple reason. Despite being a superb singer, songwriter, and guitarist, Perkins exuded all the raw, rebellious charisma of the director of a funeral parlor in Dothan, Alabama. On MCA's new "Blue Suede Shoes" video, Perkins is still swell musically, but with a preposterous wig and clothes that can only be described as K-Mart Futurama, he's still somewhat short in the charisma department. No matter. The tape is an absolute delight, one of the least egocentric and most genuinely exciting celebrity jam sessions ever staged for the cameras.

The format is simplicity itself. Backed by a core band that includes Dave Edmunds, rock's foremost performing historian, and two former Stray Cats, Perkins runs down various rockabilly standards (many of them his own songs, of course), and along the way he duets with such guest luminaries as Eric Clapton, Ringo Starr, and George Harrison. (The last two, naturally, are strongly identified with a couple of Perkins songs, Honey Don't and Everybody's Trying to Be My Baby, that they recorded as Beatles.) Everyone involved seems to be having a terrific time, even the usually dour Harrison, and the performances, particularly Clapton's surprisingly soulful take on the jaunty Matchbox, have a coiled-spring intensity that often verges on the extraordi

Add to all this some nicely straightforward direction and an audio mix with terrific punch and clarity, and you get an exemplary tribute to a guy who may look like a moonlighting mortician but who can still rock out with the best of them. Louis Meredith

CARL PERKINS: Blue Suede Shoes. Carl Perkins (vocals, guitar); Ringo Starr (vocals, drums); George Harrison, Dave Edmunds, Eric Clapton (vocals, guitar); Rosanne Cash (vocals), Slim Jim Phantom (drums); Lee Rocker (bass); other musicians. Boppin' the Blues; Cat Clothes; Honey Don't; Matchbox; Mean Woman Blues; Turn Around; Jackson; What Kinda Girl; Everybody's Trying to Be My Baby; Your True Love, The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise; That's Alright Mama; Blue Moon of Kentucky; Night Train to Memphis; Glad All Over; Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On; Gone Gone Gone. Blue Suede Shoes. MCA 80425 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta Hi-Fi $29.95.

JIMI HENDRIX: Johnny B. Goode. Jimi Hendrix (vocals, guitar); other musicians. Are You Experienced?: Johnny B. Goode; Art Attack; Star Spangled Banner; Voodoo Child. SONY R0450VH VHS $16.95, RO450BE Beta $16.95.

Performance: Shoddy
Recording: Ditto

"Johnny B. Goode" is the brainchild of Alan Douglas, the man responsible for a number of questionable posthumous Jimi Hendrix LPs, and this collection of video clips is in the same not-so-great tradition. A mishmash of badly filmed concert stuff (in the title clip the backing...
musicians are not even visible) and newly assembled conceptual pieces, the visuals add absolutely nothing to the music, and the overall effect is to cheap-en the Hendrix legacy further. If you want to see the real Jimi Hendrix in action, pass this one by and spring for the "Montrency Pop" tape.

L.M.

KATRINA AND THE WAVES: Walking on Sunshine. Katrina and the Waves (vocals and instruments). Walking on Sunshine; Red Wine and Whiskey; Do You Want Crying; Que Te Quiero. SONY 95WS0022 VHS Hi-Fi $19.95, 95WS00021 Beta Hi-Fi $19.95.

Performance: Charming
Recording: Nice

Given that Katrina and the Waves make some of the most unabashedly cheerful pop-rock on the market, and given that on the evidence of their videos they have probably seen A Hard Day's Night far more times than most of us would consider healthy, you might think a documentary of one of their tours would be mildly cringe-inducing. Happily, quite the opposite is true of "Walking on Sunshine." The band members are obviously likable and intelligent, and, while they are nowhere near as witty as they aspire to be, you get the feeling that these are people who genuinely enjoy what they're doing. The performance clips included here confirm my long-held suspicion that this is one of the few bands currently working in a Great Tradition, namely, the innocent, joyous, summertime car-radio music whose roots extend back to Eddie Cochran. In short, if this is bubblegum, it's highly artful bubblegum, and we could all do a lot worse.

L.M.


Performance: Mostly disappointing
Recording: Okay

Calling this collection of old video clips "Closet Classics" is a bit overstated: junk from the archives would be closer to the mark, although the program is not without its moments. Most of the stuff here was originally shot in the late Sixties and early Seventies for a German television show called Beat Club, and while the show's producers obviously had good taste in booking, their visual sense left something to be desired. A lot of what's on view could be textbook examples of tacky art direction and psychedelic camera trickery—real period-piece work that in some cases renders the results just about unwatchable. Free's All Right Now, for example, is a good performance that's almost totally obscured by special effects.

The pre-American-stardom Cream displays a nice sense of humor as they lip-sync their way through I Feel Free, Keith Moon mugs magnificently on the Who's Magic Bus, and the unjustly underrated Steppenwolf comes across as convincing proto-punks on Born to Be Wild. There's also an early Black Sabbath version of Paranoid in which Ozzy Osbourne performs with all the abandon of a slug on Valium. The rest, including a Mungo Jerry clip that seems to last for weeks and a Jimi Hendrix segment of sub-newsreel quality, is for dedicated nostalgists only.

L.M.

STEVIE NICKS: I Can't Wait. Stevie Nicks (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Stop Draggin' My Heart Around; Stand Back; Leather and Lace; If Anyone Falls; Talk to Me; I Can't Wait. RCA/COLUMBIA 60524 VHS Hi-Fi $19.95, 20524 Beta Hi-Fi $19.95. Pioneering ARTISTS PA-86-M039 LaserDisc $16.95.

Performance: Feathery
Recording: Good

As anyone familiar with either her music or these videos knows, Stevie Nicks is a most beguiling thing to perform. Listening to her—and watching her spin through her trademark fluttery bird-dance—is clearly a hallucinogenic experience, even if you haven't gotten near the stuff that normally produces such effects. This is what Nicks is after, of course, since the whole point of this music is inherently vague and misty.

Of the six video clips here, four are conceptual videos, and two, Stop Draggin' My Heart Around and Leather and Lace, are performance clips, the former featuring some of the worst lip-sync in music-video history. As for the conceptual pieces, there is a sameness to them—lots of close-ups of Nicks doing her twirl routine in some dreamy, surrealistic setting, usually a cavernous house, with plenty of room for the hordes of attendants who drift through her performances. As for the music, it is inherently vague and misty.

A.N.

QUEEN: Live in Rio. Queen (vocals and instrumental). Tie Your Mother Down; Seven Seas of Rhye; Keep Yourself Alive; Love It's a Hard Life; Now I'm Here; Is This the World We Created?, and nine others. SONY R0090VH Hi-Fi, $29.95, R0090BE Beta Hi-Fi $29.95.

Performance: Okay
Recording: Pretty good

Queen, which only seems to have released more videos than any other rock band in the universe, is caught here in a 1985 performance in front of 250,000 natives of Rio de Janeiro (give or take a few out-towners). The band responds to this allegedly historic occasion with a typically bombastic display of professionalism and arena-rock theatrics, presented in reasonably straightforward visual fashion by an anonymous director.
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PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ______ ZIP __________

(04 Code must be included to Insure delivery.) Void after January 31, 1987
## Examples of Some of our Super Specials!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEAC V450X</td>
<td>$109</td>
<td>TEAC Disc Player, Dual 620Q with Ortofon cartridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiwa ADF350</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>Dolby E+C, 2-motor, Tuning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiwa ADR450</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>Dolby E+C, Auto-Reverse, 2-Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC W440C</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>Dolby E+C, High Speed Dubbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC KDVS 3-Head</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>Dolby B+C, 2-Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC V850X</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>3-Head, 3-Motor, Dolby B+C+dbx, w/Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC R888</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>3-Head, 3-Motor, Dolby B+C+dbx, w/Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony G-7W</td>
<td>$569</td>
<td>Pioneer Combination CD/Laservision, Wireless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton Clock Radio</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>Sony G-7W Complete Midi System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC X-2000</td>
<td>$788</td>
<td>10 Inch Reel to Reel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reasons Why WDS Rated #1:
- All Orders Processed within 12 Hours.
- 95% of All Orders Shipped within 48 Hours.
- All Units Factory Sealed with Full Warranty.
- No Extra Charge for Mastercard or Visa.
- We Can Ship Complete COD (Only $2.00 Extra).
Everybody involved, on both sides of the footlights, seems to be having a good time, but the band can't really duplicate the production overall of its records during a live show, the charm of this package will probably escape all but the committed fan. L.M.

READY STEADY GO!—SPECIAL EDITION: The Sounds of Motown. The Supremes: Baby Love; Shake, Stop! In the Name of Love. Smokey Robinson and the Miracles: You Really Got a Hold on Me; Ooo Baby Baby. Steve Wonder: Kiss Me Baby. The Temptations: It's Growing. My Girl. Martha Reeves and the Vandellas: Heatwave; Nowhere to Run. And eleven others. SONY 96W50092 VHS Hi-Fi $29.95. 96W00091 Beta Hi-Fi $29.95. MGM L0781042 LaserDisc import $30.95 (from Instant Replay, 479 Winter St., Waltham, MA 02154).

Performance: Often electrifying. Recording: Typical Sixties

This fifty-minute black-and-white video is an episode of a British television series, Ready Steady Go!, taped in March 1965. Back then, Ready Steady Go! was about what it was: a party which you could get in England, and while all of the Motown artists represented were already stars in America, their appearance on the show "heralded the arrival of the Motown sound in Britain," it says in the notes.

Obviously, it all looks right out of a time capsule, and the production values are primitive compared with today. But there are some positively thrilling performances, especially by the already anoraks-looking Diana Ross and her Supremes, the incomparable Smokey Robinson, and the late Marvin Gaye, whose presence and personal power were as great as his talent. There was a rawness to the early Motown sound that came across as dizzying energy, but the big surprise here is how good almost all of these artists were, and how attention to detail on the part of these performers ever meant anything to you, this video will rivet you to your chair. A.N.

ROCK 'N' ROLL HEAVEN. With Don Kirshner, Bill Haley, Elvis Presley, Otis Redding, others. MGM/UA MV300550 VHS Hi-Fi $29.95. MB300550 Beta Hi-Fi $29.95

Performance: Graveyard kitsch. Recording: Variable

Just what the world needs: a documentary about people famous for being dead. Glued together by the Righteous Brothers' morbidity cornball hit of the same name and by a narration of supposedly-triviality rendered by Don Kirshner in his trademark New Yawk monotone. "Rock 'n' Roll Heaven" gives us glimpses (mostly in familiar footage) of a number of deceased rockers, from Elvis to the Beatles to Jackie Wilson. The clips themselves are mostly worth catching, even in this tacky context, but since the criterion for their inclusion seems to have been whether Kirshner knew the artists personally, there is a certain shall we say, revisionist bias at work. Bobby Darin, for example, gets the longest segment—apparently because he attended Kirshner's daughter's Bat Mitzvah. L.M.


Performance: Fine but flawed. Recording: Dimly lit

Nina Simone originally made her mark with a Bethlehem single that, after some twenty-five years, remains the definitive jazz vocal of Gershwin's I Loves You, Porgy. The success of that recording pulled Simone into the international limelight from the obscurity of a not so glamorous piano gig in an Atlantic City gay bar. Then, for a handful of years, while she enjoyed immense popularity, she managed to extricate herself from the temptations to offend her audiences verbally. As her comportment became increasingly antagonistic, fans and bookers alike began to withdraw. Now Simone is re-emerging and, in the process, demonstrating the durability of her talent. Her performance at Ronnie Scott's is a demonstration of a degree of hostility, but when she focuses solely on the music, the results can be rewarding.

"Nina Simone at Ronnie Scott's" is an imported videocassette containing an hour of music and talk by the onetime "High Priestess of Soul." Among the thirteen selections is the Gershwin song that started it all for her as well as other material from Simone's heyday, most notably the one-winning combination of Moon of Alabama, from the back of Brill's Mail Mahagonny, and Mississippi Goddam. This was powerful stuff twenty years ago, but, while the civil-rights struggle certainly continues, the medley has lost its impact—a loss compounded by Simone's apathetic, let's-get-it-over-with delivery. Other songs fare much better. The Other Woman, I Sing Just to Know I'm Alive, and If You Knew are sterling reminders of the emotional power that won the singer a loyal following in the Sixties.

Visually, the recording looks as if it had been taped with a bargain-basement camera and barely available light. Granted, it is often difficult to light a live performance properly without scaring away the club's patrons, but here even the interview segments—which were conducted without an audience—look dismal. The audio is mono but acceptable.

THE SUN CITY VIDEO/THREE MAKING OF SUN CITY. Artists United Against Apartheid: Ron Carter, Kashif, Bob Dylan; the Fat Boys; Herbie Han...
You won't find Queen or Rod Stewart performing that South African resort  

Neil Young may be the most interesting stylistic chameleon in rock-and-roll, but this video excursion into the bizarre, like his early-Seventies film Journey Through the Past, is a mess. Directed by Hal Ashby and featuring songs and costume changes from Young's rockabilly and space-age phases, the program is intercut with utterly pointless parodies of TV documentary footage, a device both intrusive and tiresome. The concert footage, the meat of the disc, is similarly variable. The rockabilly numbers, with Young and friends billed as the Shocking Pinks, have a certain hept-cat flair, but the techno-pop stuff, in which Young is accompanied only by precorded backing tracks (apparently meant to induce a Brechtian alienation effect), looks like old American Bandstand lip-sync jobs. The soundtracks, however, are among the best I've ever heard from a concert video, and since there is not likely to be any other documentation of Young in this last phase before his current country incarnation, I suppose that "Solo Trans" will just have to do.

C.A.

NEIL YOUNG: Solo Trans. Neil Young (vocals, guitar); other musicians. Heart of Gold; Old Man; Helpless; Ohio; Don't Be Denied; I Got a Problem; Hello

Neil Young is accompanied only by prerecorded lip-sync jobs. The soundtracks, however, are among the best I've ever heard from a concert video, and since there is not likely to be any other documentation of Young in this last phase before his current country incarnation, I suppose that "Solo Trans" will just have to do.

C.A.

ILARIOUS AUDIO

SAVE MONEY + TIME + FREIGHT ON NAME BRAND STEREO

VIDEO

EMERSON VCS-96SH VHS HQ STEREO TV HI-FI W REMOTE CALL

SANSHI SVR-9700HF VHS HQ STEREO HI-FI W REMOTE CALL

HEADPHONES

KOSS SST-7 NEW IMPROVED DIGITAL READY 44.95

SANSUI MH-1105B SONY MONITOR HEADPHONES 63.00

SENHEISER HD-414SL OPEN AIR LIGHT WEIGHT 49.50

TAPE - AUDIO & VIDEO

BASF CRE II-90 NEW CHROMIODIOXID EXTRA II 16.90 10

SONY CDP-1200 90 HIFI BIAS CASSETTE 15.00 10

TDK SA-95 LUXURY CASSETTE TAPE 18.00 10

TDK HKS-90 HIGH BIAS METAL PARTICLE CASSETTE 31.00 10

FUJI M-90 METAL CASETTE 30.00 10

MAXELL MX-90 TYPE I (PLEASE SPECIFY) 24.00 10

MAXELL MX-90 METAL CASETTES 37.00 10

MAXELL XL-90 TYPE (OR TYPE II) (PLEASE SPECIFY) 18.00 10

SCOTCH T-120 or L-750 EXG HI-FI VIdeoTAPE 64.10 10

CARTRIDGES

SHURE V-15 TYPE 5 MR 137.00

SHURE V-15 VP TYPE 5 P MOUNT 137.00

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-123EP P MOUNT 59.95

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-122EP P MOUNT 27.95

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

TECHNICS SL-P100S PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL FILTERED 199.95

TECHNICS SL-P930 NEW PROGRAMMABLE W REMOTE CALL

TECHNICS SL-P950 TOP OF THE LINE! CALL

SONY CDP-35 PROGRAMMABLE 199.95

SONY CDP-50 PROGRAMMABLE W REMOTE 249.95

JVC XL-V200B 8 BIT PROGRAMMABLE DIG FILTER CALL

TEAC PD-476 PROGRAMMABLE W REMOTE 259.95

SEE A BETTER PRICE? CALL US! WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!

UP'S rates apply on these items. Prices and Availability Subject to Change.  

--- send for free price list ---

Name  
Address  
City  
State  
Zip  
or use your address label

Phone Now  
1-312-664-0020

Price Lists & Quotes  
12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

Name  
Address  
City  
State  
Zip  
TOLL FREE  
1-800-621-8042

Orders & Quotes
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In order to capture the increased fidelity afforded by today's digital and high quality analogue recordings, audiophiles realize that they must place great attention on proper speaker mounting. Improperly mounted speakers fail to project the advantages of new recording technology as increased dynamics are lost in carpet, furnishings and other environmental factors.

For more musical enjoyment from your audio-video system, elevate your speakers on Chicago Speaker Stands.

CALL TODAY!!
1-800-882-2256 312-745-5500

SUBWOOFER SATELLITE SYSTEM
Instead of all the speaker verbiage, we'll get right to the point. This SubWoofer Satellite System has been rated as outperforming systems with prices up to $2,300.00. The SubWoofer System has a sensitivity of 91 dB, 1 watt, 1 meter, and a power handling of 200 watts RMS undistorted. And the Satellite System has a sensitivity of 92 dB, and a power handling of 250 watts RMS undistorted. For only $249.95 we will provide you with the ultimate system. For $449.95 you won't even have to construct your cabinets. You couldn't do better anywhere for this money.

SUBWOOFER COMPONENTS
1 15" SubWoofer, dual voice coil, 8 ohms per side
2 Dual input, 200 Watt, 2nd order, phase coherent Crossover

SATELLITE COMPONENTS
1 6-1/2" Woofers, polypropylene cone, linear cone, 30 oz. magnet, ABF, cast frame, 1 3/4" aluminum voice coil
2 2" Midranges, deep back, damped
2 1" low mass, ultra dome Tweeters
2 3rd order, RLG, 250 Watt, phase coherent Crossovers

$249.95 Drivers & Crossovers $449.95 with Cabinets
For extra protection, drivers are shipped separately and require installation by customer.

SYSTEM 20
In a discount store this 10" 3-way system sells for $299.95-399.95 per side! McGee offers acoustically arrayed drivers, a phase coherent crossover, and much more for much less. A frequency range of 42 Hz-21 KHz and power handling with a minimum of 10 watts and a maximum of 125 watts along with a proprietary cone design are just a few examples of the lengths we have gone to for your sound enjoyment.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS:
1 10" Woofer, polypropylene cone, 20 oz. magnet 1.25" voice coil
5 Closed back Midranges
1 Ultra light dome Tweeter
1 RLG, 250 Watt Crossover

Per Side: $57.95 Drivers & Crossover Dual System $135.90 Drivers & Crossover $134.95 with Cabinets $269.95 with Cabinets
For extra protection, drivers are shipped separately and require installation by customer.

McGee Radio
1901 McGee Street Kansas City, Missouri 64108-1891 PH. 816-842-5092
TO PLACE VISA, MC, or AE CHARGE ORDERS CALL 1-800-34-MC GEE (1-800-346-2433)
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE—ON NAME BRAND PRODUCTS

Now In Stock!

VHS CAMCORDER

JVC

GRC7U

LOWEST PRICES

On over 125 Brands

STEREO/ESOTERIC COMPONENTS, VIDEO, CAR STEREO, ACCESS.

Call or write for free price list today!

AUDIO UNLIMITED

1203½ Adams Avenue

Lo Grande, Oregon 97850

(503) 963-5731

catalog hotline (800) 233-8375

1:00 p.m. M-TH, 10-1 Fri. (Pacific Time)

Call or write for free price list today!

SOUTHEASTERN

SOUTH CENTRAL

HOUSTON'S home for quality stereo and video components by:

ADS, Alpine, Bang & Olufsen, Boston Acoustics, dbx Soundfield, Klipsch, Kyocera, McIntosh, NAD, Nakamichi, NEC, PhaseTech, Signet, Thorens, and Yamaha.

Custom Media Systems Division  524-2823

5310 Kirby  526-4117

5310 Kirby  526-4117

5743 Kirby  781-1013

7123 Southwest Freeway  777-0353

7123 Southwest Freeway  777-0353

71777 FM 1960 at Willowbrook  955-0615

HOUSTON, TEXAS (area code 713)

HOME ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

YOU CAN AFFORD SOMETHING BETTER AT HI FI BUYS

WE CARRY THE BEST STEREO & VIDEO AT THE BEST PRICE!

- Acoustat
- Adcom
- ADS
- Advent
- Bang & Olufsen
- Belles
- Bose
- Canon
- Carver
- DCM
- Denon
- Infinity
- KEF
- Kenwood
- Magnavox
- Minolta
- Mitsubishi
- Monster Cable
- Nakamichi
- NEC
- NYAL Moscode
- Quasar
- Sharp
- Sony
- Systemdek
- Thorens
- Toshiba
- AND MORE!

14 ATLANTA LOCATIONS  ·  (404) 261-4434
Equipment...

Call toll-free for price quotes and visacmc orders
N.Y. State (516) 599-1112
SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. Sr, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon-Sat 9 am-8 pm

CALL TOLL FREE FOR PRICE QUOTES AND VISA/MC ORDERS.
M

Stereo Express
CALL NOW
(714) 594-5746

FOR CALL
FREE FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HOURS
HOME AUDIO
YAMAHA. ADS, BANG & OLUFSEN. M&K. INFINITY. AR ALTEC. SONY. DBX. B&O. JBL. JVC. AIWA. TECHNICS. SANSUI. SONY. TEAC. SHARP. ADAM. MONSTER CABLE. CEDARWOOD. CAR Audio
ADS, AURORA. BLUMENFELD. CONCORD. CONCORD. CAR Audio
SONY. JVC. RCA. PANASONIC
VIDEO
SONY. JVC. RCA. PANASONIC.

CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE AND DEMO RECORD.

Specials
SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, car audio, RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Spring-Field, Ill. 62703.

Direct Sight and Sound. America’s best kept secret. Continues to please... Five years and over 40,000 customers later, we still offer the best in audio, video, and auto sound including esoterics at incredible prices! We sell and service only U.S. warranty merchandise! Our staff is not only knowledgeable, but helpful and courteous in choosing the right component for you. Become one of the ELITE! Call (404) 351-6772. Direct Sight and Sound, 3095 Bolling Way, Dept. S, Atlanta, GA 30305. MC/Visa/Alex. COD with deposit. FREE catalog.


LOWEST PRICES ON BRAND NAME LOUD SPEAKER DRIVERS. Crossovers, parts, and kits. Quantity discounts available. Send $1.00 for catalogue (refundable with order). KDS ELECTRONICS, Dept. SR 1186, 509 907, Rye, N.Y. 10580.

HIGH-END LOUDSPEAKER systems. speaker kits and the widest selection of raw drivers from the world’s finest manufacturers. For beginners and audiophiles. FREE catalog. A & S SPEAKERS, Box 74625. Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.

Reference Audio Systems
We believe serious audiophiles deserve seri- ous service. And that’s what you’ll get at Reference Audio Systems. We offer the best in high-end audio and the best in friendly service by our knowledgeable staff. From the latest CD player to a classic megawatt amplifier, you’ll like our surprisingly affordable prices and free shipping.

Perreaux Revox PS Audio Counterclockwise. Luxman Kyocera Audio, Hafer, Apt, JSE, Tandberg, Denon, Sony Stereo, Infinity, dbx Soundfield, Onkyo, Klipsch, Ono, D.N. A.S, Oracle, Thorens, Linton, Colette, Tiptoes, Audioquest, DCM, Klipsch, Ohm, Dynaudio, Linn, Burmester, Tiptoes, Audioquest, DCM, Klipsch, Ohm. Call us. We can prove it.

Get Low Prices on All Types of Audio Equipment—Including High-end and Even Esoteric Products—Not Normally Discounted! Now we can save you money on the equipment you really want. Extensive selection—no need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. FAST delivery available. All products feature USA manufacturer’s warranty. Call us for price quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. (616) 451-3868, Visa/MC/AmEx. The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

Customer service. And that’s what you’ll get at Reference Audio Systems. From the latest CD player to a classic megawatt amplifier, you’ll like our surprisingly affordable prices and free shipping.

Electracraft: Authorized dealer for Bang & Olufsen, Dalquist, DCM, Denon, Enter, Grade, Halter, Kef, Klipsch, M&K, Monster Cable, Nakamichi, P.S. Audio, RovoX, Sine, Sota, Tandberg and many more hi-end audio products, including mobile sound. MC, Visa, AMEX. ELECTRACRAFT, 460 Cedar St., Sandpoint, ID 83864. (208) 263-9516.

Halfer Owners, Dyna Owners, All Music Lovers! Jensen’s Stereo Shop, respected designer’s high performance circuits for Halfer and Dyna chassis. Has a new name—Audio by Van Alstine. Send $1.00 (to cover new catalog) for our great new cat- 
alog describing our new equipment and cost-effec- tive amplifier, preamp, tuner, and CD player upgrades. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337. (612) 890-3517.

Stereo City Atlanta Mail Order Division. We carry everything in electronics. Yamaha, Alpine, Denon, Sine, Soundcraftsmen, Halfer, JVC, Pioneer, Nikko, AIWA. (404) 264-9378.

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS--STEREO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT AT DISTRIBUTOR PRICES!

F No Deposit: Nothing to pay till you receive your order
F Same Day Shipping: Your order will be shipped the same day it is received
F Lemon-Proof Guarantee: 90 day replacement of equipment not able to be properly serviced
F Write or Call for Catalog

INTERNATIONAL HI-FI DISTRIBUTORS

MORAVIA CENTER
INDUSTRIAL PARK
BALTIMORE, MD. 21206

Ind. Park

Daily 9 to 9: Sat. 10 to 5

DISCOUNT CAR STEREO!! Specials: Sony XR-27R $179.00, XR-37R $210.00, CDX-X $476.00, CDX-R7 $575.00. Big Savings on Speakers, Amplifiers, and Equalizers. Free Shipping. MC/Visa. MBA, Inc. (504) 822-7807.

AUDIOPHONY Authorized dealer for ADS, B&O, Denon, Klipsch, Monster Cable, Nakamichi, NEC, Polk, Rockford, Signet. Audiovision, 507 South Main, Moscow, ID 83843. (208) 882-3305.

LINE DRIVE—A system controller center designed specifically for your level line components. CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.

LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.

Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod Squad, Dept. R, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For a complete catalog send $2 (refundable with order!). Ask about our 2-week money-back guarantee.

SATELLITE TV

CABLE TELEVISION CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS AND MICROPHONE TELEVISION ANTENNA EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES VIDEO CATALOG FREE! CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UNLIMITED, 116 Main Lane, Washington, AR 71862.

TAPES

DISCOUNT CAR STEREO!! Specials: Sony XR-27R $179.00, XR-37R $210.00, CDX-X $476.00, CDX-R7 $575.00. Big Savings on Speakers, Amplifiers, and Equalizers. Free Shipping. MC/Visa. MBA, Inc. (504) 822-7807.

AUDIOPHONY Authorized dealer for ADS, B&O, Denon, Klipsch, Monster Cable, Nakamichi, NEC, Polk, Rockford, Signet. Audiovision, 507 South Main, Moscow, ID 83843. (208) 882-3305.

LINE DRIVE—A system controller center designed specifically for your level line components. CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.

LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with how clean and accurate the Line Drive sounds.

Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod Squad, Dept. R, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024, (619) 436-7666. For a complete catalog send $2 (refundable with order!). Ask about our 2-week money-back guarantee.

CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET 329 Old York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 866-1650.

WE SELL SECOND HAND HIGH quality audio-video equipment at money back guarantee! Send your name and address for FREE monthly inventory. Ross Stereo. 4912 Napa Places, San Diego, CA 92110. (619) 275-3632.

UPGRADES FOR THORENS TURNTABLES—GRADO PICK UPS. Corktone Platter Mat, cables, and other products. For information catalog: $3.00 refundable. CHADWICK MODIFICATIONS, Dept. SR, 205 21st Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140.

WE ARE AMAZING!!! Amazing offers on HIFI, VIDEO, and CAR STEREO. Choose from: YAMAHA, SONY, ALPINE, KENWOOD, INFINITY, JBL, MEIDIAN, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, CANTON, MISION, PS AUDIO, APOGE, HAFER, STAX, muchmore. We have no competitors. If you’re serious or curious you cannot afford to wait. For a look at the future of electronic retailing CALL OR WRITE TODAY: AMAZING IN‘T SIGHT & SOUND

PLAYS AGAIN TAPES

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR VISA/ MASTERCARD

RECORDS

LOOKING FOR HARD-TO-FIND MUSIC? Send $2.00 for America’s largest catalog of independent label LP’s, cassettes and compact discs, all offered at discount prices! ROUNDPUP RECORDS, PO. Box 154, Dept. SR, Cambridge, MA 02140.
Let Stereo Review connect you to the best prospects in your region!

Now for the first time, you can send your sales signal to Stereo Review's GUIDE TO AUTHORIZED RETAILERS, a brand-new section in Stereo Review.

83% of Stereo Review buyers plan to buy—soon!

Yes, over four-fifths of Stereo Review subscribers plan to buy home video, audio and/or autosound equipment in the next 12 months. So your display ad exposes your message to a prime market that's young, affluent, educated—and ready to buy. This Stereo Review connection is designed exclusively for you, the retail dealer.

Stereo Review's GUIDE TO AUTHORIZED RETAILERS is a new, monthly section that's open only to authorized retailers of audio, video and autosound equipment, as well as records and tapes.

Tune in thousands of real customer prospects in your region. Only Stereo Review offers this great regional distribution value. Wherever you are, we'll help you connect with our quality-subscriber audience.

An effective regional connection—at reasonable cost!

Unlike ads in local media, your Stereo Review ad is virtually guaranteed to reach the proven customers for audio and video equipment in your region. So you target your true market at these reasonable rates: $600 per 1/9 page and ready to buy. This Stereo Review connection is designed exclusively for you, the retail dealer.

Stereo Review's GUIDE TO AUTHORIZED RETAILERS is a new, monthly section that's open only to authorized retailers of audio, video and autosound equipment, as well as records and tapes.

Tune in thousands of real customer prospects in your region. Only Stereo Review offers this great regional distribution value. Wherever you are, we'll help you connect with our quality-subscriber audience.

An effective regional connection—at reasonable cost!

Unlike ads in local media, your Stereo Review ad is virtually guaranteed to reach the proven customers for audio and video equipment in your region. So you target your true market at these reasonable rates: $600 per 1/9 page and ready to buy. This Stereo Review connection is designed exclusively for you, the retail dealer.

Call Toll Free: (800) 445-6066

To place your ad or for more information, call Lois Price today. We're waiting to connect you!
by Christie Barter
& Steve Simels

ONE MORE TIME! Would you believe that the original home of Motown Records, the “Hitsville USA” complex that Berry Gordy started back in 1959, is now...a museum? Well, it is, and probably a good thing, too, given the dearth of civic pride in Detroit these days (the Tigers, the Lions, and the Redwings certainly haven’t made many contributions in that department recently). Anyway, we mention all this because Mayor Coleman Young recently proclaimed an official “Stevie Wonder Day” in the fabled Motor City, where it (or “The Sound of Young America,” as Motown fans refer to it) was exported this summer.

Stevie Wonder: home again

City, an occasion that brought Stevie back, if only temporarily, to the place where it (or “The Sound of Young America,” as Motown used to be billed) all began. Who says you can’t go home again? □

CATHFISH ROW, Charleston, was exported this summer to the rolling hills of Sussex, south of London, when Glyndebourne Festival Opera launched the first professional production in England of George Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess. It brought black-tie audiences to their feet at every performance, which is pretty rare at Glyndebourne, and it handed its Porgy, the Jamaican-born bass-baritone Willard White, a personal triumph of a kind rarely seen there.

Mills, Costa-Greenspon, and Eisler in “Candide”

Eisler and Mills also head the cast in New World’s complete recording of Candide released earlier this year. On Friday, October 24, and on successive Friday evenings through November 14, the PBS network will be showing Wagner, an edited-down version of Tony Palmer’s nine-hour film drama of the composer’s life starring Richard Burton in the title role. Also in featured roles are Marthe Keller and Vanessa Redgrave, along with three great knights of the British theater—Sir John Gielgud, Sir Laurence Olivier, and Sir Ralph Richardson (in one of his last appearances).

THE recordings of operatic soprano Maria Callas (1923-1977) continue to thrill record collectors even in the compact disc era. To supply them with biographical information, George Jellinek has now issued the first paperback edition of Callas: Portrait of a Prima Donna. It was originally published in 1960 at the height of Callas’s artistic triumphs. For the Dover edition Jellinek has written a new preface and epilogue. He sums up the Callas legacy by saying, “As the most influential and significant operatic personality of her age, she will continue to inspire singers, to stimulate controversies, to excite and to mystify. That is what legends are meant to do.”

FREDDIE DOES WEMBLEY.

In case you’re wondering what Freddie Mercury and the rest of the guys in Queen have been up to lately, we offer the following news as proof that wretched excess (or what we used to call “decadence” back in the early Seventies) is again in style, at least in rock-and-roll. Following two sold-out shows at Britain’s Wembley Stadium (combined attendance was 144,000), Queen hosted a champagne celebration in honor of their newest album (“A Kind of Magic”) for sev-
have been the largest rock show ever staged behind the Iron Curtain.

One of the leading French tenors of our day is actually an American who is based in New York but performs and records more often in Europe—and most often in France. He is John Aler, who won a Grammy Award this year for his participation in the Telarc recording of the Berlioz Requiem.

Aler has figured prominently this fall in a number of major new recordings, the majority of them drawn from the French repertoire. First there was the EMI/Angel recording of Berlioz’s Roméo et Juliette, released in September, in which Aler sings opposite Jessye Norman with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Riccardo Muti. Then came the new recording of Gluck’s Iphigénie en Tauride, an October release from Philips, in which Aler sings the role of Pylade under the direction of John Eliot Gardiner. And this month Angel is releasing the first recording of an opera that few have ever heard of—Adolphe Adam’s Le Postillon de Lonjumeau—featuring Aler in the leading tenor role.

“I’ve always been interested in the language and culture of France,” says Aler. “I like singing in the language—and doing French operas, like the Adam, that are just not being done anymore.”

He’s recording another rare one for EMI this season—La Muette de Portici by Daniel-François-Esprit Auber (whose full name you don’t see around very much either).

Not one to neglect the standard repertoire, however, Aler is also participating in a new Messiah for EMI and a recording of Beethoven’s Missa solemnis for Telarc. An album of Liszt songs he has recorded for the CD-only Second Hearing label should be along sometime before Christmas, and a new recording of Mozart’s CostanzaFandutte, in which he sings Ferrando, is due from Angel early next year.

If the idea of turning Motown into a museum isn’t enough to make you feel old, consider that none other than Jason Nesmith—son of original Monkee, now video mogul, Michael Nesmith.

EVERYBODY knows what Eddie Van Halen’s guitar work did for Michael Jackson’s Beat It (an extra million sales, probably). And now, in a similarly bold collaboration, Ted Nugent has provided his trademark heavy-metal guitar pyrotechnics on two cuts in the forthcoming album by languid electropop favorites Berlin, currently riding high with Take My Breath Away, the love theme from Top Gun, a filmic paean to Air Force machismo.

The Berliners were looking for a guitarist “rooted in a loose, garage-rock style,” explained John Crawford, the group’s chief songwriter and bassist. “We knew Ted was our man.” Nugent apparently agrees. Said Nugent: “It was a dirty job, and Young Ted was more than obliged to do it.” We’ll keep you posted on further developments.

Rupert the Bear

other than Stanley Donen, the Hollywood Musical great responsible for, among other baubles, the original Singing in the Rain. Pittingly, Donen once directed Fred Astaire (in 1951’s Royal Wedding) in a scene where Fred actually danced on the ceiling. . . . Joe Strummer, lead screamer with punk rock stalwarts The Clash, is set to star in a new comedy spaghetti western. Titled Straight to Hell, the flick will be directed by Alex (Repo Man) Cox and will feature cameo appearances by Iggy Pop and the Pogues.
THINK OF IT AS THE WORLD’S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER.

Now you can take the dynamics of digital performance anywhere. With TDK HX-S, it captures the purity and nuances of digital sound like no other high-bias audio cassette. Specifically designed to record digitally-sourced materials, HX-S offers four times the magnetic storage capability of other high-bias cassettes available today. Plus unmatched high frequency MOL (Maximum Output Level) for optimum performance. With all this going for it, HX-S does more than step-up your pocket-sized player. It also acts like fuel injection for your car audio system. And it can turn a boombox into a portable music hall.

TDK HX-S. One small step for digital. One giant leap for music-kind.

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE.

TDK is the world’s leading manufacturer of audio & video cassettes and floppy disk products.

CIRCLE NO. 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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**NEW PRODUCTS**

**Wingate Audio**

The Wingate 2000A is a dual-mono power amplifier with pure Class A circuitry and no negative feedback. Its power output is rated as 100 watts per channel rms into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.5 percent harmonic distortion. The amplifier was designed for "unprecedented signal transparency and resolution," with increased definition and dynamics. The left and right channels are completely isolated electrically. Each has two power supplies, and the total capacitance of all four is 352,000 microfarads, which is said to enable the amplifier to provide "well-defined bass as well as an extremely clean sound even at very high volume levels." The all-MOSFET circuitry holds more than 2.75 amperes of bias current per channel. Frequency response is rated as 0.18 to 125,000 Hz +0, -1 dB, signal-to-noise ratio as greater than 100 dB. Price: $3,200. Wingate Audio, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 9121, Hickory, NC 28603.

**Citizen**

The CDP-120 portable compact disc player from Citizen has two headphone jacks, so that two people can listen to the player at the same time. Measuring 5 x 7 3/8 x 1 1/8 inches, the player weighs less than 2 pounds without its optional rechargeable NiCad battery pack and carrying case. A built-in AC power supply enables the player to be used directly with a home stereo system.

The CDP-120 can be programmed to play up to sixteen tracks in any order. Skip and search controls give access to any desired track or point within a track. The LCD display shows the current track number, elapsed time, the power mode, and the status of access and program functions. To save wear, the player will automatically shut off if left in pause for more than 5 minutes. Finish is black or blue. Price: $249.95; battery pack and carrying case, $89.95. Citizen, Dept. SR, 2999 Overland Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90064.

**Kenwood**

The 100-watt remote-controlled KR-V95R receiver from Kenwood has a seven-band graphic equalizer, a spectrum analyzer, two video inputs, and a stereo synthesizer. Five different equalizer settings (for different source material, listening tastes, or levels) can be programmed into memory. Twenty AM or FM stations can be preset for automatic scanning or direct access with the ten-button keypad. The power output of the amplifier section is rated at 100 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with 0.008 percent total harmonic distortion. Price: $480. Other new Kenwood receivers similar to the KR-V95R are the 70-watt KR-V75R ($420), the 55-watt KR-V55R ($330), and the 55-watt KR-V75B, without remote control ($280). Kenwood, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 6213, 1315 E. Watson Center Rd., Carson, CA 90749-6213.
Boston Acoustics

Designed to be flush-mounted in walls or ceilings, the Model 360 speaker from Boston Acoustics houses a 6½-inch long-throw woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter, in an enclosure only 3 inches deep. The speakers are intended for use in rooms without enough space for ordinary speakers or as unobtrusive rear speakers for surround sound. Recommended amplifier power is 5 to 60 watts. Rated frequency response is 48 to 20,000 Hz ± 2 dB. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The speakers are 8½ x 11½ inches. Price: $400/pair. Boston Acoustics, Dept. SR, 247 Lynnfield St., Peabody, MA 01960.

Clarion Audia

The auto-reverse Clarion Audia 200 cassette tuner features RCA-type outputs to make the unit compatible with car stereo components from other manufacturers. The tape section has a narrow-gap head for better frequency response, Dual Direction Auto Azimuth for consistent performance from both sides of a tape, Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction, and equalization for chrome and metal tapes. Twelve FM and six AM stations can be preset. The FM section has quartz-locked tuning and features the Magi-Tune system, automatic distant/local switching, automatic stereo reception, and a noise canceller. The tuner can also receive some stereo AM broadcasts. The compact chassis is said to fit most recent European, American, and Japanese vehicles. Price: $579.95. Clarion, Dept. SR, 5500 Rosecrans Ave., Lawndale, CA 90260. Circle 127 on reader service card

DesignTech

The Sound Wedge from DesignTech, when it is connected between a receiver or an amplifier and speakers, and between a telephone and its wall jack, automatically reduces the volume of the stereo system when the telephone rings or its handset is lifted. When the handset is replaced, the volume returns to the previous level. The positive speaker wires for the left and right channels go into the Sound Wedge, which has outputs for the signal to go on to the speakers. Sound quality is said to be unaffected by the Sound Wedge, which is compatible with Touch Tone, rotary, and cordless phones. It can be set for activation by the phone nearest the stereo system or by any extension. Price: $29.95. DesignTech, Dept. SR, 941 25th NW, Washington, DC 20037. Circle 128 on reader service card

More New Products on page 15
by Christie Barter and William Burton

AUDIO/VIDEO COMBINATION

The LaserDisc Corporation of America, part of the Pioneer Group, has developed a hybrid that combines the audio-only compact disc and the laser-readable video disc. The "compact laserdisc" includes two or more music videos by a particular artist or group plus the audio content of a compact disc by that artist, all for a list price of $16.95. The 12-inch CLD albums are played on regular laser videodisc players.

ANNIVERSARIES

America's most senior composer, Virgil Thomson, celebrates his ninetieth birthday on November 25. . . Aaron Copland turns a mere eighty-six on November 14. The Pittsburgh Symphony turned sixty in October, and operatic diva Dame Joan Sutherland does the same on November 7. Dame Joan is also celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of her American debut. Her frequent leading man, tenor Luciano Pavarotti, fifty-one, is celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of his operatic debut in Italy. London records honored the anniversaries with special releases: "Joan Sutherland Sings Bel Canto Arias," recorded last year, and "Pavarotti Anniversary," a compilation of arias recorded between 1973 and 1985. . . The jazz group Weather Report celebrates its fifteenth anniversary on Columbia Records with the release of "This Is This," its fifteenth album on the label.

NEW TEST RECORDS

Five direct-to-disc recordings designed for audiophiles and audio professionals have been produced by the CBS Technology Center. The new CTC Professional Series Test Records replace the STR Technical Series Test Records. The discs can be used to measure qualities such as frequency response, distortion, sensitivity, system performance, and turntable and tonearm performance. Price is $30 each.

MUSICAL NOTES

Harper's Bazaar magazine included singer and RCA recording artist Whitney Houston on its list of the ten most beautiful women in America. (Others were Lisa Bonet, Nancy Reagan, Cybill Shepherd, and Maria Shriver.) A model from Czechoslovakia, Paulina Porizkova, was the only one of the beauties who also showed up on GQ magazine's list of the hundred smartest people in America. Along with a few writers and editors, however, the following musicians made the list on smarts: Harry Belafonte, David Byrne (of Talking Heads), composer Philip Glass, composer/lyricist Stephen Sondheim, and Frank Zappa. (Among prominent people GQ listed as being dumber than dolphins are Joan Rivers's voice coach and Sammy Davis, Jr.) Newly published writer Tina Turner, author of I, Tina, has been honored with her own bronze star in the Los Angeles sidewalk right in front of the main office of Capitol Records. It is the 1,831st star in the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
Hitachi introduces electronics so technologically refined, they offer something remarkable. Reality. Sound so true, you'll never miss a note.

Like our new CD player with built-in dual cassette deck and AM/FM Digital Receiver. Compact disc performance and tape versatility, together at last. TV monitors with broadcast stereo reception that rival the finest high fidelity systems. And Hi-Fi HQ video recorders so incredibly advanced, they'll shock your senses.

If you're ready to appreciate the fine art of home entertainment, make a sound investment in quality. Make it a masterpiece.
For over thirty years Teac has been famous for building precision tape recording equipment. But, we're not willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac offers its most comprehensive line ever. From audio and hi-fi video recording equipment, to compact disc players, to graphic equalizers, speakers, and a complete line of audio and video accessories. One thing, however, will never change at Teac—our obsession with creating the most advanced, featured-filled, superbly executed audio and video equipment we can make. So, no matter what Teac you decide to buy, you can be assured of acquiring a piece that has been built to unheard of standards.